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Neither the Commission of the European Communities nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission is responsible for the use which might be made of the 
following information fOREWORD 
The  Scientific  and  Technical  Research  Committee  (CREST),  having  discussed 
the  first  report  on  the  confrontation  and  co-ordination of the  energy 
research  and  development  policies  and  programmes  of the  Member  States  and 
of  the  European  Communities  (Report  EUR  5911),  asked  its energy  research 
and  development  Subcommittee  to  continue  improving  and  keeping  up-to-date 
the  inventory of energy  research  and  development  programmes  and  activities. 
With  the preparation of  the  present  1976-78  edition, the  Subcommittee 
confidently  hopes  to  have  fulfilled its task.  The  nomenclature  - in  which 
the  whole  of  energy  R&D  activities  may  be  sub-divided - has  been  revised, 
the  scope  has  been  widened  and  now  covers  not  only  R&D  activities, but  also 
demonstration ones. 
The  Subcommittee  considers  the  inventory - in  its present  factual  form  -
as  a  useful  element  of  information  and  recommends  that  it be  circulated 
widely  to the  interested quarters.  I  wish  to  express  my  gratitude to all 
members  of the  Subcommittee  for  their  willing  co-operation  in preparing 
this  document  and  to  the  Commission  of the  European  Communities  - in 
particular to  Mr.  G.  Valentini  and  Mr.  M.  Francini  - for  its active  support 
in  preparing  and  publishing  it. 
Brussels,  October  1979 
Prof.  Paul  De  Meester 
President  of  the  Energy 
Research  and  Development  Subcommittee 
of  CREST CONTENTS 
SECTION  1 
1.1  Introduction  1 
1.2  Explanatory  Notes  1 
1.3  Qualification  Statements  2 
SECTION  2 
2.1  Summary  Tables  of  the  R&D  Expenditures  of  Member  States  and  European 
Communities  in  the  period  1976-1978.  3 
2.2  Comparison  of  Member  States  and  European  Communities  Expenditures  and 
main  Programme's  Activities  in  the different  Sub-sectors.  25 
SECTION  3 
3.1  Belgium  75 
3.2  Denmark  115 
3.3  Federal  Republic  of  Germany  149 
3.4  France  209 
3.5  Ireland  263 
3.6  Italy  285 
3.7  Netherlands  335 
3.8  United  Kingdom  377 
3.9  European  Communities  457 
List  of  abbreviations  525 1.  SECTION  1 
1.1.  INTRODUCTION 
The  present  inventory,  by  reference  to  the  previous  ones  realized  in  the 
framework  of  the  energy  R&D  Subcommittee  of  CREST  - the first  referring  to 
expenditures  1973/estimates  1974  (doc.  XII/648/74)  and  the  second  referring 
to  expenditures  1974/75/estimates  1976  (doc.  EUR  5911)  - differs  rather 
substantially  from  them. 
Firstly,  its scope  has  been  broadened  to  cover  not  only  research  and  devel-
opment,  but  also  demonstration  ar.tivities and  - in  general - even  financial 
support  of  energy  technologies.* 
Secondly,  its nomenclature  (sub-division  in  sectors  and  sub-sectors)  has 
been  changed:  while  maintaining  its technology-oriented  structure,  it  is 
now  more  homogeneous  and  can  be  compared  more  easily to  the  structure 
adopted  in  the  lEA's  reviews  by  reference  to which,  however,  shows  a  more 
detailed sub-division  between  the  items  in  which  the  different  aspects  of 
a  given  energy  technology  can  be  split. 
It  cannot  be  compared  with  other  reviews  carried  out  for  more  general 
statistical purposes,  as  that  realized  by  the  R&D  Statistics Subcommittee 
of  CREST;  not  only  the  nomenclature  of  the  present  inventory differs 
greatly  from  the  NABS'  one,  and  any  effort  in  realizing  their  mutual 
compatibility  would  alter  substantially  the  nature  of  one  or  other  or  both, 
but  also  the  kind  of  expenditures  taken  into  account  differ  basically: 
while  the  NABS  covers  the  R&D  allocations  of  central  governments,  the 
present  one  adds  to  them  t~demonstration funds  of  central  governments 
and  the  RD  and  D allocations  of  the  undertakings  of  the  public  sector. 
1.2  EXPLANATORY  NOTES 
Section  2.1 
ALL  figures  of  the  summary  tables  are  expressed  in  millions  European 
Units  of  Account  (EUA)  and  are  rounded  up  to  the  second  decimal. 
Only  figures  pertinent  to  the  years  1976  and  1977  are  expenditures; 
those  pertinent  to  1978  are,  in  general,  only  estimates. 
Table  I  gives  the  RD&D  expenditures of  Member  States altogether  and 
of  the  E.C.  in  each  of  the  sectors  and  for  the period  1976-1978. 
Tables  IIa, lib,  and  lie give  the  summary  expenditures  of  each  Member 
State  and  of  the  E.C.  in  each  of  the  sectors for  the  years  1976,  1977, 
and  1978  respectively;  Tables  Ilia, IIIb,  and  IIIc  give  the  per  head 
expenditures  (in  EUA)  in  each  Member  State  and  in  the  E.C.  (considered 
as  EUR-9);  the  population  data  have  been  taken  from  the  report 
CREST/51/78  and  are  the  following  (in  thousand  units): 
B  D  DK  F  IRL  I  NL  UK  EUR-9 
1976  9818  -61531  5073  52921  3162  56169  13773  56001  258449 
1977  9830  61400  5089  53084  3192  56462  13856  55967  259226 
1978  9850  61317  5111  53239  3222  56740  13937  55894  259310 
*  See  Item  1.3 "Qualification Statements". -2-
Tables  IVa,  IVb,  and  IVc  give  the  summary  expenditures  of  each  Member 
State  and  of  the  E.C.  for  the  years  1976,  1977  and  1978  respectively 
for  each  sector  and  sub-sector.  When  examining  these  tables,  the 
reader  should  be  aware  of  the  fact  that  only  figures  pertinent  to  the 
totals  of  the  sectors 0,  1,  2  •••  6  are  exact;  figures  pertinent  to 
each  sub-sector 1.1, 1.2, etc.  - as  those  of  columns  9  and  11  -are 
only  approximate  and  indicative;  the  abbreviation  "p.m.  (pour  memoire) 
which  appears  in  some  squares  of  the  tables,  means  that,  although 
activities exist  in  the  concerned  sub-sector  so  that  the  (horizontal) 
additions  referring  to  single  sub-sector,  as  are  in particular the 
squares  of  columns  9  and  11,  cannot  help  being  approximate. 
Section  2.2 
Each  table  in  section  2.2  gives  a  summary  of  the  expenditures  (in  millions 
EUA)  of  each  Member  State  and  of  the  E.C.  for  the  period  1976-78  as  well 
as  a  comparison  of  the  main  Lines  of  activity for  each  sub-sector. 
Section  3 
Each  sub-section  of  section  3  refers  to  a  Member  State  or to the  E.C.;  for 
each  sub-section  are  given: 
A summary  table  with  1976  and  1977  expenditures  and  1978  estimates  in 
each  sector  and  sub-sector  (in  millions  EUA); 
A qualification  statement; 
A summary  of  national  energy  RD  and  D policy  and  of priorities; 
Single  sheets -one  for  each  sub-sector- giving  a  summary  description  of 
national  programmes  and  activities:  the  expenditures  are  expressed  in 
both  national  currencies  and  EUA).  Expenditures  in  national  currencies 

































Qualification  statements  to  each  Member  State  are  included  in  sub-sections 
of  section  3. 
As  for  the  European  Communities,  it  should  be  noted that  expenditures  given 
here  refer  to  the  totality of  the  appropriations  earmarked  in  the  Community 
budget  in  the  sector  of  energy  research  and  technology;  the  estimation  of 
the  pure  R&D  fraction,  where  exists,  is  indicated  for  each  item  on  the 
corresponding  sheet. SECTION  2 
SUB-SECTION  2.1 
-3-
SUMMARY  TABLES  OF  THE  RD&D  EXPENDITURES  OF 
MEMBER  STATES  AND  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES  IN 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 SECTION  2 
SUB-SECTION  2.2 
-25-
COMPARISON  OF  MEMBER  STATES  AND  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES  EXPENDITURES  AND  MAIN  PROGRAMME'S 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SECTION  3 
SUB-SECTION  3.1  8  E L G I  U M 
(6) ENERGY  R+D&D  POLICY  -77- COUNTRY  BELGIUM 
SUMMARY  OF  RESEARCH,  DEVELOPMENT  AND  DEMONSTRATION  EXPENDITURE 
(in million  E.U.A.) 
SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS 









1  • 1 •  Indus t r y  n.a.  0.51  0.34 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
1.2.  Residential  and  commercial  n.a.  1. 97  0.54 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~---------------------------
1.3.  Transportation  n.a.  0  •.  16  0.35 
---------------------------------------------- ------------- ---------------------------
1.4.  Low-grade  energy utilization  n.a.  2.60  2.39 
------------------------------------.---------- ~------------- ~------------- -------------
1.5.  Others 
2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  n.~. 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.1.  Coal  exploration and  extraction  n.a.  1.  06  1. 17 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~---------------------------
2.2.  Coal  preparation, valoris.&  transpt. 
~---------------------------------------------~-------------~---------------------------
2.3.  Coal  Liquefaction 
----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
2.4.  Coal  gasification  n.a.  2.26  4.79 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.5.  Coal  combustion 
------------------------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------
2 • 6.  0 i L  & £a s a s s e s sm en t & ex p l or  a t i on 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.7.  Oil  & gas  production 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.8.  Refining  and  derivatives  0.71 
~----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
2.9.  Transport  of  oil  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
~----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
2.10.  Transport  of  gas  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.11.  Storage  of  oiL  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------
2.12.  Storage  of  gas  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
~--~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.13.  Others -78-






3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  -49.80  51.65  ~6.01 
~------------------------------------------------~---------------------------------------
3.1.  Proven  reactors  10.12  10.08  12.66 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------
3.2.  High  temperature  reactors  0.31  0.24  0.19 
~----------------------------------------------------------- -------------·--------------
3.3.  Breeders  129. 7j)  [28~8-9- \  27.21 _ -
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------
3.4.  Fuel  cycle  1.44  1.65  1.90 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
3.5.  Nuclear  safety  6.14  7.85  1  ro.9o 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------~-----
3.6.  Waste  treatment  and  disposal  2.09  2.94  3.15 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
3.7.  Radiation  prot.& decommiss.of power pl.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
3.8.  Fissile materials  control  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
3.9.  Others  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
4.1.  Thermonuclear  fusion  1.04  1.63  1.96 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
4.2.  Geothermal  energy  0.09 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.3.  Solar  energy  14  1.21 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
4.4.  Ocean 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.5.  Wind  _0.154 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.6.  Hydrogen  as  an  energy  vector  0.50  0.78 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.7.  Others 
5.  ELECTRICITY 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.1.  Electricity generating  equipment  0  .. 30 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5 • 2 •  Transport  of  e l e c  t r i c i t y  0. 4 5  0. 1  0 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.3.  Control & instrumentation 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.4.  Fuel  cells  0.73  0.62 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.5.  Electrochemical  storage  p.m.  p.m. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.6.  Other  storage  techniques  p.m.  p.m. -79-
SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS 








6. 1.  Ana Lyt i caL  studies on energy systems  n.a.  0.66  0.79 
----------------------------------------------~------------- ---------------------------
6.2.  Socio-economic  studies  0.20  1.18 
r----------------------------------------------~-------------·---------------------------
6.3.  Studies  on  environmental  effects  p.m.  p.m. 
Z2.t.]_ -80-
Qualification  statement 
The  figures  quoted  here  are  those  for  which  there  is a  budget  heading 
for  a  state-body  even  if the  beneficiary  is private  industry. -81- COUNTRY  BELGIUM 
ENERGY  RESEARCH,  DEVELOPMENT  AND  DEMONSTRATION  POLICY 
1.  General  objectives 
- to moderate  the  increase  of  energy  consumption  through  appropriate 
conservation  efforts 
- to diversify  the  sources  of  energy  supply  through  the  development 
of  new  energy  technologies 
- to  improve  the  supply  of  coal  through  the  underground  coal  gasification 
programm~ 
- to  increase  the  contribution of  nuclear  energy  to the  energy  supply 
2.  Specific objectives 
- nuclear  energy 
•  sodium-cooled  fast  breeder  reactors 
•  proven  reactors 
•  gas  reactors 
•  reactor  safety 
•  fuel  cycle 
- energy  conservation 
•  reduction  of  waste  heat 
•  secondary  raw  materials  recovery. 
- new  energy  sources 
•  solar  energy  utilisation 
•  controlled  thermonuclear  fusion 
3.  Priorities 
In  decreasing  order  : 
- nuclear  energy 
- energy  conservation 
- in  situ  coal  gasification 
- solar  heating  and  cooling 
- solar photovoltaic  conversion 
- Low  enthalpy geothermal  energy -82-
4.  Ongoing  and/or  planned  comprehensive  programmes 
The  five  year  (1973-1977)  nuclear  energy  technology  R&D  programme. 
The  four  year  (1975-1978)  national  non-nuclear  R&D  programme. -83-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  1. 1.  INDUSTRY  DATE  :  24.11.78 
and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Current  activities 
- heat  transfer 
- fluidized  bed  heat  transfer 
- reduction of  energy  consumption  in 
•  metallurgical  industry 
•  chemical  industry 
•  gas  industry 
•  cement  industry  ( )() 
•  food  and  agriculture 
- micro  waves 
- amonium  cycles 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~~~/0~:Y 
1>- ~  • e.  0  0  1).'- •\·  '<:'  ""(:'- • w,....  e.  ~e. 
OBJECTIVE  7>-<::-<::-e  1>-~~~~-....·  r>;e :,/)  ~e'b-~~.;.p"  <v~·  e~c,  ...._c,1>0)  ~ c,v::-1> 
~'- w..~  "  e<?> ~·  ,§o  <.P~  ')_•  ow,v::-.  e,<::'-~  o 
e+  7>-~  ~o  «;  •\· 
1  X 
Cx)  .X 
•••  1 ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  (x106) 
1  ·n.a.  20.7  13.8 
···'-··· 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  n  a  20,7  1~  R 
~---
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  · n .a.  0.506  ()  ~L..? -84-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  1.2.  RESIDENTIAL  AND  COMMERCIA  DATE  :  24/11/78 
and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
- thermal  insulation of  buildings 
- insulating materials 
- Low  temperature  heating  (x) 
- use  of  he?.t  pur::ps  (xx) 
- use  of  solar  energy  (x) 
- systems  analysis 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~:/~~0(/0~:Y 
7>  ~  • ll,  0  0  7>'- •\o  ~ ""'<::'  • !(,."  e  (e 
OBJECTIVE  7>(;'-(;'-e  7>~:<~(('-•  ~e :,l)  ~l7>~~0(;'-"  «.,.~·  e<t?  ..__t??>~  ~ ~7> 
((-...;  !(,.(  "  ll,(?i ~·  0(0  ,p~  '\..  01(,.'<:- ll,(;'-~  0 
e+  7>~  C:>o  ~  •\· 
1  X 
(x)  'X 
(xx)  X 
•••  ! ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx1Q6)  ( x1 o6>  Cx1Q6) 
1  .,  n  i=l  80.7  21.7 
···'···  TOTAL  (in N.C.)  n.a,  80.7  21.7 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  n.a.  ~ 1.  97_4  o.S38 -85-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  1.3.  TRANSPORTATION  DATE  :  24.11.78 
and  budgets 
-
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
- optimization of  engine-fuel  systems 
- fuel  eel ls 
- hydrogen  engines 
- Linear  electric motors 
- cavitation phenomena 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~~~~0~::/ 
'b  9>  .e,  0  0  'b'- ·\·  :-<:'  .....  ~  • '<.."  e.  <:e. 
OBJECTIVE  'b~~e.  'b~~~«'-•  ~e. ~0~
0  fl'b~~0~"  <v~·  e.<:t?  -....t?'bO)  ~ ~7> 
«"'  '<..<:  "  e.<:7i ~·  -.}<:0 "0~  ).•  0'<..~  e.~~  0 
e.+  'b~  (:}0  ~  ·\· 
1  X 
•••  1 ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  (x1Q6)  (X 1  06)  <  x  1  o6) 
1  n"..?.  6.7  14.1  .. 
•  • • I  ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  n.a.  6  7  1 L..  1 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  n.a.  0.164  0.349 -86-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  BELGI U% 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  1•4•  LOW  GRADE  ENERGY  UTILI- DATE  : 
t.4. -,-,_ ('6 
and  budgets  ZATION  revised 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Development  of  heat  pumps 
2.  Waste  heat  utilization 
- data  collection on  heat  sources  and  heat  demand  maps 
- total  energy  systems 
- combined  cycles. 
3.  Recover~ of  urban  waste 
- processing  and  recovery  of  residential  and  municipal  waste 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/:/.~~~~~Y:0~~ 
0  ?>"'  ·\·  :<::-1>  -..._(;'  • t<.."  eo  (e 
OBJECTIVE  1>~~e  1>~~~~-.....·  ~e  :..)~
0  ~e,1>~~..)~"  «..,~·  e<"  -.._c,1>0)  fl.  ~1> 
~'- t<..<.  "  e<?) ~·  ..)<.o ,p~  '\.•  o,(J'  e~~  o 
fl;+·  1>~  (:)0  ~  •\· 
1  X 
2  X  X 
3  X 
•• •  I ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  (x1Q6)  (x106)  Cx106) 
1 + 2 + 3  ,,., .·a.  106.2  96a6 
• • • I  .... 
TOTAL  Cin  N.C.)  rt.a.  106.2  96.6 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  n.a.  2.598  2.394 -87-
R+D& D POL! CY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
!!.SUB-SECTOR  2.1.  COAL  EXPLORATION  AND 
EXTRACTION 
DATE  :  Feb.  1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Development  of  new ore exploration  methods 
2.  Coal  extraction  techniques  including  secondary  and  tertiary  recovery 
3.  Evaluation of  coal  reserves 
1  X 
2  X 
3  X 
•••  I • •• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx1Q6)  (X 1  Q6)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6) 
1  +.2  n-.a.  43.3  46.3 
~  - 1.0 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  ------~--~n~·~a~·----~-~4~3~.~3~--~--~4u7~·~3---+-----------t----------~l 
TOTAL  Cin  EUA)  n.a.  1.06  1.17 -88-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.4.  COAL  GASIFICATION  DATE  :  FEB.1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Underaround  aasification 
2.  Technico-economical  studies  on  the possibilities to  introduce  in  Be l g i urn  c  oa l 
liquefaction and  gasification technologies 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
~;/.:/~e  ·• ~~0~::/ 
'b  ~  .e.  0 
0  'b"  ·\·  :-<:'  ""<:'  • r<.."  e.  ~e.  e.  ~.  0Q.  <'"  •  0  ~  'b 
OBJECTIVE  'b<'<'  'b~~  ....  ~~'- 'bO;e  k....::;<:'  0 ~e.~~~  .. :P  :V~  '(:-e.~  ..::.""01i  k..  ~ 
~"-.;  '<..~  e.~  ..::.·  ..:§  ~0  '\.  01(,.  e.<'  0 
e.+  7>..::.  (:)0  «.:  ·\· 
1  X 
2  X 
•.•  I ••. 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  E.stimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  <x1Q6)  (x1Q6)  ( x1 06)  <  x  1  o6> 
1 + 2_  n  a  92.2  193.5 
···'···  TOTAL  (in N.C.)  n.a.  92.2  193.5 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  n.a.  2.26  4.79 -89-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.6.  OIL  AND  GAS  ASSESSMENT  DATE  :  FEB.  1979  and  budgets  AND  EXPLORATION 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Oil  drilling at  important  depths 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
~~:/~·\·~~0~:Y 
11- ~  .e,  0  0  ?~-'- •\o  ~ .....  <::'  • ~.....  e  ~  e  e  ~.  '?c  <'"'  •  '?  ~  11-
OBJECTIVE  11-<'<::'  ?!-~~  .....  ~<:('- 11-~e  ~  .. :·)<::'  0 \(e~~~..::f  :V~  ~e~  ~-..,.'?'?j  ~ ~ 
<:('\,.;  ~<.  e~  ~·  .. §  <...o  '\.  o~  e<'  o 
e,+  ?!-~  (:)0  ~  •\· 
•••  1 ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6> 
1  o.m.  o.m.  o.m 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA) -90-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  2. 8.  REFINING  AND  DERIVATIVES  DATE  :  FEB.  1979  and  budgets 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
- hydrocarbons  thermal  era ck i ng 
- carbon  chemistry 
- upgrading  of  used  oil  products 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
~~~~·-~~0~~ 
o  ?J"  •\·  c,-<:::-?J o...._<::-0:>  <::- .....  ~-....  eo  (e 
OBJECTIVE  ?J<::-<::-e  ?J~~(~Q'-•  ~e,  k..'>(:'  Re,'b  ~'><::- <vJ'•  e(c,  -..._  c,'bO)  k..  t::'?J 
Q"  ~  (  "  e(  ?i ~  •  ..:>(
0  (,...0~  \. •  0~-<:::- i'~  0 
e+  ?J~  (:)o  ~  •\· 
1  X 
•• • I ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  (X 1  Q6)  <  x  1  o6>  c  x  1  o6>  (x106) 
1  - 29.0  -
•• • I  ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  - 29.0  -
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  - 0.71  --91-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  : BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  2.9.  TRANSPORT  OF  OIL  DATE  :  FEB.1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Gas  and  liquid  fuel  distribution modeling 
- , 
STATUS  &  mPLEf·1EtJTA TION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~~~~0~~ 
'Z>  9>  .e.  0  0  1>'-- •\·  '<'  ...,  (;'  . !(,"  e.  ~e. 
OBJECTIVE  'Z><::-<::-e..  'Z>~':{.,~~'--·  'Z>O;e  :..:>~
0 
0 ~e~:~0<::--"  <v~·  '(:-e..~t?  ~...._t?'Z>O)  1!..  q:-'Z> 
~'-- !(,{.,  "'  e<  ~·  ..:>{.,  c_.O  '\.•  ol(,  e.~  o 
e.+- 'Z>~  <:>0  <.:;  ·\· 
1  X 
r--· 
•••  1 ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  (x1Q6)  (x106)  (X 1  Q6) 
1  P  .,m.  p.m. - o  .. m 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) 
(7) -92-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUEL  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  2.11.  STORAGE  OF  OIL  DATE  :  FEB.  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Study  of  energy  resources  storage 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  (X 1  Q6)  (x1Q6)  <x106)  <  x  1  o6> 
1  p.m.  p.m.  p  .JTl. 
.  .  ·' ... 
TOTAL  Cin  N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA) -93-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3.1.  PROVEN  REACTORS  DATE  :  FEB.  1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Zirconium  assemblies 
2.  Fuel  uti l i za t ion  : 
- performances 
- fuel  physics 
3.  Plutonium  recycling 
4.  Safety 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1-:-4  437  412  511 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  437  412  511 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  10.12  10.08  12.66 -94-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  3.2.  HIGH  TEMPERATURE  REACTOR~  DATE  :  FEB.1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Thermal  gas-cooled  reactors 
- fuel  fabrication 
- coated  or  spherical  rodules  development  and  irradiation tests 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  (X 1  06)  Cx1Q6) 
1  13.4  9.7  7.8 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  13.4  9.7  7.8 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.31  0.24  0.19  --95-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  BELGILM 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  3.3.  BREEDERS  DATE  :  SEPT.  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Fuel  assemblies 
- design 
- fabrication 
Materials  development 
Sodium  technology 
Aux.  equipment 
Safety and  instrumentation 
2.  Kalka r  (SNR  300) 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  Cx106) 
1  796  783  687 
2  575  398  _411 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  1.371  1.-181 
--
1.098 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  29.70  28.89  27.21 -96-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  3.4.  FUEL  CYCLE  DATE  :  FEB.  1979  and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Reprocessing  (general)  : 
- Gaseous  effluents 
- Tri ti  urn  removal  from  effluents 
- Conditioning  of  cladding  waste 
2.  Reprocessing  breeder  fuel  : 
- Plutonium  dissolution 
3.  Head- and  semi-pilot  facility 
4.  Plutonium  recycling  (see  in  sub-sector 3.1.) 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  c  x1 o6)  Cx106)  Cx106)  (X 1  06)  c  x  1  o6' 
1-:-3  62.1  67.5  76.5 
4  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
• • • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  62.1  67.5  76.5 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  1.44  1. 65  1.90 -97-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  : BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  3.5.  NUCLEAR  SAFETY  DATE  :  SEPT.  1979 
and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1  •  Safe-guards  and  applied  research 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  <x106)  (x1Q6)  <  x  1  o6>  (x106) 
1  265 
I  -321  440 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.)  .265  I  - .321  440 
_- -6~14- _J 
-~  - ~  -- ------ - - ------ --~ ----
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  7.85  _  _10.90 -98-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  3.6.  WASTE  TREATMENT  AND  DATE  :  FEB.1979  and  budgets  DISPOSAL 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Treatment 
- radioactive effluents of  nuclear  plants 
- high  temperature  incineration of  radioactive  waste 
-qualification of  treated  radioactive  waste 
2.  Storage  and  disposal 
- geologic  disposal 
- provisional  disposal 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6> 
1+2  90  120  127 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  C  in N.C.)  90  120  127 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  2.09  2.94  3.15 -99-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  3.7.  RADIATION  PROTECTION  AND  DATE  :  FEB.1979  and  budgets  DECOMMISSIONING  OF  PO~ER  PLANTS 
·:.= 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
(see  under  3.5) 
, 
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TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (; n  EUA)  ... _  1--· - 100-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY:  BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3•8•  DATE  :  FEB.  1979  and  budgets  FISSILE  MATERIALS  CONTROL 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Safeguards 
(see  under  3.5.) 
, 
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TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) - 101-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  COUNTRY  :  BELGIUM 
VECTORS 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  4.1.  THERMONUCLEAR  FUSION  DATE  :  FEB.  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Fusion  research 
2.  JET-Project 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x106)  (x1Q6)  (X 1  Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  c  x  1  o6> 
1 +  ?  44  8  66.5  79 
-
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  44.8  66.5  (lf.U 
-
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  1.04  1.63  1.96 - 102-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY:  BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  II.SUB-SECTOR  4.2.  GEOTHERMAL  ENERGY  DATE  :FEB  1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Prospective  studies  on  geothermal  energy application  in  Belgium 
1  X  X 
•••  1 ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1  :"'  -.  3.7  60.0 
···'··· 
TOTAL  Cin  N.C.)  ----~~-----------4-------------~--~3~.7~-----~~6~0~·~0------~------------l 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  - - 0.09  1.49 - 103-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  4.3.  SOLAR  ENERGY  DATE  • 24 .11.  78 
and  budgets  rev.  FEB.79 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Use  of  solar  eners~ in  the  residential and  commercial  sectors  (see  under  1.2.1.) 
2.  Solar  heatins  and  cooling 
- study  and  modeling  of  solar  collectors 
- technico-economical  studies of  solar  energy  utilization  in  Belg i urn 
- insolation data 
- solar energy  storage 
3.  Photoelectric 
- photovoltaic  conversion 
. silicon and  cadmium  cells 
. technology  of  thin  films 
- photochemical  processes 
- photoelectrolysis 
4.  Thermal  electric  solar eower  elants 
5 •  Biomass 
- sludge  and  bio-industrial  waste  processes 
- anaerobic  fermentation  of  organic  waste 
- pyrolysis 
- waste  methanisation 
- , 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  <  x  1  o6)  Cx106)  <  x  1  o6> 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  ~'+.11.(0 
and  budgets 
II.S~B-SECTOR 4.5.  WIND  DATE  :  revised 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Wind  power  units 
- , 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x106)  (x106)  (x106)  (X 1  06)  Cx106) 
1  - - 6.2  -
--
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  ____Q._2 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.154 
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R+D& D POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  4.6.  HYDROGEN  AS  AN  ENERGY  DATE  :  24.11.78 
and  budgets  VECTOR  revised 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
- production  by  thermochemical  watersplitting 
- production  by  electrolysis 
- metal  hydride  s to  rage  of  sm a l l  and  medium  capacity 
- production  by  photosynthesis  on  industrial  scale 
(preliminary  studies) 
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(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  <  x  1  o6)  (x106)  <x106)  c  x  1  o6> 
1  ...  20.!±  _31.5. 
-
•• • I  ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  - 20.4  31.5 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  - 0.50  0.78 - 106-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  5. 1.  ELECTRICITY  GENERATING  DATE  :  FEB.1979  and  budgets  EQUIPMENT 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
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(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  (x106)  (x106)  <  x  1  o6) 
1  - 12.1  -
-
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  - 12.1  -
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  - 0.30  -(8) 
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R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  II.SUB-SECTOR  5.2.  TRANSPORT  OF  ELECTRICITY  DATE  :  FEB.  1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
interaction  between  power  stations and  networks 
superconducting  cables 
solids  behaviour  und¢r  intense  magnetic  fields 
--------·- ... -----··-- -------·- ------ r-------+----+---·----11----.. ----
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  5.4.  FUEL  CELLS  DATE  :  FEB.  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  More  generally  :  energy  storage 
- study  of  energy  resources  storage 
- hydrogen  batteries 
- heat  storage 
- electrochemical  storage 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~~~~0~~ 
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OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  <x106)  (x106)  Cx106)  (x106) 
1  - 29.9  24.9 
--· 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (;  n  N.C.)  - 29.9  24.9. 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  0.73  0.62  --- 109-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY:  BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  5.5.  ELECTROCHEMICAL  STORAGE  DATE  :  FEB.  1979 
and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Electricit~ storage  methods  (see  under  5.4) 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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1  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
.  .  ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -110-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  5. 6.  OTHER  STORAGE  TECHNIQUES  DATE  :FEB.  1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  See  under  5.4 
, 
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---- .. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA) R+D&D  POLICY 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
-Ill-
I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES 
II.SUB-SECTOR6.1.  ANALYTICAL  STUDIES  ON 
ENERGY  SYSTEMS 
COUNTRY  : BELGIUM 
DATE  •  24. 11.78 
revised 
1=========================================-==========~============~ 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
-national  energy  system  modelling 
- establishment  of  an  energy  data  bank 
- energy  accounting  (micro-and  macro-economical) 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  :  BELGILM 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  6.2.  SOCIO-ECONOMIC  STUDIES  DATE  :  FEB.  1979 
and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
- studies  on  social  costs  of  primary  or  secondary  energy  sources 
- technical  economical  studies  of  alternative  sources  of  energy 
- safety  of  industrial  installations 
- land  reclamation 
- environmental  studies 
- economical  and  social  assessment  of  energy  investments 
--- - - - , 
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OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6)  Cx106)  (X 1  06)  c  x  1  o6> 
1  - 8.2  47.8  -·--
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_____._ ___  --- 113-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  :BELGIUM 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  6.3.  STUDIES  ON  ENVIRONMENTAL  DATE  :  FEB.  1979  and  budgets 
EFFECTS  -
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  See  under  6.2.1 
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SECTION  3 
SUB-SECTION  3.2  DENMARK ENERGY  R+D&D  POLICY  - 117- COUNTRY  DENMARK 
SUMMARY  OF  RESEARCH,  DEVELOPMENT  AND  DEMONSTRATION  EXPENDITURE 
Cin  million  E.U.A.) 
SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS 











1.1.  Industry  0.133  0.146  0.158 
---------------------------------------------- ------------- ---------------------------
1.2.  Residential  and  commercial  0.562  0.948  1.492 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------
1.3.  Transportation  0.222  0~248  0.273 
---------------------------------------------- ------------- -------------~-------------
1.4.  Low-grade  energy  utilization  0.370  0.831  1.507 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~---------------------------
1.5.  Others 
2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  0.233 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.1.  Coal  exploration  and  extr~ction  0.058  0·.258 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~---------------------------
2.2.  Coal  preparation, valoris.&  transpt. 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~---------------------------
2.3.  Coal  Liquefaction  -
----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
2.4.  Coal  gasification 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.5.  Coal  combustion  0.015  0.230 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2  • 6.  0 i L &  g  a s a s s e s sm en t & ex p L  o rat i on  0.160  0.674 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.7.  Oil  & gas  production 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.8.  Refining  and  derivatives 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------
2.9.  Transport  of  oil 
~----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------r-------------
2.10.  Transport  of  gas  n.a.  n.a.  n.a. 
~----------------------------------------------~-------------r-------------~-------------
2.11.  Storage  of oil 
~-----------------.-----------------------------~-------------!""'---------------------------
2.12.  Storage  of gas 
--~-------------------------------------------r-----------------------------------------
2.13.  Others SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS 












3.1.  Proven  reactors  3.831  4.142  4.491 
~----------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------
3.2.  High  temperature  reactors 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
3.3.  Breeders 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
3.4.  Fuel  cycle  1.597  2.961  3.645 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
3 . 5  •  N  u  c l e a r  sa f e t y  1 •  21  1 • 3  3  1 • 4  6 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.6.  Waste  treatment  and  disposal  1.10  1.11  1.22 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. 7.  Radiation  prot.& decommiss.of power pl.  0.30  0.33  0.36 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
3.8.  Fissile materials  control 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.9.  Others  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  0.858  2.787  6.049 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.1.  Thermonuclear  fusion  0.488  0.715  0.933 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.2.  Geothermal  energy  0.030  0.321  1.715 
------------------------------------------------------------ ------------- --------------
4.3.  Solar  energy  0.251  0. 788  1.033 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.4.  Ocean 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.5.  Wind  0.089  0.963  2.368 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.6.  Hydrogen  as  an  energy  vector 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. 7.  Others 
5.  ELECTRICITY  0.015  0.804 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.1.  Electricity generating  equipment  n.a.  n.a.  n.a. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5 • 2.  Transport  of  e l e c  t r i c i t y 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.3.  Control  & instrumentation 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.4.  Fuel  cells 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.5.  Electrochemical  storage  0.158 
~----------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------
5.6.  Other  storage  techniques  0.015  0.646 SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS 










1  .. 105 
~----------------------------------------------~------------- ---------------------------
6.1.  Analytical studies on energy systems  0.148  0.452  1.105 
----------------------------------------------~------------- ---------------------------
6.2.  Socio-economic  studies  n.a.  n.a.  n.a. 
~----------------------------------------------~------------- --------------~------------
6.3.  Studies  on  environmental  effects  n.a.  n. a.  n.a. 
I  T  0  T  A  L  10.331  15.533  23.726 - 120- CCUNTRY  DENMARK 
- tc  coordinate  and  intensify  R&D  in  the  energy  sector  in  support  of 
efforts to  ensure  greater  security of  supply,  c~rb the  growth  of 
consumption  and,  in  the  Longer  term,  offer  a  variety  of  chcice  in  the 
energy  sector; 
- to  reduce  the  rate  of  increase  in  the  consumption  of  renewable  primary 
energy  sources; 
- tc  contribute  to  the  developrrent  of  Long  term  solutions  to  the  energy 
problem,  such  as  by  utilising  renewable  energy  sources. 
2.  Specific  objectives 
-Oil and  gas  exploration  and  extraction,  especially  in  Greenland 
- Uranium-ore  exploration  and  extraction 
-Energy  consumption  in  buildings 
•  protection  of  buildings against  the  weather 
•  heating  and  ventilation  equipment 
•  alternative  heating  systems 
- Exploitation  of  wind  energy 
- Energy  storage  (mainly  heat) 
- Exploratory  work  for  energy  planning. 
- Thermonuclear  fusion 
- Fast  breeder  reactors 
- Electric  power  from  solar  cells 
- Coal  gasification 
-Energy  storage  (mainly  electricity). 
' - 121-
3.  Priorities 
- Energy  conservation  (conversion  and  end-use) 
-Domestic  oil  and  gas 
- New  energy  sources. 
4.  Ongoing  and/or  planned  comprehensive  programmes  and  budgets 
none. - 122-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  1 • 1  •  INDUSTRY  DATE  :  JUNE  1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1  •  Industrial  processes 
- heat-saving  measures  in  Laundries 
- energy  conservation  in  drying  wood 
- heat  recovery  in  the  plastics  industry 
- heat  recovery  from  tumbler  dryers  - energy~saving  in  the  use  of  compressed  air 
- optimization of manufacturing  processes  at  times  of  energy  and 
raw  material  shortages 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  ( x1 o6)  c  x  1  o6>  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  (x1Q6) 
1  0.9  1. 0  1. 1  1.2  1. 3 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  0.9  1. 0  ..  1. 1  1  2  1  3 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.133  0.146  0  158  0.172  n  1R7 - 123-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  1. 2.  RESIDENTIAL  AND  COMMERCIA f-DATE  :  JUNE  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Low-enersy  dwellinss 
- construction of  an  experimental  Low-energy  house 
- design,  construction of  six  Low-energy  houses  at  reasonable  costs.  One  year 
measurement  tests 
- operation  of  a  zero-energy  house 
2.  Insulation  and  heat ins 
-air-tightness of  buildings,  building  structures and  building  sections 
- cavity-wall  insulation 
- highly  insulated  concrete  facades 
- highly  insulating,  Light,  Load-bearing  sandwich  structures 
- moisture  and  heat  transport  in  building  structures 
- moisture  and  heat  conditions  in  highly  insulated  roof  and  wall  structures 
- heat-controlled  window  glass 
- window  design  which,  from  heating  and  Lighting  standpoints, are  optimum  in  summer 
and  winter 
- pulsed  combustion 
- energy  consumption  in  a  space  heated  in  various  ways 
- comfort  control  of  indoor  climate 
- effect  of  Lighting  in  the  heat  balance  and  energy  consumption  in  buildings 
- window's  effect  on  the  energy  consumption  for  space  heating 
- daylight's variations measurement 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  (x106) 
1  0.3  1. 4  2.3  2.0  1.40 
2  3.5  5.1  8.1  10. 1  7.1 
... ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  3.8  6.5  10.4  12  1  8.  50 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.562  0.948  1.492  1.736  1.220 
(9) - 124-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  1. 3.  TRANSPORTATION  DATE  :  JUNE  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
- recovery  of  kinetic  energy  during  deceleration phase  (hydraulic  system) 
- development  of  e l e c  t r i c  ca r s 
- internaL combustion  engines 
•  insulated diesel  pre-combustion  chambers 
•  combustion  process  in gasoline  engines 
•  alternative engine  fuels 
•  study  on  increasing  the efficiency of  diesel  engines 
•  mixture  and  heat  control  of  gasoline  engines 
•  Stirling  engines 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  <  x1 06)  (x106)  c  x  1  o6>  (X 1  06) 
1  1.5  1. 7  1. 9  2.0  2.3 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  1.5  1. 7  1. 9  2.0  2.3 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.222  0.248  0.273  0.287  0.330 - 125-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  1.4.  LOW-GRADE  ENERGY  UTILI- DATE  :  JUNE  1979 
and  budgets  SATION 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Heat  transport  (see  under  5.1.2.  :  District  heating) 
2.  Heat  storase 
- storage of  heat  in  connection  with  individual  houses  (solar  energy,  heat 
recovery,  etc.) 
- heat  energy  storage  in  Denmark 
. uninsulated  heat  accumulator  in  the  earth  . long-term  storage  of  heat  . Large-seale  heat  storage  in  underground  formations 
3.  Heat  eumes 
- distribution of  heat  and  heated  mains  water  from  heat  pumps 
- heat  transfer  conditions and  evaporation  sequence  in  evaporators 
- mathematical  model  for  heat  ~ransfer from  the  earth 
- simulation  of  thermal  systems 
- heat-transfer  conditions  for  air  coolers 
- heat  transfer  conditions  in  the  ground 
- heat  pumps  exploiting air's enthalpy 
4.  Asriculture 
- energy-savings  in  silage  drying 
- total  energy  systems  for  greenhouses 
- Low-energy  greenhouse  with  removabLe  night  insulation 
-,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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•••  1 ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  ( x1 o6)  Cx106)  C  x1Q6) 
1 *  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
2  1. 1  4.4  5.9  4.1  n.a. 
3  0.5  0.3  n.a.  n.a.  n.a. 
4  0.9  1. 0  4.6  2.0  1. 3 
•••  !  ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  2.5  5.7  10.5  A 1  1  3 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  0.370  0.831  1.507  0.875  0.187 
-- 126-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
- straw as  a  fuel  for  a  district  heating  plant 
- bio-gas  from  organic  wastes  (manure)  (see  under  4.3.3.) 
t-----+---·-._,__  __  ~----------·- --·-·-··-.. ·- --------·------1-------+-·----+----+--------~ 
t-----f----+----~-----f--------·- ------~ ------+-----4-·----+---......  --------~ 
~-----'----+---- ---·  r------- ------ -----·--+--------~---·--~-------~-----------· 
t-------4-----+----~  -------- ----··----·--------·-------+-----4----4------1 
~------~----~----~~------~~~---~----_.-r----~----~------~----~~--------~  V.  UUDGETS 
(nJtl.  currency) 
















~-~-~~-~·~----~---~  --~~---~---~ 
1-------------+-------.--·-+----------+---a-----+-------...._-____  _., 
TOTAL  {in  N.C.) ---+--------+---------+-------~------+-------• 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) - 127-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.1.  COAL  EXPLORATION  AND  DATE  :  JUNE  1979  and  budgets  EXTRACTION 
I I I.  Ot!JECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Coal  exploration  in  Greenland 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/0::/~~~~0~:/ 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  c  x  1  o6>  (x106)  (x106)  (x106) 
1  - 0.4  1. 8  14.7  0.8 
···'···  TOTAL  <in  N.C.)  - 0.4  1  R  14  .7  0  R 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  - 0.058  0.258  2.109  0.115 - 128-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FLELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2:.5.  COAL  COMBUSTION  DATE  :  JUNE  1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  CoaL  combustion 
- Laboratory  scale  experiments  with  fluidized  bed  combustion 
- establish~ent of  a  coal  catalogue 
-utilisation ad  coal  in  smaller  heating  stations. 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  ( x1 Q6)  <  x  1  o6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1  - 0.1  1.6  2.6  1.0 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  - 0.1  1.  6  2.6  1.0_ 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  - 0.015  0.230  0.373  0.143 - 129-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  2•6•  OIL  AND  GAS  ASSESSMENT  DATE  :  and  budgets  AND  EXPLORATION  JUNE  1979 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Basic  geological  and  g~ical investigation  in  Greenland 
-paleontological and  stratigraphical  studies  of  the  Greenland  basin 
- sedi~entological and  tectonic  study  of  the  Easterr.  Greenland  basis 
-micropaleontological studies of Eastern  and  West err.  Greenland  sediments 
- geochemical  studies  of  Western  Greenland  sedimentary  rocks 
- palynological  and  basin  studies  in  central  Westerr.  Greenland 
- geophysical  studies  on  the  Greenland  shelf 
- sea-bed  studies off  Westerr.  Greenland 
- aeromagnetic  study  of  the  Eastern  Greenland  continental  shelf 
- interpretation of  data  and  study  of oil  companies  samples 
- recent  methods  for  Locating  oil 
- mineralogy,  geochemistry  and  petrology  of  the  Ilimanssaq  intrusion 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (X 1  06)  Cx106)  Cx106)  ( x1 06)  (x106) 
1  - 1 • 1  4.7  7.1  0.3 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  - 1 • 1  4.7  7.1  0.3 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  - 0.160  0.674  1. 019  0.043 - 130-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.10  TRANSPORT  OF  GAS  DATE  :  JUNE  1979 
and  budgets 
I II. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Transport  systems  for  natural  gas 
2.  Simulation  model  for  determining  the  expansion  rate of  a  natural  gas  grid  and 
consumer  installations  in  Denmark  <see  under  6.1.3.) 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  <x106)  c  x  1  o6 >  c  x  1  o6>  <  x  1  o6> 
1  n  a  n.a.  n.a. 
2  p.m.  p.m.  o.m. 
• • .I  •  • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  n.a.  n.a.  n.a. - 131-
R+D& D POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FCSSIL  FL'ELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  II .SUB-SECTOR  2.12  STORJl.GE  OF  GJl.S  DATE  :  JUNE  1979  and  budgets 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Storage  of  natural  gas  in  underground  salt  domes 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  E.stimations  Estimations 
(natt.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  <x1Q6)  (x1Q6)  <  x  1  o6>  (x106) 
1  - - - 0.2 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  - - - 0.2 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  - - - 0.029 - 132-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCL[AR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  DEI\MARK 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3. 1 •  PROVEN  REACTORS  DATE  :  JUNE  1979  and  budgets 
I 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  L~'R  -
- reactor  technology  (analysis  of  pressure  vessels,  economy,  static and  dynamic 
reactor  physics) 
-development  of  experimentally verified  computer  ~odels to  assess  reactor  safety 
- radioecology,  establishment  of  database  for  meteorological  - climatological 
assessment  of  environmental  effects  of  nuclear  ~ower  ~lants 
- dosimetry,  operation  of  experimental  reactor,  development  of  radiation  equipment 
tc  experimental  reactcr 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  ( x1 o6)  (x1Q6)  (x1Q6)  Cx106>  Cx1Q6) 
1  25.9  28.4  31.3  34.4  37.8 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  25.9  28.4  31.3  34.4  37.8 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  3.831  4.142  4.491  4.936  5.424 - 133-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  3.4.  FUEL  CYCLE  DATE  :  JUNE  1979  and  budgets 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Uranium  prospection  and  extraction 
- u occurrence at 
- Kvanefjeld  <2  projects) 
- Dalsland,  Sweden 
- systematic  U prospecting 
- geochemistry of  u 
- design,  construction and  operation of  a  pilot  plant  in  semi-commercial  scale 
for  extraction  of  uranium  from  the  Greenland  deposits. 
2.  Fuel  elements 
- development,  fabrication  and  examination  of  fuel  elements 
- Long-term  development  of  fuel  elements 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditu-res  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <  x  1  o6)  (x106)  (x106)  (X 1  06)  (x106) 
1  10.8  20.3  20.8  18.1  8.8 
2  n.a.  n.a.  4.6  9.5  12.5 
• • .I  •  • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  1n  R  20  3  25  L.  27  .A  21  30 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  1.597  2.961  3.645  3.960  3.056 
I - 134-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  3.5.  NUCLEAR  SAFETY  DATE  :  JUNE  1979 
and  budgets 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Current  activities 
- structuraL  analysis  of  pressure  vessels  and  other  Load  bearing  structures 
- structural  studies  of  pre-stressed  concrete  components 
- statistical  reactor  physics 
- reactor design  in  general  and  Loop  analysis 
- repair  work,  blowing  down  and  emergency  cooling 
- heat  Loop  experiment 
-probabilistic fracture  mechanics 
1  S  T  A  T  US  &  HiP L E  1·1 H  JT A  TI 0  N  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  (x1Q6)  (x1Q6)  (X 1  06)  (x106) 
1 
- •••  ! ••. 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  i 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  1. 21  1.33  1.46  1. 60  1.  76  I 
I  i - 135-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5.  Programme  description  I I.  S  UfJ- SECT 0 R 3.6.  WASTE  TREATMENT  AND  DATE  :JUNE.  1979 
and  budgets  DISPO~AL 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Treatment  and  storage  of  Low  activity  wastes 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (X 1  06)  (X 1  06)  (X 1  Q6)  c  x 1  o6>  c  x  1  o6> 
1 
•• • l  • •. 
TOTAL  C in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  1.10  1 • 11  1.22  1.34  1.47  --- 136-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3.7.  RADIATION  PROTECTION  AND  DATE  :  JUNE  1979  and  budgets 
DECOMMTSSJ{)I\ITNh  ()!='  P()WI=t:?  PI ANTS 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Dosimetry  of  people  and  their  surroundings 
1 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (X 1  06)  c  x  1  o6>  (x106)  (x106)  c  x  1  o6> 
1  - - -
···'-···  j  TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.30  0.33  0.36  0.39  0.42 - 137-
R+D&O  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  3.9.  OTHERS  DATE  :  JUNE  1979  and  budgets 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1  •  Nuclear  power  economics 
2.  Economic  studies  to ascertain  the  competitiveness  of  nuclear  power 
under  the  conditions  of  Denmark 
3.  Development  of  irradiation  rigs  for  research  reactors 
4.  Nuclear  j:Ower  station dynamics 
(see  3.7) 
, 
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(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6)  Cx106) 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  r~. c. ) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
I - 138-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  4.1.  THERMONUCLEAR  FUSION  DATE  :  JUNE  1979 
and  budgets 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Refueling  of  fusion  reactors 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~~~~0~~ 
'b  ~  .e,  0  0  'b'- •\·  '<'  ...... "  . '<.."  e,  (e, 
OBJECTIVE  (:'{;'e,  'b~~<~Q'-"  ~e, :.§0  ~e,'bt:::'~..::f"  «.,~·  fl5~  ...._~7>0)  ~'<''b 
'-'b  <  "  (1)  ~0  ("- "'  •  -._'<'  ~  "' 
Q  +...  ..j,fl.  04.  ~j  ~0  ,.  ~  ._<::- •\  0 
e,  'b  ~  • 
1  X  - 50  X  50 
•••  I ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  (X 1  06)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6) 
1  3.3  4.9  6.5  6.9  7.3 
•• • I  ••• 
TOTAL  (;  n  N.C.)  :S.3  4.9  {J. 5  f.._Q  7  ~ 
TOTAL  (;  n  EUA)  0.488  0.715  0.933  0.990  1.047 
I  i 
J - 139-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  4. 2.  GEOTHERMAL  ENERGY  DATE  :  JUNE  1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Design,  construction  and  operationof afull scale district  heating  geothermal  plant  • 
Start-up  of  further  full  scale plants. 
2.  Theoretical  and  experimental  geothermal  studies  in  Southern  Scandinavia. 
3.  Determination  of  heat  flow,  temperature distribution,  heat  productivity and  heat 
production  in  Denmark 
4.  National  geological  survey  for  using  geothermal  energy  (related  to  project  1) 
5.  The  use  of  chemical  parameters  as  geothermal  meters  in  ground  water  in  Denmark 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
y(~:/~~~G7.~0~:Y 
0  7>\...  .,.  ~1> .....  ~  •  ><.."  eo  (e 
OBJECTIVE  1><::-<::-e  '?>~~~<:<'-•  ~e :,l>  ~e1>~~'><::-"  <v,...  e<~  ...._~1>0)  ~ ~'b 
Q'- ><..<.  "  e<.?i ~·  '><o '-o~  '\.•  o><..'f::'  ~~  o 
e+  7>~  (:)o  «;;  e  •\· 
1  X  X  0  100 
2  X  100  100  ' 
3  X  X  100  100  X 
4  X  100  100 
5  X  100  100  X  •••  1 ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  C  x1 Q6)  Cx106)  C  x106) 
1  - 1. 9  9.9  42.9  4.9 
2  0.2  0.3  0.3  0.3  0.3 
3  - - - 0.5  0.5 
4  - - 1.  6  1. 6  n.a. 
5  - - 0.15  0.15  -'  -
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  0.2  2.2  11.95  45.45  5  70 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  0.030  0.321  1. 715  6.522  0.818 
(10) -140-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  : DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  4.3.  SOLAR  ENERGY  DATE  :  JUNE  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Heatin9  and  coolin9 
- development  and  testing  of  flat  plate  solar  collectors 
- systems analysis of  Low  temperature  heat  production  and  habitat  applications  of 
solar  energy 
- design,  construction  and  measurements  on  solar  heating  systems  in  different 
building  categories 
- solar  heat  systems  in  the  climatic  conditions  in  Denmark 
- exploitation of  solar  heat  to  supplement  the  heating  systems  of  existing  dwellings 
- solar  heat  systems  coupled  with  heat-pumps. 
2.  Photovoltaic  conversion 
- so La r  cells for  energy  production 
3.  Biomass 
- design,  construction  and  operation  of  biogas  systems  to  be  used  in  typicaL  Danish 
farms 
- design,  construction  and  operation  of  heat  producing  systems  based  on  bacteriaL 
decomposition  of  manure 
- bio-gas  from  organic  wastes,  in  particular domestic  animal  droppings 
4.  Climatic  conditions and  reference  year  (see  under  6.1.1.) 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~~~/0~:Y 
0  ?>"'  ·\·  :<::-7>  .,.,_  <:-<»  •  ~""  'l.o  <e 
OBJECTIVE  7><:-<:-e  ?J~v_~Q-....•  ?J<»e  :v.<:-
0 
0 Qe7>~~v.<:-"  <v,..  ~e<"  ~...,c,7>(f,  St.  ~7> 
Q-....;  ~<.  "  e<- ~·  v.<.  "o~  "\•  oot...  e<:"  o 
e+  7>~  (:)o  «.:  •\· 
1  X  0  100  X  X 
2  X  100  100 
I  Sweden 
3  X  100  80 
4  X  X 
...  ! ... 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  estimations  Estimations 
<natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x1Q6)  <x1Q6)  (x1Q6)  <  x  1  o6>  Cx106) 
1  1.4.  4.4  4.1  5.0  4.3 
2  0.3  0.6  0.6  0.6  n.a. 
3  - 0.4  2.5  2.5  n.a. 
4  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
• • • I  ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  1. 7  5.4  7.20  8.10  4  3 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  0.251  0.788  1. 033  1.162  0.617 - 141-
R+D& D POL! CY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  4.5.  WIND  DATE  :  JUNE  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
Current  activities 
1.  Lar9e  windmachines 
- design,  construction  and  operation of  2  Large  wind  energy  conversion  systems 
( ~  600  kW) 
- assessment  of  wind  resources 
- dimensioning  of  wind  profiles 
- wind  motor  design 
- studies  for  the  siting  of  1000-2000  large  windturbines 
2.  Small  windmachines 
- establishment  of  a  test  site for  small  wind  energy  conversion  systems 
- f i e L  d  t est  s of sm a L  l  windmills 
3.  Universit~ studies  on  small  machines 
- combination  of  windmills  and  torque  converters 
- wind  power  for  heating  agricultural  estates 
- integrated  wind  power  heating  scheme 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~~~~0~:Y 
1>  ~  .e  o  o  ?>'- •\·  :-<"  ...._(;'  • ~--- e  (e 
OBJECTIVE  1>(;-(;-e  ?>($-~~~'-·  ?>O;e  :..>(;-
0 
0 ~e?>~($;-..>(;'-..  <v;t-•  ~e<"  ~...,_c,?>O)  fl..~?> 
~'- ~<  -..  e<  ~·  ..><  (..o<:;:<  '\.•  o~  e~  o 
e+  ?>~  ~o  «..:  •\· 
1  X  0  80  X  U.S .A. 
2  X  0  100 
3  X  100  100 
•••  1 ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  C  x1 o6>  Cx106)  Cx106)  ( x1 o6) 
1  0.3  6.0  14  .6  11  0  3  5 
2  - 0.3  1. 6  1. 9  1  2 
3  0.3  0.3  0.3  0.3  0.3 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  0.6  6.6  16.50  13.20  5.0 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  0.089  0.963  2.368  1.894  0.717 - 142-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  4.7.  OTHERS  DATE  :  JUNE  1979 
and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Detailed glacial  hydrological  investigation of  water  reservoirs  in  West 
Greenland  with  a  view  to  energy  production 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~~~~0~::/ 
?>  ~  .e  o  o  '- •\·  "("  .  <'  r<.."  e  e  (?>  c,  o"  ('  .....  e  ?>(. 
OBJECTIVE  ?>('('  ..,~~  ~~'-·  ~e k....:P  ~il>  ~·.:F  <r,~·  e<.c,  -....c,?>O)  c,~ 
<:<"'  r<..<.  "  e<.?>  ~·  ,§
0  c.P<:- '\.•  or<..~  e~~  ole,. 
e+  ?>~  ~o  <(;,;  •\· 
1  X  100 
•••  I • •• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x106)  (X 1  06)  (X 1  Q6)  (X 1  06)  c  x  1  o6> 
1  - - - 3.4  1.  0 
• • • I ••• 
TOTAL  <; n  N.C.)  - - - 3.4  1.0 
(;  n  - - - 0.488  0.143  TOTAL  EUA) 
I  J - 143-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  Sf:CTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5.  Progra~me description 
and  budgets 
!!.SUB-SECTOR  5.1.  ELECTRICITY  GENERATING 
EQUIPIViENT 
DATE  :  JUNE  1979 
III.  OHJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
- ciesel-steam-power district  heating  station 
- combined  diesel  and  steam  power  station  with  district  heating  capability 
- study  of  combined  power  and  heat  prcduction. 
2.  Distric1-he·ating 
- study  of  existing  underground  distribution mains 
- study  of  underground  distribution mains 
- economic  dimensioning  of district-heating  plants 
- establishing  Large  district-heating  stations 
3.  Analysis  of  econom~ssibiliti~~J_j~creasing electricity production 
with  the  use  of  back-,Eressure  turbines 
4.  Improved  fuel  oil  combustion 
1  X 
2  X 
3  X 
4  X 
V.  BUDGETS 










(X 1  Q6) 
Estimations 
1979 
(X 1  06) 
•••  1 ••• 
Estimations 
1980 
c  x 1  o6> 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
------~------------~-----------+------------~------------r------------1 
T  0  TAL  ( i n  E  UA )  n.a.  n.a.  n.a. 
~--------------------~----------~-------------~------------~----------~-------------•, - 144-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  5.5.  E  L  E  C  T  R  0 C  H  EM I CA L STORAGE  DATE  :  JUNE  1979  and  budgets 
-
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Development  of  Light  weight  acc~mulator 
Storage  of  electric  en~rgy using  ceramic  solid  state  ion  conductors 
I  ., 
~ 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
'/~~~··~~0~:Y 
0  7>'- •\·  ~7> •  ....  <:-~  • rc.."  eo  <e 
OBJECTIVE  (:'<:-e  7>~~<.~~'-·  ~e :..:f
0 
9 e7><:-~·§"  «.,,...  e<.e:,  -....e:,7>0)  ~ ~1> 
Q'-7>  rc..<.  "  e<'b ~.  .§o  <..0{::- '\."  ore..~  e<:'-~  o 
e+  7>~  c:P  ~  •\· 
1  X  100  50  X 
...  ! ... 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  (x1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  c  x  1  o6> 
1  - - 1. 1  1.2 
TOTAL  (;  n  N.C.)  - - 1. 1  1.2 
• .. • I  • • • 
I 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  - - 0.158  0.172 
--'----·  ·- -- 145-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  5. 6.  OTHER  STORAGE  TECHNIQUES  DATE  :  JUNE  1979 
!=md  budgets 
I 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Small  scale  storage  systems 
2.  Large  storage  systems 
3.  Recovery  of  energy  frcm  de-acceleration of  cars 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~-~-~~0~:Y 
0  ~"'  ·\·  ~~  ...._(;-\>;  • ..........  eo  ~e  e  ~.  '?o  (;-"'  •  c,  P>  ~ 
OBJECTIVE  ~(;-(;- ~~~  ~~'- P>e  .,_.§·'  ~l~  ~..::f  <v~  e~  -....c,7i  "c,~ 
~'- 1(5  "'  e<~  ~·  ,§o  '-o~  '\."  o.;::- e<::-~  o 
e:+- ~~  <:>o  «..:  •\· 
1  X  100  100 
2  X  - 100  X 
3  X  100  100 
•••  1 ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (X 1  06)  (x106)  <  x  1  o6)  c  x  1  o6)  c  x  1  o6) 
1  - - 1.5  1.  2  0.3 
2  - 0.1  2.7  2.5  0.8 
3  - - 0.3  0.2  -
• • .I ••• 
TOTAL  (;  n  N.C.)  - 0.1  4.5  3.900  1 • 1 
- TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.015  0.646  0.560  0.158 
I - 146-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  6•1•  ANALYTICAL  STUDIES  ON  DATE  :  JUi~E  1979  and  budgets  ENERGY  SYSTEMS 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Establishment  of  a  heatins  elan  for  Denmark 
2.  S~stem  d~namic  anal~sis of  eners~ consumetion  in  Denmark  over  the  next  SO  ~ears 
3.  Descrietion  of  the  Danish  ener9~  s~stem usin9  different  modellin9  technigues 
4.  Climatic  conditions and  reference  ~ear  (so  La r  radiation measurements) 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~~  ~~ 
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1  X  0  100 
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I 
3  X  0  100  X  X 
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•••  1 ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  <x106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1  - 1. 0  2  ~Q_  2  0  n  c.:t 
2  1. 0  1. 0  1. 0  1. 0  ·n.a. 
3  n.a.  1 • 1  4.3  4.3  4.3 
4  - - 0.4  0.2  - .. ·'-... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  1. 0  3.1  7.7  7.5  _it_~ 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.148  0.452  1.105  1.076  0_ _6_1_7_ - 147-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUC•IES  COUNTRY  :  DEt\MARK 
5. Programme  description  II.SUt:J-SECTOR  DATE  :  JUNE  1979  and  budgets  6.2.  SOCIO-ECONOI".IC  STUDIES 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LIN[S  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Conser~ation of  resources 
2.  Ene·rgy  technique  and  organisation  :  electricity trades  in  Denmark 
3.  En~rgy related  invention  evaluation  pre  gramme 
4.  Nuclear  power  economics  (see  under  3.9.1.)  l 
5.  Economic  studies  to  ascertain  the  competitiveness  of  nuclear  power  under  the 
conditions  of  Denrr.ark  (see  under  3.9.2.) 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  (  )( 1  Q6)  Cx106)  (  )( 1  06)  Cx106) 
•••  7 ••• 
TOTAL  (;  n  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (; n  EUA)  n.a.  ·n.a.  n.a. - 148-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  :  DENMARK 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  6.3.  STUDIES  ON  ENVIRONMENTAL  DATE  :  JUNE  1979 
and  budgets  EFFECTS 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Radioecology,  establishment  of  data  base  for  ~eteorological-climatological 
assessment  of  environmental  effects  of  nuclear  power  ~lants  (see  under  3.1.1.) 
2.  Consequences  of  releasing  nuclear  ~ollutants into  the  atmosphere 
3.  Physical  and  chemical  behaviour  of  sulphur  dioxide  in  the  atmosphere 
- source  identification  in  urban  areas 
4.  Air  ~ollution frcm  motor  vehicles 
7  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x1Q6)  <x106)  <x106)  Cx106)  (x106) 
•• •  -1 ••• 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  n.a.  n .a  n  .::. 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  n .a.  n.a.  n.a. - 149-
SECTION  3 
SUB-SECTION  3.3  F E D E R A L  R E P  U 8  L I  C 
0  F  G E R M A N Y - 151-
ENERGY  R+D&D  POLICY  COUNTRY  :  FEDERAL  REPUBLIC  OF 
GERMANY 
SUMMARY  OF  RESEARCH,  DEVELOPMENT  AND  DEMONSTRATION  EXPENDITURE 
<in  million  E.U.A.) 
SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS  Expenditure  Expenditure 
1976  *  1977 





1  • 1 •  Indus  t r y  1 . 3  4  0. 7  6  3 • 8  9 
----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
1.2.  Residential  and  commercial  4.70  2.64  5.05 
---------------------------------------------- ------------- -------------~-------------
1.3.  Transportation  4.26  4~53  4.66 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
1.4.  Low-grade  energy  utilization  6.58  6.80  26.43 
---------------------------------------------- -------------~---------------------------
1.5.  Others 
2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  35.21  67.62  115.44 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.1.  Coal  exploration and  extr~ction  5.51  20.02  46.25 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2.  Coal  preparation, valoris.&  transpt.  3.84  7.93  11.66 
~----------------------------------------------------------- -------------~-------------
2.3.  Coal  Liquefaction  1.71  2.64  3.50 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.4.  Coal  gasification  10.23  16.62  19.04 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.5.  Coal  combustion  9.66  15.11  27.21 
----------------------------------------------~---------------------------~-------------
2.6.  OiL  &  gas assessment & expLoration  3.06  3.  78  6.22 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.7.  Oil  & gas  production  0.60  0.76  0.78 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~---------------------------
2.8.  Refining  and  derivatives 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.9.  Transport  of  oil 
~----------------------------------------------~---------------------------~-------------
2.10.  Transport  of  gas 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.11.  Storage  of  oil  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
------------------------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------
2.12.  Storage  of gas  Pcm.  p.m.  p.m. 
·--~------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ·------
2.13.  Others  0.60  0.76  0.78 








3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  356.66  363.86  398.64 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.1.  Proven  reactors  n.a.  p.m.  p.m. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.2.  High  temperature  reactors  n.a.  65.71  81.62 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------
3.3.  Breeders  n.a.  118.96  103.77 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.4.  Fuel  cycle  n~a.  102.72  127.09 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.5.  Nuclear  safety  n.a.  54.76  61.80 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
3.6.  Waste  treatment  and  disposal  n.a.  p.m.  p.m. 
------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------
3. 7.  Radiation  prot.& decommiss.of power pl.  n.a.  6.04  6.61 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~---------------------------
3.8.  Fissile materials  control  n.a.  2.27  3.11 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.9.  Others  n.a.  13.40  14.64 
4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  38.62  43.82  55.59 
~------------------------------------------------~-------------------- --------------
4.1.  Thermonuclear  fusion  30.20  26.81  29.15 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.2.  Geothermal  energy  0.53  0.76  3.50 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.3.  Solar  energy  6.04  8.69  12.44 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.4.  Ocean  0.76  0.78 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.5.  Wind  0.07  1.89  3.89 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.6.  Hydrogen  as  an  energy  vector  1. 78  4.91  5.83 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.7.  Others 
5.  ELECTRICITY  5.68  6.04  7.77 
~-----------------------------------------------------------------~--------~-----
5.1.  Electricity generating  equipment  5.68  6.04  7.77 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.2.  Transport  of  electricity  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.3.  Control & instrumentation 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
5.4.  Fuel  cells  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.5.  Electrochemical  storage  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.6.  Other  storage  techniques SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS 












6. 1.  Ana Lyt i caL  studies on energy systems  0. 07  0. 04  0. 04 
----------------------------------------------~------------- ---------------------------
6.2.  Socio-economic  studies 
------------------------------------------------------------~--------------~------------
6.3.  Studies  on  environmental  effects  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
I  TOTAL  453.12  496.11  617.51 - 154-
QUALIFICATION  STATEMENT 
Figures  come  from  the  "Energy  Research  and  Energy  Technologies  Programme 
1977-1980"  as  revised  in  1979  and  refer mostly  (approx.  96  %)  to  the 
Bundesministerium  fur  Forschung  und  Technologie  budget,  the  remaining  part 
being  funded  by  the  budgets  of  the  Bundesministerium  fur  Wirtschaft and of the 
Bundesministerium  des  Innern.  They  include project  funds,  Institutional 
funding,  investments  for  the  future  programme  as  well  as  Federal  Government 
grants-in-aid for  the  gas  centrifuge  demonstration  facility,  and  for  the 
reactors  THTR  300  and  SNR  300.  As  States  finance  a  fraction  (10  %)  of 
the  big  science  research  centres,  a  small  contribution  from  States  is 
included  in  the  Institutional  funding. 
1976,  1979  and  1980  figures  are  budget  allocations;  1977  figures  refer  to 
real  expenditures  and  the  1978  ones  are partly  real  expenditures  and 
partly  budget  allocations. (II) 
- 155-
COUNTRY  Federal  Republic 
of  Germany 
ENERGY  RESEARCH,  DEVELOPMENT  AND  DEMONSTRATION  POLICY 
1.  General  objectives 
- Guaranteeing  the  continuity  of  energy  supply  in  the  medium  and 
Long  terms 
- Supplying  energy  at  economically  favorable  costs  in  the  Long 
term 
- Due  and  timely  consideration  of  the  needs  for  environmental 
protection  and  the  protection  of  the  public  and  the  working 
population  from  hazards  arising  from  the  conversion  and  applica-
tion  of  energy 
- Improving  the  technological  performance  capability of  our  energy 
technology  to  maintain  its economic  competitiveness. 
2.  Specific  objectives 
-Support  of  the oil  and  gas  industry 
•  exploration  techniques 
•  enhanced  recovery 
•  deep-drilling  technologies 
- Rational  use  of  energy  in  the  application  and  in  the  secondary 
energy  sectors  (recovery  of  waste  heat) 
- Coal 
•  geological  exploration 
•  efficiency  and  safety  in·  coal  m1n1ng 
•  improvement  of  existing  coal  using  processes 
•  direct  utilisation of  coal  and  coal  conversion 
- Nuclear  energy 
•  safety  aspects  of  all  types  of  reactors 
•  fuel  cycle 
•  environmental  protection 
•  support  the  construction  of  Large  scale prototypes  of  advanced 
type  reactors  : 
+  SNR  300  (sodium  cooled  fast  breeder  reactor) 
+  THTR  300  (gas  cooled  high  temperature  reactor) 
./2 - 156-
- Thermonuclear  fusion 
- Alternative  energy  sources 
•  solar 
•  wind 
•  geothermal  (hot  dry  rocks) 
3.  Priorities 
Rational  utilization of  energy  in  the  application  and  in  secondary 
energy  sectors 
- Coal  and  other  primary  energy  sources 
- New  energy  sources 
- NucLear  energy 
4.  Ongoing  and/or  planned  comprehensive  programmes  and  budgets 
The  fourth  (1973-76)  nuclear  programme  was  funded  with  6127  millions 
DM. 
The  non-nuclear  (1974-76)  energy  research  and  energy  technology  programme 
was  funded  with  545  millions  DM. 
The  energy  research  and  energy  technology  programme  (1977-80)  is  funded 
with 6145  millions  DM. - 157-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.  SU~-SECTOR  1. 1.  INDUSTRY  DATE  :March  79 
and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Im~rovement of  existing  technologies 
- improved  adaptation to  the  actual  requirement  of  heating  boilers 
-proper choice  of  the  source  of  energy 
•  optimisation  of  burners  and  burning-plants 
•  gasification of  LNG  for  turbine plants  in  closed  cycle 
- reduction  of  resistances 
•  flow  (liquids) 
•  friction  (solids) 
•  electric 
- thermal  insulation  in  . industrial  plants 
•  office buildings 
2.  Modification of  ~reduction ~rocesses 
- decrease  of  consumption  of  process  heat 
•  optimization of process  parameters  . selection of  Less  energy-intensive processes  in  : 
+  substitution of  thermal  Grying  with  mechanical  drying 
+  vacuum  evaporation 
+ partial  heating  in  hardening  processes 
+  use  of  heat  recovery  systems 
++industrial  heat-pumps  ( ..  MWe  range) 
>++  regenerative  heat-exchange 
- improvement  of  process  flow  sheets  . integration of  several  processes 
•  optimisation of  plants  operation  (full utilization of  capacity)  . substitution of  batch  operations  with  continuous methods  of  production  , 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  (x106)  (X 1  06)  (x106)  <  x  1  o6> 
1 +  3  3.78  2  10  13  11 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  3.78  ?  .to  13  11 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  1.34  0.76  3!89  5.05  4.28 - 158-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
3.  DeveloQment  of  new  technologies 
- more  efficient  new  Lighting  systems 
- wear  resistant materials 
- new  types  of  bearings  with  Lower  friction  losses 
- improved  Lubricants 
, 
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OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  (x106)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  (x1Q6) 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) - 159-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  1. 2.  RESIDENTIAL  AND  COMMERCIA  DATE  :  Marcb  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Develo~ment of materials  for  thermal  insulation and  heat  storase 
-new  building materials,  having  good  insulating  and  storage properties,  from  : 
•  cheap  basic materials 
•  waste  materials 
2.  Eners~ conservins  housins  and  residential  units  schemes 
- optimization of  heat  distribution within  buildings 
- use  of  solar  energy  by  proper  siting  of  buildings 
- space  heating  systems  with  Low  feed  temperatures 
- multi-dwelling  complexes  and  residential  units 
•  use  of  solar  energy 
•  waste  heat  utilization 
. central  heat  supplies 
3.  Heat  ~um~s 
- deveLopment  and  testing  of  Low  cost  heat  pumps 
- development  of  Low  capacity  units  (10  kW)  for  different  temperature  Levels 
- control  systems 
- design  of  compact  heat  pumps  with  combustion  engines 
--studies  of  the  environmental  impact 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  <  x  1  o6>  Cx106)  Cx106)  <  x  1  o6> 
1 +  6  13.22  7  13  22  24 
•••  j ••• 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  13.22  7  1~  22  24 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  4.70  2.64  5.05  8.55  9.33 - 160-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
4.  Heat  recovery 
- recovery  of  heat  from  waste  water  and  exhaust  air  in  : 
•  multifamily  houses 
. Large  building  complexes 
•  municipal  installations  (swimming-pools) 
- optimization  of  heat  circuits 
- development  of  components  and  control  systems 
s.  Heat  storase 
- development  of  economic  short-term  and  Long-term  storage  systems 
for  the  suppLy  of  : 
•  hot  water 
. space  heating 
6.  Household  equi~ment with  Low  eners~  consum~tion 
- development  of  measuring  methods  for  the  in-house  determination of  power  input 
and  specific  energy  consumption,  by  the  consumer,  of  household  equipment 
- harmonization of  the existing  product  information  systems. 
IV. 
, 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  <x106)  (  )( 1  Q6)  <x106)  (x1Q6) 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.)  ·-
TOTAL  <in  EUA) - 161-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  1.3.  TRANSPORTATION  DATE  :  March  1979 
and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1AIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Motor  vehicles 
- engine  efficiency 
- size,  design  of  vehicle 
- type  of  fuel  (CH30H,  H2,  electricity) 
- tyre  design 
- electronic  control  systems  for  engines 
2.  Public  trans~ort  s~stems 
- control  systems  for 
•  allowing  low-loss and  smooth  operation 
•  minimizing  transmission  losses  and  peak  loads  in  the  grid 
- recovery of  braking  energy 
- Light  weight  construction 
3.  Air  t rans~ort 
- development  of  by-pass  engines 
- improvement  of  efficiency  in  the  subsonic  range 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
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R+D& D POL! CY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  1  • 4 •  LOW  GRADE  ENERGY  UTILI SA- DATE  :  March  1979  and  budgets  TION 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Heat  pumps  <see  1.1.2.  and  1.2.3.) 
2.  Heat  recovery  (see  1.2.4.) 
3.  Heat  storage  <see  1.2.5.) 
4.  Coupled  heat-power  s~stems and  district heating  s~stems 
- development  of  strategies for  the design  of district-heating  systems 
•  heat  atlas for  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany 
. study  of  the possibility of  using  district-heating  from  heat/power  systems 
from  the  viewpointsof  economy,  ecology  and  national  economy 
•  planning  studies  to  investigate four  model  areas  with  different  structures 
with  resoect  to the  supply  of  district  heat: 
+Mannheim/Ludw1gshafen/Heidelberg  district 
+  Koblenz/Bonn/Cologne  district 
+Western  Ruhr  district 
+ Berlin district 
- Study  of  the  "Ruhr  district  heat  supply  system"  with  the  aim  of  developing  supra-
regional  district heating  systems 
- implementation  of  the  integrated district heating  system  in  the  Saar  region 
. compensation  of  peak  load  demand  by  means  of  the  storage  effect  of  Large  supply 
systems 
•  possibility of  feeding  industrial  waste  heat  into  the  integrated  heat  supply 
system 
- improvement  of  techniques  of  heat  transport  over  Long  distances 
, 
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III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
- heat  storage 
•  central and  decentralized  heat  storage facilities 
•  build-up  of  an  heat  storage test pool  (30.000  m3  water) 
+  techniques  of  heat  input  and  output 
•  use  of  underground  water  reserves  (aquifers  stores)  as  long  term  heat  storage 
systems 
- development  of  new  power  plant  concepts  and  use  of  gas  turbines  in  combined 
power  plants 
5.  Cooling  of  thermal  ~ower  ~lants and  utilization of  waste  heat 
- erection and  operation of  Large  capacity  dry  cooling  tower  (in  connection  with  THTR  300 
prototype power  plant) 
- heating  of  the outdoor  soil  for  agricultural  purposes  (AGROTHERM  Project) 
•  field  (7  ha)  experiments  on  : 
+ dissipation of  the  heat  introduced  into  the  soil 
+  heat  and  water  balances 
+  reliability of materials  and  components 
+  system  behaviour under different  climatic and  soil  conditions 
+  investigation of  crops  and  varieties most  suitable  for  cultivation  in  soil 
heated at different  temperatures  (including  subtropical  and  tropical  plants) 
, 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  : GER 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  2. 1. COAL  EXPLORATION  AND  EX- DATE  :March  1979  and  budgets 
TRACTION 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Gallery driving  and  mining  systems;  Logistic  systems 
- e!2.§e~£!i2D 
•  data  bank  . automatic  measuring  equipment  for  X-ray  analysis of minerals 
•  horizontal  and  vertical  boring  techniques 
- 92ll~!~_E!iYi09 
•  basic  safety data  for  the  development  of  blasting  techniques  of  increased 
efficiency 
. improved  performance  and  increased  safety of  support  operation 
in drifting  . rotary  dry  drilling 
•  development  of  self-advanced drilling  machines 
•  high  performance  drivage  system  with  drilling  and  blasting 
. improved  drift  advance  with  road  heading  machines 
•  mechanical  driving  of  gate  and  roads 
. support  techniques 
+  improved  backfilling 
+  special  materials  development 
+  road  support  with  prefabricated parts 
•  hydraulic haulage  systems 
. hydraulic  debris  disposal 
. full  face  tunnelling  machines 
t  ~iDi!J9_.§~.§!~~.§ 
' •  high  pressure water-jet  coal-winning  machines 
, 
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OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  (X 1  06)  (X 1  Q6) 
1  15.5  53  119  144·  118 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  15.5  53  119  144  11R 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  5.51  20. o·z  46.25  55.97  45.86 - 165-
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
. steering and  partial automation of wir.i  ning  equipment 
. integrated  equipment  for  very  thick  seams 
•  high  performance  mobile  combined  machine  for  thin  seams  exploitation 
. supports  and  impact  ripper  machines  for  coal  face/roadway  transition,  opt i m  i sat  ion 
of  face  supporting  systems 
. rock  consolidation and  roof  securing  techniques 
•  improved  coalgetting 
•  mining  in  inclined deposits 
+  high  production  coal  fans  in  thick  seams  of  inclined  formation 
+  coal winningin  seams  in  steeply  inclined  formations 
- !29i§!if_§~§!~~ 
. battery driven  vehicles,  diesel-driven  vehicles 
•  control, measure  of  CO  and  CH4  content,  ventilation 
. ventilation measuring  devices  and  methods 
. computerized  monitoring,  evaluation  and  storage  of measured  values  and  data 
. computer  controlled optimization of  underground  movements 
. control  techniques  and  automation  of  belt  conveyors 
. intercommunication  systems  for  underground  working 
. new  driving  systems  for  underground  mining 
. improvement  of  electric  power  network 
- 9~§iso_m29~l2_Qf_!h~_QQ~!~!i2D 
. building  and  integration of  operational  planning  models  for  the  coal  mining 
industry  in  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany 
. early detection  of  surface  damage  due  to  m1n1ng 
•  methods  for  technico-economic assessment  of mining  R-D  projects 
- ~9~~0£~2-mioios  (great  depths) 
i . rock  mechanics 
. drifting  and  expansion  of  underground  workings 
- - , 
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v.  ljUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
Ot3J ECTI VES  (x1Q6)  (x106)  c  x 1  o6)  Cx106)  <  x 1  o6> 
-
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) - 166-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II  SUB-SECTOR  2  1  COAL  EXPLORATION  AND  DATE  :March  1979  and  budgets  •  "  "EXTRACTION  CCONT'D) 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
. methods  of  coal  mining 
•  conveying  techniques 
•  mine  climate 
•  operation  management  and  engineering 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  Cx106)  (X 1  Q6)  ( x1 06)  Cx1Q6) 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (; n  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) - 167-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.2.  COAL  PREPARATION,VALORISA·  DATE  :  March  1979 
and  budgets  TTON  ANn  TRAN~PORT 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Coke  eroduction 
- thermal  pretreatment  of  baking pit  coal 
- improvement  of  the  conventional  vertical  flue  method 
- continuous  production of  formed  coke  <Prosper  demonstration  plant,  terminated  in  1978 
•  variable  range  of  feed  coals 
•  preparation of  coking  coals 
•  production of  formed  coke  from  lignite 
+  optimisation of  the  coking  process 
- use  of  Low  volatile  coals  (Ancit  Process) 
2.  Direct  combustion 
- combustion  of  pulverised  coal  in  central  heating  s~stems 
•  development  of  automated  boiler  systems 
- fluidized-bed  combustion  units at  atmospheri.c pressure  for  application  in  : 
•  power  stations 
•  heating  plants 
. industrial  boilers 
3.  Drtssing 
treatment  of  crushed  coals;  water  and  ash  content  reduction 
-cleaning  of  coal 
- fines  separation;  combustion  of  tailings with  fluidized-bed  firing 
- computer  controlled  coal  preparation 
- monitoring  and  control  of  conveyance  flow  in  underground  working 
- dry  processing  of  dirty  coals 
-,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  (x106)  c  x  1  o6>  ( x1 o6>  c  x  1  o6> 
1+2  8,2  12  19  19  24 
3  2,6  9  11  17  25 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  10.8  21  3D"  3b  49 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  3.84  7.93  11.66  13.99  19.04 - 168-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  2.3.  COAL  LIQUEFACTION  DATE  :  March  1979 
and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Current  activities 
- synthesis 
•  basic  research  on 
+  selective  guidance  of  Fischer-Tropsch  synthesis 
+  catalysts  and  control  of  selectivity 
- hydrogenation 
•  preliminary  study  of  a  demonstration  plant  for  the  production  of  coal  oil 
in  USA 
. participation  in  the  construction  and  operation  of  a  coal  conversion  demon-
straticn plant  in  the  USA  Con  the  basis  of  the  results  of  the  abovementioned 
study) 
Government  funding  :  300  Mill ion  OM 
. laboratory  studies  on  hard  coal  conversion 
•  pilot plants  for  coal  hydrogenation  (with  a  capacity  up  to 200  t/d) 
•  development  of  catalysts 
+  new  type 
+  homogeneous 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  ( x1 Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx1Q6) 
1  4.8  7  9  37  66 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  4.8  7  9  37  66 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  1.  71  2.64  3.50  14.38  /'i.ilt; - 169-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  2.4.  COAL  GASIFICATION  DATE  :March  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Gas  generation  from  coal 
- further  development  of  the  LURGI  pressurized gasification process  Cat  the  Dorsten  test 
•  increase  in pressure and  performance  facility)  : 
•  use  of  coals  with  hyper  fine  content 
•  crude  gas  splitting 
•  crude  gas  conversion 
- development  of  coal  dust  gasification techniques 
•  Saarberg-Otto  generator  (30  bar)  }  pressurized  •  Texaco  process  (40  bar) 
- Winkler  process  for  lignite 
•  fluidized-bed  gasification 
-gasification using  nuclear  process-heat  (from  HTR) 
•  operation of  semi-technical  plant  for  hydrogenating  coal  gasification unit 
(  N  5  ton/  day) 
•  operation  of  semi-technical  plant  for  coal  gasification  by  steam 
(  1\J  5  ton/  day) 
•  design  and  development  of  pilot  plants  with  capacities  50~ 100  tons/day 
- development  of  components 
•  heat  exchangers 
•  feeding  and  dosing  systems 
•  high  temperature  fibre  filters 
•  high  temperature  electrostatic precipitators 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  ( x1 o6)  Cx106)  <  x  1  o6) 
1  27.9  41  46  46  49 
2  0.9  3  3  5  9. 
•••  7 ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  28.80  44  49.  1:\1  1:\R 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  10.23  16.62  19.04  19.82  22.54 - 170-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
2.  Underground  gasification 
- laboratory  studies 
- theoretical  studies and  systems  analysis 
- field  experiments 
, 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  (x106)  (x106)  (x106)  c  x  1  o6> 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  <in  EUA) - 171-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  2.5.  COAL  COMBUSTION  DATE  :  March  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Electricity generation  from  coal 
- advanced  technologies 
. construction  and  operation  of  a  test  facility  for  degasification/partial  gasifica~ 
tion/desulphurisation/combustion of  coal  (VEW  conversion  process) 
•  gas/steam  turbine  power  plant  concept  with  fluidized  bed  firing 
. further  development  of  the  170  MW  prototype plant  at  the  Lunen  power  station 
operating  with  coal  pressure gasification and  combined  gas/steam  turbine  cycle 
- reduction of  the  emissions  from  conventioned  coal-fired power  stations 
•  non  polluting  direct  combustion  of  coal  in fluidised  bed  firing  system 
development  of  a  very  compact  unit  for  pressurized operation 
•  desulphurization  of  stack  gases 
. removal  of  Cl2  and  F2 
•  reduction  of  NOx  emissions 
-pollution free  coal  fired  power  station  (200  MW) 
2.  Direct  combustion  of  coal  (see  2.2.2.) 
- pulverised  coal 
- fluidized-bed  combustion 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  (x106)  Cx106)  <  x  1  o6)  <  x  1  o6) 
1  27.20  40  70  145  79 
2  p.m.  p.m.  p:m. 
-
• • • I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  27.20  40  70  145  79 




R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.6 OIL  AND  GAS  ASSESSMENT  DATE  :  March  79  and  budgets  AND  EXPLORATION  . 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Pros~ection for  oil  and  natural  gas 
- direct  detection of  hydrocarbons  and  elucidation of  the  lithology  by  means  of 
seismic  techniques 
•  three-dimensional  seismic  data  collection and  processing 
•  modelling  system  for  continuous  seismic  interface analysis 
•  wave  theory applied  to modeling  problems  in  reflection  seismics 
. combined  reflection and  refraction  seismic  interpretation  methods 
•  areal reflection  seismics  with  high  resolution 
- other  geophysical  processes  and  equipment 
•  precision gravity measurements 
. improved  geophysical  borehole  surveys 
•  magnetic  surveys 
•  development  of  organic-geochemical  and  isotope geophysical  methods  for  use  in 
hydrocarbon  exploration 
. identification of  the  sources  of  gases  in geochemical  anomaly  areas 
•  magnetotelluric measurements  for  identification of oil-geologically  interesting 
structures 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <  x  1  o6)  (X 1  06)  Cx106)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6> 
1  B.6  10  16  14  12 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  8.6  10  16  1/..  1? 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  3.06  3.78  6.22  5.44  4.66 - 173-
R+D& D POL! CY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  2.7.  OIL  AND  GAS  PRODUCTION  DATE  :  March  79  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Extraction of  oil and  gas 
- deep  drilling  techniques 
. development  of  new  and  improvement  of  existing  coring  methods 
. casing  Loads  in  super  deep  wells 
. improvement  of  primary  cementing  works  in  deep  and  super-deep  boreholes 
•  system  analysis of  alternative procedures  for  deep  drilling  techniques 
•  cableless  transmission  systems  for  deep  drilling  wells  to  surface 
- deposit  and  production  techniques 
•  new  polymer  types  for  tertiary oil  recovery 
•  development  of  new  methods  and  improvement  of  existing  techniques  for 
tertiary  recovery 
+  with  tensides 
+  with  surfactants 
+  by  polymer  flooding 
+  by  viscous  flooding 
•  viscosity-pressure  behaviour  and  compressibility of  gas/oil  solutions 
. stimulation of  Low  permeable  deep  seated gas  reservoir 
•  S  and  V elimination from  petroleum 
- storage  of oil, gas  and  LNG 
. investigation of  the geological  and  hydrogeological  conditions  for  establishing 
rock  caverns 
•  geoLogicaL  and geotechnicaL study  for  the  construction of  underground  storage 
in  rock  for  petroleum  products  . survey  of  underground  oil filled  storage  cavities  . inhomogeneities  in  salt  caverns 
, 
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Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx1Q6)  ( x1 Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
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TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  1. 7  2  2  3  7 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  0.60  0.7n  n.7~  1  17  2.72 - 174-
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
•  measuring  probe  for  gas.:fi L  Led  cavities 
, 
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TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  <in  EUA) - 175-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5.  Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.11.  DATE  :  March  79  and  budgets  STORAGE  OF  OIL 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
(see  under  2. 7.1.) 
, 
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.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. - 176-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  2.12.  STORAGE  OF  and  budgets  GAS  DATE  :  March  79 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
<see  under  2.7.1.) 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.13  OTHERS  DATE  :  March  79  and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Oil  shales 
- technical  and  economical  assessment  of oil-shale  reserves 
in  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany 
- Low  temperature distillation experiments 
•  autothermic methods 
•  environmental  pollution evaluation 
- pyrolysis of oil  shales 
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TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  1.7  2  2  2  3 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.60  0.76  0.7R  n  7Q  1  .,, - 178-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR3.1.  PROVEN  REACTORS  DATE  :  March  79  and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  LWR  safety  research  programme  (see  3.5.1) 
2.  LWR  waste  management  concept  (see 3.4.4.) 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  <x106)  <x1Q6)  <x106)  <  x  1  o6> 
1  n.m  n  m  n  m 
2  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
.  .  ·' ... 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. - 179-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  3.2.  HIGH  TH1PERATURE  REACTORS  DATE  :  March  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Construction of  THTR  300  (300  MWe  prototype  power  station) 
- grant-in-aid  by  Federal  Government 
2.  Advanced  HTR's 
- fuel  element  fabrication 
. increase  of  the  fission  products  retention at  high  temperatures 
. increase of  the  heavy  metal  concentration  in  order  to achieve  higher  conversion 
ratios 
•  development  of  a  particle with  the  proper  coating  suitable  for  future  Large 
pebble  bed  reactors 
- process  heat  HTR 
."nuclear  process  heat  prototype  plant"  project  (gasification of  Lignite  and  hard 
coaL) 
+draft of  the  concept  of  a  Large  scale facility  (3000  MWth)  and  of  the  750  MWth 
reference facility  (1975-1976) 
+planning  of  the  reference  facility  ( 1976-78) 
0  design  of  main  components 
o  safety and  cost  analysis 
~  planning  and  construction of  coal  gasification plants  for  1  .;.  2  tons/hr  capacity 
+detailed design  (from  1979  onwards) 
o  tendering  and  Licensing 
o  operation  of  pilot plants  for  gasification 
- advanced  HTR's  for  electricity generation 
+  plant  design  criteria 
+  design  of  the  fuel  cycle 
+  rea_cto~r  CQnt~ro  l 
+  decommissioninq  studies  , 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  <x106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  <x106) 
1  n.a.  60  102  100  110 
2  n.a.  114  108  130  158 
.  .  ·'· .. 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  n  :.  174  210  23D  268 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  n.a.  65.71  81.62  89.39  104.16 - 180-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  3.3.  BREEDERS  DATE  :  March  79  and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Construction of  SNR  300  (280  MWe  prototype  Na-coo led  fast  breeder  reactor) 
a.  grant-in-aid  by  Federal  Government 
b.  R&D  supporting  activities 
2.  Comeact  Na-cooled  nuclear  Reactor  II  (KNK  II) 
- construction and  operation of  the  KNK  II 
- fuel  elements  irradiation 
- instrumentation  experiments 
- p lutoni  urn  technology  (U02/Puo2  core) 
3.  Advances  in  fast  breeder  develoement 
- oxide  fuel  elements  and  materials  development 
. irradiation  experiments  of  fuel  and  cladding  materials 
•  development  of  new  cladding  materials 
•  behaviour  of  defective  fuel  elements 
. creep  phenomena  in  high  neutron  fluxes 
•  Na-resistant  materials 
. reprocessing  of  oxide  fuels 
- safety  studies 
. simulation  studies  of  core  behaviour  for  KNK  II  and  SNR  300 
•  analysis  of  heavy  accidents  conditions 
•  development  of  instrumentation  for  core  control 
•  hot  Na  technology  (aerosol, filtration, aeration  systems) 
•  heat  exchange 
- carbide  fuels 
•  development  of  preparation methods 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  C  x1 Q6)  <  x1 o6>  <x1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx1Q6) 
1  a  n.a.  156  108  181  175. 
1  b  n.a.  33  43'  44  ·44 
2  n  ·-~.  57  47  54  ·61 
3  n.a.  61  60.  73  84  .  .  ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  <in  EUA) - 181-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
•  analysis  of  swelling  and  creep  properties,  compatibility with  cladding  material, 
gas  release 
•  basic  problems  in  reprocessing  of  carbide  fuels • 
4.  Gas  cooled  fast  breeder  reactors 
- geoeral  studies  of  this alternative  line 
- safety problems 
- heat  transfer  and  pressure  losses  in  the  gas  loop 
, 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  (X 1  Q6)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6> 
4  n.a.  8  9  9  8 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  n.a.  315  267  365  390 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  n.a.  118.96  103.77  141  86  151.57 - 182-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR 3.4.  FUEL  CYCLE  DATE  :  March  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Natural  uranium  sueeL~ 
- prospection  work  in  house  and  abroad 
- study  on  U extraction from 
•  sea-water 
•  phosphates  . Low  grade  ores 
2.  Urani urn  enrichment 
- gas  centrifuge method 
. construction of  demoplant  with  capacity  of  400  ton  SWU/yr 
. exploitation  of  the  existing  development  potential  of  the  centrifuge 
technique  for  : 
+  improving  the  economy 
+  reducing  its operating  risk 
- separation  nozzle  method 
•  development  work 
- other  techniques 
•  assessment  of  the  technical  potential  of 
+  Lasers 
+  pLasma  rotation  techniques 
3.  Fuel  element  fabrication 
- for  LWR  - work  - mainly  for  improving  safety  and  in-pile bahaviours  - is  included 
in  3.5.1.  ~ LW~ _  s-a:f~t}  -Research) 
---------- --
- for  HTR  - see  3.2.2.  \ 
;  - for  LMFBR  - see  3.3.3. 
' 
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1  n.a.  37  29"  25  2 
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III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
4.  LWR  waste  manasement  conce~t 
- reprocessing 
•  PUREX  process  and  plants 
+  optimization  and  further  development  of  components 
~  improvement  of  the  in-line  instrumentation  and  analytical  measuring  instruments 
+  minimization  of  waste  quantities 
+  development  and  testing  of  systems  for  retention of  radioactive  I  ,  Kr,  C and 
H  isotopes 
. safety problems  linked  with  construction and  operation of  large  seale facilities 
•  HTR  fuels  construction of  small  test facility  (JUPITER)  for  reprocessing tests of 
AVR  fuel  elements 
- recycling  of  Pu 
. improvement  in  the  economy  and  availability of  the fabrication  process  of  Pu-
based  elements 
•  prevention  of  the  increase  in the present  Low  exposure  of  man  and  environment 
•  basic  studies  on  u233  in  the  Th~U cycle  CHTR  line) 
- waste  treatment 
. reduction of  waste  volume 
. improvement  of  chemical  and  physical  stability of  the  end  products 
•  vitrification of  high  Level  waste 
•  solid  wastes  (from  reprocessing  plants) 
+  development  of  decontamination  techniques  and  compaction 
+  potential  recovery  of  Zr 
. stable fixation  of  gaseous  wastes 
+  I 
+  T 
+  Kr 
IV.  PROGRAMME 
, 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  c  x 1  o6> 
4  n.a.  137  169  163  215 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.)  n.a.  272  327  324.0  354.0 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  n  a  102.72  127.no  1?1:\  92  137.58 - 184-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3.4.  FUEL  CYCLE  (cont  'd)  DATE  :March  79 
and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
4.  LWR  waste  management  conceet  (cont  I d) 
•  bituminous,  concrete  and  polystyrene  embedding  of  Low-medium  wastes  from  power 
reactors  :  reduction  of  Leaching  rates and  increase of  time-stability. 
- storage 
•  investigation of 
+  salt  formations 
+  other  geological  formation;  granite,  clay,  for 
suitability to  accomodate  storage  facilities 
•  test  on  ultimate  storage  in  salt mines 
- transport  of  nuclear  fuels 
•  development  of  shipping  containers and  transport  systems against  incident  and 
accident  conditions 
IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
<natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
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TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  3.5.  NUCLEAR  SAFETY  DATE  :  and  budgets  March  79 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  :  . 
1.  LWR  Safet~ Research 
- "Emergency  core  cooling"  and  "Containment  in  case  of  Loss  of  coolant"  Projects  : 
. Leakage  processes 
•  thermohydraulic  events  in  the primary  circuit 
•  cooling  in  the  reactor  core  during  blowdown 
•  emergency  core  cooling 
•  mechanical  behaviour  of  reactor  core 
+  heating 
+  release  of  f.p • 
• containment's  dynamic  stresses 
+pipe failures 
+  integral  pressure  and  temperature  Load 
+  Long  term  Leak  tightness 
- "Components  Safety"  Project 
•  improvement  of  the quality of  materials 
•  improvement  in  fabrication 
•  safety  reserve  of  pressurized  components 
- "Burst  Protection"  Project 
,.  •  failures  of  pressurized  pipelines and  vessels 
' 
- "Core  meltdown"Project 
•  thermal,  chemical  and  m~chanical effects of  the failure of  the  en ergency  core 
cooling  system 
-
•  determination  of  the  extent  of ·f.p.  release  from  a  core  meltdown  accident 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  (X 1  06)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1  n.a.  94  109  119  123 
2  n.a.  13  - 8  25  35 
3  n.a.  24  27  31  28 
4  n.a.  14  15  15  19 
···'···  TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  n.a.  145.0  159.0  19_0_. 0  2ns  o 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  n.a.  54.76  61.80  73.84  79  .• 67 - 186-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
2.  Safety  research  on  advanced  react or  Lines 
- Fast  breeder  reactors 
. simulation  studies  in  SNEAK  for  SNR  300 
. improvement  of  analysis  of severer  accidents  conditions 
. instrumentation for  core  control 
. Liquid-Na  technology  and  safety 
- high  temperature  reactors 
•  preliminary  studies  for  integrate  programme 
3.  Safet~ research  inde~endent from  s~ecific reactor  Lines 
- "Quality assurance"  project 
•  early detection of  incipient  failures 
. remote  non-destructive  testing  of  components 
- "External  Impacts"  project 
. simulation,  testing  and  analytic  studies  on  consequences  of  : 
+  earthquakes 
+  pLane  era shes 
+  explosion  shock  waves  and  other  external  impacts 
- "Fission products  transport  and  radiation  exposure"  project 
. study  on  the  release of  fission  products 
+  transport 
+meteorological  diffusion events 
•  development  of  improved  methods  of  F. P  •  retention  and  decontamination 
•  development  of  techniques  and  equipment  for  maintenance,  repair  and  decommissioning 
of  nuclear  power  plants 
~ "Risk  and  reliability" project 
•  general  evaluation  of  safety projects 
•  quantitative analysis  of  risks  in  the operation of  nuclear  facilities  •..  I .•• 
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TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  <in  EUA) - 187-
R+O&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  3. 5.  NUCLEAR  SAFETY  (cont'd)  DATE  :  March  79  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
4.  The  Superheated  Steam  Reactor  (HDR)  Project  (after decommissioning) 
- study  of  the  effects of  LOCA  accidents  upon  pressure  vessel  and  containers 
- non-destructive  testing  of  reactor  pressure  vessels 
- load  carrying  capability of  the  reactor  pressure  vessels  under  extreme  conditions 
- behaviour  of  the  plant  in  case  of  earthquake  simulated  conditions 
, 
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TOTAL  (in  EUA) 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCU.AR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR3•6•  WASTE  TREATr~ENT  AND  DATE  :  March  79  and  budgets  DISPOSAL 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  LWR  wastemanagement  concept  (see  3.4.4.) 
.  ..... 
treatment  and  storage 
...... 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x106)  <x106)  (x106)  <  x  1  o6)  <  x  1  o6) 
1  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
• • • I ••• 
TOTAL  (; n  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (; n  EUA) - 189-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3•  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  3.7.  RADIATION  PROTECTION  AND  DATE  :  March  79  and  budgets  DECOMfU SS IONING  OF  POWER  PLANTS 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Radiation erotection  research 
- Improvement  of  the  radiation  protection  of  workers  in  nuclear  facilities 
. technical  measures  to  improve  the  repair  and  maintenance  capability of 
nuclear  facilities 
.  improvement  of  methods  of  ionizing  radiation dosimetry  <Local  and  personnel 
dosimetry)  and  for  incorporation  monitoring 
. development  of  measuring  techniques  for  the  analysis  of  radiation  exposures 
in  special  mines,  uranium  mines  in  particular 
establishment  of  a  central  personnel  dose  file 
- Development  and  improvement  of  techniques  for  the  retention  and  emission  control 
of  radioactive  substances 
. improvement  of  the  removal  efficiency of  iodine  filters 
.  improvement  of  accident  filter  systems 
. development  of  h  .  f  h  .  f  3  14  tee  n1ques  or  t  e  retent1on  o  H,  C,  d  85K  .  an  r  1n  reprocessing 
plants 
.  improvement  of  measuring  techniques  for  emission  control,  especially of  14c and 
actinide  elements 
- Studies  of  the ecological  behavior  of  radioactive  substances  released 
. assessment  of  the  atmospheric  diffusion  and  deposition  parameters 
. studies  of  the  migration  of  radionuclides  in  the  soil  and  in  groundwater 
. studies  of  the  mixing  properties of  radioactive  Liquid  effluents  in  surface 
waters  and  seawater 
, 
STATUS  &  mPLEf·lE~JTA  T  I ON  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x106)  <x106)  Cx106)  (X 1  06)  c  x  1  o6> 
1  n.a.  14  16  18  19 
2  n.a.  2  1  9  10 
• • • I  • • • 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  n.a.  16  17  27  29 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  n.a.  6.04  6.61  10.49  11.27 - 190-
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
. studies  of  the  transport  of  radioactive  substances  into  food  and  drinking 
water  and  their  uptake  by  man 
. work  on  the  analysis  of  Lo3aL1 
regional  and  global  distributions  of  special 
Long  Lived  radionuclides  (  H,  4c,  85Kr,  129I,  actinide  elements) 
- Analysis  and  balancing  of  the  radiation  exposure  of  the public  due  to nuclear 
facilities 
. improving  the  measuring  techniques  employed  in  environmental  monitoring 
. drafting  improved  models  to  describe  the  relevant  exposure  pathways  in  man 
. analysis  of  individual  and  collective doses  in  normal  operation  and  under 
incident  conditions 
. emergency  planning  studies 
. forecast  of  future  radiation  exposure  of  the  public  arising  from  nuclear 
technology 
- Special  problems  associated  with  the  treatment  and  storage  of  radioactive  waste 
. further  improvement  of  methods  of  conditioning,  especially of  high  Level  waste 
. assessment  of  the  criteria for  storage  close to  the  surface  and  for  ultimate 
storage  in  geological  formations  deep  underground 
. risk  analysis  of  the  shipment  of  spent  fuel  elements  and  the  ultimate  storage 
of  radioactive  waste 
- Work  on  the  basic  biological  and  medical  principles of  radiation protection 
. studies  of  the  primary  physical  and  biochemical  action  mechanisms  of  radiation 
as  a  function  of  radiation  quality  --
. studies of  the distribution  in  the  organism  of  radioactive  substances 
. animal  experiments  carried  out  to  determine  the  risk  of  Late  somatic  damage 
by  Low  radiation  doses  as  a  function  of  the  physical  and  time  dependent  dose 
distribution  • I ••• 
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OBJEC-TIVES  Cx1Q6)  (x1Q6)  (x1Q6)  Cx106)  (x106) 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) - 191-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SEC 1 OR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  GER 
- s.  Progra~me description 
and  budgets  Il.SUB-SECTOR  3.7.RADIATION  PROTECTION  AND  DATE  :  March  79 
.__  -----~DEC~~j~!_I'-ss_~oN~~!G  o~=J£.k{,E.I::-~~ANTS <coot •  d) 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINE~  OF  ACTIV!lY  : 
work  on  the  analysis  of  the  genetic  radiation  risk 
. synergistic  effects  caused  by  the  combined  action  of  radiation  and  chemical 
pollutants 
. epidemiological  assessments  of  groups  of  persons  exposed  to  higher  radiation 
Levels 
drafting  of  concepts  to  fix  Limits  for  radiation  exposure  and  the  uptake  of 
radioactive  substances  by  man 
2.  Decommissioning  and  ultimate  disposal  of  nuclear  facilities 
- Study  of  the  plant  condition  after  a  major  accident 




. transport  and  storage 
of  heavy  reactor  components 
- Demo-experiments  with  MZ F  R 
--·  , 
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R+D& D POLICY  I.  SEC10f<  3.  NUCLEAR  POvJE R  COUNTRY  :  GER 
__  M ______________ 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  II.SUB-SECTOR  3.8.  FISSILE  MATERIALS  CONTROL  DATE  :  March  79 
- - c_:=:__-:-_o=--=--==-- -·  --
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Nuclear  safeguards  and  physical  ~rotection of  fissile  materials 
- drafting  of  the  inspection  systems  for  various  nuclear  facilities 
- early  detection  of  diversions 
- development  of  advanced  protection  systems  covering  the  whole  fuel  cycle  by 
cross-Linking  civiL  engineering,  electronic  and  administrative  measures. 
- - - -- -- , 
STATUS  &  If~PLEr-1UJTA  TION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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-.--~-
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description 
~--------------------------------------·----~---
II.SUB-SECTOR  3.9.  OTHERS  DATE  :  fl'larch  79  and  budgets 
'================~==============-=-=--=---·==--~~~--- -----
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY 
1.  Operation  of  the  HFR  test  reactors  (Petten)  - lor  technical  description  see  item  3. 
of  the  European  Communities) 
2.  Prototype  and  test  reactors  (expenditures  are  covered  by  other  programmes) 
- Karlsruhe  Multipurpose  research  reactor  (MZFR) 
•  decommissioning  investigation 
- Niederaichbach  Nuclear  Power  Station  CKKN) 
•  decommissioning  research 
- Grosswalzheim  Superheated  Steam  Reactor  (HDR) 
•  safety  experiments 
3.  Nuclear  ship  propulsion 
- operation  of  N.S.  "Otto  Hahn"  (terminating~ 1980) 
•  Long  time  behaviour  of  reactor  components 
•  test  of  reliability of  the  propulsion  system 
.  materials  behaviour 
- nuclear  demonstration  vessel  (NCS  80) 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4. NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  4.1.  THERMONUCLEAR  FUSION  DATE  :  March  79  and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Fusion  oriented  ~lasma  research 
-plasma  stabilisation and  confinement  techniques  by  different  techniques 
(Tokamak,  stellarators,  high- ~installations) 
- plasma  diagnostics and  generation  by  strong  pulsed  lasers 
- plasma-wall  interaction problems 
2.  Techno lo~n:  of  fusion  reactors 
- problems  of  the  materials of  the first  wall 
- fuel  inlet  and  fuel  outlet 
- superconductivity 
- safety  problems 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
<nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  <x1Q6)  <x1Q6)  <x106)  <  x  1  o6) 
1+2  85  71  75  92  9S 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  85  71  75  92  Ql:i 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  30.20  26.81  29.15  35.76  36  9/ - 195-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  4.2.  GEOTHERMAL  ENERGY  DATE  :  March  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Hot  dry  rocks 
- Assessment  of  res sources 
- assessment  of  environmental  problems 
- technological  deveLopment  for  non  electric applications 
- small  electric power  plants 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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OBJECTIVES  (x106)  <x106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  (x106) 
1  1.5  2  9  11  17 
.. ·-'-... 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.)  1.5  2  9  11.  17 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.53  0._76  3.50  L.  ?R  6.61 - 196-
R+D& D POL! CY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  4.3.  SOLAR  ENERGY  DATE  :  March  79  and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Thermal  utilisation 
- .£211~.£!2!:~ 
•  high  temperature  absorbing  surfaces 
. selective absorbing  coatings 
. improvement  of  thermal  efficiency 
. flat  plate  collectors 
. Low  cost  and  plastic  collector 
•  development  of  test  units 
•  development  of  industrial manufacturing  processes 
- .Q~~.!JiD9~ 
•  architectural  design  of  solar  houses 
•  modular  solar  houses  heating  systems 
•  modular  exchangers  with  integrated  Latent  thermal  storage 
. Long-term  energy  storage  tanks  for  residential  buildings 
. hot  water  supply  in  prefabricated  houses 
. hybrid  systems  (conventional  +  solar) 
. centro L systems 
1-~9!:i.£~1!~.r:~ 
..... 
•  heating  of  greenhouses 
•  drying  systems  for  green  food  and  grain 
- .Q~~QO~!.r:~!i2D~ 
. swimming  pools  heating 
. solar  house  CFribourg)  , 
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OBJECTIVES  (x106)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx1Q6) 
1+2+3  17  23  32  57  57 
-
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  17  23  32  57  .57 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  6.04  8.69  12.44  22.15  22.15 - 197-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
. soLar  heating  plant  for  schools  (Unterensingen) 
. Large  scale experimental  facility  CWiehl) 
2.  Electricity production 
- !h~r~QQ~o~~i£~1 
. smaLL  ( 10  kW)  and  medium  (50  kW)  power  solar  power  plant 
. Low  temperature  thermodynamical  cycles  (freon  113) 
·  Eh2!2~21!~i£ 
. components  for  photovoltaic  power  stations 
•  photocells 
+  CdSe  cells 
+  CdTe  single  crystals for  concentration  conversion 
+  continuous  coating  process  for  mass  production  of  CdS  cells 
3.  Supporting  research 
- r~2i~!i2D 
. insolation data  in  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany 
+  network  of measuring  stations with  central  acquisitions and  evaluation  capability 
for  meteorological  and  technical  data 
- £2~~~r£i~li§~!i2!J_Qf_§Q1~r-~D~rg~ 
. system  study  on  intense  use  of  solar  energy  in  the  Fed.  Republic  of  Germany 
. system  studies  of  solar technologies 
' . (  . socio-economic  difficulties associated  with  the  introduction of  solar  energy 
devices 
. guidelines  for  the  choice  and  assembly  of  solar  systems  and  compatibility with  : 
+  thermal  insulation  rules  +  building  and  home  contruction  Laws 
IV.  PROGRAMME 
, 
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v.  LJUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  ( )( 1  Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) - 198-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  4.4.  OCEAN  DATE  :March  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Assessment  studies 
- magnitude  and  Location  of  energy  reserves 
- technico-economic  evaluation  of  concepts 
- potential  contribution  to  the  energy  supply  up  to  the  year  2000 
- recommendations  about  R&D  projects 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  <x1Q6)  <x106)  Cx1Q6) 
1  - 2  2  3'  &::\ 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  C in  N.C.)  - 2  2  3  5 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.76  0.78  1.17  1.94 - 199-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  4.5.  WIND  DATE  :  March  79  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
- acquisition  and  processing  of  wind  energy  data  for  technical application 
•  meteorological  measurements  in  coastal areas 
•  wind  conditions  in  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany 
•  standardized  meteorological  measurements  for  the  verification of  the  specification 
of  wind  energy  convertor  systems 
- studies of  the  economic  application of  small  wind  power  systems 
•  development  of  a  5.5  m 0  vertical axis  converter 
•  evaluation of  a  15  kW  power  plant 
- studies of  the  economic  construction of  high  capacity  power  plants and  their 
integration  in  existing  energy  supply  structure 
•  development,  construction  and  testing  of  a  prototype  converter 
52  m r/J,  265  kW 
•  engineering  study  of  a  Large  (1  ~  2  MW)  power  plant  CGROWIAN) 
+  design 
+  storage  systems 
+  rotor  bLades 
+  dynamic  behaviour  of  the  complete  system 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  (x106)  (X 1  06)  <  x  1  o6)  c  x  1  o6) 
1  0.2  5  10  14  24 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  0.2  5  10  14  24 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  0.07  1.89  3.89  5  44  9.33 -200-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  4. 6. HYDROGEN  AS  AN  ENERGY  DATE  :  March  1979  and  budgets  VECTOR 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Hydrosen 
- advanced  electrolysis 
•  high  pressure and  temperature 
•  vapour  phase  electrolysis 
- thermochemical  watersplitting 
•  chemical  cycles 
•  hybrid  cycles 
•  materials  problems 
•  safety  problems 
. evaluation  of  environmental  impact 
2.  Nuclear  district  heat  ~reject  (closed  cycle  CH41H2o conversion) 
- testing  of  the  CH4  splitting  system 
- development  and  testing  of  methanisation  systems  (consumption) 
- gas  transport 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  (x106)  (x1Q6)  (x106)  (x1Q6) 
1  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n. a.  n.a. 
2  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a. 
·- -
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  5  13  15  19  20 
TOTAL  (; n  EUA)  1. 78  4.91  5.83  7.38  7.77  -- -·--- 201-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  5•1•  ELECTRICITY  GENERATING  DATE:  March  79  and  budgets  EQUIPMENT 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Coueled  heat-eower  s~stems and  district-heatins  s~stems (see 1.4.4.  and  4.6.2.) 
2.  Cool ins  of  thermal  eower  e  lants  (see  1.4.5.) 
3.  Generationl  transmission  and  sto rase  of electricitl 
a.  §~!J~.!:~!Q.!:2 
- improvement  of  turbines  . components 
•  materials 
- supraconducting  coils machines 
- improvement  of  efficiency  in  polyphasic  generators 
b.  f1!~l-E~l12 
- development  of  em?rgency  power  systems  in  the  kW  range 
. compact  20  kW  unit 
. electrodes and  diaphragms 
. development  of  oxygen  conducting  ceramic  electrolytes  for  high  temperature 
fuel  cells and  electrolyzers  <H20) 
c.  I.!:~D2!!!i22i2D 
- demo-experiment  with  watercooled  cables 
- underground  cables 
- SF6  technology 
- D.C.  high  current  transmission 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  (x106)  ( x1 o6)  ( x1 o6)  c  x  1  o6> 
1  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
2  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
total  3  (a+b+c+d)  16  16  20  25  22 
4  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (; n  N.C.)  16  16  20  25  22 
TOTAL  (;  n  EUA)  5.68  6.04  7.77  9.72  8.55 -202-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
- 3-phase  current  cable  technology 
- supraconductors 
- components 
•  switches,  insulators,  cooling  systems,  static  converters 
- high  power  networks  and  stability problems 
d.  ~.!2!~9~ 
- batteries  for  electric  vehicles 
•  Na/S  accumulators  of  high  energy  density 
+  solid (-- Al 2o3)  electrolytes 
•  Li/S  accumulators  with  molten  electrolyte 
•  Ni/Fe  accumulators 
•  NiOIHz  cells 
. improvement  of  conventional  (Pb)  accumulator 
4.  Electricity seneration  from  coal  (see  2.5.1.) 
- advanced  technologies 
- reduction  of  emission 
, 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  E.stimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  (x106)  <x1Q6)  Cx106>  Cx1Q6) 
TOTAL  C  in N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA) -203-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SE r. TOR  DATE  :  March  79  and  budgets  5.2.  TRANSPORT  OF  ELECTRICITY 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities  (see  5.1.3c) 
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Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx1Q6)  <  x  1  o6>  Cx106) 
1  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
-
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  Cin  EUA) 
(14) -204-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  5.4.  FUEL  CELLS  DATE  :  March  79 
and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities  (see  5.1.3.b) 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  ( x1 Q6)  <x1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  ( x1 o6)  c  x  1  o6> 
1  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
.  .  ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -205-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  5.5.  ELECTROCHEMICAL  STORAGE  DATE  :  March  79  and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities  (see  5.1.4.d) 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  <x106)  (x106)  <x106)  (x106) 
1  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
---- ---
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  -· 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -206-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  6•1•  ANALYTICAL  STUDIES  ON  DATE  :  and  budgets  ENERGY  SYSTEMS  March  79 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  System  analysis  studies  related  to  single  technologies  which  accompany,  in 
general, major  R&D  projects 
2.  Study  evaLuating  the  energy  consumption  in  Germany  up  to  the  year  2000 
3.  Study  evaluating  the possibilities of  a  Long-term  improvement  of  the  structure of 
energy  supply 
7  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106)  ( x1 o6>  Cx106) 
1  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a. 
2  0.2  0.1  - - -
3  - - 0.1  0.5  0.4 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (; n  N.C.)  0.2  0.1  0.1  0.5  0.4 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.07  0.04  0.04 -207-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  :  GER 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  6•3•  STUDIES  ON  ENVIRONMENTAL  DATE:  March  79  and  budgets  EFFECTS 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Reduction  of  the  emissions  from  conventional  coal-fired 12ower  stations 
(see  2.5.1) 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  (X 1  Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  (x106) 
1  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.) 
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SECTION  3 
SUB-SECTION  3.4  F R A N C E ENERGY  R+D&D  POLICY  - 211- COUNTRY  FRANCE 
SUMMARY  OF  RESEARCH,  DEVELOPMENT  AND  DEMONSTRATION  EXPENDITURE 
Cin  million  E.U.A.) 
SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS 











1  • 1 •  I nd us t r y  15.90  19.35  28.21 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1.2.  Residential  and  commercial  8.36  9.94  11.85 
---------------------------------------------- ------------- -------------~-------------
1.3.  Transportation  8.89  ?.92  10.44 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
1.4.  Low-grade  energy  utilization  4.88  6.08  6.90 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
1.5.  Others 
2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  74.94  88.78  115.90 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.1.  Coal  exploration and  extraction  13.13  13.47  15.05 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.2.  Coal  preparation, valoris.&  transpt.  2.56  2.46  2.28 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~---------------------------
2.3.  Coal  Liquefaction  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.4.  Coal  gasification  0.21  0.93  3.33 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.5.  Coal  combustion  p  .. m.  p.m.  p.m. 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2 . 6.  0 i L  &  g  a s a s s  e s sm en t & ex p Lor at  i on  1  6 . 8 2  19 . 3  9  2  4 . 9 4 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.7.  Oil  &  gas  production  26.04  33.91  49.45 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.8.  Refining  and  derivatives  12.57  13.34  14.56 
~------------------------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------
2.9.  Transport  of  oil  1. 03  1. 21  0.96 
~----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.10.  Transport  of  gas  1.70  2.25  3.29 
~----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.11.  Storage  of oil 
----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
2.12.  Storage  of gas  0.28  1. 64  1.86 
·--~-------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
2.13.  Others  0.60  0.18  0.18 SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS 












3.1.  Proven  reactors  41.83  47.29  43.46 
------------------------------------------------------------ ------------- -------------
3.2.  High  temperature  reactors  17.03  12.67  8.67 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------
3.3.  Breeders  94.11  103.96  96.00 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.4.  Fuel  cycle  55.43  66.05  68.06 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.5.  Nuclear  safety  35.83  37.69  37.57 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.6.  Waste  treatment  and  disposal  3.74  4.46  4.42 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. 7.  Radiation  prot.& decommiss.of power pl.  9.92  10.70  12.03 
---------------------------------------------- -------------~---------------------------
3.8.  Fissile materials  control  1.  71  2.33 
~----------------------------------------------------------- --------------
3.9.  Others  4.30  3.39  3.01 
4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  39.58  50.66  62.81 
------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------
4.1.  Thermonuclear  fusion  14.41  17.48  19.49 
------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------
4.2.  Geothermal  energy  4.42  5.16  7.85 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.3.  Solar  energy  14.78  22.46  30.35 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.4.  Ocean  0.09  0.12  0.42 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.5.  Wind  0.04  0.07  0.19 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
4.6.  Hydrogen  as  an  energy  vector  5.84  5.37  4.51 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.7.  Others 
5.  ELECTRICITY  50.33  53.17  63.15 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
5.1.  Electricity generating  equipment  17.68  20.71  23.84 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.2.  Transport  of  electricity  22.71  20.26  23.77 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.3.  Control  & instrumentation  4.77  7.40  9.52 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
5.4.  Fuel  cells  1.50  1. 98  1. 68 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.5.  Electrochemical  storage  3.03  1. 93  3.33 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.6.  Other  Storage  techniques  0.64  0.89  1.01 -213-
SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS  Expenditure  Expenditure 
1976  1977 
Estimates 
1978 
6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  10.77  16.91  14.22 
----------------------------------------------~---~----------~-----~--~-----
6.1.  Ana lyt  i cal studies on energy systems  0. 80  1. 55  1. 68 
----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
6.2.  Socio-economic  studies  0.60  0.70  0.81 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~---------------------------
6.3.  Studies  on  environmental  effects  9.37  14.66  11.73 
I  T  0  T  A  L  475.84  541.73  589.03 - 214-
Qualification  statement 
The  data  relate to  the  funding  of  the  following  bodies: 
State or  public  research organizations  funded  by  the  State  budget, 
mainly: 
•  Delegation  Generale  a  La  Recherche  Scientifique et  Technique  (DGRST) • 
•  Ministere  de  l 1Industrie 
Commissariat  a l 1Energie  Atomique  (CEA). 
Commissariat  a l'Energie  Solaire  (COMES) • 
•  Bureau  de  Recherches  Geologiques  et  Minieres  (BRGM) • 
•  Centre  National  pour  L1Exploitation  des  Oceans  (CNEXO) • 
•  Agence  pour  Les  Economies  d'Energie  (AEE) • 
•  Institut  de  Recherche  des  Transports  (IRT) • 
•  Office  National  d 1Etudes  et  de  Recherches  Aerospatiales  (ONERA) • 
•  Institut  National  de  La  Recherche  Agronomique  (INRA) • 
•  Plan  Construction 
•  Centre  Scientifique et  Technique  du  Batiment  (CSTB) • 
•  Centre  National  de  La  Recherche  Scientifique  (CNRS). 
The  funding  of  the  universities,  being  relatively  unknown,  is  not 
included. 
National  companies  in  the  energy  sector: 
•  Electricite  de  France  (EDF) • 
•  Gaz  de  France  (GDF) • 
•  Charbonnages  de  France  (CDF)  et 
Centre  de  Recherche  des  Charbonnages  (CERCHAR) • 
•  Societe  Nationale  Elf  Aquitaine  (SNEA). 
Technical  centres  funded  basically by  Levy  (in particular): 
•  Institut  Fran~ais du  Petrole  (IFP). - 215- COUNTRY  FRANCE 
ENERGY  RESEARCH,  DEVELOPMENT  AND  DEMONSTRATION  POLICY 
1.  General  objectives 
The  goal  given  on  the  whole  to  RD  & D is to facilitate  - for  the 
medium  and  Longterms- the  country's  energy  supply  in  sufficient  quantity 
and  at  a  cost  which  allows  a  reasonable  economic  growth  rate.  As  indi-
genous  energy  sources are  not  available,  this  implies- in  the  short  and 
medium  term~- the  mastery  of  both  nuclear  technology- to  cover  electricity 
needs- and  oil  technology- to facilitate access  to  world  supply  sources. 
In  the  medium  and  Long  terms,  this  implies  a  sustained  research  effort  for 
the diversification of  energy  sources  <renewable  energies,  controlled  thermo-
nuclear  fusion).  This  implies  also  a  parallel  RD&D  effort,  for  a  more 
rational  use  of  energy  in all  forms. 
Finally the  extent  of  this effort  renders  not  only desirable,  but  even  neces-
sary,  the  strengthening  of  international  cooperation,  and  first  of  all  in 
the  European  framework. 
2.  Specific  objectives 
a.  ~b2r1_1~rm  (1977-1985) 
- Energy  conservation  (industry,  residential,  transportation) 
-Fossil fuels 
•  off-shore  hydrocarbons  exploration  and  extraction 
•  secondary  recovery 
•  direct  utilization of  coal 
- Nuclear  energy 
•  support  of  national  electronuclear  programme  (PWR) 
•  realization of  breeder  reactors  <Superphenix) 
•  reactors  for  heat  production  (residential  sector) 
- New  energy  sources  and  vectors 
•  application  to  the  habitat  of  solar  and  geothermal  heating 
b.  ~~9i~m_1~rm <1985-1995) 
idem  and  add  the  following  ones 
- Fossil  fuels 
•  tertiary  recovery 
•  heavyoits  ~xtraction and  transformation 
•  coal  conversion  (gasification and  liquefaction) 
- Energy  storage  (Electricity and  heat) 
- New  energy  sources and  vectors 
•  Large  scale electrolytic production  of  hydrogen 
•  biomass  production and  utilization - 216-
c.  bQQS_!~r~  <2000  and  beyond) 
- New  energy  sources  and  vectors 
•  solar  energy  (thermodynamic  conversion,  photovolta1c  conversion, 
biophotolysis  of  water) 
•  controlled  thermonuclear  fusion. 
3.  Priorities 
•  industry 
•  car  vehicles 
•  residential  (including  solar  habitat)  and  tertiary 
•  heat  storage  and  transport 
•  electricity storage 
•  deep-sea  oil  technology 
•  oil assisted  recovery 
•  direct  utilisation of  coal 
•  fast  breeder  reactors 
•  reprocessing  of  irradiated fuels 
•  safety 
•  Low-enthalpy  geothermal  energy 
•  photovoltaic  conversion 
•  biomass 
•  magnetic  confined  controlled fusion. - 217-
4.  Ongoing  and  planned  comprehensive  programmes  and  budgets 
Energy  R & D is explicitely  included  in  the  priority action  programme 
"Research"  within  the  Vllth  Plan  (1976-80);  demonstration  is  included· 
in  the  "energy"  priority actions  programme. 
These  priority actions  however  cover  only a  part  of  the appropriations 
that  the  Government  allots to  the  energy  RD  & D. 
The  table  hereunder  shows  the  time evolution  of  RD  &  D budgetary 
appropriations  (in  106  current  francs)  from  1976  to  1979 
1976  1977  1978  1979 
Nuclear  fission  1  297  1  495  1  463  1  605 
Fusion  77  98  110  121 
Fossil  fuels  83  130  218  236 
New  energies  116  161  217  251 
Conversion,  storage, 
transport  techniques  173  207  252  305 
Socio-economics  6  7  8  9 
T o  t  a  l  1  752  2  098  2  268  2  532 - 218-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  1 • 1 • 
and  budgets 
INDUSTRY  DATE.  : April  1979 
:::  --
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Current  activities 
- comprehensive  and  detailed analyses  of  energy  consumptions 
- energy  recovery  from  existing  installations 
- study/development  of  new  equipment  with  Lower  energy  consumption 
- optimization  of  industrial  systems  and  processes 
- development  of  automation 
- setting-up  of  new  physico-chemical  treatment  processes 
2.  Incentive actions  of  the  DGRST  (concerted actions),  of  the  CNRS  (programmed 
ther:1ati c  action)  and  of  the  AEE  (demonstration actions). 
- , 
STA1US  &  If~PLHlUJTA  T  I ON  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~~·I·GY.~0~~ 
'2>  ~  . e  0. 
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2  X 
...  I • •• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  (x106)  (X 1  06)  (x106) 
1  +  2  85  108  159.5 
·-f--
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  85  108  159.5 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  15.90  19.35  28.21  -(15) 
- 219-
R+ D& D POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :FRANCE 
5. Programme  description 
db  II.SUB-SECTOR  1.2.  RESIDENTIAL  AND  DATE  :April  1979 
l========a=n====u=d=g=e=ts========~==================C:OM:M:E:R:C:!~AL=~~~=~========~================~ 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
- analysis of  energy  needs  of  the  residential  and  commercial  sector  (new  and 
existing  dwellings,  heating  systems,  hot  water,  etc.) 
- heat  recovery  (waste  heat  from  industry,  from  collective and  individual 
dwe l Lings, ••• ) 
- study  and  development  of  insulation  techniques 
- improvement  of  techniques  of  : 
•  combustion 
•  heat  transfer 
- study  and  development  of  heat  pump  systems  and  components 
- technico-economic  studies  on  the  utilization of  new  energies 
•  so La r 
•  geothermaL 
•  wind 
- tuning,  optimisation of  the  exploitation,  accounting. 
2.  Incentive actions  of  the  DGRST  (concerted actions)  of  the  Plan  Construction  and  of  the 
AEE. 
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R+D& D POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1 •  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  1.3.  TRANSPORTATION  DATE  :April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Current  activities 
- basic  research  (flows,  catalysis, materials  including  composites, ...  ) 
- car  vehicles 
•  new  components  (engines,  Lubricants,  gear  boxes,  ... ) 
•  study  of  the  possibility of  utiLising  new  energy  sources 
•  new  concepts  (hybrids) 
. car  vehicle  electronics 
- efficiency  improvement  of  aircraft  engines 
-infrastructure improvement 
- transportation  socio-economics. 
2.  For  car  transportation~ incentive  acti~ns of  the  DGRST  (concerted actions), of  the 
IRT  (programmed  thematic  action)  and  of  the  AEE  (demonstration). 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  (X 1  06)  (X 1  06)  Cx106) 
1+2  47  5  sn  n  s9  n 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  47.5  50.0  S9.n 
TOTAL  (;  n  EUA)  8.89  8.92  J 0  44 
~ -221-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SEClC'R  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
J--.--·----------------------t-------------41 
DATE  :  April  79  II.SUH-SECTOR  1.4.  LOW-GRADE  ENERGY 
UTILIZATI=9=N==========~~==============~ 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
- Low-grade  heat  recovery 
- study  of  thermodynamic  cycles 
- study  and  development  of  associated  equipment  Cheat-transfer  fluids,  heat 
pumps,  heat  exchangers,  ••. ) 
- €~ergy upgrading  of  Low  calorie  fuels 
- energy  upgrading  of  industrial  wastes 
- energy  upgrading  of  urban  wastes 
- energy  upgrading  of agricultural  wastes  (straw,  vegetal  alcohol,  methane 
fermentation, ••• ) 
- energy  storage 
- study  and  development  of  new  te~hniques  Cheat  pumps,  Peltie~-
effect  heat  pumps, ••. ) 
- optimization of  industrial  units. 
2.  Incentive actions  of  the  DGRST  (concerted actions)  and  of  the  AEE  (demonstrations). 
1  X 
2  X 
V.  BUDGETS 
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TOTAL  (in N.C.)  -----~~---~2~6~.1~--+---~3~4~·~2 1 ____  +-~3~9~·~0-----r-----------;-----------l 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  ------r------4~._8_8  __  -r--~6~·-0§  ____  r---~6~·~9~0-----r------------r-----------1 -222-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECT 0  R 2 • 1 •  COAL  EXPLORATION  AND  DATE  :April  79  and  budgets  EXTRACTION 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Current  activities on  the  improvement  of  m1n1ng  technologies  (face  support, 
measures  against  dusts,  ventilation,  problems  arising  from  roof  pressure, 
coalgetting, electricity use  for  underground  operations) 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~:/~~~~0~:Y 
'b- P>  • e  o  o  'b-'- o\•  ~ ..,_(;'- .><..."  e  <.e 
e  <.  c,o  <'"  •  c,  ~  ~ 
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.  ,  X 
•• • I ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  (X 1  Q6)  Cx1Q6)  <  x  1  o6>  ( x1 o6) 
1  70.2  75  ~  85  1 
•• • I  •--•. 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  70.2  75.5  85.1 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  13.13  13.47  15.05 -223-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  2.2.  COAL  PREPARATION,  VALO- DATE  :April  79  and  budgets  RISATION  AND  TRANSPORT 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1  •  Current  technolosical  studies  on  coal  handling  (washing,  transport)  and  on  its 
carbonisation. 
"' 
-- -- -- - , 
STATUS  &  H1PLU'lUJTA TlON  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  (x1CJ6)  Cx106)  (X 1  06)  <  x  1  o6> 
1  13.7  13.8  12.9 
-----·--------------------
-- .. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  13.7  13.8  J  12.9 
·--.---
I  TOTAL  (in  EUA)  2.56 --·-___  2_.46_  2.28_ 
!  I -224-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.3.  COAL  LIQUEFACTION  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
(see  under  2.4) 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  <x1Q6)  Cx106)  c  x  1 o6'  Cx106) 
--·-~··-~- __  , __ 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (; n  N.C.)  p.m.  p.m.  P.m. 
·--· 
TOTAL  C; n  EUA)  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  : FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  II.SUf-3-SECTOR  2.4.  COAL  GASIFICATION  DATE  :April  79  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVIlY  : 
1 •  Study  of  a  process  of  nuclear  gasification  by  the  GEGN  (Groupement  pour  L'etude  de 
La  gazeification nucleaire)  - Nuclear  gasification  study  group  formed  by  Gd~ 
CEA,  Cd F,  NOVATOME  and  Creusot-Loire  - on  the 
- production  of  hydrogen  within  a  water  steam-m-·tnane  reformer  coupled  with  HTR; 
- Liquid-phase  hydrogenation  with  production  cf  -· i c h  gas  and  Liquid  by-products. 
The  programme  covers  : 
- the  realization  of  an  experir~c :  .•  ~  ''  ':l ·:  Liquefaction  and  hydrogenation 
of  coaL  with  a  through::·  '  i 
.  _,' '  ··1t  mixture;  _, 
- a  test  reformer  with  e.  throughpul  u1  ,  "'~'  :;,t~...  uf  · · :  ;m  at  900° C and  50  bar 
(see  also  under  3"2) 
2.  Feasibility  study of the deee-under9rouna :.  -- • ~ by the GEGS  <Groupe d'etudes 
pour  La  gazeification  souterraine)  - u~  i~ation  study  group  formed 
by  GdF,  CdF  and  IFP  - on  the 
- prelinking  of  hydraulic  fracturation  borings  (Laboratory  and  "in  situ"  tests are 
in  progress) 
- back  combustion 
-··  actuaL  combustion 
, 
STATUS  &  H~PLEr·1ENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  c  x1 o6>  <x106)  Cx106)  <x106)  (X 1  Q6) 
- 1  +  2  1 • 1  5.2  18-.8 
···'···  TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  1 • 1.  5.2  18.8 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.21  0.93  3.3  --226-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.5.  COAL  COMBUSTION  DATE  :  April  1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
(Studies  on  the  use  of  coaL  in  boilers  are  carried out, at  a  Low  Level,  by  the 
industry.) 
IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6'  Cx1Q6) 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  C in  N.C.)  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -227-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.6.  OIL  & GAS  ASSESSMENT  AND  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets  EXPLORATION 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Oil  fields  characterization  with  the  aim  of  setting  up  a  data  bank  covering  : 
- improvement  of  the  geological  prospection  met hods  with  the  aim  of  promoting  oil-
field detection; 
- improvement  of  geophysical  methods  for  increasing  the  interpretation possibilities 
of  seismic  data. 
2.  Geologic  and  geophysical  pre-exploration field  tests  in  deep-sea  waters  under  the 
aegis  of  the  CEPM  CComite  d'etudes petrolieres marines). 
7  STATUS  &  mPL  E~lEfJTA TION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  (X 1  Q6)  c  x 1  o6)  c  x 1  o6' 
1  +  2  89.9  108.7  141.0 
- --
--'---- -----
I  - ____ i _________  r-------- •• • I ••• 
TOTAL  C in  N.C.)  89.~7 
141.0 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  16.82  19.39  24.94 
--·  ---·---~· -228-
R+D& D POL! CY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  : FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  2.7.  OIL  AND  GAS  PRODUCTION  DATE  :April 79.  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Current  activities  concerning  on-shore  oil and  gas  production. 
2.  Setting-up and  test of  technologies  for  drilling, exploiting  and  draining-off  products 
at  Large  water  depths  (qualified equipment  for  exploiting fields at  300-1000  m.  water 
depths  before  1985,  and  at  depths  Larger  than  1000  m.  before  1990). 
3.  Secondary  and  tertiary  recovery  of  oil  : 
- chemical  products 
- setting  up  of processes (under  the  aegis  of  ARTEP- research  association  formed  by 
S  N  EA,  C  F  P,  I F  P  )  in  particular  for  the  heavy  oils  recovery  cco2  injection,  steam 
injection, ••• ) 
- improvement  of  field  knowledge  by  geophysical  and  geochemical  methods 
- feasibility  studies  on  different  fields 
-pilot tests at  Chateaurenard  (polymers  and  micro-emulsions)  and  at  Lacq  Superieur 
(steam). 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx1Q6)  (X 1  06)  Cx106) 
1-:3  139.2  190. 1  279.6 
·--,·-----
- •• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (;  n  N.C.)  139.2  190.1  279.6 
TOTAL  (;  n  EUA)  26.04  33.91  49.45 
-·. -229-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SEC'TOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  2.8.  REFINING  AND  DERIVATIVES  DATE  :April  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LIN~S  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Refining 
- treatment  and  upgrading  of  residues  of  heavy  crude oils 
- adjustment  of  motor-fuels production 
- improvement  of  the  production  of  feed-stock  for  Lubricating  oils, paraffins 
and  special  oils 
2.  Utilisation of  products  : 
- additives  for  the  combustion  of  heavy  fuels; 
- additives  for  Lubricants. 
~ 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
<nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  (x1Q6)  ( x1 Q6)  (x106)  Cx106) 
1+2  67.2  74.8  82.3 
·-· ·'-... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  67.2  74.8  82.3 
~ 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  12.57  13.34  14.56 -230-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  2.9.  TRANSPORT  OF  OIL  DATE  :April  79  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  c  x1 o6>  <x106)  (x106)  c  x  1  o6>  Cx106) 
1  5.5  6.8  5.4 
•• • I  ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  5  5  f..  R  _5_1.. 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  1.03  1.  21  0.96 - 231-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR 2.10  TRANSPORT  OF  GAS  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Materials and  equipment 
2.  Methods  for  underwater  piping  Laying  down  Cin  particular at  great  depths) 
-·  , 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  19TI  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  (x106)  c  x  1  o6)  <  x  1  o6) 
1+2  9.1  I  12.6  18.6 
··~- --- ··-r-· 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (; n  N.C.)  9.1  12.§  18.6 
TOTAL  (; n  EUA)  1.70  2.25  3.29 -232-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.1~ STORAGE  OF  GAS  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Current  activities 
- formation  and  dispersal  of  LNG  clouds 
- injection of  inert  gas  in  underground  aquifer  reservoirs 
- rocks  mechanics 
- mathematical  models  of  reservoirs 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  (x106)  <  x1 o6)  (X 1  06)  <  x  1  o6' 
1  1.  5  9"2  10.5 
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-- ···'-··· 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  1.5  9.2  10.5 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.28  1.64  1. 86  --
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R+D& D POL ICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  II.  SU8-SE CTOR  DATE  :April  1979  and  budgets  2.13.  OTHERS 
...  -----
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 .  OiL-shaLes 
Inventory  of  French  resources  carried out  in  the  period  1974-77. 
No  activity  in  progress  or  planned. 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  (x106)  C  x1 o6)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6> 
1  3.20  1. 0  1. 0 
-
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  C in  N.C.)  3.20  1. 0  1  n 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.60  0.18  0.18 -234-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :FRANCE 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3.1.  PROVEN  REACTORS  DATE  : April  1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
The  principal  objective  is  to  sustain  the  nuclear  electricity generating 
programme  Launched  in  1974. 
The  investigations are  being  developed  along  three  main  Lines  : 
1.  Quadripartite  research  (Westinghouse,  EDF,  Framatome,  CEA)  :  an  agreement  signed 
between  the  above  four  partners  on  5  November  1976,  concerns  the  improvement  of 
industrial-scale  systems,  in  particular  with  respect  to  reliability,  choice  of 
materials  and  power  plant  operation  and  maintenance.  The  studies  undertaken  are 
chiefly  concerned  with  steam  generators  (corrosion,  thermohydraulic  and  mechanical 
problem~and the  reduction  of  radiation  doses  received  by  the  personnel. 
2.  Bipartite or tripartite action  between  the  CEA,  Framatome  and  EDF,  which  is mainly 
aimed  at  furthering  the  knowledge  of  existing  reactors and  at  exploring  the  areas 
where  improvements  are possible  for  future  reactors  such  as  Large  components  and 
systems,  primary  circuit  cleanliness  with  a  view  to minimizing  the  irradiation  of 
personnel,  surveillance and  inspection,  codes,  core  physics  and  studies  of  accident 
situations. 
3.  Fuel  studies  :  the  aim  of  these  studies  is  to  provide  the  EDF  with  a  fuel  of  new 
design.  The  CEA  fabricates  and  irradiates  experimental  assemblies,  mainly  with  a 
view  to  augmenting  understanding  of  fuel/cladding  interaction mechanisms.  The  CEA's 
Large  installations  are  being  used  to  carry  out  these  investigations,  e.g. 
research  reactors and  prototypes,  high  activity  Laboratories. 
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TOTAL  (in N.C.)  223.6  265.1  245.7 
------+-----------~----------~--~~~--~------------~----------1 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  41.83  47.29  43.46 - 235-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  3.2.  HIGH  TEMPERATURE  REACTOR  DATE  :April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  In  1978  the  CEA,  GdF,  CdF,  Creusot-Loire  and  Novatome  set  up  an  association: 
the  GEGN  (Group  for  the  study  of  coal  gasification  by  nuclear  heat)  whose 
programme  is  divided  into  two  parts: 
(a)  the  study  of  gasification processes  by  coal  hydrogenation; 
(b)  studies  on  an  HTR  reactor  designed  to  produce  the  heat  required  to  reform 
methane  in  order  to  supply  the  hydrogen  required  by  the  system. 
These  reactor  investigations are  chiefly being  carried out  in  cooperation  with 
West  Germany  under  the  agreements  concluded  in  1976.  They  cover  large  reactor 
components,  the  construction of  an  experimental  circuit  for  the  reforming  studies 
and  high  temperature  resistant materials. 
(see also  under  2.4) 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x1Q6)  c  x  1  o6)  Cx1Q6)  (X 1  06)  Cx106) 
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R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description 
II.~UB-SECTOR  3.3.  BREEDERS  DATE  :April  1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
The  principal  work,  other  than  the  use  of  experimental  reactors  (Rapsodie  and  Phenix) 
has  the  following  priority objectives  : 
1 •  Studies  related  to  SUQerQhenix 
This  programme  is being  developed  along  four  main  Lines. 
(a)  the  assistance  provided  by  the  CEA  to  the project; 
(b)  activities  concerned  with  the  steam  generator,  experimental  and  qualification 
programmes  concerning  component  prototypes,  the  handling  of  sodium  and  materials; 
(c)  safety studies  which  are  being  carried out  especially  in  areas  where  sodium  is 
used; 
(d)  fuel  assembly  fabrication  and  studies of  the  processes  involved  in  industrial-
scale  fabrication 
2.  DeveloQment  of  the  reactor  Line  and  the  standard  model  QOwer  Qlants 
The  main  aim  of  these  studies  is  to  bring  about  a  significant  reduction  in  the 
cost  of  reactors. 
The  further  perfecting  of  these  plants will  necessitate a  comprehensive  research 
and  development  programme  on  the  steam  generator  section  and  the  intensive ope-
ration  of  the  new  experimental  installations  recently  set  up  at  Cadarache,  which 
include  : 
- the  extension  of  the  "Rapid"  hall  HR1  with  several  sodium  test  Loops  for  Large 
components  of  this  reactor  type; 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  <x106)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6>  Cx106) 
1-:2  503.0  528.8  542.8 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  503,0  582.8  542.8 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  94.11  103.96  96.00 - 237-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
-the Gulliver model,  which  is designed  for  studies  on  heat  transfer, airborne 
deposits  and  heat  insulation of  the  cover  plate  sealing  off  the  top  of 
integrated fast  reactors. 
With  regard  to  the  core,  the  studies  should also aim  at  improving  fuel  performance 
(higher  mass  burn-ups  and  breeding  rates). 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3.4.  FUEL  CYCLE  DATE  :April  1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  In  the  field of  isotope  separation,  there  is support  for  Large  i nsta llat  ions, 
whether  in operation  or  planned,  which  utilize gaseous  diffusion,  and  also 
research  and  development  work  on  other  processes  (chemical  treatment  ,  lasers, etc.) • 
2.  As  regards  natural  uranium,  research  and  development  programmes  on  prospection, 
exploitation of  deposits  and  treatment  of ores  are  governed  by  the  need, in the future 
to make  increasing  use  of  resources  which  are decreasingly accessible  from  the 
technical  point  of  view,  such  as  deposits  Located  at  greater  depths  or  under 
sizeable geological  obstructions  (blind deposits),  under-sea  deposits  or  ores 
which  are difficult  to  concentr~te or  have  a  Low  uranium  content. 
3.  For  the  reprocessing  of  LWR  fuels,  the  research  aims  at  improving  operation  of 
the  exist1ng  plant  at  La  Hague  and  especially at  preparing  the  ground  for  the 
construction  of  Large  installatiorsin the  future.  This  work  is  in particular 
directed at  the  head  end  of' the  process,  which  involves  the  trickiest  problems 
(mechanical  treatments  :  stripping,  sectioning,  dissolution  and  clarification of 
solutions), and  at  the  reduction  and  storage  of  discharges  and  wast~ (among  others 
claddingsand  residues  from  fuel  dissolution). 
The  studies on  fast  reactor  fuel  reprocessing  benefit  from  the  work  done  in  the 
field  of  LWR  fuels.  The  CEA  has  decided  to build a  prototype  for  the  treatment 
of  fast  oxides  (TOR).  Work  on  the  construction of  TOR  was  started at  the  end  of 
1978  and  it  should  be  operational  around  1983.  Finally,  the  CEA  is  continuing 
with  plans  for  a  pilot  plant  known  as  PURR  (prototype  for  fast  reactor  fuel 
reprocessing),  scheduled  to  go  into  service at  the  end  of  the  1980's. 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  <x106)  (X 1  Q6)  (X 1  06)  c  x  1 o6) 
1  ":"  3  296.3  370.3  384.8 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  29A  ~  ~7n  ~  ~RL...R 
TOTAL  Cin  EUA)  55.43  66.05  68.06 -239-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  3 .S..  NUCLEAR  SAFETY  DATE  :  April  79 
and  budgets 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  In  the  field  of  water-cooled  reactors,  the  entry  into  service  of  the  Phebus  installa-
tion  should  yield  valuable  results  on  the  evolution  of  a  depressurization accident 
and  on  its  consequences  for  the  fuel. 
2.  As  far  as  fast  reactors  are  concerned,  the  work  is aimed  notably at  the  Esmeralda 
programme,  which  is devoted  to  a  study  of  the  consequences  of  Large  sodium  fires, 
and  also at  the  use  of  the  CABRI  reactor,  brought  into  service  at  Cadarache  in  1978' 
with  a  view  to  studying  fuel  behaviour  in  the  event  of  a  rapid  power  surge  due  to  a 
sudden  insertion  of  reactivity.  This  study  is  jointly  run  by  the  CEA  and  the 
Gesellschaft  fur  Kernforschung  at  Karlsruhe,  West  Germany,  who  have  been  joined  by 
Japan,  the  UKAEA  and  the  USA.  The  Scarabee  programme  is designed  to  study  cooling 
accidents  on  an  assembly  of  fresh  or  pre-irradiated  fuel  pins. 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1-:-2  191.5  211.3  212.4 
-
...  -,-... 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  191.5  211.3  212.4 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  35 .~3 - 37.69  37.57 -240-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  3.6.  \~ASTE  TREATr~ENT  AND  DATE  :April  1979 
and  budgets  DISPOSAL 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1AIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
The  activities of  the  CEA  are  directed  notably  towards  : 
( 1)  highly  radioactive  wastes,  by  means  of  studies  on  continuous  fusion 
glassification  (the  first  industrial-scale glassification  workshop 
went  into operation at  Marcoule  in  1978); 
(2)  the  development  of  methods  for  storing  residues  and  clads  originating  from 
the  reprocessing  of  irradiated fuels; 
(3)  the  use  of  a  cryo-grinding  process  for  the  Low-activity  waste  produced 
during  fuel  fabrication; 
(4)  the  continuation  of  EEC-sponsored  studies  on  Long-term  waste  storage. 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (X 1  06)  Cx106)  (x106)  c  x  1  o6>  <  x  1  o6> 
1-:-4  20  25  25 
.. ·'-... 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  20  25  25 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  3.74  4.46  4.42 -241-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  3.7.  RADIATION  PROTECTION  AND  DATE  :April  79 
and  budgets  DECOMMISSIONING  POWER  PLANTS 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Numerous  studies  are  under  way  on  the  protection of  man  and  his  envirJnment  <  po s s i bi Lit y 
of  synergetic  effect  of  aggressions  of  diverse origins, nuclear  or  otherwise;  studies 
of  immunological  factors  in  organ  transplants  applied  to  the  treatment  of  irradiations; 
studies  of  radionuclide migrations  in  their most  likely physicochemical  form). 
2.  The  CEA  are also  continuing  their  work  on  the  decommissioning  and  dismantling  of 
obsolete  nuclear  installations and  studies  in  preparation  for  the  decommissioning  of 
power  plants  in  the  future. 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  <  x 1  o6)  <x106)  <x106)  (X 1  06) 
1-2  53.0  60.0  68.0 
-
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (; n  N.C.)  53.0  60.0  68.0 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  9.92  10.70  12.03 -242-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3.8.  FISSILE  MATERIALS  CONTROL  DATE  : A  p r i l  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  E.stimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  (x1Q6)  (x1Q6)  Cx106)  <  x  1  o6> 
1  - 9.6  13.2 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  - 9.6  13.2 
<in  - 1.71  2.33  TOTAL  EUA) -243-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POI.JER  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  3.9.  OTHERS  DATE  :  April  79 
and  budgets 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
These  cover  the  following  principal  subjects  : 
1  •  advanced  production  heating  plants  employing  ordinary  water  under  pressure  (CAS), 
on  which  the  CEA  are  pursuing  studies  mainly  directed  towards  the  fuel  (behaviour 
and  investigation  of  operating  Limits); 
2.  calogenic  ordinary-water  reactors  of  the  swimming-pool  type  THERMOS.  These  are 
based  on  experimental  piles built  by  the  CEA.  Offering  very  high  reliability, this 
type  of  reactor  is particularly  suited  for  use  as  a  source  of  Low-temperature 
heating  for  urban  areas.  The  demonstration  campaign  that  the  CEA  intend  to  Launch 
will  serve as  a  reference  for  the  system  and  concerns  the  construction  of  a  SOMWth 
THERMOS  plant  at  Saclay.  The  safety file  will  be  set  up  during  1979,  and  construe-
tion  could  start  in  1980. 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  (X 1  Q6)  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  Cx106) 
1  ':'  2  23.0  19.0  17.0 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  23.0  19.0  17.0 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  4.30  3.39  3.01 -244-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  & VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  4.1.  THERMONUCLEAR  FUSION  DATE  :April  79 
and  budgets 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Controlled  fusion  by  magnetic  confinement 
These  studies  are  being  carried out  by  the  CEA  as  part  of  the  Community 
programme. 
The  research  is devoted  to  the  operation  of  tokomaks  and  the  solving  of  the 
problems  inherent  in  the  pursuit  of  this  road  to  the  introduction  of  fusion 
reactors,  with  special  reference  to  the  additional  heating  of  the  plasmas 
<high-frequency  heating,  fast  neutral  injection,  including  magnetic  pumping). 
The  CEA  is  concurrently  studying  a  superconducting  version  of  a  new  tokamak, 
TORE  II,  which  in  terms  of  size  should  come  mid-way  between  TFR  and  JET. 
(In  view  of  the  operating  conditions  peculiar  to a  tokamak-configuration  physical 
experiment,  facilities  have  been  provided  for  cooling  the  superconductors  with 
superfluid  helium  at  a  temperature  of  1.8°K). 
2.  Fusion  by  inertial  confinment 
Since  1975  a  group  of  CNRS  Laboratories  has  been  carrying  out  a  research  project 
(still at  the  embryonic  stage)  centred on  a  neodymium  Laser  installed at  the 
Ecole  Polytechnique.  Significant  results  have  already  been  obtained as  regards  the 
interaction of  the  Laser  and  the  material  as  a  function  of  wavelength. 
The  DGRST  is also  supporting  research  on  new  Lasers,  in  particular  the  iodine 
Laser. 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x106)  Cx106)  (x106)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6> 
1 +  2  77.0  98.0  110.2 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  77.0  98.0  110.2 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  14.41  17.48  19  49 -245-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  4.2.  GEOTHERMAL  ENERGY  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
~- Activities 
1 •  Low  enthale~ sources  (50  -:- 70°C) 
•  resource  inventory  in  the  Paris and  Aquitaine  basins  and  in  Alsace 
•  development  of  geochemical  and  geophysical  prospecting  methods  . study  of  the  adequacy  of  the  supply-demand  (resources-users)  for  optimal  utili sa-
tion  of  the  sources 
•  development  of  hypoconvectors  (fitting of  heating  circuits  to  the  Low-heat  LeveL) 
•  models  for  the  economical  optimization  of  geothermal  instal Lations 
•  demo-installations  in  several  potentially  important  sites  • 
2.  Medium  enthale~ sources  (90  -:- 150°0  C  binary  cycle  electricity production) 
. realization  of  a  1  ~  5  MW  project  (binary  fluid)  in  Alsace 
3.  High-enthaley  ( 150  -:- 3QQOC) 
. resource  inventory  in  the  Massif  central  region 
. resource  inventory  in  the  overseas  departments  ( G  ua de l o  up e ,  New-Hebrids  and 
Reunion). 
4.  Hot  dr~-rocks 
. resource-inventory  in  the Massif  central  region  . experimental  and  mathematical  simulation of  the  fracturation  in  vulcanic  or 
crystalline ground. 
18.  Incentive actions  of  the  DGRST  and  of  the Ministry of  Industry  (demonstrations). 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  <x106)  Cx1Q6)  <  x  1  o6)  <  x  1  o6) 
A +  B  23.6  28.9  44.4 
·-------- ·-
···'···  TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  23.6  28.9  _f±t± 11 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  4.42  5.16  7.85 -246-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  4.3.  SOLAR  ENERGY  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
A)  Activities 
1 •  General  studies  C3  % of  the  total  budget) 
. knowledge  of  solar  mapping  in  France 
•  fitting  of  the  different  uses  of  so La r  energy  into  the  energy  system 
•  investigation  of  the  export  market 
•  development  of  components  and  realisation  of  pilot  installations for  each 
conversion  system. 
2.  Habitat  C18  % of  the  totaL  budget) 
•  definition of  collectors  characteristics 
. development  activities on  : 
- materials  selection 
- efficiency  improvement 
- architectural  fitting  of  systems 
3.  Thermod~namic  conversion  (45  % of  the  totaL  budget) 
- 12~:!~mQ~r~!~r~-§~§!~m§ <so La r  engine) 
•  efficiency  increase  by 
heat  exchanger  and  turbine  improvement 
higher-temperature  collectors  (selective  surfaces) 
•  storage  systems 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  <x1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
A +  B  79.0  125.9  171 .6 
. 
• • .I  • .... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  79.0  125.9  171.6 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  14.78  22.46  30.35 -247-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
- ~~9i~~=!~~E~!2!~!~-~t~!~~~ (small  powers) 
•  development  of  Lower  power  engines 
•  development  of  unsophisticated  collectors. 
- ~igh_!~~E~!2!~!~-~t~!~~~ (Tower  power  station) 
•  development  of  the  THEK  projects  ( (  100  kW)  with  parabolic  and  spheric  collectors; 
. realization of  the  100  kW  project  (Bertin)  with  cylindric and/or  cylindric parabo-
L  i c  coL Lectors;  ... 
•  development  of  the  THEM IS  project  (2  MW  experimental  tower  power  station); 
•  participation  in  the  1  MW  European  project. 
4.  Photovoltaic  conversion  C23%  of  the  total  budget) 
- ~i1i£Q!J_f~11~ 
.  Low  cost  production  methods 
. construction and  testing  of  generators  with  concentration • 
- ~!JQ_9~!J~!2!iQQ_£~l1~ 
•  policrystalline Si  (preparation methods,  chemical  purification, amorphous  Si) 
•  monocrystalline  GaAs 
•  policrystalline  compounds  GaAs-type 
!  policrystalline  Cd/Te  and/or  cu2s 
IV. 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  (x106)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6>  Cx106) 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA) -248-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  4.3.  SOLAR  ENERGY  (cont'd)  DATE  :April  79  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
5.  Bioconversion  <11  % of  the  total  budget) 
- §2§i£_I~§~2I£b 
•  photobiologic  decomposition  of  water 
•  photosynthesis  as  model  system  of artificial collector 
. study  of  the  ecological,  physiological  and  genetic  bases  of  terrestrial and  marine 
biomass  productivity 
•  study  of  transformation  technologies  of  biomass  into energy  (see also 1.4) 
- ~QQ1i~9-I~§~2!£b 
•  development  of  new  agriculture  or  forestry  techniques  (new  varieties,  harvesting 
prototypes development) 
. study  of  actual  performances  of  new  production  systems  and  of  transformation 
techniques 
. socio-economic  study  of  biomass  valorisation 
- l~Q~~!Ii2l_I~§~2I£b 
•  development  of  burners,  gasifiers and  other  machinery  for  the  physical  handling 
of  straw  and  wood  wastes 
•  new  equipment  for  harvesting,  conditioning  and  storage  of  straw and  wood  wastes 
B.  - Incentive  actions  of  the  COMES  (RD&D)  and  of  CNRS  (programmed  thematic  action). 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  <x106)  <x1Q6)  (X 1  06)  (x106) 
•• • I  ••• 
TOTAL  <; n  N.C.) 
TOTAL  <; n  EUA) -249-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5.  Progra~me description  II.SUB-SECTOR  4.4.  OCEAN  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Assessment  studies 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (X 1  06)  Cx106)  <x106)  <  x  1  o6>  <x106) 
1  0.5  0.7  2.4 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  0.5  o.7  2.4 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.09  0.12  0.42 -250-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  4.5.  WIND  DATE  :  April  79 
and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Assessment  studies 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1  0.2  0.4  1 • 1 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  0.2  0.4  1 • 1 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.04  0.07  0.19 - 251-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  4.6.  HYDROGEN  AS  AI\J  DATE  :April  1979  and  budgets  ENERGY  VECTOR 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  :  .. 
A.  Activities 
1 •  Technico-economic  feasibi Lit~ of  chemical  waters(2Littins 
•  oxide-reduction  chemicaL  cycles 
•  hybrid  cycles 
. chemical  reactor  for  coupling  with  high-temperature  source  (HTR) 
(This  programme  ceased  at  the  end  of  1978). 
2 •  Electrol~sis 
•  Low  and  medium  temperature  alkaline electrolytes 
•  high-temperature  vapour  phase  electrolysis 
. high-temperature  acid electrolytes  • 
3.  Storase 
. high  capacity  storage plant 
•  hybrid  storage. 
4.  Uti L  i za t ion 
. industrial  and  habitat  utilization 
•  fuel  ceLLs  (see  5. 4) • 
B.  Incentive  actions  of  the  DGRST 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6)  Cx106)  <  x  1  o6>  <  x  1  o6> 
A +  B  31.2  30.1  25.4  ---------
-
.. 
• • • I ••• 
TOTAL  (; n  N.C.)  31.2  30.1  25.4 
TOTAL  (; n  EUA)  5.84  s.37  4.51 
(17) -252-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  5.1.  ELECTRICITY  GENERATING  DATE  :  April  1979 
and  budgets  EQUIP. 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Thermod~namic conversion 
- binary  cycles  CNH31H20) 
- topping  cycles  (S,  K) 
- direct  cycle  gas  turbine. 
2.  Electricit~ eroduction 
- cryoalternating  generating  machines 
•  cryogenics  (He  Liquefiers,  insulating  materials) 
•  structural materials 
•  superconducting  materials  production  CNb-Ti,  Nb-Sn) 
3.  Pollution 
- development  of  dry  and  dry-wet  air-coolers 
- detection  and  control  of  atmospheric  pollution. 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  19-16  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  (x106)  <  x  1  o6)  <  x  1  o6) 
1-3  94.5  116.1  134.8 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  94.5  116. 1  134.8 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  17.68  20.71  23.8t. - 253-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  Sf: ClOP  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5.  Progra~me description  II.SUB-SECTOR  5.2.  TRANSPORT  OF  ELECTRICITY  DATE:  April  79  and  budgets 
, __ 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  T  ran  sm i s s i on  and  distribution  systems 
Study  of  the  behaviour  of  equipment  and  of  Line  operation  up  to  1.200  kV  : 
- operation  of  the  systems  (automation,  protection,  automatic  control,  behaviour 
in  perturbated  working  conditions) 
- network  controL  (systems  studies,  centralized  control) 
-forecasts  (forward  energy-management  system  for  daily,  weekly,  monthly  and 
annual  decision  making  cycles) 
- planning  (optimization,  "quality of  service",  production  and  consumption 
forecasting) 
- equipment  (short  circuit  current  of  63  kA,  forced-air-cooled  underground  cable~ 
insulated  extruded-polyethylene  cables  operating  at  420  kV,  shielded  equipment 
using  sulphur  hexafluoride,  SF6)· 
2.  Direct-current  electricit~ transmission 
- cables  and  ac/dc  conversion  equipment  (2  000  MW  France-UK  Link  from  1983) 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6)  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6)  Cx106) 
1  -:  2  121.4  113.6  134.4 
...  [ ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  121.4  113.6  134.4 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  22_. 71  20  2n  ?~ 77 -254-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  5.3.  CONTROL  AND  INSTRUMENTA- DATE  :April  1979 
and  budgets  TION 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  (x106)  <x106)  (x106)  Cx106) 
1  25.5  41.5  53.8 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  25.5  41.5  53.8 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA).  4.77  7.40  9.52 -255-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  5.4.  FUEL  CELLS  DATE  :April  1979 
and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Study  of  electrochemical  catalysts 
. catalysts with  Low  (or  zero)  content  of  precious  metals  for  the  H 2 
fuel  cells  in  alkaline electrolyte; 
•  catalysts for  the  methanol  conversion 
2.  Basic  study  of  the  behaviour  and  ageing  of  different  electrodes 
3.  Stud~ of  com12onents  (electrode  structure) 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  (X 1  06)  (x106)  (X 1  06)  c  x  1  o6) 
1  ':"  3  8.0  11 • 1  9.5 
-
• • • I  • • • 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.)  8.0  11 • 1  9.5 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  1.50  1. 98  1. 68 -256-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  5.5.  ELECTROCHEMICAL  STORAGE  DATE  :April  1979 
and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Development  of  advanced  batteries for  vehicle propulsion  and  off-peak 
electricity storage 
- Na/S 
- L  i/  S 
- Zn/halides 
- rna t e r i a l s  (  /~  - AL2o3  for  Na/S  batterie~ mineral  fabrics  for  Li/S  batteries) 
2.  Improvement  of  present  batteries  (Pb,  Ni/Fe,  Ni/Cd,  Ag/Zn,  Ni/Zn). 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6)  <  x  1  o6) 
1  -:- 2  16.2  10.8  18.8 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  16.2  10.8  18.8 
TOTAL  (; n  EUA)  3.03  1.9~  ~  ~~ -257-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5.  Progra~me description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  5.6.  OTHER  STORAGE  TECHNIQUES  DATE  :  April  1979 
and  budgets 
- ;; 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Improvement  of  hydraulic  pumping  stations 
2.  Compressed-air  storage  (Pre-design  "Bretagne  200"  achieved) 
3.  Massive  storage  of  heat  (see  also 1.4.) 
4.  Massive  storage  of  H2 
.  artificial  cavities 
. in  aquifers 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  <  x  1  o6>  (x106) 
1  -:- 4  3.4  5.0  5.7 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  3.4  5.0  5.7 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.64  0.89  1. 01 -258-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  6.1.  ANALYTICAL  STUDIES  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Anal~sis of  ener9y  s~stems 
- ~~~rg~-~~2-~£QQ2mi£_grQ~!b 
•  price,  supply  and  demand 
. impact  of  R&D  on  inflation,  investments,  employment 
•  effect  of  new  technologies  on  needs  (industrial  products,  capital  and  Labour), 
on  the  consumption  and  investment  structure and  on  foreign  exchanges 
•  effects of alternative policies  on  production  techniques,  on  consumption  and  on 
demand  reduction 
- ~~~rg~-~QQ_~Q~irQQm~~! 
. impact  of  new  technologies  on  natural  resources  (soil,  raw  materials,  water) 
. impact  of  new  technologies  on  human  activities  (air and  water  pollution, 
health,  risks) 
- ~~!-~~~rg~_Q!QQ~£!iQ~ 
. investigation  of  the  total  energy  balance-sheet  relevant  to  the  exploitation of 
new  technologies 
- ~~~rg~--~Q9_io9~§1!i~l-Q!Q£~§§~§ 
•  energy  flow  and  consumption  schemes  for  the  production  and  consumption  of  goods 
and  services 
•  use  and  substitution possibilities of  specific  engines 
•  optimisation  of  energy  consumption 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  ( x1 Q6)  ( x1 Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  ( x106) 
1  4.3  8.7  9.5 
•• • I  .... 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  4.3  8.7  9.5 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  0.80  1.55  1 . f.R -259-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  <continuation) 
- ~~~rs~-~~2~r!2~i~s§_2~2-i~~2~2!i2~ 
•  analysis of  investment  and/or  transformation  criteria of  industry 
•  analysis of  factors  accelerating  the  introduction of  new  technologies 
- ~~~rs~-2~2-b2~§~~~~ei~s 
•  analysis of  housekeeping  motivation  and  behaviour  toward  new  investments 
IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES,  STATUS  & IMPLE~E~TATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATIO~ 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  <x1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  (  )( 1  Q6) 
TOTAL  C  in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -260-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  6.2.  SOCIO-ECONOMIC  STUDIES  DATE  :April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
A.  Activities 
1 •  Anal~sis of  the  s~stem  energz:-societ~ 
- present  structure of the  French  system 
- relationship  energy-population 
- present  and  future  demand  structure 
- substitution and  consumption  elasticities 
- relationships  energy-employment  and  energy-work  conditions 
2.  Socio-economic  comeonents  relevant  to different  ener9y  sources 
- general  studies  (technology  assessments,  territory management,  .  ..  ) 
- specific  problems  relevant  to exploitation of  new  energy  sources 
- risks  and  acceptance  of  nuclear  energy 
3.  Imerovement  of  the  eresent  sz:stem 
- effect  of  continuous  effort  in  energy  conservation 
- improvement  of  operational  procedures  and  Links  of  the  present  acting  groups 
4.  System  control 
- objectives and  criteria  of  political  choices 
- identification of  constraints 
- institutional  and  statutory measures 
- social  participation and  control 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  (x106)  Cx106)  (x106) 
A +  B  3.2  3.9  4.6 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  3.2  3  9  4  fl 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.60  0  70  0  81 - 261-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
5.  Strategic  studies 
- models  and  scenarios, 
B.  Incentive  actions of  the  CNRS  (programmed  thematic  action) 
,  STATUS  & IMPLE~ENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATIO~  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~e·I·~/0~:Y 
o  'b'- •\·  ~'b ..._~0)  • ~...._  e0  <." 
OBJECTIVE  'b~f:'e  'b~~\~  .. "·  'bO)e  :->~
0  ~e'b~~->f:-"  «,,..  e<"'  ..._c..l'j  "-.  c,~'b 
~'- ~<.  "  e<.  ~·  -><o ~o~  "\.•  o~~  ~~  o 
e;+  'b~  <:>o  <.:,;  e  •\· 
v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  (x1Q6)  (x1Q6)  C  x106)  c  x 1  o6> 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  <in  EUA) -262-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  :  FRANCE 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  6.3.  ENVIRONMENTAL  EFFECTS  DATE  :April  79  and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Effects of  electricity production 
- aerodynamic  and  thermal  studies  of  the  atmospheric  bovndary  layer.  Weather  fore-
casts  (micro-climates,  disturbances  attributable to tne operation of  power  stations). 
- observation  and  control  of  atmospheric  pollution 
- hydrology,  eutrophication  of  waterways  and  lakes 
- hydrobiology  and  ecology 
- dispersion  of  radionuclides  in  the  marine  environment 
- toxicity of  so2  and  NOx  (discharged  from  conventional  power  stations). 
- toxicity of  NH3  <water-ammonia  binary  cycle) 
7  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~:/~e~~~0~:Y 
'l>  ~  .e,  0 
6  ?>'- •\·  ~  o-...,(;'  <'  .  .._'!(,"  ~e  ~<e 
OBJECTIVE  'l><'<'e  ?>~~<~~'-·  'l>O;e  Jc.....::f  0 ~e~~~'><'  «.,~·  ~e,<e:,  ~-...,e:,'li  Jc...  ~ 
~"  '!(,(  "  e,<  ~·  .:§  (.0  '\..  0'1(,  e,<'  0 
e,+  'l>~  <:>0  ~  •\· 
1  X 
•••  ! ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  (X 1  Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106>  Cx106) 
1  50  1  R?  ?  !.!.  7,. 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  )U.1  82.2  66.3 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  9.37  14.66  11.73 -263-
SECTION  3 
SUB-SECTION  3.5  I  R E L A N D ENERGY  R+D&D  POLICY  -265- COUNTRY  IRELAND 
SUMMARY  OF  RESEARCH,  DEVELOPMENT  AND  DEMONSTRATION  EXPENDITURE 
(in million  E.U.A.) 
SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS 








0.183  0.228 
----~----------~---
1.1.  Industry  0.040 
---------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------
1.2.  Residential  and  commercial  0.013  0.183  0.188  ---------------------------------------------- -------------~-------------~-------------
1.3.  Transportation 
~  n. a. 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
1.4.  Low-grade  energy  utilization 
------------------------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------
1.5.  Others 
2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  0.402  23.394  74.897 
----------------------------------------------~----~----~-------------~---~----~ 
2.1.  Coal  exploration  and  extr~ction  0.241  0.229  0.246 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.2.  Coal  preparation, valoris.&  transpt. 
~---------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.3.  Coal  liquefaction 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.4.  Coal  gasification 
----------------------------------------------~---------------------------~-------------
2.5.  Coal  combustion  0.161  0.229  0.246 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~---------------------------
2 • 6.  0  i l &  g  a s assessment & ex p lor  at  i on  22.936  74.405 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~---------------------------
2.7.  Oil  & gas  production 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.8.  Refining  and  derivatives 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.9.  Transport  of  oil 
----------------------------------------------~---------------------------~-------------
2.10.  Transport  of  gas 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.11.  Storage  of oil 
------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------
2.12.  Storage  of  gas 
~--~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------








3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  - - 0.372 
------------------------------------------------------------·-------------·--------------
3.1.  Proven  reactors 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.2.  High  temperature  reactors 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.3.  Breeders 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.4.  Fuel  cycle 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.5.  Nuclear  safety 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.6.  Waste  treatment  and  disposal 
~----------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------
3.7.  Radiation  prot.& decommiss.of power pl. 
---------------------------------------------- ------------- ---------------------------
3.8.  Fissile materials  control 
~----------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------
3.9.  Others  0.372 
4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  0.080  0.199  0.481 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----
4.1.  Thermonuclear  fusion 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.2.  Geothermal  energy 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
4.3.  Solar  energy  0.048  0.168  0.391 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.4.  Ocean  0.030 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.5.  Wind  0.032  0.031  0.060 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.6.  Hydrogen  as  an  energy  vector 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.7.  Others 
5.  ELECTRICITY  0.417  0.421  0.451 
·----------------------------------------------------------------~---------~-----
5.1.  Electricity generating  equipment  0.281  0.306  0.327 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.2.  Transport  of  electricity  0.096  0.115  0.124 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------' 
5.3.  Control & instrumentation 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.4.  Fuel  cells 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.5.  Electrochemical  storage 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
5.6.  Other  Storage  techniques  0.040 (18) 
-267-
SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS 











6.1.  Analytical studies on energy systems  0.080  0.115  0.060 
----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
6.2.  Socio-economic  studies  - - -
~----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
6.3.  Studies  on  environmental  effects  - - -
I  T  0  T  A  L -268- COUNTRY  IRELAND 
ENERGY  RESEARCH,  DEVELOPMENT  AND  DEMONSTRATION  POLICY 
1.  General  objectives 
- to  explore  the  extent  of  domestic  resources  and  to determine  how  and  to 
what  extent  they  could  and  should  be  exploited 
-to investigate the availability of  renewable  resources  and  to  evaluate 
the  cost  of  their  exploitationa 
2.  Specific  objectives and  priorities 
Energy  R&D  is  undertaken 
- to  overcome  technological  barriers to  the  development  of  indigenous 
energy  resources  where  such  problems  are  unique  because  of  the  nature 
of  the  resource,  the  scale of  development  or  the  climatic  or  other 
conditions  in  which  development  takes  place  (e.g.  development  of  peat 
resources;  heat  pumps  suitable for  Irish  climatic  conditions,  housing 
pattern  and  comfort  standards); 
- to  permit  the  application  in  Ireland  of  energy  efficient  conversion 
and  utilisation technologies  developed  in other  countries  but  which 
cannot  be  used,  unless modified,  or  can  be  more  efficiently used  if 
modified,  for  Irish  conditions;  and 
- to  overcome  problems  arising  from  the  implementation  of  technologies 
developed  in  Ireland or  adapted  to  Irish  conditions  in  a  manner  which 
Led  to  the  development  of  a  unique  set  of  problems. 
3.  Ongoing  and/or  planned  comprehensive  programmes  and  budgets 
none. -269-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  IRELAND 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  1.2.  RESIDENTIAL  AND  COMMERCIAL  DATE  :  23.11.78 
and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
- determination  of  present  patterns of  house  heating  and  uti lisa  t ion 
- improvement  of  the  thermal  performance  of  buildings 
- heat  pumps  (see  under  1.4) 
- - , 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/0~~~\·GY.:/0~::/ 
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Q'- '<.-<.  e<  ~·  -v<  c..P  '\.  o'<.- e0  o 
e+  1>~  <:>0  ~  •\o 
1  X  X  X· 
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·-- -
•••  ! •.. 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  (x106)  (x106)  (X 1  06)  (x106) 
1  0.008  0.120  0.126  0.630 
··-
• • • I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  0.008  0.12.0 __  r---.0.  ..  12.6_  n  A~n 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.013  0.183 
·r--
0.188  0.94 -270-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :IRELAND 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  1.4.  LOW  GRADE  ENERGY  DATE  :  23.11.78  and  budgets 
liTH I SA TTON 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Design  of  heat-~um~s suitable for  use  in  Ireland 
"{  ':· 
a.  9~!J~.C21-~!~2i~§ 
- Literature  surveys 
- allocated  resources  surveys 
- existing  heating  practices 
- existing  load  and  cLimatic  data 
-existing building  practices 
b.  !~£h!JQ1Q9~_2§§~~§~~!J!_~!JQ_i!JfQ.C~~!iQ!J_.C~!~§ 
c.  ~g~i~~~o!_9~~~12~~~!J! 
- components 
•  design  improvement  of  fans  and  compressors  . development  of  heat  exchangers  to  improve  efficiency  in  the  system  . research  on  noise  Limitation  on  fans  and  compressors 
•  examination  of  the effects of  subcooling  and  superheating  on  heat  pump 
performance 
•  development  of  more  efficient  refrigerants and  cycles 
- control  systems 
•  development,  application  and  evaluation of  solid  state  control  system 
for  smaller  heat  ~ump units  for  domestic  space  heating  (2-4  year  programme) 
...  ! ... 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6)  Cx106)  (X 1  06)  Cx106) 
1  expenditur  s  included  in 1.2  -- ~--
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) 
l - 271-
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
•  development  of  controls for  the  optimum  balance  between  heat  pump  output  and 
supplementary  heating  in  air-to-air and  air-to-water  systems 
•  development  of  controls for  periodic  shut-off  of  heat  pump  and  supplementary 
heating 
•  assessment  of  controls to  Limit  compressor  start-up  currents  and  simultaneous 
start of all heat  pump  units  in  an  area  on  restoration of  supply after  a  break-
down 
•  automatic  zonaL  centro L,  during  unoccupied  periods,  to  reduce  heating  requirements, 
should  be  developed. 
- prototype  construction 
•  development  of  heating  only  heat  pump  prototypes  for  the  market 
•  development  of  heat  pumps  systems  for  export 
- supporting  work 
•  development  of  a  central  testing  laboratory for  the  study  of  performance 
and  reliability of  heat  pumps  under  varying  climate  conditions 
d)  ~~2!~m-2im~l~!iQ0_2!~2i~2 
- technico-economic  optimisation  based  on  : 
. climatic  conditions  in different areas  of  a  country 
. building  design 
•  heat  pump  performance  . control  and  distribution  systems 
•  price  levels and  comparative  economy. 
Total  cost  of  the  programme  :  t  679,000  (in  constant  1977~
1 s) 
, 
STATUS  &  Ir~PLUlUJTA  TI ON  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATIO~  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  (  )( 1  Q6)  <x106)  <  x  1  o6> 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  Cin  EUA) -272-
R+D&D  POLICY  .._, 
I.  SECTC,q  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COU~TRY: IRELAND  j 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  EXTRACTION  •  . 
II.SUF3-SECTOR2.1  COAL  EXPLORATIONAN_D ___  DATE:  2311  ;~-] 
1=============!::::::====--==-=-=·-·=  .::~=-=::::.:·=-- =-=·:_-;.-. ..:.:::.:.::::-.=:.::::;~--=-...:_-:----===;-==:...- ;·-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVIT)  : 
1.  Peat 
- deposits  survey 
- bog  drainage  and  preparation 
- production  of  raw  peat  fuel 
-drying,  storage,  processing  and  utilisation 
1 
I 
t--..:....1 __  ,.__ _  _.;.:.X--J-------4----~~----+-------I------ ----1-------4-----+---~------1 
r-----+-----+------+--------+------- ------- --------------'1-----t-----+------1 
r-----+----+------+-----~1--------r--------------~------+----+---~~--------l 
V.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations 
<natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  <x106)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
...  ! ... 
Estimations 
1980 
<  x 1  o6' 
,__ ____  1 ______  +--_o_._1_5_o __  +-_.:::o:..!....1_2Q_ ______  _...n~..~...: 1 AI>o4..•c;L--_-+-----=o:...:...=38=-=o:--_-+--------t 
1-------------+--------+---------- ---------+------+--------1 
1-------------+---------------- ------·-------------- -----··---·-------+-------+-------1 
1------------+--------- ·-· -----------·--·- -·-- ·--------------+----------+-----.----4 
~------------+-----~--·----,----~-~+---------4------.......  -....:·:..;•:..;•..;...;,'"'-.·.;.·-... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  0.150  0.150  0.165  0.380  ----+-----·-------·-·-- -----···---- --------·  ····- -··- ..  -------~1-----=:.::..:::.::..:;,._,._-+------
T  0  TAL  ( i n  E  UA )  0. 2  4  1  0. 2 2  9  0. 2  4  6  0 • 56 5  ----+-----------· ·---1---·--·-·--------- ---- --·--··-'" -- --------·-r---------+--------4 
.._ __________  ..__ _______  -'-________  .._  _______________  _....._ _____  --L. _____  ---1! R+D&D  POLICY 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
-273-
I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  IRELAND 
II.  SUB-SECTOR 2. 2.  COAL  PREPARATION,  VALOR!- DATE  :  23  11  ?S 
SATION  AND  TRANSPORT  "  " 
1==========~=-=~:=------- ..  ========*========:::::4 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  See  under  2.1 
OBJF-CTIVES -274-
R+D& D POL! CY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  IRELAND 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
II.  SUB-SECTOR  2. 5.  COAL  COMBUSTION  DATE  :  23.11.78 
1====================================~==~=-~==-=-=~~~~======================~ 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  High  ash  content  "crow  coal" 
- tests on  fluidized  bed  combustion  of  high  ash  coal 
IV. 
OBJECTIVES 
V.  BUDGETS 




( )( 1 [16) 
.. _10.0_ 
1-----------·-+------··--·-· 
1-------------+··---_  ......... . 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) ----t-.....  ._....  . 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  ----+----·----..  -- .. 
0.161  0.229 




..•  I .•. 
Estimations 
1980 
<  x 1  o6) -275-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :IRELAND 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2 ~ 6 ·  OIL  AND  GAS  ASSESSMENT  DATE  :  23.11.78  and  budgets  AND  EXPLORATION 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  exQloration activities 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  <x1Q6)  ( x1 Q6)  <x106)  <  x  1  o6> 
1  ?  l:,  50  20 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  n.a.  15  so  20 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  - 22.936  74.405  29.762 -276-
R+D& D POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :IRELAND 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  3.9.  OTHERS  DATE  :  23.11.78 
and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Support  activities  relating  to  planning  for  first nuclear-electricity 
generating  station 
a.  Site Surveys  and  investigations 
b.  Staff  training 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  c  x  1  o6)  (x1Q6)  (x106)  <  x  1  o6'  (x106) 
1  - - 0.250  0.350 
---·-------·· 
- .. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  - - 0.250  0.350 
--f-· 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  - - 0.372  0.521 -277-
R+D& D POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  IRELAND 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  DATE  :  23.11.78  and  budgets  4.2.  GEOTHERMAL  ENERGY 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Surve~  activit~ 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEM[NTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  <x1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  <x106)  <  x  1  o6> 
1  .- - -" 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  C in  N.C.)  - - -
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -278-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  : IRELAND 
- 5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  4.3.  SOLAR  ENERGY  DATE  :  23.11.78  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Heatin9  and  coolins 
- development  of  solar  heating  systems 
- panel  testing 
- optimisation of  building  construction and  orientation 
- systems  analysis 
2.  Photoelectric 
- current  activities 
3.  Biomass 
- short  rotation  forestry 
- treatment  of  forest  residues 
- biomass  information  service 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~e~~~0~::/ 
0  1>'- ·\·  ':<::'1>  .....  (:-C;  . ><.......  eo  <  e 
e  <.  c,o  <:-"  •  c,  Q:i  1> 
OBJECTIVE  1><:-<:- 1>~~  ~~'- 1>C;e  ~..:><::'  0 ~e1>  ~..:><:- «.,~  ':<::'e<  ~-..,  c,1)  ~ ~ 
~'- ><--<  "  e<  ~·  ..:><  r:...,O~  '\..  o><-- e<::'- o 
e+  1>~  e::,o  ~  •\· 
1  X  X 
2  X  X 
3  X  X  X 
•••  1 ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x1Q6)  <x106)  (X 1  06)  (X 1  06)  (x106) 
1  0.010  0.050  0.053 
2  0.005  0.010  Q.01-0 
3  0.015  o. o·so  0.200 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  0.030  0.110  0.263  0.331 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.048  0.168  0.391  0.493 -279-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :IRELAND 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  4.4.  OCEAN  DATE  :  23.11.78  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Wave  ~ower 
- analysis of past  wave  measurements 
- new  measurements  programmes 
- resources  assessment 
- converter  test  programme 
__  ,  - , 
IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES  STAlLJS  &  IftlPL  Ef·1UJTA TION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION 
/~~~~·~~0~:Y 
1>  ~  .e,  0  0  ?>"  ·\·  '<:'  ..._  0  . '(_."  e,  ~e. 
e.  <.  "o  0"  •  c.,  ~  1> 
OBJECTIVE  1>00  ?>~':(:<:<"  ?>~e "'.;:f  ~e1>  ~..:.P  ~~  e,~  -.._t?'b  II.'?'(;' 
'- <  .,  <  •  < 0  0~  '\..  ><..'<:'  <:::-..j.  0 
<:::!  -+~  ..j.e  0-j.  «.-"  c  o  e  •\  e  1>  <::>  • 
1  X  X 
-r-· 
•••  I ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  <x1Q6)  <  x  1  o6)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6) 
1  - - 0.02  0.047 
-
-·---·  ·-
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  - - 0.02  0.047 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  - - 0.030  0.07 
--- 280-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTOR'  COUNTRY  :  IRELAND 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  4.5.  WIND  DATE  :  2 ~.11.  78  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current activities 
- assessment  of  the  resource viability 
- evaluation of aestethic and  infrastructural  problems  associated  with  wind 
power  development 
- analysis  of  combined  wind-biomass  energy  systems 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
~~~~·l·~:/0j{.(~ 
'l>  ~  . e.  b  o  'l>"- •\·  ~  b"<::'  ~  .....  ~"  e  <:e 
OBJECTIVE  'l>~~e.  'l>~~~q"-•  1>~e  s....':f  ~l'l> ~,p  <v~·  e,<:c.,  ..._c.,'?).())  St...~'?). 
<:<"'  ~<:  "  e<:  ~·  .§o  c.P~  '\..  o~'<:- e.~~  o 
e,+  '?).~  ~0  «.;  ·\· 
1  X  X 
•••  ! ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  #c  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6>  Cx106) 
1  0.020  0.020  0.040  0.023 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  0.020  0.020  0.040  0.023 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.032  0.031  0.060  0.034 -281-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :IRELAND 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  5.1.  ELECTRICITY  GENERATING  DATE  :  and  budgets  23.11.78 
EQUIPMENT 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
- , 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/,~~~e·"~~0~:Y 
'b  ~  .e,  0  o  'b....._  ·\·  ~ "'"  • w..."'  e  ~e. 
OBJECTIVE  'b<::'<::'e  'b¢.-~~9......_.  ~e :0"
0  Re'b"~0""  <y·~·  e~c,  -..._c,'bO)  ~ ~'b 
9......_  ....,<  "'  e~'b ~·  0<
0  \v0 ~  ....,..  o,;s- e~~  0 
e,+  'b~  ~0  ~  ·\· 
1  X 
•• • I • •• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6> 
1  0.175  0.200  0.220  0.242 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  0.175  0.200  0.220  0.242 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.281  0.306  0.327  0.360 
I -282-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  : IRELAND 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  5. 2.  TRANSPORT  OF  ELECTRICITY  DATE  :  23/11/78 
and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~e·"~~0~:Y 
'b  ~  .e,  0  0  '2>'- o\o  '?'<;:- 0-..._~  ('  ...._~"'- fZ,  (fZ, 
OBJECTIVE  7><'<'e.  '?>~~~'<...._.  '2>\>.Je.  k...§  Re.1> ~ 0 <'  <v~·  e.<
0  -..._'?7>0)  k..  ~7> 
'<"  ~  <  "'  e.<  ~.  ..J<o r:  .. P~  '\..  o~-<::- e.<'~  o 
e.+  7>~  (:)0  x;  ·\· 
1  X 
...  ! ... 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  <x106)  (x106)  Cx106)  (x106) 
1  0.060  0.075  0.083  _n  _nQt 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  0.060  0.075  0.083  n_ _001 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.096  0.115  0.124  0.135 -283-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  IRELAND 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR 5. 6.  OTHER  STORAGE  and  budgets  TECHNIQUES  DATE  :  23.11.78 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
- - , 
STATUS  &  mPL Ef.1UJTA T  I ON  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~--~~0~~ 
'I>  ~  . e  o  o  '1>'-- ·\·  '<'  ""<::- •  "'-"'  e  ~e 
e  <:.  '?o  ""'  •  '?  ~  'I> 
OBJECTIVE  'I><'<'  'l>~~~q'-- 'b6;e  S<..'§'  0 qe'l>~~0<.:'  v.,~  -<::-e~  ~..._'?'I>  S<..  ~ 
q'-- ,.__<:  "  e<:  ~·  0<:  c:.....o  '\."  o""  e<'  o 
e+  'I>~  C:>o  «,  •\· 
1  X 
...  ! ... 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  <  x1 o6)  c  x  1  o6) 
1  0.025  - -
-· 
•• • I  ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  0.025  - -
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  0.040  - -
(19) - 284-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  :IRELAND 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
II.SUB-SECTOR  6.1.  ANALYTICAL  STUDIES  ON 
ENERGY  SYSTEMS 
DATE  :  23. 11.78 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
- energy  input-output  model 
- development  of  a  generalized model  of  the  national  energy  economy 
- studies  on 
•  an  energy  input/output  table 
•  forecasting  energy  supply and  demand 
•  costing alternative energy  systems 
•  finding  the  implications  for  industrial  structures,  qualified 
manpower,  e.g.  engineers 
•  environmental  effects,  risks,  safety,  etc  • 
•  analysis of  energy  substitute possibilities with  dynamic  model, 
technological  development,  development  of  demand 
•  programme  for  long  term  model:  evaluation of  ultimate  Limits,  assessment 
of alternative scenarios 
1  X  X  X 
...  ! ... 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  (X 1  06)  <  x  1  o6> 
1  0.050  0.075  _0_._040  0.051 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  -----4--~0~·~0~5~0---r---=O~.O~J72~-+--~0~~nl~~.n~---~--~0~·~0~51~--+-----------l 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.080  0.115  0.060  0,076 -285-
SECTION  3 
SUB-SECTION  3.6  I  T A L Y ENERGY  R+D&D  POLICY 
-287-
COUNTRY  ITALY 
SUMMARY  OF  RESEARCH,  DEVELOPMENT  AND  DEMONSTRATION  EXPENDITURE 
(in million  E.U.A.) 
SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS 











1.1.  Industry  6.73  1.55  1.51 
----------------------------------------------~------------- -------------~-------------
1.2.  Residential  and  commercial  2.13  2.98  3.94 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~---------------------------
1.3.  Transportation  2.50  9.38  9.59 
---------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------
1.4.  Low-grade  energy  utilization  0.32  1.56  2.64 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
1.5.  Others  0.21  0.29  0.52 
2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  9.24  10.51  13.77 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1.  Coal  exploration and  extr~ction 
---------------------------------------------- -------------~-------------~-------------
2.2.  Coal  preparation, valoris.&  transpt.  n.a.  0.16  0.22 
~---------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.3.  Coal  Liquefaction 
----------------------------------------- -----~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.4.  Coal  gasification  n.a.  0.18  0.22 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.5.  Coal  combustion  0.34  0.31  0.32 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.6.  OiL  &  gas assessment & exploration  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------
2.7.  Oil  & gas  production  1.08  1.19  1.46 
------------------------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------
2.8.  Refining  and  derivatives  0.56  0.63  0.90 
~----------------------------------------------~-------------r-------------r-------------
2.9.  Transport  of  oil  7.26  8.04  10.56 
----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
2.10.  Transport  of  gas  P.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.11.  Storage  of oil 
·------------------------------------------------------------r---------------------------
2.12.  Storage  of gas 
--~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------








3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  97.36  130.27  136.35 
~----------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------
3.1.  Proven  reactors  19.83  26.97  39.86 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------
3.2.  High  temperature  reactors 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------·-------------· 
3.3.  Breeders  31.32  51.94  48.32 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------
3.4.  Fuel  cycle  14.00  22.16  22.06 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------
3.5.  Nuclear  safety  13.86  9.56  11.79 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------
3.6.  Waste  treatment  and  disposal  3.57  4.09  0.49 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------·-------------· 
3.7.  Radiation  prot.&decommiss.ofpowerpl.  7.77  8.25  7.92 
3.8.  Fissile materials  control 
~----------------------------------------------------------- -------------·--------------
3.9.  Others  7.01  7.30  5.91 
4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  15.69  19.51  32.48 
~----------------------------------------------------------------~----·----~-----
4.1.  Thermonuclear  fusion  11 .16  11.99  17.07 
~----------------------------------------------------------- ------------- --------------
4.2.  Geothermal  energy  4.13  6.22  10.15 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.3.  Solar  energy  0.40  1.25  5.08 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
4.4.  Ocean  0.03 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.5.  Wind  0.05  0.15 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
4.6.  Hydrogen  as  an  energy  vector 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. 7.  Others 
5.  ELECTRICITY  33.76  31.10  27.30 
----------------------------------------------------------------~---------~-----
5.1.  Electricity generating  equipment  33.43  30.23  11.10 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.2.  Transport  of  electricity  p.m.  p.m.  13.48 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.3.  Control  & instrumentation 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.4.  Fuel  cells  0.04  0.07  0.06 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.5.  Electrochemical  storage  0.07  0.21  0.41 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.6.  Other  storage  techniques  0.22  0.59  2.25 -289-
SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS  Expenditure  Expenditure 
1976  1977 





6.1.  Analytical studies on energy systems  0.14  0.38  0.60 
------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------
6.2.  Socio-economic  studies  0.01  0.05  0.07 
----------------------------------------------~----------------------------~------------
6.3.  Studies  on  environmental  effects  5.59  5.70  6.13 
173.68  213.28  234.90 -290- COUNTRY  ITALY 
ENERGY  RESEARCH,  DEVELOPMENT  AND  DEMONSTRATION  POLICY 
1.  General  objectives 
- Identify national  energy  resources  and  study  and  develop  their 
optimum utilisation;  to evolve  technologies  for  the efficient  and 
safe exploitation of  nuclear  energy  and  of  subsidiary energy  sources; 
- Investigate very  thoroughly  the  losses  involved  ~n all energy  trans-
formation  processes with  a  view  to reducing  the  amount  of  energy 
needed  to meet  final  demand  requirements; 
- Reduce  the  environmental  effects of  primary energy  conversion 
processes  and  of  final energy  consumption;  and 
- Participate in international energy  R & D. 
2.  Specific objectives 
a.  §~~E!_!~!~_i1~ZZ:~~l-~g~-~~~i~~=!~~-i1~~~:1~~~L 
- Energy  conservation 
- Nuclear  energy 
- Optimal utilization of  indigenous  energy  sources  (solar, 
geothermal,  etc.) 
- Reduction of  environmental effects  of  conversion processes  and  of 
end-uses 
b.  ~~gg_!~E~-i~QQQ_~g~-~~l~g~2 
- Solar energy 
- Thermonuclear  fusion 
3.  Priorities 
- Energy  conservation 
- Nuclear  energy 
.  proven reactors  and  heavy water reactors 
•  fuel  manufacture 
.  breeders  reactors 
- Geothermal  energy 
- Thermonuclear  fusion 
4.  Ongoing  and/or  planned  comprehensive  programmes  and  budgets 
a.  The  5-years  (1974-78)  nuclear  programme  is  funded with 
Lit  750  000  000  000. 
b.  The  5-years  (1976-1980)  "Progetto Finalizzato Energetica" '(PFE)  of 
the  CNR  (National Research Council)  is  funded  with Lit  39  436  OOOOQO(*) 
(*)Figures  pertinent  to  t~~ years  1979-1980  are  subject  to rev1s1on;  it 
is estimated  that  Lit ,70  000  000  000  will  be  spent  at  the  end  of  1980. - 291-
Qualification statement 
The  data relative  to  the  State enterprises  (ENEL,  ENI,  IRI),  which 
self-finance research in their  own  field  of  competence,  are  included. 
The  data relative  to  CNEN  refer  to  the 5-year plan  1974-1978. 
The  fundings,  which  in the  framework  of  the CNR's  "Energetica"  programme 
are  granted  to  the private  industry,  are  included.  When  dealing with 
cooperation between  the  public sector  and  the private  one,  only  the 
public sector's  share  is  given. -292-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  : ITALY 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
!!.SUB-SECTOR  1.1.  INDUSTRY  DATE  :  FEB.  1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  ENI  current  activities 
- energy  cascading 
2.  FIAT  current  activities 
Energy  saving  in industrial plants  and  office buildings  (analysis  of  energy  flow, 
design  and  testing  of  new  energy  saving equipment,  total energy  systems,  heat  pumps, 
waste  heat  recovery,  etc.) 
3.  CSM  current  activities 
- steel  industry 
F===================~,~======~~==================~================================~ 
IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION 
A  ~~
,.  -<::-7>,~0~,.  ~,__ec,%~~V  •  c,  o"  '00  0"  •  c,  'OO;e  -<::-'0< 
OBJECTIVE  ·"  '00  P:>e  s.,_v''  Re  ~v  <v~  e<  .,_  c,  c, 
v  ""  <  '0  <  0  0~  '\..  "''<::- ~  0  St.. 
~  ~e  C:> 0 ~·  <vv  c  o  e0  ·\· 
·-------+------~------~------~------~------+-------+-------~--------~  1  X 
--
2  X 
1---
3  X 
-------
"""'"'  v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  (x106) 
1  6  220  1  561 
2  n.a.  n.a. 
4  J  40  ,--------------+-------------+-------------r-------------r------------; 
r-------------------- ___ j  _____ -------·----l--------1---------+-------+-----r-----t 
t------~~---.-~---~·-J  ..... -~~-~--·--+------+-------+-------t---~.:.:....:..:.::..-..j 
TOTAL  ( in  N.C. )  _______  __l ____  .:.6 __  -::...2  6~0=-----l---=1:......:::5...:::6-=.l __  -+-~~:..::::._---t--=-~~--t---------. 
TOTAL  (in  CUA)  _  t  -~-6_.7_3  ______  ,_  __  1_._5_5  ______  4--------~-----------+----------; - 293-
'  R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  : ITALY 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  1. 2.  RESIDENTIAL  AND  DATE  :  FEB.l979  and  budgets  COMMERCIAL 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  ENI  current activities 
- field  testing of  several methods  of  energy  saving  in space  heating 
2.  PFE  - Progetto Finalizzato Energia - (CNR) 
- Analytico-experimental  research  on  some  (~ 10)  existing  systems building/heating 
system  (small,  medium  and  large  heating  capacity) 
- Numerico-experimental  research  on  several existing  systems  building·heating  system 
("'  200  units) 
- Extended  enquiry  (2.500-3.000 units) 
- Analytical  and  statistical research  on  hot water  production plants 
- Analytical  research  on  future  systems  building/heating  systems 
- Research  on  experimental  parameters  determining  the  thermal  behaviour  of buildings 
- Investigation on  thermal  characteristics  of building and  flats  and  determination of 
their daily degree  of  occupancy 
- Design of  two  sets  of  popular buildings 
- Climatic data collection  (wind,  sun  radiation,  temperature,  etc.) 
- Heating plants  and  components 
, 
STATUS  &  Ir~PLEf'JENTA TI ON  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
~~~~~~·~~0~~ 
0  -o"  ·\·  ~'0 "'"  . >(,.."  eo  ,e 
e  <  •  C?Q.  ""  •  c:,  Q)  '0 
OBJECTIVE  -o<'<'  'O~~~Q'- 'OO;e  ~<,.0<'  0 Qe~~~0<'  :V~  '\:-e<  ~"'-c:,'O  ~<,.  c:,~ 
Q"  >(,..<.  e'  ~·  ..J'  c:...,O  '\.  o>(,..  e<'  o 
e+  '0~  (:)o  ~  •\· 
1  X 
1  X 
...  I ... 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  (x1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1  n.a.  300  1  000 
2  1  977  2  696  3  183 
•• • l  ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  1  977  2  996  4  183 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  2.13  2.98  3.94 -294-
i  R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  1.3.  DATE  :  FEB.l979  and  budgets  TRANSPORTATION 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  P.F.E.  Project  (CNR) 
- Determination of mobility needs  and  correlation service  need/means  selected 
- Utilization system of  single  transportation means 
- Mathematical model  of  the  transportation system 
- Improvement  of  efficiency of  present vehicles 
.  Recorvery  of kinetic energy 
+  flying wheel 
+  elastic energy 
+  pneumatic  and  hydraulic 
.  Recovery  of  thermal  energy 
Improvement  of efficiency of  the  propulsion system  : 
- hybrid  engine 
- hybrid  bus 
Improvement  of  the vehicles  aerodynamics 
- New  propulsion  systems  : 
- small  power  diesel engine 
- modular  engine 
- optimization of  the  coupling  engine/utilisation 
- Exploratory  research  in non-conventional  field 
- Use  of  alternative  fuels 
~·  /  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES  STATUS  &  mPLEI\'lENTA TION 
/~~~-~-~~~~:/ 
'- ·\·  '0  •  <::-~  "'e,  0  e, 
0  '0  ;;;:- o"  <::- <'·  e  ' 
OBJECTIVE  '0<::-<::-e  '0~~:~<:<'-"  'O~e  ~.,:§'  o<:<e~~~,p  :v~·  -<::-e'"  ..::,."'-"'00)  ~ c,'<::-'0 
<:<'"'  ><-'  e'  ..::,. •  ,:§  c_,O  '\..  o><- <::- o 
e+  '0..::,.  (:P  «.;  e  ·\· 
1  X 
----1--·----
...  I ... 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  curr·ency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  c  x  1 o6)  (x106)  Cx106)  <x106) 
1  2  327  3  950  3  180  -
·-----t----
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) ----
TOTAL  (in  EUA) - 295-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
2.  FIAT  current activities 
2 .1.  New  means  of  transportation (improvedinternal  combustion engines,  electronically 
controlled  cars,  electric and  hybrid vehicles,  etc.) 
2.2.  Studies  and  experimental  tests in the  public  transport  systems  (traffic analysis 
in selected  towns,  automatic  traffic controls,  etc.) 
3.  ENEL  current activities 
- electric car project  (see  under  1.  4 .1) 
-·  , 
STATUS  &  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
If~PLHlENTA  TION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATIO~ 
:/0~~e·l·~~~~::/ 
'- ·\·  x::-1>  • ('~  .....  fl,  0  0  7>  '?  o"  ('  .  ~  e  <.e 
OBJECTIVE  7><'<'e  7>~~<.~Q'-•  7>~e  s......:§'  9e7> ~,p"  «.,~·  e<'=>  .....  c;?>C)  <?x::-7> 
Q'- +~<  "  e<  -.l•  ..:§
0 <...0~  '\.•  o~x::- <'-.l  ok... 
e  7>  -.l  C:> o  ~  e  ·\· 
2.1  X 
-· 
2.2  X 
3  X  -
v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  (x106)  Cx106)  c  x 1  o6) 
2.1  n.a.  5  500  6  500  7  500 
2.2  - - 500  500 
3  - p.m.  p.m. 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  2  327  9  450  10  180  ___  .... ,  ... 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  2.50  9.38  9.59 - 296-
R  +  D& D P  0 LI C  Y  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
i---· 
5.  Progra~me description  I 1 . S  U  ~3-S  [ C  T  0 R 1. 4 o  LOW-GRADE  ENERGY  DATE  :  FEBol979 
and  budgets  UTILISATION 
---: 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~lA 1  f~  LII~E.S  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  ENEL  current  activities 
- Urban  wastes  utilisation 
study  and  design of  wastes  pretreatment plant 
combustion experiments  in coal  or  lignite boilers 
design  of  a  burner  suited  for wastes  combustion 
- CARPA  project  (use  of waste  heat  from  thermal  and  nuclear  power  plants  in 
agriculture,  aquaculture  and  mariculture) 
- Water  desalination project 
desalination  thermodynamics  and  heat  exchange  problems 
desalination associated with  thermal  and  nuclear plants 
- Electric  car  project  (prototype  experiments;  realization and  operation of 
demonstration parks) 
- TOTEH  project  (coopn.  with FIAT) 
experiments  on  TOTEM  modules  for  combinet  heat  and  power  generation 
2 0  ENI  current activities 
- gas-driven  heat-pumps 
, 
'sTATUS  &  Ir~PLE~1ENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
~~~~e~-~/0~::/ 
0  7>'-..,  •\·  ':(;:-7>  ....._<:-~  • >(,"  eo  (e 
e  <  •  '?Q.  <'"- •  '?  ~  7> 
OBJECTIVE  7><:-<'  7>{::-~{::-<::<"'  7>~e  ~v
0  o'<e~{;:-{;:-v<:- <v~  '{:-e<  ~.,_01>  ~ '?""{:-
<::<"'  >(,<  "  e<  ~·  v<  <..-0  ....,..  o>(,  e<:'- 0 
e+  7>~  <:P  «;  ·\· 
1  X 
2  X 
I 
•••  I ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  <x106)  <x106)  (X 1  06)  <  x  1  o6) 
1  - 140  790  900  900 
2  - 150  300  360  430 
•  • • I  •  • • 
TOTAL  (;  n  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (;  n  EUA) -297-
III. OBJECTIVES  MW  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
3.  PFE-Project  (CNR) 
3 .1.  ~~~!_E~~E~-~l~!~~~-~~~~=~~E~~~~~~! 
- electrically driven heat-pumps 
- independently driven heat-pumps 
- advanced  experimental  programme 
- study  of  the  system 
.  single dwelling units 
.  multi-dwelling units 
large multi-dwelling units,  etc. 
3.2.  Urban wastes  utilization  ------------------------
- preliminary  study  of  possible alternative ways 
- wastes  preselection possibilities 
- wastes  handling  for  fuel  preparation 
- possible use  of  wastes  for  biomass  feeding 
- separation and  classification of  wastes 
- possible use  of  wastes  in the  agricultural  sector. 
IV.  PROGRAMME 
, 
STATUS  &  Ir~PLEr·IEtJTA TION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  FEATURES 
/~~~~··~/0~:Y 
'- •\·  '<::-?J  • <::'0:>  ..... fl.  0  fl.  0  1J  ':>  o"  ('  .  ~  e  ~ 
OBJECTIVE 
11
<::-<::'e  11 ~~<~«"• 
11
0:>fl- St...'§'  Re?>  ~,p"  x,_J'•  e<
0 
...._c;-oei.>  '=>><::-?> 
Q'- ~(.  "  ~  ~  •  < 0  0~  '\.•  ~'<::- <::'~  OS<..  +  ~fl.  0  x,..::l  (.;  0  fl.  \  e.  1J  (;)  •• 
3.1  X 
3.2  X 
v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  (X 1  Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
3.1  220  454  420 
3.2  80  823  1  288 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  300  1  567  2  798 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.32  1.56  2.64 R  + D& D  P  0 LI C  Y 
I 5.  ProgramJTJe  description 
and  budgets 
-298-
I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY 
f-----·· 
Il.SUH-SrCTOR  1.5.  OTHERS 
COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
DATE  :  FEB.  1979 
!=============-=-~~-~-=-==~-~-~=:~--~~~====~~===========-========================±=================~ 
III.  OBJECTIVE.S  AND  Wllr~  L lf'\ES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  PFE-Project  (CNR) 
- supporting unit  :  information centre 
- miscellaneous  problems  in  the  rational utilisation of  energy  :  exploratory  and/or 
assessment  studies  on  non-labelled  research 
1  X  JRC 
V.  BUDGETS 
(natl.  currency) 
OBJECTIVES 
l 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 



















<  x 1  o6) 
•.•  I •.• 
Estimations 
1980 
<  x 1 o6) 
•. • I ••• -299-
R  +  D& D P  0  LI C  Y  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  2.2.COAL  PREPARATION,  VALORI- DATE  :  FEB . 19 7  9  and  budgets  SATION  AND  TRANSPORT 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  ENI  current activities 
- slurry pipelines 
, 
STATUS  & mPLH1ENTA TION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~~~~~~:Y 
1)- Q>  .e,  0 
0  1>'- •\o  :'<"  ..,.,_(:'  • >(,."  e,  ,e 
e,  <.  c,c;  ('"\  •  c,  Qj  1)-
OBJECTIVE  '-1><'('  1>~
0 ...._~<:<"  1>C>:>e,  Sc..v\:'  o'<e,~~~v<'  ;<)'  '\:-e.'  ~...._c,1>  Sc..  ~ 
'<  >(,.'  e,<  ~·  v'  c...o  '\.  o>(,.  <'  o 
e,+  1)-~  (:)0  ~  e,  ·\· 
1  X 
: 
••.  I .•. 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <  x  1  o6)  (x106)  (x106)  <  x  1  o6)  <  x  1  o6) 
1  n.a.  157  235 
• • • I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  n.a.  157  235 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  n.a.  0.16  0.22 
(20) -300-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  2.4 ·  COAL  GASIFICATION  DATE  :  FEB.1979 
and  budgets 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  ENI  current  activities 
- methanation catalysts 
, 
STATUS  &  Ir~PLE~1ENTA  T  I ON  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROG RAr-1~1 E  FEATURES 
v.~~·\·~~0«::/ 
'()  ~  . e,  0 
'()'- ·\·  c,'<::- "'(\'  . ><..."  e,  <: e, 
,§  '-.  ·(:o.:  '()(\"  0"  •  c,  '()())  '<::'-'() 
OBJECTIVES  <:  ~  R  ~e k..v  Qe  ~v  <v~  e'  "'-c,  c, 
0  (,  (, 1j  "'~  <: '()  <: 0  0~  '\..  ><...'<::'- 0  ~  0 k.. 
v  +><...  ~e  0 ~  •  <vv  (.;  o  e  •\  e,  '()  0  0 
....... - ... 




...  I ... 
-·-~~--- ~ 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVE~;  Cx106)  (x1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  (x106)  Cx106) 





•• • I  ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) ____  j  n.a.  180  230 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  -~ 
n.a.  0.18  0.22 
_  _1 - 301-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY:  ITALY 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  II.SUB-SECTOR  2.5.  COAL  COMBUSTION 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  PFE-Project  (CNR) 
DATE  :  Feb.  1979 
- design,  execution,  instrumentation  and  operation  of  a  1  MW  fluidized-bed 
combustion  unit 
•  boiler flexibility  toward  Load  variations 
•  pipe  erosion 
•  heat-Loss  in  fluidized-bed 
•  particle  (dust)  recovery  from  hot  gases 
2.  ENEL  current activities 
-fluidized bed  combustion  (design,  realization  and  operation  of  a  1  MW  pilot  pldnt) 
t========--=-==7'=-=·-··-----:--- =======:;== 
IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES  STATUS  & 
OBJECTIVES 
2  X 
V.  BUDGETS 









-====  -- - -~--~ 
INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION -302-
R+  Di<;.  D  POU C  Y  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5.  Progra~mc d0script ion 
DATE  :  FEB.l979  lJ.:)I:l'<:.ECTOR 2.6.  OIL  AND  GAS  ASSESSMENT 
---------------------------------------------+-----------------~ 
and  budgets 
1=====··:=--===c.:.::.:.:::  .  .-:::::..::=:.:.:: .  .:.:::.:.:-.-·:!.:-:=--:::.==:::----=-===-===~A~N~D~E:£!X£P:!::TJ~lR~A\:=!:'T':=!:T-~nNr=====::i=:==========l 
III.  Ot:lJECTIVES  Ar~D  f'li\U~  L H;ES  UF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Exploration  technologies  (ENI) 
- data collation,  retrieval  and  analysis 
magnetic,  gravimetric,  geophysical  data 
paleography  of  tertiary deposits 
petrographic  investigation of  naphtogenic  capacity  of  clays 
geological  complex  locations 
(expenditures  are  included  in 2.7) 
1  X 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979 
OBJECTIVES  (X 1  Q6)  Cx106)  <x106)  c  x  1  o6) 
1  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
•.•  I ••• 
Estimations 
1980 
c  x  1  o6) 
• • • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  ------+------------+------------~----------~----------~r-----------­
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -303-
R  +  D& D P  0  LI C  Y  I.  SECTOR  2  0  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  and  budgets  2.7.  OIL  AND  GAS  PRODUCTION  DATE  :  FEB. 1979 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  ENI  current  activities 
1.1.  Drilling 
- Improvement  of drilling equipment  and  operating  techniques  especially for  very 
deep  wells  (>  6,500  m)  at high pressure  (>  1000  Atm)  and  temperature  (>  150°C) 
fluid  additives  for  increasing dwelling  speed 
classification of  rocks  to  optimize drilling equipment 
- Platform design for  off-shore  operation(> 200m depth). 
l.  2.  Enhanced  recovery 
- Better utilisation of  the  existing deposits  by  means  of  new  extraction 
techniques 
classification of  rocks  to  optimize  hydrofracturation  techniques 
technically activated oil extraction 
.  hydrofracturation  technique 
.  water  additives  for  secondary  recovery. 
1. 3.  Exploration  technologies 
(see  2.6.1  for details) 
, 
'STATUS  & mPLH1ENTA TION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
'/~~~  ·l·b(:;/0~::/ 
'Zl- ~  • e,  0  0  'Zl-'\._  •\·  q:'  -.._,0  • '(,"  e,  ,e. 
OBJECTIVE  1><:-<:-e,  'Zl-~~~Q"--"  ~e.  k...;,P
0  Re,'Zl-~~..:-P"  <v~·  e.''?  -.._,'?'Zl-o:;  '?'\:'>'Zl-
Q""  '(,'  "  e.'1:i  ~.  ..:§o <..?~  '\."  o.;:;:- 0~  ok.. 
e,+  'Zl-~  (:)0  ~  e,  ·\· 
1  X 
2  X 
3  X 
...  I ... 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (X 1  Q6)  <x106)  <  x 1  o6)  (X 1  06)  <  x 1  o6) 
1  1000  (est.)  1  200  1  550  1  860  2  230 
• • • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  1000  1  200  1  550  1  860  2  230 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  1.08  1.19  1.46 -304-
R+D& D POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  2.8.  REFINING  AND  DERIVATIVES  DATE  :  FEB.l979 
and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  PFE-Project  (CNR) 
- Utilisation of  methanol 
1.1.  automotive  transportation 
+  technico-economic  studies 
+  optimal  mixing with  hydrocarbons 
+  analysis  of  engine  performances 
+  emissions  evaluation 
+  toxicity 
+  safety 
+  mixture  standardisation 
+  optimal  mixture  testing  l.n  real traffic conditions 
1. 2.  heating  systems 
+  problems  analysis 
+  storage  and  transport  safety 
+  combustion  safety 
+  burners'  design 
2.  EN!  current  activities 
2 .1.  Spent  oils rerefining 
2. 2.  Research  l.n  assistence  to refining  (see  under  2.9) 
2.3.  Studies  and  fleet  testing of  methanol-gasoline  blends 
-·---·  -:c:::.::=:=:.::::::=c...--==j--- - -·-- - -
IV.  PROGRM1~1E  FEATURES  STATUS  &  mPLE~lENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION 
~-~-~:/0~~ 
~  . e  o 
""' 
0  "<.:'  . ><--"  e.  <e. 
e.  0  1>-0  0"  •  0  1>~  '\::-1> 
OBJECTIVES  '<e.  <:-<:- 1>0"  r{'  ~-v  <v~  e.<  ..,_ 0  s...  0 
v'  '-..0  <  < 0  00  '\..  "''\::- 0..:::.  0  v  \l  +"- <vV  ~  0  e.  "\o  e. 
~---··--··.  ·-··  ··-"'"·-..  --~---· f···-··----- - 1.1  X 
~-----~- ·--~--·-·--- ----
1.2 
X  ~ 
··-------------
2.1  ----~---- -· -· .....  -----·-- ------·---
2.2 
-- ---------
2.3  X  ...  I ... 
v.  bUDGETs---·"--.. r~  ;;;;nd  i t u res  Expenditures  Estimations  estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES ------1- (x106J  Cx106)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1.1  242  284  380 
-----~---
50  1. 2  ~  30  51  >--------------------- ... 
e- ::~  "  -+2~es~-
- 130 
300  400  480  570 
·=-===--·-:::!:~-=--=.::·---- .. . l  ... 
TOTAL  (in  r~. c. ) . --_________ )_  ·-~-~--- 635  960 
TOlAL  (in  E.UJ1,)  ~  0.56  _l  0.63  0.90  --- _c----- I -305-
;  R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR 2.9.  TRANSPORT  OF  OIL  DATE  :  FEB.l979 
and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  EN!  current activities 
- Research  in assistance  to refining,  transport  and  commercialization of petroleum 
products 
- Studies  and  field  tests  of  techniques  towards  deep  water pipelying 
/  ~TATUS & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~:;1~  ·1·~~0~::/ 
'Z>  9:>  • e  o  0  '()'- •\o  "'  .....  0  . ><..  "\  e.  <  e 
OBJECTIVE  'Z><::-<::-e.  'Z>~~<~<:<-......·  P:>e. :,/>  Re?~~·,:p"  <v~·  e.<~  ..._~'Z>C0  "~"''Z> 
<:<"'  ><..<  "  e.''Z>  ~·  v'o'-'o~  '\."  o><--"'  e.<:-~  o 
e.+  '()~  <:P  «.:  ·\· 
1  X 
...  I ... 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  E.stimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  (x106)  (x106) 
1  6  750  8  100  11  200 
•• • I  ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  6  750  8  100  11  200 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  7.26  8.04  10.56 -306-
R  +  D& D P  0  LI C  Y  I.  SlCTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
f---
5.  Programme  description 
11.~,llt'··-Si-CTOR  2.10.  TRANSPORT  OF  GAS  DATE  :  FEB .1979 
and  budgets 
- -- c-o-:---- -- ~--~ 
I I I.  08JECTIVES  AND  r~JA I  r~  LINCS  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
l.  See  under  2.9 
, 
STATUS  &  H~PLE~1ENTA  TI ON  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
~~~~e·l·b(~0~::/ 
'0  9:>  .e.  0  0  '0'-..  o\o  ~  0-,..,<::'  <'  •  1(.,'\.  e,  <;e. 
OBJECTIVE  '--o<'<'e  -o~~:~<:<"•  -o<>;e  x..,..:P  o'<e.~~~-::f"  ~:r·  -<::-e.(.'?  ..::.""'?-cO)  X...  '?-<::-'0 
<:<  '<v<  e<  ...::,.•  ..:::,<  '-o  \.  or<.,  e<'  o 
e+  '0..::.  (:)0  <.:..:  0\o 
•.•  I ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  (x106)  (x106)  (X 1  06)  <  x  1  o6) 
•• • I  • • • 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. -307-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.13.  OTHERS  DATE  :  FEB .1979 
and  budgets 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
l. ENI's  current activities 
- inventory  and  assessment  of  Italian oil shales  and  tar sands  resources 
, 
~TATUS & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~e·\·~~~~:Y 
o  'C"  •\·  x:;.'C  ·,_<::-0;  . ..._""  e;o  <:e 
OBJECTIVE  'C<::-<::-e  'C~~~~'-·  'CO;e  ~v 00  0 ~e'C~~v<::-"  <v~·  ':'\:-e<.'?  ~.,_'?'CO;  ~ '?':'\:-'C 
~'- ..._<.  "  e<- ~·  ,§  e,.o~  '\"  o"'- e<::'- o 
e+  7>~  <:P  «..:  ·\· 
1  X 
..•  I ... 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
C  nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  ( x1 Q6)  c  x  1  o6)  c  x  1  o6) 
1  - - 100 
• • • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  - - 100 
TOTAL  (; n  EUA)  - - 0.09 -308-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  : ITALY 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  3. 1.  PROVEN  REACTOR  DATE  :  May  1979 
and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  LWR  and  PWR  (CNEN) 
a.  f2r~-~~Q_f~~l-~l~m~~!_Q~~is~ 
- codes  and  calculation  methods 
- core  thermohydraulics  in  steady  and  transient  states 
-in-pile  LOCA  experiments 
- optimisation  of  fuel  cycle  with  Pu  recycling 
b.  ~~~!~m~-~~9_£QmQ2~~~!~ 
- CNEN/AMN  : 
•  design  studies and  experiments  on  the  recycling  system 
•  analysis  of  protection  systems 
•  rlesign  studies  and  safety evaluations  with  bi-phase  compounds 
. core  structure  studies 
. containing  structures and  pressure vessel  behaviour 
•  water  chemistry 
•  metallic  materials  metallurgy 
- CNEN/FIAT 
•  control  rods 
•  primary  circuit  pumps  and  valves 
- CNEN/BREDA 
. stress analysis 
. steam  generator  design  . components  control  technologies 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~e~~~0~:/ 
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2  X 
3  X 
•••  1 ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  ( x1 Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  <x106) 
1  a  +  1  b  5  765  6  900  10. 976  24  065 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA) -309-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
- CNEN/FIAT/BREDA 
•  analysis of  radioactive  releases 
•  shields  development 
. calculation  techniques  of  structural  integrity  in  accident  conditions 
•  auxiliary  components  and  systems 
•  fuel  elements  transport  containers 
2.  HWR  (CNEN) 
a.  Design,  erection and  operation  of  the  40  MWe  demonstration  prototype  reactor 
(CIRENE)  (cooperation  with  ENEU 
b.  Supporting  research 
- new  fabrication  technologies 
- water  chemistry 
- critical experiments  with  uranium  and  plutonium  oxide  rods. 
3.  HWR  ( ENEU 
Supporting  research  and  experiments  for  the  CIRENE  prototype  reactor. 
, 
STATUS  &  If1PLEf-1EtJTA TI ON  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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o  "'"'  .,.  "'~?J  o"(;'~  ~  ..._•  .. >  ,;o  ~e 
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~'- rc...~  "  e-~  -.\"  .. §  (..o~  "\.•  ore...  e~  o 
e+  "'-.\  C:>o  ((.:  •\· 
v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  (X 1  Q6) 
2a  +  2b  12  097  18  100  27  011  18.456 
3  580  2  160  4 300  n.a. 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.)  18  442  27  160  42  .287  42  521 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  19.83  26.97  39.86  40.08 - 310-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  II.SUB-SECTOR  3.3.  BREEDERS  DATE  :May  1979 
!====================~==~--===-~- ========================================~ 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY 
1.  Within  the  framework  of  the  NERSA  joint  venture  (ENEL/  EDF/  RWE) 
(realization of  the  Superphenix  commercial  prototype) 
•  erection  and  operation of  a  reactor  for  testing  of  fuel  elements 
(PEC~  120  MWth,  operation  planned at  the  end  1980) 
•  development  of  prototypes  of  fuel  elements  and  testing  in  PEC 
•  development  of  systems  and  components  for  Na-circuits 
2.  ENI  current  activities 
- research  in  assistance  to  the  production  of  FBR  fuels 
~~~~~n~=M=E=N=TA=T=IO=N==~~===IN=T=-E=R~ATION~CC~~E~R=A=l=IO=~=J==~ 
i)t-. ,J  [- C  T IV L  ': 
--~-----+------~------~------+-·-------
bxpc~rlitures  ~xpPnditures 
197~  1977 












R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  IT.AL Y 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3.4.  FUEL  CYCLE  DATE  :  May  1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Uranium  ore  ~ros~ection (CNEN/AGIP) 
- development  of  U exploration advanced  technologies 
- indigenous  resources  prospection 
2.  Uranium  enrichment  (CNEN) 
- gaseous  diffusion  :  development  of  support  and  barrier materials  CAl2o 3  and  Ni  based) 
- ultracentrifugation  :  development  and  experiments  of  prototype  apparatus 
3.  Nuclear  fuel  manufacture  (CNEN) 
- research  into oxide  fuels  manufacturing  technology and  basic properties of 
uranium  and  plutonium  carbides 
- operation of  two  production  lines  for  the manufacture  of  CIRENE  (HWR)  and  PEC 
(fast  Na-cooled)  reactor  cores 
- post-irradiation analysis  service 
4.  Re~rocessing of  irradiated fuels  (CNEN) 
- experiments  in  the  EUREX  plant  with  fuels  with  increasing  burn-ups 
- experiments  in  the  ITREC  plant  on  advanced  components  and  processes  for  recovering 
fission  fuel  from  special  fuels 
- supporting  research  (flow-sheets  improvement,  process  control, pilot  plant activities) 
- development  of  a  new  dry  reprocessing  process 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
~~~~~~~:/0~:Y 
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OBJECTIVE  7i('('e  ?;~~(~(('-•  7i<»e  :v('-
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  <  x1 06)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6> 
1  - - - -
2  2.458.4  2.226.9  2.869.4  2.900 
3  1.605.8  5.353.0  1.834.8  5.500 
4  8.960.2  10.042.5  11.350.7  9.000 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) - 312-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
- in  cooperation  with  the  J.R.C.  Clspra)  : 
. correlation  between  different  isotopes  in  irradiated  fuels 
•  non-destructive tests of  fissile  elements  in  non-irradiated fuels 
•  determination  of  the  burn-up  rate  byy -spectrometry  in  irradiated  fuel  elements 
•  development  of  fuel  identification techniques 
5.  ENI  current activities 
- research  in  assistance  to  the  exploration  and  production  of  uranium 
- uranium  extraction  from  phosphoric  acid 
- research  in assistance  to  the  manufacture  of  LWR  fuels 
- development  of mechanical  equipment  for  the  nuclear  fuel  cycle. 
IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION 
'~~:/~~~~0~:Y 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  ~stimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
5  n.a.  4.690  7  350  a-. 820 
TOTAL  Un N.C.)  13  024  40  22.316.4  23.404.90  26  220 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  14.00  22.16  22.16  24.71 - 313-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  3.5.  NUCLEAR  SAFETY  DATE  :  May  1979  and  budgets 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  CNEN  and  ENEL  activities 
- control  and  protection  of  nucLear  power  stations  by  means  of  computerized  systems 
- development  of  advanced  economical  and  safe  pressure vessels  of  pre-compressed 
reinforced  concrete 
- definition  of  projected  earthquake  conditions for  nuclear  plant  sites 
- methods  of  determining  the  efficiency of  carbon  filters  for  iodine  and  its 
organic  derivatives  retention 
2.  Operation  of  the  ESSOR  (J RC)  test  reactor  (CNEN) 
- safety experiments 
3.  See  also  under  3.1. 
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STATUS  &  H1PLEI·1EJJTA TI ON  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERAilON  IV.  PROC,RMlME.  FEATURES 
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- ---·  ------ ··-r--------
3  X 
--- ,_ ---------_____  ..  , __ ---------·---
-- --·----- ----
..•  I ... 
,_ 
v.  BUDGETS  Expe~lditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (X 1  06)  Cx106)  Cx10°)  (x106)  c  x  1  o6) 
1  +  2  12  887  9  660  12  504  1  886  - --
3  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
··-_________  , __  __ ,_ __ + 
·------------+·- ---
----~-- -a  + 
•• • I  ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  I  12  887  9  66~204_  ..  1 aac  : 1  --: 
TOTAL  Cin  EUA)  !  13.86  9.59  11.79  l  1.78 
--r----- .  - ··----·~--------t-------·-
1  .  I 
'----~-j -314-
R+D& D POLICY  I.  SE.CIO~  3"  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
r---------·----------· 
5.  Progra~me description  II.SU8-SlCTOR  3.6. WASTE  TREATMENT  AND  DATE  :May  1979 
and  budgets  DISPOSAL 
--·  :=':::.:  - --~ 
I I I.  08JECTIVE.S  AND  MAIN  LIN~S  OF  ACllVITY  : 
1 •  Handling  and  treatment  of  radioactive  wastes 
- supporting  research 
,  STATUS  & IMPLE.MENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6' 
1  3  324.7  4  120.3  522.2  1  800 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (; n  N.C.)  3  324.7  4  120.3  522.2  1  800 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  3.57  4.09  0.49  1. 70 - 315-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  3.7.  RADIATION  PROTECTION  AND  DATE  : May  1979  and  budgets  DECOMMISSIONING  OF  PQWER  PLANT 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Radiation  protection 
2.  Environmental  protection 
3.  Health  physics 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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•••  ! ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  <x106)  <x106)  (X 1  06)  c  x  1  o6> 
1  ':"  3  7  225.5  8  303.3  8  402.2  10  100 
• • • I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  7  225.5  8  303.3  8  402.2  10  100 
TOTAL  (;  n  EUA)  7.77  8.25  7.92  9.52 
(21) - 316-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  !TAL Y 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
!!.SUB-SECTOR  3.8.  FISSILE  MATERIALS  CONTROL  DATE  :May  1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  See  under  3.4.4.  (Cooperation  with  J.R.C.  Ispra) 
(expenditure  included  in  3.4) 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  3.9.  OTHERS  DATE  :  May  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Apelied  research  and  develoement  in  asriculture and  industry 
- radiation  and  isotope applications 
2.  Basic  technological  research 
- - :::= 
7  STATUS  &  H-1PLEf-1E~JTA T  I ON  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  fxpenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  E:stimations  E~,t imat ions 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  ()(106)  Cx106)  (X 1  Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1  2  130.1  2  442.6  2  529.7  2  900 
2  4  388.5  4  904.5  3  738.6  8  100 
-··---
I 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  6  518.6  7  347  1  6.2.6.8-..3..  11  ..  nnn  -·  --
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  7.01  7.30  5.91  10.37 
--,  - ~-~-------·-·-
j  __j - 318-
·---· 
R-+  DR p P  0 Ll C  Y  !  =-~--~  ~- ~-~~~~  4 .  NEW  ENE R  G  Y SOURCES  .L\ND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5.  Prcocac~e descrirtion j:  .  ""'-~tCTOC.  4.1.  THERr10NUCLEAR  FUSION  DATE  :May  1979  ano  budqPt-:: 
-- -----=---..::=:-:..:-~::.-=-:__-:=_ ,._::.-:-.:_::-·-·:.:::.-.v  ••:..::.__-_:--~  - •;.:-:- ..  ::::::::=•:=::-.=~-=:-=::.-;--_.,:::_:..:-.:~7..::::=="'-:.-:o::- ---
I I J.  G:~J Ec.T IVt.<,  ANC:·  r·1A  lN  L  H~E.  c,  0 f  r..l  TIVllY  : 
1 •  Magnetic  confinement 
Construction  and  operation  of  medium-sized,  Tokamak-Type  toroidal machine 
F'  .  --- -·  , 
STATUS  &  If'lPLEf·1UJTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAr~~1  E  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx1Q6) 
1  10  382.2  12  069.4  18  112.7  23  600 
•• • I  ••• 
TOTAL  (;  n  N.C.)  10  382.2  12  064-.4  18  112.7  23  600 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  11.16  11.99  17.07  22.24 - 319-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  & VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  4.2.  GEOTHERMAL  ENERGY  DATE  :  May  1979 
and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  ENI  current  activities 
- research  in  assistance  to  exploration  and  production 
-demonstration of  utilization  of  Low-enthalpy  geothermal  fluids 
2.  ENEL  current  activities 
- project  CESANO  1  :  demo-plant  for  the  energetic  and  chemical  utilization of  the 
geothermal  brines 
- project  CESANO  exploration  :  exploration of  CESANO's  geothermal  reservoir  by  stimu-
Lation  of  some  wells 
- project  AMIATA  :  combined  utilization of  the  geothermal  fluid  for  the  production  of 
heat  and  electricity~ 
- project  SASSO  22  :  deep  drilling_: 
- project  LARDERELLO  ground  :  exploration and  exploitation  of  deep  reservoirs  in  the 
Larderello geothermal  field; 
- project  LATERA  :  deep  exploration;  experimen~on the  utilization of  fluids;  exploi-
tation demo-plant 
- thermogravimetric  plant  :  design,  erection and  demonstration  operation  of  a  pilot-
plant  of  25  kW;  study  of  the  10  MW  plant. 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  ( x1 06)  <x106)  <  x  1  o6> 
1  - 31  1  '.161 
2  3.700  5 '860  8 800 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -320-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
3.  PFE-Project  (CNR) 
- increase  of  the  steam  production 
•  study  of  the  Larderello's marginal  areas 
•  deep  structure  investigation 
•  survey  and  identification of  new  potential areas,  search  in  areas  in  which  there 
is evidence  for  steam  production  possibility 
- prospection  techniques 
•  geologic  prospection 
•  geochemical  prospection 
•  geophysical  prospection 
•  data  elaboration  techniques 
•  development  of  prospection  methodologies  and  techniques 
•  production and  maintenance  of  equipment 
- hot  dry  rock  exploitation 
•  geological  and  geophysical  survey 
•  development  of  an  exploitation model  for  hot  rocks 
•  exploitation  technology 
+  thermohydraulics 
+drilling technology and  equipment 
+  well  geometry 
+drilling fluids 
- technico-economical  studies 
•  economical  exploitation of  hot  waters 
- heat  exchange  and  energy  conversion 
•  thermofluidodynamics 
•  thermogravimetric  exploitation of  Low  enthalpy  fluids 
, 
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v.  ljUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
08JECTIVES  Cx106)  (x106)  (  )( 1  Q6)  c  x, o6>  c  x, o6> 
3  140  376  811 
TOTAL  Cin  N.C.)  3.840  6.267  1l"l.. 772 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  4.13  6.22  10.15 - 321-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  4.3.  SOLAR  ENERGY  DATE  :May  1979 
and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  ENI  current  activities 
1 • 1 •  development  and  demonstration  of  solar plants  for  hot  water,  space  heating, 
agricultural  and  industrial  uses; 
1.2.  thin-film  heterojunctions; 
1.3.  design  of  a  hybrid  solar-thermal-electric  central  receiver  power  station 
2.  ENEL  current  activities 
2.1.  Solar  houses  project  (solar  heating  installations) 
2.2.  Photovoltaic  conversion 
•  design  realization and  testing  of  silicon  small  power  sets with  and 
without  concentration 
•  development  of  Gallian  arsenide module 
2.3.  1  MWe  heliothermoelectric  plant 
•  design 
•  erection and  first  operation 
•  demonstration  operation 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  c  x1 o6>  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6> 
1 • 1.  n.a.  135  330 
1. 2.  n.a.  50  340 
1.3.  n.a.  85  1.030 
2 .1.  - 150  140 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -322-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  ( continuation) 
3.  PFE-Project  CCNR) 
- insolation data  survey 
-thermal utilization of  solar energy 
•  collectors 
•  radiators 
•  storage  systems 
•  demonstration  units 
- conversion  into mechanical  energy  (high  temperature) 
•  technico-economic  evaluation of  the  S.  Ilario units 
•  study of  two  systems  (10-fold and  100-fold  Larger) 
- photovoltaic  conversion 
. realization  of  10  W units  with  Low-cost  non  monocrystalline cells 
•  realization  of  two  prototypes  concentration  systems  for  simultaneous production 
of  electricity and  hot  water 
•  design  and  cost  evaluation  of  a  10  MWe  power  station 
- Other  research 
•  small  electric units  (1  ~ 2  kW) 
•  photochemical  and  photobiological  processes 
, 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  <x106)  Cx106)  C  x106)  <  x  1  o6> 
2.2  150  140  660 
2.3  - 30  590 
3  220  670  2  302 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.)  370  1  260  l:i  ~Q? 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  0.40  1.25  5.08 -323-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  4.4.  OCEAN  DATE  :  FEB.l979  and  budgets 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities  of  ENEL 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  ( x1 o6)  (x-106)  <x1Q6)  <  x  1  o6)  <  x  1  o6) 
l  - - J.) 
•  • • I  • • • 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.)  - - 35 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  0.03 -324-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR 4.5.  WIND  DATE  :  FEB.l979 
and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  P.F.E.  Project  (CNR) 
2.  EN!  current activities 
- design of  a  medium  power  wind  energy  conversion  system 
3.  ENEL  activities 
- project  VELE  :  realisation and  experimental  operation of  a  wind  electrical 
generator with wind  motors  of  50  kW;  study  of  1  MW  power  plants 
(cooperation with FIAT) 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
C  nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1  - 51  132 
2  - - 30 
3  - - - 2  300  ~n 1979  81 
•  • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  - 51  162 
.. 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  - 0.05  0.15 -325-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :ITALY 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  5.1.  ELECTRICITY  GENERATING  DATE  :  May  79  and  budgets  EQUIPMENT 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  PFE-Project 
1 • 1 •  Q~~~12Q~~D!_Qf_QI~:£QQ1in9_!Q~~I~-in~!~I~1-£QDY~£!iQU~ 
- realization  of  an  heat-exchanger,  made  with  Low-cost  materials  (plastics) 
and  its optimisation  toward  the  heat-exchange and  pressure  drop  <Losses) 
-experimental  study  of  optimal  pipe profiles 
- materials  studies 
- air-water-exchange 
- optimal  flow  analysis 
1. 2.  B~£2~~r~_Qf_~io~!i£_~o~I9~_fr2~-9~~=!~IQio~~ 
- experimental  data  collection  on  turbines 
-discharge profiles and  recovery  conditions  :  models 
- design  criteria  for  improved  discharge  ducts 
- experimental  verification  (full  seaLe)  on  turbines 
1. 3.  !~QIQY~~~O!_Qf_~ffifi~Of~_Qf_1~I9~-~i~~-~!~~~:!~IQiO~~ 
- theoretical  and  experimental  fluodynamic  and  thermodynamic  investigation 
of  thermal  and/or  aerodynamic  systems  for  the  size  reduction  of  water 
droplets  in  Low  pressure turbines 
- experimental  study  in  wind  tunnel 
- experimental  study  in  steam  tunnel  (blades/water  behaviour) 
- studies  on  experimental  turbine 
•  design  and  construction of  the  turbine 
. turbine  behaviour  determination 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  (X 1  06)  Cx106)  <x106)  Cx106) 
1 • 1 •  137  170  94 
1. 2  46.5  125  89 
1.3  172  240  239 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  tot.1  355.50  535  422 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -326-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
2.  ENEL  current  activities 
2.1 •  Superconducting  generating  machine 
•  feasibility  study 
•  setting  up  of  the  technology  for  the  construction  of  the  superconducting  coal 
2.2.  Low  pressure  steam  turbine  with  1320  mm  blades  for  nuclear  plants 
2.3.  Alternative  cooling  systems  :  study and  experimental  plant  of  a  dry  tower  system 
3.  ANSALDO  current activities 
- Large  power  turbo-alternating  machines  and  steam  turbine 
, 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  ~stimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x106)  Cx1Q6)  ( )( 1  Q6)  Cx106)  (x106) 
2  29  830  (*)  28  906  (*)  10_285 
3  900  1. 000  1.070 
TOTAL  C  in N.C.)  31  086  30.441  11  777 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  33.43  30.23  11.10 - 327-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.;  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  5.2.  TRANSPORT  OF  ELECTRICITY  DATE  :  May  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  ENEL  current  activities 
- line-control  of  the  electrical  network 
•  realization and  operation  of  advanced  systems  for  the  control  of  the 
electrical  system 
- project  1.000  kV  : 
•  design 
•  construction  and  operation of  a  pilot  plant  and  of  an  experimental  one  for 
the  UHV  transmission 
- project  distribution  2000 
•  design,  construction  and  operation  of  pilot plants  using  advanced  technologies. 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  19?6  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <  x  1  o6)  Cx106)  <x106)  (X 1  06)  Cx106) 
1  incl.in 5.1.  2  incl.in  5.1.2.  14  300 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  C; n  N.C.)  p.m.  o.m.  14.300 
TOTAL  (; n  EUA)  p.m.  p.m.  13.48 - 328-
R  +  D& D P  0  LI C  Y  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  5.4.  FUEL  CELLS  DATE  :  FEB.  1979  and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  PlAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  PFE-Project  (CNR) 
~!~~!E~~~~~~~§!_g~~~E§!i~~-~!-~!~~!Ei~§!_E~~~E 
- alcaline  H2-air fuel  cell unit with  CH30H  (methanol)  as  main  fuel 
.  design  of  a  demo-unit  (220  V;  10  kW) 
.  CH30H/H20  reforming  system for  H2  production 
.  co2  scrubbing  system 
.  development  and  operation characteristics  of  the  electrochemical  system 
technico-economic  study  of  the  1  MW  unit. 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6) 
l  4U  /).4  bL 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  40  75.4  62 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.04  0.07  0.06 -329-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  DATE  :  FEB.l979 
and  budgets  5.5.  ELECTROCHEMICAL  STORAGE 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  PFE-Project  (CNR) 
~~~-~f-~E2:~~-~~!!~E~~~-~~-~-~-lQ_t~-~!~E~B~-~~~!~ 
- design,  construction and  testing of  stationary units 
- preliminary design of  a  1000  kW  unit 
- laboratory  study  of  the  Zn-I2  battery 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  <x1Q6)  <x106)  Cx106) 
1  65  210.4  435 
• • • I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  65  210.4  435 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.07  0.21  0.41 -330-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  5.6.  OTHER  STORAGE  TECHNIQUES  DATE  :May  1979  and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  PFE  - Project  (CNR) 
- Storage  of  energy 
. kinetic  energy  :  fly  wheels  (design,  materials  development) 
. thermal  energy 
2.  ENEL  current  activities 
- project  SESTA  :  compressed air  in  natural  reservoirs  for  the  use  in gas-turbine 
plants 
==-- ""  - ,-=:-:.-
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v.  EJUDGET:)  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natL.  currency)  19U)  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJFCTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  (x106)  (X 1  06)  Cx106) 
1--------- 1  - 203  591  532  -- --
?  incl.in 5.1.2  incl.in 5.1.2  1' 850  ... 
f---·------------------- ----------
r---·--- - •••  7 ••• 
TOTAL  (; n  N.C.)  203  591  2.382 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.22  0.5 9  2.25  -
i - 331-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  6.1.  ANALYTICAL  STUDIES  ON  DATE  :  FEB. 1979  and  budgets  ENERGY  SYSTEMS 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  PFE-Project  (CNR) 
- Collection and  organization of  data 
•  production  and  consumption of electrical energy 
.  energy  use  in  the  transportation sector 
•  industrial uses  by  sectors  (petrochemistry,  steel,  cement,  etc.) 
.  residential use 
- Model  of tariffs  and  allocations 
- Model  for  evaluation of  total results  of  energy policies 
- Continuous  data updating  and  management 
2.  ENI  current activities 
- end  uses  of  energy  in Italy and  other  studies 
, 
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OBJECTIVE  '-1><::- 0  1>~~  .....  ~~'- 1>~e  ~<,.0°  0 ~e~~~0°  :V~  '<::-e<  ~"'  c,1>  !<..  c,'<::-
~  "-<  e<  ~·  0<  ~0  '\.  o"'  e<::'- 0 
e+  1>~  ~o  ~  •\· 
1  X 
2  X 
•. . I ... 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1  - 227  440 
2  133  160  200 
•••  I  •• • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  133  387  640 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  0.14  0.38  0.60 
(22) - 332-
R  +  D& D  P  0 LI C  Y  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  :  ITALY 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
II.SU8-SECTOR  6.2.  SOCIO-ECONOMIC  STUDIES  DATE  :  FEB.  1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  PFE-Project 
v. 
Research  on  legal  and  normative  aspects  of  : 
- Solar  energy  :  components  characteristics,  building orientation recommendations, 
maintenance  rules,  etc. 
- Geothermal  energy  :  max.  level  of  impurities  in ejected waters,  reinjection 
modalities,  etc. 
- Urban wastes  utilization  :  plastic containers  characteristics,  emissions  of 
combustion products 
-Energy conservation  (transportation)  :  consumption  standards,  maintenance  rules,  etc. 
- Energy  conservation  (domestic)  :  automatic  thermostats  use,  maintenance  rules,  new 
buildings  insulation,  etc. 
1  X 
•..  I • •• 
BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x106)  <  x  1  o6)  (X 1  06)  (X 1  06)  Cx106) 
1  10  50  74 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) 
10 
0.01 
50  74 
0.05  0.07 - 333-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  : !TAL Y 
5.  Programme  description  II • SUB-SECT 0 R  6 •  3 •  STUDIES  ON  ENVIRONr~ENTAL  DATE  :FEB.  1979 
and  budgets  EFFECTS 
-· 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  ENEL  current  activities 
- Survey  and  control  methods  of air, oil  and  water  pollution 
- Setting  up  a  30  stations  network  for  the  survey  of  so2  concentration  in air  in 
the  Venice  Region 
- Automotive  engines  air pollution 
•  fuels 
•  pilot  plant  design  for  catalyst  production  for  silencers appliances 
- Control  of air pollution  (gases,  dusts,  vapours)  produced in industrial  processes 
- Ecologic  consequences  of  waste-heat  discharges  in  surface  waters  (rivers,  seas) 
from  po~er stations  (conventional  and  nuclear) 
- Ecologic  consequences  of  sulphur  and  nitrogen  oxides  emissions  from  fossil  fuels 
fired  power  stations. 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~~·~/0~~ 
1>  ~  .e,  0 
O  1}'- o\o  C,v;:;  i>"<::'  ('  ;,:1(._.  "- e.  ~e. 
OBjECTIVE  ?><'<'e  ?>~~~~'<'-•  ~e  ~<.._.;p  Re-1> fi::-0('  «,~·  e~"  -..._c,1>0)  ~<..,  ~1> 
Q'- >(,<.  "  e~?>  ~  •  .. §o  ,p~  '\.•  or(,~  e.('~  o 
e,+  ?>~  (:)0  ~ 
0\o 
1  X 
•••  I ••. 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6)  c  x  1  o6)  Cx106)  (x106) 
1  5.200  5  740  6  500 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  5  200  5  740  6  SOD 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  5.59  5.70  6.13 - 335-
SECTION  3 
SUB-SECTION  3.7  T H E  N E T H E R L A N D S ENERGY  R+D&D  POLICY  -337- COUNTRY  : NETHERLANDS 
SUMMARY  OF  RESEARCH,  DEVELOPMENT  AND  DEMONSTRATION  EXPENDITURE 
(in million  E.U.A.) 
SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS 









7  ~539. 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
1.1.  Industry  1.591  3.214  2.646 
1.2.  Residential  and  commercial  1.489  2.643  3.153 
---------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------
1.3.  Transportation  1.489  0.714  0.471 
----------------------------------------------~---------------------------~-------------
1.4.  Low-grade  energy  utilization  0.338  0.839  1.269 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
1.5.  Others 
2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  3.247  5.500  5.544 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------
2.1.  Coal  exploration and  extr~ction 
---------------------------------------------- -------------~-------------~-------------
2.2.  Coal  preparation, valoris.&  transpt.  0.072  0.072 
~---------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.3.  Coal  Liquefaction 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.4.  Coal  gasification  0.169  0.179  0.181 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.5.  Coal  combustion  1.071  1.450 
----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
2.6.  Oil&gasassessment&exploration  1.692  1.821  1.957 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.7.  Oil  & gas  production  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
------------------------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------
2.8.  Refining  and  derivatives  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.9.  Transport  of  oil  0.338  0.393  0.362 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.10.  Transport  of  gas  0.338  0.393  0.181 
----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
2.11.  Storage  of oil 
----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
2.12.  Storage  of  gas  0.338  0.964  0.181 
--~-------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
2.13.  Others  0.372  0.607  1 .160 SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS 




36  992 
Expenditure 
1977 
38  715 
Estimates 
1978 
38  674 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.1.  Proven  reactors  9.475  11.429  12.070 
~----------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------
3.2.  High  temperature  reactors  0.880  0.107 
~--------------------------------------------- ------------- -------------·--------------
3.3.  Breeders  11.574  11.286  12.360 
~----------------------------------------------------------- ------------- --------------
3.4.  Fuel  cycle  14.146  14.679  12.867 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
3.5.  Nuclear  safety  0.102  0.107  0.181 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.6.  Waste  treatment  and  disposal  0.102  0.429  0.217 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. 7.  Radiation  prot.& decommiss.of power pl.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
----------------------------------------------~---------------------------~-------------
3.8.  Fissile materials  control  0.305  0.357  0.544 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.9.  Others  0.338  0.321  0.435 
4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  12.623  16.321  18.158 
~---------------------------------------------------~----------------------------~-------
4.1.  Thermonuclear  fusion  4.873  6.786  7.249 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. 2.  Geot he rma l  energy  0. 102  0. 071  0. 109 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
4.3.  Solar  energy  1.929  2.071  2.283 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.4.  Ocean 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.5.  Wind  0.981  1. 750  2.138 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.6.  Hydrogen  as  an  energy  vector  0. 286 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.7.  Others  4.738  5.357  6.379 
5.  ELECTRICITY  0.745  2.607  1.740 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.1.  Electricity generating  equipment  0.677  2.500  1.595 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.2.  Transport  of  electricity 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.3.  Control & instrumentation 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.4.  Fuel  cells 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.5.  Electrochemical  storage 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
5.6.  Other  storage  techniques  0.068  0.107  0.145 SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS 












6.1.  Analyticalstudiesonenergysystems  1.083  1.429  1.631 
----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
6.2.  Socio-economic  studies 
----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
6.3.  Studies  on  environmental  effects  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
59.597  71.982  73.286 -340-
Qualification  statement 
The  figures  quoted  include  only  direct  Government  funding  of  energy  R&D 
projects, mostly  carried out  in  3  research  organizations,  but  also  by 
universities and  private  industry and  institutions~  This  direct  funding 
is  considered  the  base  for  implementing  Government  R&D  policy. 
University  research  and  R&D  by  the  utilities and  industry are  not 
influenced  to any  comparable  extend  and  have  therefore  been  Left  out 
except  for  R&D  carried out  under  contract  for  the  Government. 
Expenditures  for  energy  R&D  in  private  industry  (in particular  inter-
nationals  Like  Shell  and  Philips)  and  utilities  (in particular the  elec-
tricity producers'  Laboratories)  are  not  known  in  detail  but  they are 
very  Large  in  the  fields  of  oil  and  gas  <exploration,  exploitation, 
transport  and  distribution).  In  such  sectors  the  figursquoted  therefore 
do  not  reflect  the  total  research  effort  in  the  Netherlands. - 341- COUNTRY  NETHERLANDS 
ENERGY  RESEARCH,  DEVELOPMENT  AND  DEMONSTRATION  POLICY 
1.  General  objectives 
The  main  objective  of  the  energy  R&D  policy  is presently to  create 
energy  options  for  the  future  by  : 
- expanding  domestic  energy  supplies 
- diversifying  the  supply  of  energy  vectors 
- minimizing  energy  conversion  and  transportation  Losses 
- improving  the efficiency of  energy  end-use. 
To  minimize  the  social  costs  of  the  implementation  of  the  energy 
policy,  R&D  must  also  be  directed at  minimizing  environmental 
impact  and  max1m1s1ng  socio-economic acceptability of  the  various 
new  energy  technologies. 
2.  Specific objectives 
- energy  conservation 
- coal  technology  excluding  mining 
- nuclear  energy 
- development  of  new  source  of  energy 
•  wind  energy 
•  solar  energy 
•  geothermal  energy 
b.  b2D9_!~r~_ifQQQ_2QQ_Q~~2D92 
- Thermonuclear  fusion 
3.  Priorities 
The  priority assigned  to  the  various  technologies  is as  follows 
on  the  demand  side  : 
- conservation  in  buildings 
- increased  industrial  efficiency 
- combined  heat  and  power  production - 342-
on  the  supply  side  : 
direct  utilisation of  coal  in electricity generation  and  in  industry 
- nuclear  power  generation 
-coal gasification 
- solar  heating 
- wind  power 
- geothermal  heating 
electric power  conversion  efficiency 
- energy  storage 
4.  Ongoing  and/or  planned  comprehensive  programmes  and  budgets 
none -343-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  NETHERLANC s 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  1 • 1.  INDUSTRY  DATE  :  25.1.79  and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  De vel  opm ent  of  rational  use  of  energy  in  different  production  techniques 
2.  Support  for  identification and  implementation  of  energy  saving  in  industry 
3.  Energy  saving  in  agriculture 
Note  :  Not  i ncl udi ng  increasing  support  of  industrial  investments  in  energy 
saving  equipment 
F=====  -===--=-==r..::==::=--==-.:.:::-..;;.:-;.;..  - . - •.  - = 
IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES  STATU~ & IMPL[Ml~TATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION 
~~  •\·  0(::/0:.{~ 
o.  . e  C. 
><...  C.  ,...<:''  .><..."'  e  <:e  e."  e  0  o  ~" 0"'  •  c,  ?>c;,  "<::-1>  OBJECTIVES  <'  <'<:  7>(!,  Re  ~v  <v~  e'  .,...e;;  " 
0  '-7.>  <  <:0  o~  '\. •  ><...-<::- <'..::.  ok.. 
c.,  <?  .;--- ~:>  'V  o  e  •\  e.  ~ 
- - ---·-!"~~·-·- . 
1  X  5  (]1.  ---- ~·---··---~ ---·--··-·-·------ - -
2  X  100%  ------- ----~-... 
3  X  100% 
1----.. ---r--·---t--------~  r---------
_, ____ .  ~~  ... 
r-------___ ,  __ 
f--·  ··-- ~---~  .. --
.. _______ 
~-
.••  I •••  -- v.  bUDGETS  Lxpenditur·es  ExpPnditures  Estimations  Estimations  Est·imations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJ[,~TIVES  (x11Jf')  Cx106)  Cx106)  (X 1  06)  <  x  1  o6) 
1  0.7  5.0  3.3  2.5  2.0  ------
2  1. 0  1. 0  1. 0  1. 0  1. 0  ------ --
3  I  3.0  3.0  3.0  3.0  3.0  .  _________  _. _____ 
r--· ·---·-----1  -
-------·------r------------·  • • • I  • • • 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  4.7  9.0  7.3  6.5  I  Q.Q 
TOTAL  (in  F.:.JA)  1.591  3.214  2.646  _......L,.356  [  2.17 
·-_  ..  -·-------
I  ! 
I  I  !  j -344-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :NETHERLAND~ 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  1.2.  RESIDENTIAL  AND  COMMERCIA  DATE  :  25.1.79  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Exeerimental  and  eilot erojects 
- improved  insulation of  buildings 
- increased efficiency of  heating  systems 
- use  of  heat/power  installations  in  houses  and  buildings 
•  development  of 
+  experimental  models 
+pilot projects 
•  analysis  of  the  future  potential  of  systems 
+  time-dependence  of  the  insulation of  buildings 
+  time-dependence  of  the  introduction of  heat/power  instal Lations 
or  solar  collectors 
+  reserve  systems 
+  phase  differences  between  supply,  demand  and  the potential  of  the  reserve 
system 
2.  National  erogramme  on  energ~ conservation  (residential  and  commercial) 
items  see  (1.2.1.) 
Note  :  Heat  pumps,  see  1.4. 
- - ·- ..  ..  ··-·- , 
IV.  PROGRA~1ME  FEATURES  STATUS  &  mPLE:J1UJTA TI ON  INTERNATIONAi...  COOPERATION 
~~~~-~~~0~:Y 
1>  ~  .e  o  o  1>'- ·\·  '<:'  .,_  0  -"'"'  e  <e.  e.  <  "o  <'"'  •  Ci  1> 
OBJECTIVE:  1><'<'  1>~~~-q'-"  ~e. !t...':f  [::;{<'1>  ~§·  <v~  e<"  .,_c,1>"  S....  c,'<:' 
-q'- "''  "'  e.<?>~·  ,§
0 c.P~  \."  o"''<:'  e<'~  0 
e:1"  1>~  (:)0  <0  0\o 
1  X  ~0  X  - X 
2  X  80  X  X  -· 
-
·--------·---
•••  I . •. 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  (x106)  Cx106)  (X 1  06)  <  x  1  o6) 
L--
1  ----4.4  7.4  8.7  --




- - I 
-
TOTAL  C; n  N.C.)  4.4  7.4  8.7  1U.5  -- --1---
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  1.489  2.643  3.153  3.806  4.35  ---f  l 
--+-· 
I 
j  j - 345-
I l.  ::: t:C  ~  :) k'  1 •  R  A T  I 0 N  A  L  u  s E  0 F  EN E  R  G  y 
I=S=.  =P=r=o=~==r  =:~:=-~=·!  f=·  b=~=~=~=:=~=:=P  _:t:= =i  o=n==-1:1:1~::~.~:-:-::~~T~A:  S  ~~:R--~-~~-...:T·- .. 7 ~-.:-.::::~~--==-~-~~~~~~~:~-D=A~T~E~~:~~2~5~.  ~1-.=  -7=9~~~~~= 
R  +  D& D  P  0 L IC Y  COUNTRY  :25.1.79 
II I.  ObJECTIVES  AND  IIA IN  l H; [ .)  (  1 f  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
- new  engines  and  fuels  (ethanol,  natural  gas,  LPG) 
-evaluation of  the  use  of  electric and  diesel  automobiles 
-altered design  of  automobiles 
1  X  40  X 
...  ! ... 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  Cx106)  (X 1  Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1  4.4  2.0  1. 3  1. 3  1.5 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  ------~~---~4~·~4-----4---~2-~0~----+----~1~·~3----r-~1~·~3----~----~15~----t 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  1.489  0.714  0  471  n  471  11  .. c;LJ... -346-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1 •  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  ~ETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  1.4.  LOW  GRADE  ENERGY  UTILI- DATE  :  25.1.79 
and  budgets  ZATION 
- - - -= 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Use  of  heat-~um~s  in  the  residential  sector 
2.  Use  of  heat/~ower installations  (residential  and  commercial) 
3.  District-heatins  ~rejects  (see  5.1.2.) 
4.  Energy  storase  (see 4.3.3.) 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
y(~:;(~--~~0~~ 
'b- ~  . e.  0 
0  'b-"  ·\·  ~  0.,_0  <::'  .,_><..."  e.  <e. 
OBJECTIVE  'b-0°e.  'b-~~<~<:<""  ~e- ~v 0  Re-'b- ~v.<::'  <v~·  e.<"'  -.....'-'1>0)  ~ c,~'b-
<:<"  ><...<  "  e<'b- ~·  v.<o  r:._.O~  '\."  o,;::- e<::'~  o 
e.+  'b-~  c:P  ~  ·\· 
1  X  85  X  X 
2  X  85  X 
3  X 
4  X 
•••  I ••. 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x106)  <x106)  <x1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  c  x  1  o6> 
\ 
1  1. 0  1. 9  2.9  3.0  3.5 
2  - 0.6  0.6  1. 0  1.5 
3  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  _p.m.  p.m. 
4  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m •  .  .  ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  1. 0  2_.5  __  3  5  4  0  5  0 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.388  0  R~9  1  ?AO  1  /. c:n  ..,  0"1  ·-- 347-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :NETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  2.2.  COAL  PREPARATION,  VALOR!- DATE  : 25.1. 79  and  budgets  SATION  AND  TRANSPORT 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Evaluation of  coal  transEortation  Eroblems  associated  with  increased  imEort s 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~~~:;/0~::/ 
1>  ~  .e,  0  o  11"  ·\·  c,~ 0
.,__<:'  <'  .I(,."  e  ~e. 
OBJECTIVE  11 ~~e  11 ~~~<:<'-•  ~e.  k....)<:'  f<e,?f  ~..)~"  <v~·  e.~"  "'"1>0)  k..  c,'(;:-1> 
Q'-.,;  I(,.~  "  e,~?i ~·  ..)~0 "0~  '\..  01(,'(;:- e.~~  0 
e,+  1>~  r:::,O  «,;  •\• 
1  X  100  X 
•••  ! ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  (x106)  c  x  1  o6>  c  x  1  o6> 
1  - - 0.2  0.2 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  C  in N.C.)  - - 0.2  02 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  - - 0.072  0.072 
(23) - 348-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  : NETHERLANDc 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR2.4.  COAL  GASIFICATION  DATE  :  25.1.79  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Feasibilit~ studies  on  coal  gasification  for  selecting  the  o12timal  12rocesses 
for  the  Local  circumstances 
2.  Increase of  the  integrit~ of  heavil~-stressed structures  (pressure  vessels  in 
coal  gasification plants)  <see  3.9.1.) 
, 
STATUS  &  H~PLEr·1ENTA  T  I ON  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~::~~··0(~0~::/ 
?>  ~  .e.  0  0  '?>'-..  o\o  :'<:"  -.._<:'  • ><.,"'- 'l.  ('l.. 
OBJECTIVE  (:-<::-e,  ?>(!-~~~'-·  ~e. :-.).<::-
0  Qe-7>~(!- .. §"  ~~·  e<"'  ....._t??>O)  II.  t?x:;..'l> 
~'-?>  '<.,(  "\.  e,<?i  ~·  -.).(.0 ,p~  '\.."  0~  e,<::'~  0 
e.+  ?>~  (:)0  <.:;  .,. 
1  X 
~  100 
2  X 
•• • I ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
<natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  (x106)  ( x1 Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1  0.5  0.5  0.5  b.'f 
2  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
···'···  TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  0.5  0.5  0.  s  1 .n 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.169  0.179  0.181  0.362 -349-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :NETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-:SECTOR  2.5.  COAL  COMBUSTION  DATE  :  25.1.79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Studies  on  fluidized-bed  combustion 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/,~~~~~~0~~ 
'?>  ~  • e,  0  0  '?>'- .,.  :-<:'  ......  ~  • """  e,  <: e, 
OBJECTIVE  1><.:-<.:-e  1>~~\f<'-.  '?>~e,  ~0<.:-
0  Re-1>~~0<.:-"  x,J'.  e,<:c,  -.....c,'?>O)  ~ q:-1> 
<:<'- ...__<:  "  e<:  -.\.  0<:o r:..P~  '\..  o""v::- e,<.:-~  o 
e,+  '?>~  ~0  ~  ·\· 
1  X  100  X 
...  ! ... 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1  - 3.0  4.0  6.0 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.)  - 3.0  4.0  6.0 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  - 1. 071  1.450  2.175 -350-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  ~ETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
II.  SUB-SECTOR  2. 6.  OIL  AND  GAS  ASSESSMENT  DATE  :  25•1• 79  AND  EXPLORATION 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
v. 
1.  Current  activities  in  off-shore exploration of  oil and  gas 
- development  of  systems  for  dynamical  positioning  at  sea 
2.  Assessment  by  Geological  survey 
1  X  40 
2  X  100 
BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978 
OBJECTIVES  <x106)  c  x  1  o6>  Cx106) 
1  4.0  4.1  4.4 
2  1.  0  1.0  1.  0 
•• • I ••• 
Estimations  Estimations 
1979  1980 
Cx106)  Cx106) 
4.n 
1 .0 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  -------4---~5~·~0------+----2 5~.~1---4--~s~~~--_,  ____  ~5~-~6----;-----------t 
TOTAL  Cin  EUA)  1.692  1.821  1.957  ?  n-:zn - 351-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  ~ETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.7.  OIL  AND  GAS  PRODUCTION  DATE  :  25.1.79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  See  under  2.6. 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~:/~e~~~~0~:Y 
0  7>'-
0\o  :<::-7>  ....._(;"  •  ><..."'  eo  ~e 
e  ~  •  c,o,  <'"'  •  c,  ~  7> 
OBJECTIVE  7><'<'  7>~~~<:<'- 7>~e k...:P  o<:<e7>  ~.::f  «.,.~  '<':-e~  ~.,..._c,'?i  k..  ~ 
<:<"  ><...~  ....  e~  ~·  ,§  "o~  '\.•  o><...  <'  o 
e,+  7>~  ~o  ~  e  o\• 
•••  1 ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
.  .  ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA) - 352-
--
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2,  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :NETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.8.  REFINING  AND  DERIVATIVES  DATE  :25.1.79  and  budgets 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Study  on  the  desirabilit~ of  usin9  methanol  as an  automotive  fuel 
(see  1.3.1.) 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/t~:/~~~~~0::{(:/ 
0  ?>'-....  .,.  ~?>  ..,_~  • ><.."  eo  (e 
OBJECTIVE  ?>00e  ?>~~\~."--·  P;e :-:f
0  Re?>~~:P"  <.;,~·  e(c.;  ..,_c-;?>0)  ~c.;'<:? 
'-....  <  "  (?>  < 0  0~  '\."  ><.,~  (:'-..:j,  0 
~  +><..  ..:j,e  0..:j,"  «..-"  \.,;  o  e  •\  e.  ?>  (:)  • 
1  X 
...  / ... 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  <x106)  (x106)  ( x1 o6>  (x106) 
1  n.m  n_m  n  m.  ....  ~ 
--
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  -
TOTAL  <in  EUA) 
.. - 353-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  Sf:CTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :NETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  2.9.  TRANSPORT  OF  OIL  DATE  :  25.1.79  and  budgets 
-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Pipeline  transport  of  gas  and  oil 
- -- , 
S  T  A  T  US  & If-1 P  L  EJ1 E  t  JT A  T  I 0 N  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~~·~:;/0~:Y 
"'  ·\·  ~1> • <:-0:;  .....  e,  ~  e, 
~  "1>  ':>  ~"  ('  .  ~  e,  ~ 
OBJECTIVE  7><:-<:-e,  ?>~~~~«"'•  ?>O:;e  ~<,:-)"  Re,'l> ~,p"  x.,~·  e~':>  -....c,'l>O)  Sr..  ~1> 
~'\,  ~<  ~,  e,<  ~·  ,§0'-'0{'  '\..  0~-<::- e,<:'-~  0 
e,+  '?>~  <:P  ~  •\o 
1  50 
...  ! ... 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  <  x  1  o6)  <  x  1  o6)  <x106)  c  x  1  o6) 
1  1.0  1 • 1  1. 0  1. 0 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  1. 0  1 • 1  1.0  1. 0 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.338  0  393  n  ~t:.?  n  <L"l - 354-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  : NETHERLAND 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.1 0.  TRANSPORT  OF  GAS  DATE  :25.1.79  and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Pipeline transport  of oil  and  gas 
2.  Safet~ aspects  of  storage  and  transportation of  LNG  (see  2.12.1) 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~e~~/0~~ 
~  ~  .e  o  o  ~"  •\·  :-<:'  .,.,_  (;'  • ~"  e  ~e  e  ~.  ~o  <'"  •  ~  ~  ~ 
OBJECTIVE  ~<'<'  ~~~  ~<:<"  ~O;e k....:f  of<e~~~..::><'  «.,.~  ~e~  ~-......~1>  k..  ~~ 
<:<"  ~<.  "  e<- ~·  .§  c:.-0  '\.•  o~  e<'  0 
e,+  ~~  ~0  <c;;  •\o 
1  X  100 
2  X  100 
...  ! ... 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
<natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  ( x1 o6)  Cx106)  Cx106)  (x106) 
1  1.0  1 • 1.  0.5  0.5 
2  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
.  .  ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  1.0  1 • 1  0.5  0.5 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  0.338  0.393  0.181  n  1~1 - 355-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  NETHERLAND~ 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  2.12.  STORAGE  OF  GAS  DATE  :  25.1.79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Safety aspects  of  storage  and  transportation of  LNG 
- -- , 
STATW1  &  H!PL Ef.H  tJTA T  I ON  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~:/~e  •\· bt/0~::/ 
0.  'b"·  "\•  x;:'b  ........  <::-0;,  • ~"  l>  ~e. 
e.  <.  "'o  ,."  .  c,  ~  'b 
OBJECTIVE  "-?><::-<::- ,p'~"~~"- ?JO:e,  '><.,§>  00"-·7>"/.:F  ;.-~  '<:'e.~  ~-....._c,1>  Sr..  c,~ 
~  "'-'  e.<  -.)..  )<  \.. 0  \.  00{,  <'  0 
(i!.-\- ?>  ~ <:P  <y  '- '  e,  •\o 




•• • I • •• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditure::;  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6)  c  x  1  o6) 
1  1.0  2.7  0.5  0.5  -·-----·------------- -




···'···  TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  }_~_q______  _  _______ f_. 7  _________ J  ______ _Q_ .. _5 .. _ ..  0.  5  .. 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0. 338  -·- --~--!~-~-----J··-~-~-81  0.181  ·-·-
.  I  i  __ ..__.,_, ___ - 356-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :NETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  2.13.  OTHERS  DATE  :  25.1.79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  General  studies 
- market  assessment 
- risk  analysis 
- analytical  chemical  research  on  aerosols and  flue  gases 
- chemical  research  on  storage of  solid  coal  combustion  residues 
- technology  assessment  of  coal  use 
~--- --·  - - - - --- --
__ ,._  ... __  ~  , 
STATUS  &  mPL !::f·ll rnA Tl ON  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
~~~~·\·~/0j/::/ 
'b  ~  .e,  0  o  'b'-- •\·  '<'  ....._  0  · """"  e  <: e, 
e,  <  •  c,  0  ('  "  •  c,  -~  ,7> 
OBJECTIVE  'b<::-<::- 'b~~  ~<:<"  ()~~,  ~,::F'  ~·e.'(),0 'p  <-:,,.~  ."e5  ."c,'b  ~ c,"-




\.  •  o><...  e,<::-~  0 
e-+  'b~  c:P  «.:  ·\· 
1  X  100  --
----·---- --------f-·  -
-
...  I ••. 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  Cx106)  (x106)  (x106)  <  x  1  o6) 




• • .I  • •. 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
o\;2 -=+~~  o~~~i=:-=~~~-
s  n 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  1.812 
J  l  i  _  ___..____. -357-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :NETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3. 1.  PROVEN  REACTORS  DATE  :  Oct.  1979  and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Light  Water  Reactors  (see  also 3.4  and  3.5) 
- reactor  physics 
- thermohydraulic  and  reactor  dynamic  studies,  computer  codes  and 
experiments 
- reactor  performance  and  safety  studies 
- general  supporting  technologies 
2.  Supelementar~ erosramme  Euratom,  H  F  R Pet ten 
(expenditures  indicated  below  include  also  Local  costs  (overheads)) 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~~b(:/0~:/ 
?;  ~  .e,  0 
0  ?;'- •\o  dt  0  ......  ~  ('  • ~"'  e,  ~e, 
OBJECTIVE  1;<'<'e,  'b~~~~q'-"  ~e,  s.,_..::f  Re,'b f!!:-..::P"'  <v~·  e,<..c,  -.....c,'bO)  .sr,.  ~'b 
«"  ~~  "'  e,~'b ~·  .. §o  ~o~  '\."  o~~  e,<'~  o 
e,+  ?;~  (:)0  <c;.;  ·\· 
1  100 
2  100  X 
•••  I ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  Cx106)  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6'  (x106) 
1  13.0  15.0  15.0  16.0 
2  15.0  17.0  18.3  18.5 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  28.0  32.0  33.3  34,.5 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  9._475  11.429  12.070  12.505 - 358-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  NETHERLAND 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  !!.SUB-SECTOR 3.2.  HIGH  TEMPERATURE  REACTORS  DATE  :25.1.1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  High  temperature  reactors 
- Research  on  coated  fuel  particles 
- Graphite  research 
1  100  X 
V.  BUDGETS 




















.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  Cin  N.C.)  ------~--~2~.6~---4----~0~·~3----~-----------~----------~-----------t 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.880  0.107 - 359-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :NETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3.3.  BREEDERS  DATE  :Oct.  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
Development  of  sodium-cooled  fast  breeder  reactors  CSNR-300/SNR-2) 
1 •  Development  of materials  and  Large  components  for  sodium  systems  (TNO) 
- inspection and  safety equipment 
- operation  of  a  50  MW  testbed  for  sodium  components 
2.  SNR  research  prosramme  (ECN) 
- sodium  cooled  fast  reactors  (SNR) 
•  safety  studies and  use  of  reactor  signals 
•  fission  product  data  and  carbonitrate  research 
•  overpower  and  transient  overpower  experiments 
•  boi-Ling  and  heat  transfer  phenomena 
•  behaviour  of  construction materials 
•  aerosol  behaviour 
•  core  design  studies,  computer  codes  etc • 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~:/~e~~~~0~~ 
0  7>'- •\·  ~1> .,.,_<::- • ~"'  eo  <:e 
OBJECTIVE  7><::-<::-e  1>~~~~....._·  1>0:>e  :v<::-
0 
0 ~e~:~v<::-"'  ~~·  ~e<:'?  ~...._'?7>0j  fl.  '?v;:-1> 
~'- ~<.  e<.  ~·  v<.  " 0  '\.  o~  <::- o 
e+- 7>...:-.  ~o  «.;  e  •\· 
1  X  1  DO  X 
2  X  100  X 
•••  ! ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  <x106)  (x1Q6)  <x106)  <x106) 
1  20.0  20.0  20.0  19.4 
2  14.2  11.6  14.1  15.3 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  34.2  31 .• 6  34.1  34.7 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  11_. 5]  4  11.286  12.360  12.577  ...  ·-- 360-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :NETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3.4.  FUEL  CYCLE  DATE  : Oct.  1979 
and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  - LWR  fuel  pin  research 
- Zircaloy  irradiation 
2.  Development  of  ultracentrifuge  system 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
~~~~~~~~0~~ 
0  ?>"'  •\·  ~1> ....._<::'  • ><.."  eo  ~e 
e  ~.  <?o  <'"  •  c,  ~  1> 
OBJECTIVE  ?><'<::'  1><$:-~~::f<"'  ?>~ek...;:f  Re1>~0<'  <v~  ~e~  ....._c,'l>  k..~ 
«"'  ><..~  "  e~  ~·  0~o  "o~  ....,..  o><..  e<'~  o 
e+  1>~  C:>o  ~  •\· 
1  100  X 
2  :  X 
...  ! ... 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
<natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  ( x1 o6)  (X 1  06)  (x106)  (X 1  06)  c  x  1  o6) 
1  3.8  4.6  4.4  2.6 
2  38.0  36.5  31.1  25.8 
~ 
···'-···  TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  41.8  41.1  35.5  28.4 
-· 
TOTAL  (;  n  EUA)  14.146  14.679  12.867  10.294 - 361-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :NETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  3.5.  NUCLEAR  SAFETY  DATE  :  25.1.1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
(see  also 3.1.  and  3.2.) 
1 •  LWR  safet~ aseects  ( EC N) 
- Participation  in  LOFT-experiments  (USA) 
- Marine  biology 
2.  Reactor  safet~ in  LWR  (TNO) 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
~~:/~·1·~:/0~~ 
?>  ~  .e,  0  o  ?>"  •\·  :-<:'  ....._  <.:'  • w..."  e  ~e 
OBJECTIVE  '-?>(;'(;'e.  ?>~"'~q'-•  ?>O;e  :v.(;'-
0  o'<e~:~"'(;'-"  ~~·  ~e~e:,  ~..._,e:,?>O)  "'~?> 
'<  ><.5  e~  ~·  v.~  '-'o  '\.  ow...  ~  o  e+  ?>~  (:)o  «;  e  •\. 
1  100  X 
2  100 
•••  ! ••. 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  curr.ency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  (x106)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6>  Cx106) 
1  0.1  0.1  0.3  0.4 
2  0.2  0.2  0.2  0.2 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.)  0.3  0.3  0.5  0.6 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  0.102  0.107  0.181  0.217 -362-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :NETHERLAND 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
!!.SUB-SECTOR  3.6.  WASTE  TREATMENT  AND  DIS- DATE  :  25.1.1979 
PO SAL 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Studies  and  design  of facilities  for  underground  storage  of  radioactive  waste 
in  salt  formations 
(data  do  not  include  routine management  of  radioactive  wastes) 
1  X  100  X  X 
V.  BUDGETS 






















•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  ----~~---0~·~3~--~---1~·~2~---+----~0~.6~--~--~0"'··~9----~----------t 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.102  0.429  0.217  0.326 (24) 
-363-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :NETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
!!.SUB-SECTOR  3.7.  RADIATION  PROTECTION  AND  DATE  : 
DECOMMISSIONING  OF  POWER  PLANTS 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Radiation protection  (ECN) 
25.1.1979 
'--___  ...,.__ __  __..,. ____  -+----------- ------------- -·---- ---·--- ------1----+------1-------1 
'-----1----~----1--------·-- -------- ·------~-----4-----1------t 
..___----+----+----+--------1-------J------4-----+  -------+-----4-----~-----1 
•• • I ••• 
V.  BUDGETS 
















c  x 1 o6' 
._  ____  1.:..._ _____  ----4--~P_..:...·  m~.  ________  _e~~  •  __________  P  ..  ~~=-·  --4--.....!P;_·;_m;_. ___  _.,_-..:..p_._m_. __  -t 
~-------------------- --- --.~~~  r~----_- __ -_  -=====----~--~~~~~~~~~~:~-==========: 
I  I 
1-TO_T_A_L_C_i_n_N-.  -C.-)-_-_-::~~===-----_- __  -_-_-_-_---+- __  -_--------~  ~-- -~-~-r-~~--~-~=------~-_  -·--- .---------!~---·  -·  -·'_·_·_·_  .. t 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  f-..-·-··-------·--··  __ )  ..  ___ ----·---------.L!-------!1..-------f 
'  L------------'------...1.---------..&..---------------'-------·"-------~ -364-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :NETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  3.8.  FISSILE  MATERIALS  CONTROL  DATE  :  25.1.1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Nuclear  fuel  safeguarding  research 
- -·  - , 
STATUS  &  HlP L  Er-1 UJTA TI ON  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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•••  I ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  [stimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  (x106)  (x106)  <x106)  (x106) 




• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (; n  N.C.)  U.'t 
r------_2_:_.9 __  •  -+--·_!:_~--- 1.8  -·---
TOTAL  (;  n  EUA)  0.305  0. 357  _L_ 0. 544  0.652  ----------- I  --:-··· - 365-
R+D& D POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY:  NETHERLAND< 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3.9.  OTHERS  DATE  :  25.1.1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  GeneraL  sz::stems  studiesl  develo~ment of  com~uter codes  and  su~~ortin9 
research  (ECN) 
2.  Operation  of  the  H  FR  test  reactor  (Petten)  (see  under  i tern  3.1) 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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•••  1 ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x106)  <x1Q6)  ( x1 Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  <x106) 
1  1.0  0.9  1.2  2.2 
2  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
• • • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  1. 0  0.9  1.  2  2.2 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.338  0.321  0.435  0.797 -366-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AfiD  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :NETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  4.1.  THERMONUCLEAR  FUSION  DATE  :  25.1.1979  and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
- plasma  physics 
•  plasma-wall  interaction 
•  screwpinch  and  turbulent  pLasma  heating 
- reactor  technology 
•  materials  r3diation  damage 
•  reactor  systems  study 
- superconducting  magnets 
- Lasers 
- relativistic electron  beams 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
~~~~e··~~0~:Y 
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•••  ! ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6>  c  x  1  o6) 
1  14.4  19  20  20 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  14.4  19  20  2D  --
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  4.873  6.786  7.249  7.249 - 367-
·-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  :  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :NETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  4.2.  GEOTHERMAL  ENERGY  DATE  : 25.1.1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Evaluation  of  the  possible  significance of  geothermal  energy  for  the  Netherlands 
2.  Demonstration  projects near  Rotterdam 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  <  x  1  o6>  ( x1 Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  c  x  1  o6> 
1  0.3  0.2  0.3  1. 0  1. 0 
2  - - - 0.5  1. 0 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  0.3  0.2  0.3  1  5  2 .n 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.102  0.071  0.109  0.544  n  72Ci - 368-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :NETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  II.SUB-SECTOR  4.3.  SOLAR  ENERGY  DATE  :  25.1.1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Heating  and  cooling 
- hot  water  production 
- space  heating 
2.  Photo-electric 
2 
-solar cell  materials 
- basic  studies 
F~ture activities,  National  Programme  Solar  Energy 
- heating  and  cooling 
•  development  of  solar  collectors 
•  development  of  technical  plant  suited  to  the  heating  industry 
•  reserve  systems as  water  heaters  and  specially constructed  gas  geysers 
•  pilot projects 
- photo-electric  conversion 
•  evaluation of  new  materials  for  solar  cells 
- conversion  into  fuel 
•  biochemical,  chemical,  electrical  engineering  and  agricultural  aspects 
- energy  storage 
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..._ __________  .&.-______  __..  ________  ----l..-.- ----------L·--------'--------~ -369-
R+D& D POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :NETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  4.5.  WIND  DATE  :25.1.1979  and  budgets 
II I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  National  programme 
- test  programme  with  a  5  m diameter  vertical axis  test  facility 
- design  and  fabrication  of  a  25  m (300  kW)  horizontal  axis  turbine 
-study of  the  technico-economical  feasibility  of  Large-scale  utilisation 
of  wind  energy  for  electricity production  to  be  fed  into  the  utility grid 
2.  Wind  energ~ for  developing  countries 
-development  of  small  scale  devices  adapted  to  Local  conditions 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  ( x1 o6)  <x106)  (X 1  06)  ( x1 o6>  Cx106) 
1  2.0  4.0  5.0  5.0  6.0 
2  0.9  0.9  0.9  0.9  0.5 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.)  2.9  4.9  5.9  5.9  6.5 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  0.981  1.  750  2.138  2.138  2.356 -370-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AN)  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :NETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  4•6•  HYDROGEN  AS  AN  ENERGY  DATE  :  25.1.1979  and  budgets  VECTOR 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Improvement  of  water  electrolysis 
- basic  research  into  new  electrode materials 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6>  (x106)  (x106)  Cx106) 
1  - 0.8 
....  l  ••• 
TOTAL  C in N.C.)  - 0.8  -
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  - 0.286  --- 371-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :NETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  4.7.  OTHERS  DATE  :  Oct.  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities 
- General  supporting  ~chnologies 
- Superconductivity 
,  -- ..  -
IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES  STATUS  &  If<lPL Ef.H  tiT  AT I ON  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  <x106)  Cx1Q6)  ( x1 o6>  <  x  1  o6> 
1  14.0  15.0  17.6  18.0 
------.. -~. 
--- •• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  14.0  15.0  17.6  18.0  ------ -· 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  4.738  5.357  6.379  6.524 
·- -~---- i 
i - 372-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :NETHERLAND< 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  5.1.  ELECTRICITY  GENERATING  DATE  :  25.1.1979  and  budgets  EQUIPMENT 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  MHD  research  (ECN) 
' 
2.  MHD  (THE)  --
3.  ImErovement  of  electricit~ seneration  efficienc~ 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  c  x1 o6)  Cx106)  ( x1 o6)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6) 
1  - 1. 0  2.3  2.5 
2  2.0  6.0  2.0  2.0 
3  - - 0.1  0.4 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  f'i.C.)  2.0  7'·.0  4  4  L..  0 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.677  2.500  1.595  1.776 - 373-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  ~ETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR 5.6.  OTHER  STORAGE  TECHNIQUES  DATE  :  25. 1. 1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Studies  on  energy  storage  in  flywheels 
2.  National  Erosramme 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  (X 1  Q6) 
1  0.2  0.3  0.4  0.2 
2  1.2 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  0.2  0.3  0.4  1.4 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.068  0.107  0.145  0.507 -374-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  :NETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  6.1.  ANALYTICAL  STUDIES  ON  DATE  : 25.1.1979  and  budgets  ENERGY  SYSTFMS 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  System  analysis;  technology  assessment  and  social  studies 
- analysis  of  Dutch  energy management,  together  with  interaction  with  sociaL 
aspects 
- elaboration of  scenarios  in  terms  of  investments,  savings  and  environmental 
burden 
- assessment  to determine  what  instruments  in  energy  terms,  will  be  required  in 
order  to  implement  a  Long-term  energy  policy 
- energy aspects of  the  energy  intensive  industrial  sectors 
- data  collection  in  the  energy  field and  development  of  handling  methodology 
- integral  cost-benefit  studies  on  alternative energy  systems 
- study  on  the  Link  between  end-use  wishes  and  the  associated  supply of  primary 
energy  sources 
2.  Prosramme  and  research  manasement  of  National  Prosrammes 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  <x1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1  2.7  3.0  3.5  3.5  5.0 
2  0.5  1.0  1.0  2.0  3.0 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  3.2  4.0  4  5  5.5  8.0 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  1.083  1  L../Q  1  A~1  1  .QQ~  ?.onn - 375-
R+D& D POL! CY  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  :NETHERLAND~ 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  6.2.  SOCIO-ECONOMIC  STUDIES  DATE  :  25.1.1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
- Social  aspects of  energy  supply and  demand 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
<nat L.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  (X 1  Q6)  ( x1 Q6)  (x106)  Cx106) 
- - - 0  3 
... -•'--•-.. 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  - - - 0.3 
TOTAL  Cin  EUA)  - - - 0.109 - 376-
R+D& 0  POL! CY  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  t-JETHERLANDS 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUS-SECTOR 6.3.  STUDIES  ON  ENVIRONMENTAL  DATE  :  25.1.1979  and  budgets  EFFECTS 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Included  in  other  subsectors  and  general  system  studies  (see  6.1.1.) 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  ( x1 Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  (X 1  06)  c  x  1  o6> 
1  - p.m.  p.m. 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA) - 377-
SECTION  3 
SUB-SECTION  3.8  U N I  T  E D  K I  N G D 0  M (25) 
- 379- COUNTRY  UNITED  KINGDOM 
ENERGY  R+D&D  POLICY 
SUMMARY  OF  RESEARCH,  DEVELOPMENT  AND  DEMONSTRATION  EXPENDITURE 
(in million  E.U.A.) 
SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS  Expenditure  Expenditure 
1976  1977 





1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  28.86  28.46  40.00 
----------------------------------------------~---~--------~----~---======----
1.0.  General  8.04  6.12  8.93 
---------------~------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
1  • 1  •  Indus  t r y  7.54  8.12  11.26 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~---------------------------
1.2.  Residential  and  commercial  9.45  8.88  10.18 
1.3.  Transportation  1.  72  ·?.26  4.79 
----------------------------------------------~-------~-------------~-----~-------------
1.4.  Low-grade  energy  utilization  0.66  1.57  1.71 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
1.5.  Others  1.45  1.51  3.13 
2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  64.61  81.56  90.40 
----------------------------------------------~---~-----~---~=~---~---~----
2.1.  Coal  exploration  and  extraction  24.52  29.02  34.35 
----------------------------------------------~-------~-----~-------------~-------------
2.2.  Coal  preparation, valoris.&  transpt.  1.95  2.09  2.13 
~---------------------------------------------~-------------~---------------------------
2.3.  Coal  Liquefaction  2.59  2.46  3.24 
----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
2.4.  Coal  gasification  0.66  0.70  1.15 
------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------
2.5.  Coal  combustion  4.26  8.12  5.40 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2  • 6.  0  i L  &  sa s a s s  e s  sm en t &  ex p l o rat  i on  0. 53  0. 6  0  0.  61 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.7.  Oil  & gas  production  15.64  20.64  22.32 
r----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
2.8.  Refining  and  derivatives  3.62  3.52  3.54 
~--------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------
2.9.  Transport  of  oil 
~------------------------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------
2.10.  Transport  of  gas  9.60  12.95  16.03 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.11.  Storage  of oil 
~----------------------------------------------~-------------~---------------------------
2.12.  Storage  of  gas  0.55  0.64  0.39 
--~-------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
2.13.  Others  0.81  1.25 - 380-
SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS 











3.1.  Proven  reactors  43.25  46.79  51.79 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
3.2.  High  temperature  reactors  0.96  0.31  0.15 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.3.  Breeders  90.03  90.21  92.86 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------
3.4.  Fuel  cycle  included  in  3.1.  and  3.3. 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.5.  Nuclear  safety 
~----------------------------------------------· 
3.6.  Waste  treatment  and  disposal 
~----------------------------------------------·  37.30  35.63  41.22 
3. 7.  Radiation prot.& decommiss.of power pl. 
3.8.  Fissile materials  control 
~----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
3.9.  Others  15.76  22.32  20.83 
4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  11.90 
~----------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------
4.1.  Thermonuclear  fusion  10.61  11.16  11.90 
~----------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------
4.2.  Geothermal  energy  0.24  0.46  0.65 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.3.  Solar  energy  2.37  2.47 
~----------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------
4.4.  Ocean  1.05  2.35  5.55 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.5.  Wind  0.32  0.45 
~----------------------------------------------------------- ------------- --------------
4.6.  Hydrogen  as  an  energy  vector 
·---------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------
4.7.  Others 
5.  ELECTRICITY  35.90  35.07  35.69-
---------------------------------------------------~--------~-------======----
5.1.  Electricity generating  equipment  23.57  24.08  24.38 
-------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------
5.2.  Transport  of electricity  7.73  6.77  6.50 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.3.  Control & instrumentation  4.21  3.76  4.06 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.4.  Fuel  cells 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.5.  Electrochemical  storage  0.23  0.31  0.60 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
5.6.  Other  Storage  techniques  0.16  0.15  0.15 - 381-
SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS 
6.  GENERAL  STUDIES 
Expenditure  Expenditure 
1976  1977 





6. 1.  Anal yt i cal studies on energy systems  0.15 
----------------------------------------------~------------- --------------~------------
6.2.  Socio-economic  studies  1.64  1.85  1.96 
------------------------------------------------------------ --------------~------------
6.3.  Studies  on  environmental  effects  5.58  6.53  6.99 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
6.4.  Safety  2.09  2.14  2.23 
~--------------------------------------------- --------------~------------ T 0  T A L  344.07  374.29  413.18 -382- COUNTRY  UNITED  KINGDOM 
QUALIFICATION  STATEMENTS 
1.  The  data are based  on  expenditures  during  the  fiscal  from April  1st to 
March  31st  of  the  following year.  This  return on  public sector energy 
RD  and  D in the  UK  is in three  sections,  covering  : 
a)  Government  funded  R,  D & D 
b)  R,  D and  D in the Nationalised Fuel  and  Power  Industries  in the  UK 
c)  UK  involvement  in IEA  energy  R & D projects 
The  contribution made  by  the nationalised  fuel  and  power  industries in 
the  UK  is  a  large  and  important  element  in the  national programme,  and 
it is  important  to distinguish it  from work  receiving Government 
support,  although  the  programmes  are well  integrated in the  appropriate 
areas. 
This  return will be  used  in parallel  as  a  data input  to  IEA,  and  it is 
for  this  reason  that  IEA  projects have  been separately identified. 
2.  In  the  case  of  new  programme  sectors, budget  information is given in 
the  sub-sector  sheets  in the  form  of  the  total planned  commitment  over 
the  duration of  the  programme.  All  programmes  show  a  build-up  curve  in 
effort  and  expenditure  :  Departmental  expenditure  on  contracted work  is 
incurred  only  on  completion  of work  in whole  or,  more  frequently,  in 
part.  Hence  commitment  is  considered  to give  the  more  appropriate 
indication of effort. 
3.  The  budget  information is collected into  a  single  table  and  presented 
in page 385-7. This  covers  the  three  sections  in which  the detailed 
programme  information is  given.  Where  budget  data is spread  over  a 
period,  for  this  table,  commitment  in each year has  been estimated. 
4.  In some  areas,  particularly in the  programmes  of  the nationalised  fuel 
and  power  industries,  forward  estimates  of expenditure  are not 
available  under  the  sub-sector headings  adopted  for  this  review;  these 
are  not  identical with headings  normally  used  for  aggregation of 
programme  data. - 383-
5.  UK  GOVERNMENT  expenditure  on  R & D in nuclear energy 
United  Kingdom  Atomic  Energy Authority expenditure,  published in the 
Annual  Report  of  UKAEA,  is  as  follows  and  is listed against  the  sub-
heads  given.  Data against  other  sub-heads  is not  available.  Under 
these headings  fuel  cycle  development is included  under  appropriate 
reactor heading.  Expenditure  in £  thousands. 
1976-77  1977-78  1978-79 
1  Power  Programme 
(a)  Main  Reactor  Systems 
Advanced  Gas-Cooled  6,661  7,161) 
)  approx  17,000 
Water  Moderated  Systems  8 '658  8,913) 
Fast  Systems  53,227  55,842  approx 58,000 
(b)  Nuclear  Safety  and  the 
environment  18,209  19,677) 
)  approx  23,000  (c)  Other work  in support  of  ) 
the nuclear  power  programme  4,319  2,832) 
(d)  Grants  to international 
projects  82  71) 
) 
) 
2  Other Nuclear  )  approx  14,000  ) 
(a)  Applied  388  301) 
) 
(b)  Underlying  9,328  14,237) 
(c)  Nuclear  fusion  and 
plasma physics  6,619  7,261  approx  8,000 
107,491  116,295  118.9 
The  estimated out-turn for  1978-79 is £  118.9 million.  The  detailed 
information under  the  sub-heads  is not  available,  but  the balance 
between programmes  is not  expected  to shift in any  gross  sense  and 
estimates  for  that year have  been made  on  that basis.  Forward  estimates 
are  not  available. 
These  headings  do  not  correspond  to  the  headings  of  the  Commissions 
classification.  The  Advanced  Gas  Cooled  and  Water  Moderated  Systems 
together  constitute 3.1  and  Fast  Systems  corresponds  to 3.3.  However 
the  data include  expenditure for  development  of  the  appropriate  fuel 
cycle,  and  expenditure equivalent  to 3.4 is not  separately identified. 
Item 3.5,  3.6,  3.7  and  3.8  are  contained  in items  l(b)  and  l(c)  above. 
Items  l(d)  2(a)  and  2(b)  are  equivalent  to 3.9. -384-
The  nuclear energy data do  not  include  UK  Government  contributions  to 
IAEA  and  NEA,  nor  Government  contribution for  design and  development 
contracts placed with  the nuclear  industry which  amounted  to  some 
£  10  million per year  in 1976-77  and  1977-78. 
6.  The  totals  of  expenditure  derived  in this  review,  in total, in sector 
and  in total  for  organisations  involved,  differ in detail  from  other 
statements  of R D and  D expenditure.  This  is due  to differences  in 
content  appropriate  to different presentations.  Such  differences will 




TABLE  1  SUMMARY  OF  BUDGET  DATA  :  ENERGY  R,  0  AND  0  IN  THE  PUBLIC  SECTOR  IN  UK 
Titles of  the  nationalised  fuel  and  power  lnd~,Jstrfes  are  Indicated  as  follows: 
General  Heading 
British Gas  Corporation 
Electricity Council 




(not  separated  by  classification)  3.8s 
Sect ion  1  Ration  a 1  Use  of  Energy 
General - a 11  sub-sectors  Government  s 
1.1  Industry  Government  0.79 
tl  (lEA)  -
BGC  1.24 
EC  2.66 
~  4.69 
1.2  Residential  etc  Government  1.27 
BGC  4.07 
EC  0.54 
!Q!&  5.88 
1.3  Transport  Government  0. 70 
EC  0.37 
!Q!&  1.07 
1.4  Low  Grade  Energy  Government  -
EC  0.41 
~  0.41 
1.5  Other  EC  0.90 
!Q!&  0.90 
TOTAL  FOR  SECTOR  1  17.95 
Sect I on  2  Fossil  Fuels  and  Derivatives 
2. J  Coal  Exploration  NCB  15.25 
TOTAL  15.25 
2.2  Coal  Preparation  etc  NCB  1.21 
~  1.21 
2.3  Coa 1  L i qui feat  ion  Government  -
NCB  1.61 
~  1.61 
2.4  Coal  Gasification  BGC  0.14 
NCB  0.27 
~  0.41 
2.5  Coal  Combustion  Government 
(lEA)  I 
0.50 
NCB  0.95 
EC  !  1.20 
























































































1979-80  1980-81  I 
£m  £m 
!  I  5.4  s.as  ! 
: 
I 
7  9 
I 
2.16  1.79  I  0.21  -
1.84  2.04 
I 
NA  NA 
! 
1.62  1.62 
I 
I  5-SS  6.13 
I 
NA  NA 
3.4  3.4  ! 
NA  NA 
i 
0.20  0.20 
NA  NA 
I 
I 





NA  NA  I 
NA  NA  I 
I 
2.46  5.33  I 
NA  NA  I  I 
I 
I 
NA  NA 
I 
NA  NA 
f 
0.60  0.60  ; 
NA  NA 
NA  NA  i 
! 
i - 386-
TABLE  I  CONTINUED 
1976-77  1977-78  1978-79  t979-8o  1980-81 
£.m  £m  £.m  £m  £.m 
.,  ' 
Section  2  (ContInued) 
! 
2.6  011  and  Gas  Assessment  BGC  0.33  0.39  O.lt1  O.l15  0.52  I 
~  0.33  0.39  0 ,Itt  o.45  0.52  I 
I  I 
2.7  Oil  and  Gas  Production  Government  9.73 
I 
13.5  15  . 16  17  I 
~  9.73  13.5  1$ 
I 
16  17  I 
2.8  Refining  and  Derivatives  BGC  2.25  2.30  2.38  NA  NA 
I  I 
I 
~  2.25  2.30  2.38 
I 
I  I  I  Transport ·of  Gas 
·'' 




10.77  12.99 
I 
13.74 
~  5.97  s.47  10.77  12.99  13.74  I 
! 
I 
2.12  Storage of Gas  BGC  0.34  l  0.42  !  0.26  0.38  0.42 
~  !  0.34  I 




I  I 
I 
l'  2.13  Others  BGC  0.43  !  0.53  0.84  NA  NA 
I 
i 
.  TOTAL  I  0.43  0.53  0.84  I 
I 
1  40.18  53.34  59,75  TOTAL  FOR  SECTOR  2  '  I 
l  '  ! 
i  I 
I 
Section  3  Nuclear Power  j  I 
3.1  Proven  Reactors  Government  15.3  16,.] 
I  )0.6 
"'17  ·t+A  ·NA  I 
EC  11.6 
I 
14.5  17.8  NA  NA 
I  ~  I 26.9_  1  34.8  ; 
~  . ' 
'I  '  I 
3.2  EC  0..60  I  0..20.  0,10 
I,  I  I 
High  Temp  Reactors  i 
I 
NA  NA 
I  ~  0.60  0.20  0.10 
~ 
I  :  I 
I  55 .. 8  : NA 
I 
3.3  Breeders  Government  5l:·io 
~58  N~ 
EC 
I  56.0 
3.2  i  4.4  j  NA  NA 
l  i  TOTAL  ! 59.D.  162.~  ! 
! 
3.4  Fuel  Cycle  Included  6.0  : 
I 
In 3.1  and  3.3  i 
I 
~ 
3.5  Nuclear  Safety  )  ...  - -
I 
I 





~  )  '  3.6  Waste  Treatment  etc  )  Government  0  :  0·  ).5  5.3 
'  7.0 
I 
) 
)  Government  22.5  i  "'23 
j 
)  I  22.5  I  NA  NA  i 
3.7  Decolllllisslonlng  and  )  i 
I 
I 
1\adlatlon Protection  )  'Governll)ent 
l 
I 
)  i 
)  i 
) 
I  i 
3.8  Fissile Material  Control  ! 
I 
! 
~  23.2  23.3 




3.9  Others  Government  9.8  14.6  I  14  N.A  i  NA 
I 
i 
~  '  9.8  I  "14..6  I  14  I 
I  .  I 
I  I 
TOTAL  FOR  SECTOR  3  I 
115.9  I ·127.5  ~38.9  I  i  i - 387-
TABLE  I  CONTINUED 
I  1976-77  1977-78  1978-79  1979-80  1980-81 




I  I  i  1 
Section  4  New  Energy  Sources  and  Vectors 
I  I  4.1  Thermonuclear  Government  6.6  l  7.3  "'  8  'NA  NA 
l  I  8  !.Q]!!:_  I  6.6  7.3  NA:  NA 
I  I 
lt.2  Geothermal  Government  0.13  ~  0.26  !  0.37  0.56  0.26 
Government  IEAEC  - i 
0.02  i  0.01 
~ 
0·02. 
0.15  0.02  I  0.30  0·0  0,44- NA  NA 
I  I  lt.3  Solar  Go)ljef~~nt  - I  1.5  1.5  1.5  1.5  I  - I 
i  I  ~ 
0.05  I  1.55  0.16  1.-66 
! 
1.5  I  1.5  I  i  I 
I  I  lt,lt  Ocean  Government  0.55  L34  I 
3.3  4.s  I  z..s 
I 
I 
, Government  lEA  - - 0.13  ~  '  EC- o.to  I  1  NA  I 
0.65  o.to  1.54  0.30  I  3:7j  "'A  i  ~ 
I  I 
r  I 
lt.5  Wind  Government  - O.l7  I  0.20  1.0 
! 
1.2 
I  I  ! 
I 
EC  - 0.04  0.10  NA  I  NA 
! 
I 




TOTAL  FOR  SECTOR  It  7.40  10.90  14·.·13 
t 
!  ~ 
' 
Section  5  Electrl cl ty  I  I  l 
'  ~  I 
5.1  Electricity  Generation  EC  1~.86 .  .  ! 
16.38  NA  !  NA  15.75 j 
~  !  1~,86  J5.75  i  J&.3'8 
lt,8J  !  !  I  5.2  Transport of Electricity  EC  -i  4.43  4.37 l 
NA  NA 
l 
.!.Q]]h 





5.3  Control  and  Instrument- !'  i 
atlon  EC  2.62  ~  2.46  2.73  NA  NA 
TOTAL 
i 
2.62  2.46  j  2.73 
!  : 
EJectrochemlca1  Storage  0.14  0.40 
i 
!  s.s  Government  0.20  0.13  0.13 
;  I  ~  0.11t  ' 
0.20  0.40  0.13 
i 
0.13 
'  t 
5.6  Other  Storage TechnIques  EC  0.1  l  0.1  i  0.1  NA  NA  i 
'  r 
I 
TOTAL  0.1  !  0.1  0.1  ~ 
i 
j 
TOTAL  FOR  SECTOR  5  22.53  !  22.94  .2~:~8  ! 




General  Studies  l 
:  I 






6.2  Government  ! 
0.15  0.15  Socio-Economic  Studies  - - I  -
NCB  1.02  1.21  1.32  I 
NA  NA  I 
TOTAL  1.02  l  1.21 
I 
1.32  NA  I 
I  f 
6.3  Envl ronmental· Studt es  Government  0.57  0.59  0.59  0.95  0.95 
BGC  0.18  0.17 
i  0.19  I  NA  NA 
EC  2.19  2.95 
i 
3.28 
J  NA  NA 
NCB  0.53  0.56  0.6lt  l  NA  NA 
\ 
I 
~  ),It]  4.27  lt.]O 
! 
i 
6.lt  Safety  Government I  1.3  1.4  1.5  1.6  1.7 
TOTAL  1.3  t.lt  1.5  i  1.6  1.7 
TOTAL  FOR  SECTOR  6  5.79  I 
6.88  ].62  I 
Sum  for  Sectors  1-6  and  General  Section  210  249  271 
I  - - .. - 388-
COUNTRY:  UNITED  KINGDOM 
ENERGY  RESEARCH,  DEVELOPMENT  AND  DEMONSTRATION  POLICY 
1.  General  objectives 
- Identify those  technologies  which  would keep  open  options  over  a 
wide  range  of possible future  conditions,  and if possible,  obtain 
broad national  consent to  the  importance of pursuing these technologies. 
- Give  priority to  technologies  for the medium  term which  ensure that the 
United Kingdom  derives  maximum  advantage  from its indigenous  reserves 
of North  Sea oil and gas. 
-Give priority to conservation,  coal and nuclear technologies because 
they will be .essential to the United Kingdom  over a  wide  range of 
possible future  conditions. 
-Use the breathing space  given to  the United Kingdom  by North Sea oil and 
gas  to assess  thoroughly the alternative energy technologies,  and to 
invest in developing those selected for opening valuable options  at 
reasonable cost;  the United Kingdom  would  then be in a  position to pro-
ceed with demonstration plants if and when  appropriate. 
Alternative energy sources  could make  a  useful contribution to  energy 
supply by the  turn of the  century and in the next  century they could 
help bridge part of the gap between  demand  and indigenous  supply. 
Research  and  development  to establish their ultimate potential and 
economic practicabilities is important. 
-To seek,  where  appropriate,  opportunities for international co-operation 
on  a  cost-sharing basis. 
2.  Specific objectives 
a.  Short-term.(1977-85) and medium-term  (1985=1995) 
- Support  the off-shore oil and  gas  exploitation by oil industry 
•  safety of off-shore oil and gas  operations 
•  environmental  aspects 
•  enhanced recovery 
•  deep-water oil gas  technologies 
- Energy conservation 
- Coal 
•  geological exploration 
•  efficiency in coal mining (deep mining) 
•  improvement  of existing coal using processes 
•  new  opportunities for coal and coal derivatives 
•  direct utilisation of coal and coal conversion - 389-
- Nuclear energy 
•  support  the  completion and operation of  advanced gas  cooled 
reactor  (AGR)  stations 
•  generic development  work  on  thermal reactors 
•  development  work  on  Na-cooled fast breeder systems 
•  environmental  and safety aspects,  including radioactive waste 
management 
•  improved fabrication and fuel reprocessing methods 
b.  Long-term  (2000  and beyond) 
- Thermonuclear fusion 
Alternative energy sources 
•  solar 
•  waves 
•  wind 
•  tidal 
•  geothermal 
3·  Priorities 
off-shore oil and gas 
conservation 
coal 
- nuclear power 
- alternative energy sources 
4.  On-going and/or planned comprehensive programmes  and budgets 
None. R+D& D POLl CY 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
- 390-
I.  SECTOR  O.  GENERAL 
II.  SUB-SECTOR 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
1.  The  Energy  Technology Support Unit  was  established by the Department  of Energy in 
1974  to supplement the resources  of the Department  in non-nuclear non-marine  R&D. 
ETSU  assesses  technical areas,  defines  R&D  requirements  and manages  resultant  R&D  and 
demonstration programmes  in the  areas  of energy conservation and alternative energy 
sources.  ETSU  provides  the  central working and coordinating effort in the formula-
tion of a  strategy for  energy R & D. 
2.  The  Marine  Technology  Support Unit supplements  the resources  of the Department  of 
Energy in energy related marine  technology  R&D.  It undertakes  technical supervision 
and management  of many  projects  in the Department's  offshore  R&D  programme,  and reviews 
technical  areas • 
Items  1 and 2  above  are part of the  R&D  expenditure of the Department  of Energy. 
3.  The  Science Research  Council supports both fundamental  research and applied R&D  in the 
earlier stages  of development.  Support is given via research grants of 2  to  3 years' 
duration,  placed with individual workers  or groups  in educational research institutes. 
The  Council has  an Energy Proposals  Committee  and an Energy Round  Table,  but  energy is 
not  listed as  a  separate funding heading.  Definition of research having an energy 
content is therefore imprecise,  but work  funded  covers  the whole  field of energy R&D 
specified in this review. 
4.  The  Natural Environment  Research  Council similarly supports  by research grants 
v. 
research projects within its areas  of responsibility.  It funds  work  from  its Science 
Vote  within its own  research institutes.  Both activities include  energy and energy-
related projects,  mostly concerned with natural  resources  and environmental  interactions 
1  X 
2  X 
3  X 
4  X 
...  ! ... 
BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  1978-79  1979-80  198Q.81 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  C  x1 Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1  0.66  1.02  1.60  1.60  1.60 
2  0.29  0.40  0.60  0.70  0.70 
3  ~pp. 2.0  ~pp. 2.0  app.~.o  app.  2.0  l pp. 2 .o 
4  ~pp. 0.9  j3.pp.  1.0  a1m_.1.1  app.  1.1  i~PP.  1.  5  .. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  3.8')  4.42  _5_._30_  ') .  .40  ~.Ro 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  6.19  6.76  _1_.8_9_  8.04  8.63 - 391-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1 •  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  1.0 GENERAL  DATE  :  MARCH  1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  An  allocation of £20  million over four years  for Government  support for demonstration 
projects in energy conservation was  announced in December  1977.  The  funds  allo-
cated are  £2  million in 1978-79  rising to  £8  million in 1981-82.  Funding for 
industry,  building sectors,  etc.,  has  not been separately differentiated. 
The  emphasis  is on  demonstration in full-scale working plant of technology to 
produce  energy saving,  to reduce  the technical and economic  uncertainties associated 
with its application and to encourage its wider use and appropriate  investment. 
Projects  include necessary monitoring and assessment,  and publication of results. 
Support  is given generally via shared cost  contracts. 
2.  A wide  range of R&D  in industry,  building and transport  includes  some  element  of 
energy use,  but rational use  of energy or energy conservation is not the prime motive 
for this work.  This  contribution is important,  but difficult to quantify.  A 
decreasing figure is allocated to allow for identification of items  as  the  energy 
interest becomes  increasingly important. 
3·  UK  participates in the  EEC  programme  on  energy conservation  R&D  and UK  organisations 
receive support from  the  Commission  in the indirect action R&D  programme. 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  1978-79  1979-80  1980 -81 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  c  x  1  o6> 
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3  - - - - -
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  Cin  N.C.)  ' 
4  0  (  'j 
TOTAL  Cin  EUA)  8.04  6.12  8.93  10.42  13-39 - 392-
R+D& D POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  1.1  INDUSTRY  DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
v. 
1.  R&D  PROGRAMMES  OF  UK  GOVERNMENT  DEPAR'IMENTS 
1.1.  Energy Audit  Studies  (1975-1978) 
-a  programme  of studies,  carried out by the Energy  Technology Support Unit 
(ETSU ),  for the Department  of Energy and the Department  of Industry Energy 
Unit,  designed to investigate energy flows  in  18  of the more  energy-intensive 
sectors  of manufacturing industry.  Studies  are now  completed and the first 
two  reports,  giving the findings  for the iron castings and building brick 
industry,  have been published.  Further selected audit studies are to be pub-
lished in the future.  From  these studies the  aim  is to  determine  what  R&D 
and new  technology is needed by industry in order to use  energy as  effi-
ciently as possible. 
1.2. Demonstration Projects  (started January 1977) 
- demonstration projects are  concerned with the practical application of the 
results of scientific and technological R&D.  The  first tranche of funds, 
totalling £1.5 m,  was  directed towards  industrial demonstration projects  which 
had as  their objective the demonstration of the potential for  energy saving, 
initially in the field of waste heat recovery.  Both the UK  Departments  of 
Industry and Energy are taking part in this  programme,  due  to last 2  years  in 
the first instance. 
Demonstration projects  can involve: 
1  X 
2  X 
(i) instrumentation,  monitoring and  assessment  of existing installations; 
(ii) new  applications  of energy-saving technology in industrial situations 
using equipment  already available; 
.  I ... 
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(natl.  currency) 
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1<o1  ,_  P.m.  _p_.m.  _Q.m. 
11.2  0.63  ....  0.87 -------p-'"" 
' 
• • ._L • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  C in  EUA) - 393-
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
(iii) more  general  R&D  leading to improved or novel  equipment  in processes. 
So  far,  £634K  has  been allocated to approved projects.  Industrial participation, 
through shared-cost  contracts let to date  (November  1978)  adds  a  commitment  of 
£11,000  to this programme.  (In December  1977,  the programme  was  enlarged: 
'  details are  given in the cover paper.) 
1. 3  DeEartment  of  Industr~ R&D  Activities 
()perated through the Requirements  Boards  which  exist  to  ensure that  R&D  necessary 
to improve  industrial efficiency is carried out.  Boards  are specific to selected 
industrial sectors  and,  together with Industry Divisions,  are  engaged in a  number 
of programmes,  some  of which  could have  an  impact  on  improving the efficiency of 
energy use in indus try.  These  programmes  are given below: 
1.  3-1  Development  and evaluation work  to  improve  the effectiveness of moisture 
measurement  and control in industrial processes.  About  15%  of the work 
is directed towards  energy conservation.  Funding is shared 50:50 by the 
Department  and industry. 
1.3.2  Operating efficiencies in foundries;  raw materials  and cost reduction in 
ceramics  manufacture;  studies  on  fuel~fired furnaces  (non-ferrous  metals); 
energy utilisation in the glass  industry;  utilisation of rubber and 
plastic resources;  improving standards  of heat  treatment  of engineering 
components;  improved strand annealing furnaces;  materials  for  lightweight 
vehicles.  Funding is shared between the Department  and Industry at about 
50:50.  In addition to the  above  work 1  studies  designed to  improve  non-
ferrous metal foundries  are planned.  Total  funding,  on  a  shared-out basis, 
is expected to be  £400,000  from  1978-1981. 
1. 3-3  Diminishing electrical and mechanical  losses  of energy in industrial 
machinery by the substitution of centralised hydraulic power  systems. 
Information gathering studies  are already underway  and these are  expected 
to lead to demonstration projects for this type of plant.  Over  the period 
of the  work,  about  3CY/o  of the funds.  have been supplied by industry.  .  I ...  , 
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V.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
'  OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  (x106)  Cx106)  ( x106)  ( x1Q6) 
1.3.1.  0.010  0.01  0.01 
J  0.01  ... 
' 
1.3.2.  0.02  0.10  0.89  0.85 
1.3.3.  0.02  0.02  0.03  '  0,08 
1.3.4.  0.30  0.30  0.30  0  30 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1 •  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  1.  1.  INDUSTRY  ( contd.)  DATE  :  and  budgets  MARCH  1979 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.3.4 Development  of improved thermal  design procedures  for industrial heat 
exchangers.  Work  in support of the Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow Service 
(HTFFS). 
1.  3·5 Promotion of more  efficient use of electric motors  and electrical variable 
speed drives  (both AC  and DC).  Funding from  industry for this  proj~ct is 
estimated to be  35%. 
1.  3.6 Industrial Energy Thrift Scheme  with objectives: 
(a)  to promote more  efficient use of energy in industry through improvements 
in process  efficiency and the adoption of "good housekeeping" practicesj 
(b)  to gather information on  energy-saving opportunities  and the need for 
R&D  and  demonstration projects directed towards  the  improvement  of 
energy utilisation. 
1.  3·  7  A number  of projects,  some  now  completed,  designed to make  better use of 
energy in the textile industry:  including energy saving in heat-setting and 
dye-fixation of textile fabrics  on  stenten;  reduction of energy consumption 
in stenters through control of the humidity of the  exhaust;  waste  heat 
recovery from  textile washing ranges.  Indus~ry and the  EEC  are contributing 
about  67%  of the  funds  for this work. 
1 .3.8 Productivity and energy conservation in the paper 
small programme  (£25,000),  completed in 1976. 
and board indus try:  a 
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III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
1.4  Ministr~ of  ~iculture 1  Fisheries  and Food  Activities 
-Improvement  of crop  drying equipment  with  consequent  reduction in energy con-
sumption.  (Techniques  etc. for  drying cereals  and herbages  are being studied, 
including the potential for use  of solar energy and use of straw as  a  fuel.) 
No  expenditure figures  given. 
2.  UK  PARTICIPATION  IN  I.E.A.  ACTIVITIES 
2.1  Combustion 
The  UK  participant is  the United Kingdom  Atomic  Energy Authority. 
Work  started in March  1977  in three areas  of work,  broadly divided into:  com-
bustion systems  modelling;  development  of instrumentation to study fundamental 
combustion processes;  and  information services. 
2.2  Heat  Transfer and Heat  Exchanfiers 
The  UK  participated in three tasks of the  Implementing Agreement. 
The  UK  participant is the United Kingdom  Atomic  Energy Authority. 
UKAEA  is the  operating agent in all three tasks; 
The  three task areas are: 
(i) heat transfer from  extended services,  with the  UK  concentrating on  frosting 
problems  of industrial refrigeration units  and  corrosion test design 
equipment 
(ii) optimisation of heat-exchanger networks,  including design and hand-calculation 
synthesis studies 
.  I ... 
, 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1 •  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  1.1  INDUSTRY  (contd.- 2)  DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
(iii) basic mechanisms  of tube vibration in heat-exchangers;  test equipment 
is being built in the UK  and measurement  methods  are also being developed. 
2.3 Advanced  heat pump  Bl!tems 
The  UK  participants are International Research & Development  Co.  Ltd. 
The  UK  Government  provides  10o%  support to IRD  for participation. 
This  support will total £31,680  over 2  years. 
2.4  Cement  manufacture 
The  UK  participants are the Cement  Makers'  Federation.  No  public funds  are 
involved. 
Department  of Energy supports the participation in items  1,  2  and  3· 
3·  R&D  PROGRAMME  OF  THE  BRITISH  GAS  CORPORATION 
Work  includes  the following: 
- high-temperature heating and rapid heating furnace  trials,  radiant tubes; 
- low-temperature heating,  boiler firing,  improved  packaged burner development, 
development  of small bore immersion  tubes; 
- general  developments  supporting premium  markets,  including applications of gas-
filled prime movers  and gas  engine driven heat  pumps; 
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III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
- development  of controls  and systems,  metering and  improved air/gas ratio controls; 
- safety standards  and testing to  approved standards  and quality assurance. 
4·  R&D  PROGRAMME  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNCIL 
Work  includes: 
-metal melting and  winning;  design and  performance  of furnaces  and  equipment; 
studies  of associated electrical and metallurgical technology; 
- metal  deformation and heat treatment;  high frequency and induction heating; 
electron beam  heating; 
- chemical  and allied industries,  electrochemical processing and technology; 
- electro-physical processes  in industrial applications;  drying,  humidity control; 
magnetic separation;  plasma technology;  heat pumps. 
, 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  (  )( 1  Q6)  <x106)  (x1Q6) 
4  2.66  2.40  3.15  n.a.  n.a. 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  1 -=- 4  4.69  5.31  7.57 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  ~TIONAL USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  1. 2. :RESIDENTIAL  AND  COMMERCIN..  DATE  :MARCH  1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  R  &  D PROGRAMMES  OF  UK  GOVERNMENT  DEPARTMENTS 
1.1.  Energ~ Conservation in Buildings 
To  provide  information 
- for  building designs  and  operators  in the public  and  private sectors,  in relation 
to measures  for  reducing energy  consumption 
- to  guide  legislation and  policy 
Works  includes 
- identification of  cost-effective energy  saving measures  in existing buildings, 
especially houses 
- design  and  development  of  novel  energy  saving building features  and  systems 
- assessment  of  energy  savings  from  such measures 
- design methods  and  data for district heating 
- thermal  design of buildings 
- use  of  heat  pumps 
1. 2.  Building Services 
To  quantify requirements  for  lighting,  heating  and  ventilating systems  and  develop 
technology  consistant with minimum  energy  consumption. 
- heating  :  survey  of  requirements,  efficiency of  systems,  performance  of  controls 
and  their use  by  occupants 
- lighting  :  requirements  and  control  techniques  for  offices,  schools,  etc  • 
. • . I •.. 
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OBJECTIVES  (x106)  Cx106)  (X 1  Q6)  (X 1  06)  <  x  1  o6> 
1. 1.  0.67  0.67  0. 73  2.34 
1.2.  0.30  0.27  0.32  ~  0.90 
1.3.  0.30  0.20 
• • • I  ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 1 tern  l  1. 27  1.14  1  05  1. 62  1  62 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -399-
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (coni+-inuation) 
- ventilation  :  study  of  air movements  in building spaces  and  development  of methods 
for  predicting natural ventilation rates  :  studies  and  trials in hospitals 
1. 3.  Combined  Heat  and  Power 
Assessment  studies  of  CHP  and  its potential for district heating. 
2.  CURRENT  ACTIVITIES  AT  THE  BRITISH  GAS  CORPORATION 
- effect  on  energy  consumption of  how  heating  systems  are  used 
- development  of  high efficiency and  low  heat  load prototype boiler for  hot water 
production 
- developement  of high reliability components  environmental  performance  and  efficiency 
•  burners without  aeration adjustments 
of  room  heating;  domestic heating 
market  studies 
•  rationalized  spark  ignition components  work  on  service,  installation and 
. central heating controls  reliability engineering 
radiator valves,  radiators,  JOlnts 
development  of  cooker market 
3.  CURRENT  ACTIVITIES  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNCIL 
- Domestic  sector programme  directed  to  low  and  efficient energy  use  in houses 
- commercial  sector programme  covering heating,  lighting and  ventilation in commercial 
and  industrial  premises 
- community  sector programme  including heat  recovery  in swimming  pools;  venturi 
aeration  in effluent  treatment 
- associated market  studies. 
IV.  PROGRAMME 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  1978-79  1979-80  198Q-81 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  (x106)  (X 1  Q6)  (X 1  06)  <  x 1  o6> 
2  4.07  4.13  5.20  5.55  6.13 
3  0.54  0.54  0.59  n.a.  n.a. 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.)  5.88  5.81  6.84 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  9.45  8.88  10.18 -400-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  1.3.  TRANSPORTATION  DATE  :MARCH  1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  RED  PROGRAMMES  OF  UK  GOVERNMENT  DEPART~ffiNTS 
Governement  R  & D on  transport  includes 
- analysis  and  optimisation of  consumption by vehicle weight  reduction,  fuel  economy 
devices,  aerodynamic  drag  studies 
- engine/fuel optimisation,  test bed  and  field  trials to develop  components  and  systems 
- fuel  economy  and  emission studies 
- use  of  alternative fuels 
- evaluation  and  development  of electric vehicles  and batteries 
- alternative engines  :  evolution  and  development  of  automotive  and  marine  engines 
- automobile  exhaust  gas  sensors  for  mixture  control 
- studies  of  fuel  saving  in  shipping 
- energy use  in road  construction 
2.  R  & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNCIL 
Projects  underway  to  improve  the potential for  electric vehicles  in transport. 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  1978-79  1979-80  1980-81 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  <x106)  (x106)  (X 1  06)  (x106) 
1  0. 7  1.0  2.3  6.8 
2  0.37  0.48  0.92  n .a.  n.a. 
• ••  l  ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  1.07  1.48  3.22 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  1. 72  2.26  4.79 -401-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  1.4.  LOW  GRADE  ENERGY  DATE  :MARCH  1979  and  budgets  UTILISATION 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  R & D PROGRAMMES  OF  UK  GOVERNMENT  DEPARTMENTS 
Recycling  and  use  of  urban  and  industrial wastes  : 
- optimisation of burners  design and  conditions  for  suspension firing/combustion  of 
fuel  products  from wastes 
- anaerobic  fermentation of  organic wastes 
- development  of marketable  solid  fuel  products  from  household  and  commercial  wastes 
2.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNCIL 
The  programme  is  aimed  at  conserving energy by  exploring uses  for  the  low  temperature 
cooling water  rejected  from  power  stations.  Work  on  heat utilisation of  cooling water 
eg  for  greenhouse  heating,  fish culture  and  bacteriological processes  relating to 
sewage  treatment.  Heat  pump  development 
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Cnatl.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  1978""79  1979-80  1980-81 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  ( x1 Q6)  <  x  1  o6>  (x106) 
1  - 0.35  0.35  - "'.4  - -
2  0.41  0.68  0.80  n.a.  n.a. 
···'··· 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  0.41  1.03  1.15 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.66  1.57  1. 71 -402 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR!.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY:  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  DATE  :  MARCH  1979  and  budgets  1.5.  OTHERS 
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNCIL 
As  part of  an  ongoing  programme  of  commercial  and  economic  research,  patterns of energy 
consumption  on  farms  are being determined.  Through  a  monitoring exercise  covering  a 
sample  of  farms,  data is being  obtained  on  casts  of electricity supply. 
2.  UK  PARTICIPATION  IN  I.E.A.  ACTIVITIES 
Buildings  and  Community  Systems 
The  UK  participated in 1  task  of  this  Implementing Agreement. 
The  UK  participants  are Atkins  Research  and  Development 
British Gas  Corporation 
Electricity Council 
Haden  Young  Ltd 
Oscar  Faber  and  Partners 
Over  Arup  and  Partners 
Pilkington Bros  Ltd 
University of  Glasgow 
University  of  Strathclyde 
University of Wales  Institute of Science  and  Technology. 
Under  this heading,  three  projects  are being  sponsored with  the  overall  aim  to 
integrate energy management  with  urban planning  community  design  and  building design. 
Project  areas  are  :  community  planning,  conservation in building  complexes,  and 
building energy  load  determination  in which  the  UK  participates. 
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(natl.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  1978-79  1979-80  1980-81 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  (x106) 
1  0.90  0.99  2.10  n.a.  n.a. 
2  - - -
•• ; I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  0.90  0.99  2  10 
TOTAL  Cin  EUA)  1.45  1.51  3.13 -403-
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.tOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.1.  COAL  EXPLORATION  AND  DATE  :  M[\RCH  1979  and  budgets  EXTRACTION 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  NATIONAL  COAL  BOARD  (NCB)  :  MAJOR  OBJECTIVES  INCLUDE  : 
Mining  technolo~l 
1.  General  objectives 
the extension of  remote  and  automatic  control  and  monitoring,  with particular emphasis 
on  coal  transport  underground  and  ventilating systems; 
the development  of fully mechanised  face  end  systems; 
the  improvement  in  the reliability of machines  and  equipment. 
2.  Coal  face  sector - some  of  the work  involves  international collaboration. 
development  of  the  chainless haulage  systems  for  power  loaders; 
increase  "tonnage/machine  pass" with 1-metre web  mining  systems; 
•  extended  use  of wide  web  working; 
•  development  of  nucleonic  automatic  steering  system for ranging  arm  shearers 
field  trials of  new  shield  supports 
trials with ripping at the  face  line 
continuing work  on  dust  control  and  collecting systems  for  face  ends. 
3.  Under~round roadwaxs  driving - some  work  involves  international collaboration. 
first trial of  a  test rig for cutting hard  rock 
increased  use  in coal  fields  of  the  in-seam heading machine 
+  thin and  steep  seams 
+  as  a  coal-getting machine  with moderate  output  at high efficiency and  low  capital 
cost 
ancilliary operations  connected with roadway  support  systems. 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  1978-79  1979-80  198D-81 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  <  x  1  o6)  <x106)  <  x1 o6)  <  x  1  o6) 
1  - - -
2  3.23  3.67  5.59  n.a.  n.a. 
3  1. 62 est' n  1.  47 est_OI1  1.21  n.a.  n.a. 
• • •  -I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  1-3  4.85  est.On  5.14 est0n  h  _8() 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -404-
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continiJation) 
4.  Transport - some  work  involves  internatio~al collaboration. 
increase  the  speed  at which men  and  materials  are  transported at  the  coal  face 
+  braking requirements 
+  use  of  free  steered  rubber  tyred vehicles 
+  use  of  pneumatic pipelines  for  conveying mineral  in the  shaft 
+  conveyor  transport  studies;  winder  investigations. 
5.  Coal  preparation - some  work  involves  international collaboration 
automatic  control  systems 
+  micro-processors,  process  computers 
+  monitoring  of  ash,  S,  H20  content  and  mass  flow 
•  mechanical  handling 
prototype  development  of  the  rotating probability  screen for  extraction of  fines  from 
wet  run of  small  coal 
•  new  methods  of  coal  preparation  • 
6.  Comprehensive  mine  monitoring  - some  work  involves  international collaboration. 
coal  clearance  control  system 
environmental monitoring 
+  development  of  sensors  for  : 
- CH4  drainage  systems 
- air flow measurements 
- temperature  and  humidity 
development  of  additional  colliery based  m~n~-computer  (MINOS  sys  tern)  packages  to 
provide  a  complete  range  of mine  management  information 
development  of  systems  for data  transmission  and  radio-communications. 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976-77  1977 -78  1978  -79  1979-80  198(}-81 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  c  x 1  o6)  (x106)  Cx106)  c  x 1  o6> 
4  1.01  est~n  1.43 est?n  1.89 
5  1.23 est?n  1.54  est.on  2.01 
6  2.66  est?n  3.13 est. 0n  3.80 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  4-6 
~  4.90  est.On  6 .1 o  pj:lt.on  7.70 
TOTAL  <in  EUA) -405-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY:  U.K. 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
I I.  SUB-SECTOR  2 .1.  COAL  EXPLORATION  AND 
EXTRACTION  (cont.d) 
DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  NATIONAL  COAL  BOARD  (NCB).  (CONTINUED) 
7.  Safety  and  health 
•  CH4  prediction and  control 
control  of respirable dust,  of machinery noise  and  of  problem of  heat  and  humidity 
(great depth mining) 
•  Collieries 
+  prediction of  strata behaviour 
+  sensing  techniques  to differentiate coal/stone  layers 
+  underground  seismic  techniques for  the  location of faults 
8 •.  Machinery  and  equipment  - some  work  involves  international collaboration 
testing of  : 
+  roof  supports 
+ hydraulic  equipment 
+  underground  machines 
+  newly  developed  heavy duty  armoured  face  conveyors 
+  life reliability of power  loader  trailing cables 
+  method  of  power  transmission  to  conveyor mounted  coal  cutting machines 
+  metallurgical  and  materials  testing. 
9.  Future mining  techniques 
.  hydraulic mining 
•  underground  gasification 
10.  In addition to  the  funds  allocated for  the  programmes  described  above,  the  European Coal 
and  Steel Community  (ECSC)  supported  R & D programmes  of  the  NCB  into  the  following  areas: 
coal  face  studies;  roadway  dri  vage;  undergr-ound  transport;· coal preparation;  comprehensi\e 
monitoring;  basic  studies  and  testing.  Separate  figures  for  these  items  are  not  available 
and  therefore  the  exnenditure!'l  on  -'~  -'~  transnort  and  l"n-"11  nrpna..-at-; nn  a..-o c:r;uon  hPrP 
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i  R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATES  COUNTRY  : U.K. 
5. Programme  description  2.2.  COAL  PREPARATION,VALORI-
DATE  :  MARCH  1979  and  budgets  !!.SUB-SECTOR  SATION  AND  TRANSPORT 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  NATIONAL  COAL  BOARD  (NCB)  (some  work  involves  international  co-
operation). 
1.  Fundamental  and  applied  aspects  of metallurgical  coke  production 
- better control  of quality,  size  and  strength of blast-furnace  coke 
- incrase  the  proportion of high volatile coals 
- blending  : 
compatibility of blending  components 
relationship between  coal  properties  and  coke  strength 
studies  on  the mechanism of preheating  coke  oven  charges 
- coke  properties  and  performance  in blast furnace 
- reduction  of  pollution at  coke  ovens. 
2.  Upgrading  of  coal  by-Eroducts 
- development  of resins  and  plastics based  on  carbonisation by-products  : 
•  heat-shrink plastics 
.  use  of pitch as  a  binder  in briquetts  and  electrodes 
- developmement  of  coal-based  foams 
commercial  studies  of  the  value  of  coal-derived oils and- tars 
- alternative processes  for  smokeless  fuel manufacture 
improving  the  quality of  ovoids. 
3.  In addition  to .the  fund  allocated  for  the  programmes  described  above,  the  European 
Coal  and  Steel  Community  (ECSC)  supported  R & D programmes  of  the  NCB  in the  following 
areas  : 
oven  coke;  pollution  control;  new  coal derivatives. 
The  total  support  from  ECSC  on  these  items  is  given below. 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  197~79  1979-8o  1980-81 
OBJECTIVES  <x1Q6)  <x106)  <  x  1  o6)  <  x  1  o6)  <x106) 
1  and  2  0.41 est  on  0  41  on  0  82  est.  n.a  n.a. 
3  0.80  0.96  0.61 
•• • I  ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  1  21  est on  1  37  est on  1  ll.1 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  1.  95  2.09  2.13 -407-
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY:  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR 2.3.  COAL  LIQUEFACTION  DATE  :  . MARCH  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  In May  1978  the Government  announced  support  for  the  development  projects  on  coal 
liquefaction.  These  arise  from  R  &  D conducted by  the National  Coal  Board.  The 
eight year  programme  will  cost  an estimated  £ 31  million;  up  to March  '83  the  cost 
is estimated  as  £  24  million,  and  of  this  the Government will provide  £  15  million. 
The  balance will fall  to  the National  Coal  Board. 
The  Coal  Liquefaction projects  are  : 
1.1.  Liquid  Solvent Extraction  :  involves  treating coal with  a  hot  liquid  solvent, 
hydrogenation of  the  solution to  give  a  synthetic  crude  oil and  product  and 
recycled  solvent.  The  total project  cost is estimated  to be  £  16  million. 
la)  design phase  lb)  implementation phase 
1.2.  SuEercritical Gas  Solvent Extraction  :  uses  high pressure  gas  to dissolve  coal.  The 
end  product  shows  promise  as  an  aromatic  chemical  feedstock.  The  total project cost 
is estimated  as  £  15  million. 
2a)  design phase  2b)  implementation phase 
2.  R  &  D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  NATIONAL  COAL  BOARD  (NCB) 
2.1.  Pi:rolysis 
(a)  Co-oEerative  lEA  Eroject 
- fundamentals  of pyrolysis  at various heating rates  and  in different atmospheres 
(b)  Current activities at N.C.B. 
- study  of  rapid heating of  coal in hydrogen at pressures  up  to  150  bar  and 
1200°K 
- conversion of coal  extract  to  acetylene  in a  plasma  arc 
optimisation of yield  and  energy  consumption. 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  1978-79  1979-80  1980-81 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6)  (X 1  06)  c  x  1  o6) 
1. 1  ( Govt. share)  - - 0.27  1.33  3.0 
1.2  ( 
II  )  - - 0.27  1.13  2.33 
1.1  (N.C.B.  share)  - - 0.13  0.67  1.50 
1.2  ( 
II  )  - - 0.13  0.57  1.17 
•• • I  ••• 
TOTAL  (; n  N.C.)  Govt.  - - 0.54  2.46  5.33 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -408-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
(c)  N.C.B.  Project 
Design,  construction and  operation of  a  20  ton/day pilot plant  for  the  rapid 
heating  of  coal  in the  absence  of air to  give  substantial quantities  of  liquids 
and  gases  at modest  processing costs. 
Total  project  cost  :  £  17  m. 
(d)  In addition  to  the  funds  allocated  for  current  NCB  activities,  support  for high 
intensity pyrolysis  and  aromatisation of  coal  derived  raw materials was  given 
from  the  European  Coal  and  Steel  Community  (ECSC).  Expenditure  figures  are  given 
at  (ld)  below. 
2.2.  High  pressure  gas  solvent extraction 
(a)  construction  and  operation of pilot plant  (120  kg  coal/day)  to  study  continuous 
operation  : 
- optimisation of  the extraction conditions 
- conversion  of  coal  extracts  (hydrocracking) 
- development  of  suitable catalysts 
- study  of  reaction mechanisms 
(b)  Supercritical gas  solvent extraction project  (N.C.B.) 
Design,  construction and  operation of  a  20  ton/day pilot plant,  in which  coal is 
to be  dissolved  in a  light volatile solvent,  which  at  the  temperature  and  pressure 
used  in  the  process  is  in the  gaseous  form,  to  give  a  hydrogen-rich extract 
suitable for  use  as  an  aromatic  chemical  feedstock  and  for refining into liquid 
transport fuels. 
Total  project cost  :  £  15  m. 
3.  Liquid  extraction 
(a)  Operation of  a  small  scale pilot plant 
- optimisation of  the  extraction  condi~ions 
- conversion of extracts 
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TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
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TOTAL  (in  EUA) -409-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATES  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  2.3.  COAL  LIQUEFACTION  DATE  :  MARCH  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  :  PROGRAMME  OF  THE  NCB  (continued) 
(b)  Liguid  solvent extraction project  (N.C.B.) 
Design,  construction and  operation of  a  20  ton/day pilot plant  in which  coal  is 
to be  dissolved  in a  hot,  coal-derived  solvent  and  the  solution upgraded  by 
treatment with hydrogen  to  give  a  synthetic crude  oil suitable for  further 
refining into petrol/diesel/kerosene  transport fuels  for  road  and  aviation use 
and  for  refining into chemical  feedstocks. 
Total project  cost  :  £  16  m. 
4.  Production of electrode  coke 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976-77  197?-78  1978"" 79  1979 -80  1980 -81 
OBJECTIVES  <x1Q6)  <x106)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  <  x  1  o6> 
2.2.a  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a. 
2.2.b  - - sec  1.2  (~CB) 
2.3.a  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a. 
2.3.b  - - sec  1.1  (~CB) 
4  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n...a...t ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  1. 61  est.  on  1.61 est.  on  2.18 est0n 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  2.59  2.46  3.24 R+D&D  POLICY 
5.  Proqr~mme description 
dnd  budgets 
-410-
I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATES 
!!.SUB-SECTOR  2.4.  COAL  GASIFICATION 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  NATIONAL  COAL  BOARD 
1.1.  Low  BTU  fuel  gas  (at N.C.B.) 
COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
(a)  Studies  on  the gasification of  coal  to yield  low  BTU  fuel  gas  (in fluidised bed)  : 
- kinetics  of  the  air,  steam  and  co2  reactions  (at different  temperatures  and 
pressures) 
- control  of  : 
•  clinkering 
•  emission of Na  compounds 
(b)  Low  BTU  gasification project 
Feasibility study  followed  by design,  construction and  operation of pilot plant 
for  the  steam-air gasification of  coal in a  fluidised bed  for  use  in combined-
cycle  (gas)  steam turbines electrical power  generation at high efficiency. 
Total project cost  :  £  12  m. 
1.2.  In addition to  the  funds  allocated by  the National Coal  Board,  the European  Coal  and 
Steel Community  (ECSC)  is  g1v1ng  support  to  coal  gasification.  The  expenditure 
figures  and  estimates  are  given below. 
2.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  BRITISH  GAS  CORPORATION 
2.1.  SNG  production  from  coal  (at BGC) 
- coal gasification studies 
- gas  treatment  and  up-grading processes 
- effluent  treatment 
2.2.  Entrained  flow/fixed-bed  composite  gasifier  (at  BGC) 
Design,  construction and  operation of  a  pilot plant  for  the  steam-oxygen gasification 
of  c_o.q1  .<lt  high  thrrmoh.n11t- .<lnrl  hioh  thermal  effil'if>nl'u  !::im11lt-~ne>m1!::lu  "no  hnt-h 
l.l.a  x 
1  1  . h 
1.2  X 
2.1  X 
2.2 
V.  BUDGETS 







III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVlTY  C:ontinuation) 
lump  and  fine  coal,  to give  a  synth~sis gas  suitable for  the manufacture  of 
substitute natural gas  (S.N.G.). 
Total  project cost:  £  12  m. 
IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION 
/~~~-~-~~0~::/ 
'- •\·  ~1> • <::-~  "'e,  0  0  1>  c,  "  <::- • "'  e,  c:e, 
OBJECTIVE  1><::-<::-e  ?>~~<.~~'-·  1>~e  k...::f
0 
Re1>  f$:-..;:f"  <v,..  e,<c,  ...._c;?>O)  c,'(:-1> 
~'- +"'<.  "  ec:  ~·  .:;;,C:o  c.,.o~  "\•  o"''(:- ~~  o"' 
e  1>-::i.  C:>o  ~  e  ·\· 
v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  (x106)  (X 1  Q6)  c  x  1  o6)  c  x  1  o6) 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA) 
(27) -412-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR 2.5.  COAL  COMBUSTION  DATE  :  MARCH  1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1AIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  UK  PARTICIPATION  IN  I.E.A.  ACTIVITIES 
Coal  Technology.  UK  chairs  the  executive  commitee 
The  participant is  the  National  Coal  Board. 
UK  participates  in the  following  tasks  : 
a)  Fluidised Bed  Combustion Project  :  Design,  construction and  operation of  an  80 MW(t) 
experimental high pressure facility  to be  built in UK.  NCB  is  the  operating agent. 
b)  Coal Technical  Information Service.  NCB  is  the  operating agent. 
c)  Economic  Assessment  Service.  NCB  is  the  operating agent. 
d)  World  Coal  Reserve  and  Resources  Date  Bank.  NCB  is  the  operating agent. 
e)  Mining  Technology  Clearing House.  NCB  is  the  operating agent. 
f)  Coal Pyrolysis.  NCB  is  the  UK  participant. 
g)  Treatment  of  Coal  Gasifier.  BGC  (British Gas  Corporation)  is  the  operating agent. 
UK  Government  supports  2/3  of  the  cost  of  UK  participation and  NCB  1/3  of  the  cost. 
In  the  case  of  the  Treatment  of Coal  Gasifier Efficient Liquors  the  UK  government 
supports  55  % of  the  cost,  BGC  30  % and  NCB  15  %.  One  project is due  to run  to 
Dec.  1984.  The  total commitment  for  the  programme  is £  4.27  M. 
, 
'STATUS  &  mPLE~1ENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  197s-79  1979-80  198()81 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  (x1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6)  (x106) 
l  U • .JZ  1.  ~4  l.~U 
•• • I  ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -413-
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVUTY  r· continuation) 
2  0  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNGIL 
Major  activities  include  : 
- Coal  handlin~ and  milling;  slagging properties  of  coals,  improvement  of mill 
performance  and  coal classifiers,  erosion problems,  integrity of pulverised  fuel 
sytems.  Separate  expenditure  figures  not  given. 
- Combustion;  model  studies  of furnaces,  pipeline blockage  studies, mixed  firing 
techniques  and  disposal  of residue  problems,  fluidised  bed  combustion,  comparative 
study  of  coal  gasification systems. 
3.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  NATIONAL  COAL  BOARD  (NCB)  (Some  work  involves  international 
collaboration) 
3.1.  Current activities at  the  NCB 
- development  of domestic heating equipment  for  smokeless  burning of bituminous  coal 
- design,  manufacture  and  operation of  prototype  shallow fluidised bed  burners  for 
industrial furnaces 
- automatic  control  of  coal-firing and  ash-removal  systems 
3.2.  Fluidised-bed  combustion 
(a)  Co-operative  lEA  Eroject 
Design,  build  and  operate  the  85  Ml..J( th)  - nominal  28  Ml..Je  - pressurised fluidised 
bed  combustion facility at Grimethorpe. 
Total  cost  :  £  17  m  (UK  share  :  £ 5.7  m). 
(b)  Pressurised fluidised  bed  combustion project - NCB 
Design,  construction arid  operation of  an  80  MWe  (200 MWth)  full-scale  reference-
commercial,  demonstration plant for  the pressurised  fluidised-bed  combustion of 
coal  for  use  in combined  cycle  (gas/steam turbine)  power  generation,  capable  of 
operating with wide,  variable grades  of  coal  and  capable  of  absorbing  sulphur 
oxides  in crushed  limestone  added  to· the bed. 
Total  project cost  :  £  SO  m. 
IV.  PROGRAMME 
, 
STATUS  &  Ir1PLH1ENTA TION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  FEATURES 
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2  X 
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3.2a  X  X 
3.2b  X 
v.  IJUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  (x1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  c  x  1  o6>  Cx106) 
2  1.2  1.2  1.5  n.a.  n.a. 
3.2a  - -
3.2b  - -
TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA) -414-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
II.  SUB-SECTOR  2.5.  COAL  COMBUSTION  (cont.  d) 
DATE  : MAR'CH  1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
NCB  ACTIVITIES  (CONTINUED) 
3.3.  Industrial boiler development 
- design of high-intensity stoker 
- improving  underfeed  stokers 
- boiler  testing 
- assessment  of heat  pipe  air preheater performance. 
3.4.  Domestic heating  and  fuel  testing 
Work  on  the  following  : 
appliance  development 
•  house  heating and  hot water  supply 
•  fuel  testing for  solid  fuels 
•  appliance  testing for  the Domestic  Solid  Fuels  Approved  Appliance  Scheme 
support  for  technical  studies related  to marketing 
3.5.  European  Coal  and  Steel Community  support  for  combustion  appliance  testing. 
3.3  X 
3.4  X 
3.5  X 
v.  BUDGETS 




TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 









·~·'  •••  I ••• 
Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
1977  1978  1979  1980 
(x1Q6)  <x1Q6)  (x106)  (x106) 
2.08 est.  on  1.43 
0.08  0.08  n.a.  n.a. 
• • • I ••• 
5.30  1.51 
8.10  5.37 -415-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
!!.SUB-SECTOR  2.6  OIL  AND  GAS  ASSESSMENT 
AND  EXPLORATION 
DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  BRITISH  GAS  CORPORATION 
1.  Assessment  of  the hydrocarbon  resources  in UK,principally off-shore 
(see  under  2 • 7) 
2.  Supporting  techniques  for  gas  exploration and  production  (BGC) 
- study of drilling cores 
- quality of water  required  for  injection purposes 






gas  reservoirs  (enhanced  gas) 
- gas  analysis  and  treatment 
X 
X 
BUDGETS  Expenditures 
(natl.  currency)  19?6-77 
OBJECTIVES  ( x1 Q6) 
o.m. 
0.33 
•• • I ••• 
Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
1977-78  1978-79  1979-80  1980-81 
c  x1 o6)  (x1Q6)  <  x  1  o6)  <  x  1  o6) 
o.m.  o.m. 
0.39  0.41  0.45  0.52 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  ----1~-~0.:..:.  3~3~--+--....:0~·:...:::3:.,::.9 __  +--~0:..:.  •  .:!.4.!..1 __  +--..::!0..!,;.  4::!..:5~---if---......;0~.~5:..:2~---
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.53  0.60  0.61  0.67  0.77 -416-
:  R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.7.  OIL  AND  GAS  PRODUCTION  DATE  :MARCH  1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
The  Department  of  Energy's  Offshore  Technology R & D Programme  has  the  following  content. 
1.  Hydrocarbon  assessment 
The  acquisition  and  analysis  of  geophysical,  geological  and  reservoir engineering data 
to assess  UK  potential hydrocarbon reserves.  Currently concerned with  continental 
shelf areas,  future  priorities  include  the examination  of  deep water prospects  around 
the  UK. 
Work  includes 
- continuous  evaluation of  exploration data  from oil  companies 
- geological  studies,  including  seismic data analysis,  etc. 
- drilling of  stratigraphic holes  (onshore  and  offshore)  to test the  geological 
succession 
2.  Safety  of  Installations 
The  determination of  the  offshore  safety standards  to be laid  down  by  the Department  in 
pursuance  of its statutory responsibilities.  This  involves  : 
- determination of environmental  and  operational  conditions  offshore  :  prediction and 
understanding of wind,  wave  and  current  forces 
- behaviour  of materials  (mainly  steel  and  concrete)  in those  conditions  and  overall 
performance  of  offshore  structures  and  platforms 
- determination of  appropriate  design  parameters  to ensure  long  term life of  offshore 
installations. 
, 
'STATUS  &  H~PLE~1ENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  1978-79  1979-80  1980 -81 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  (x106)  (x1Q6)  <  x  1  o6>  <  x  1  o6> 
1-3  9.73  13.5  15  16  17 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  9.73  13.5  15  16  17 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  15.64  20.64  22.32  23.81  25.30 -417-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
3.  Assistance  to  the offshore  supplies  industr~ in the  UK 
This  usually  involves  shared-cost development  programmes  with  the industrial partner 
undertaking  the  work  and  exploiting  the results.  Areas  covered  include  : 
- development  of  new  concepts  for  production,  e.g.  tethered buoyant  platforms  and 
subsea  completions 
- underwater  welding  and  repair  techniques 
- development  of  inspection and  non-destructive  testing techniques,  including remotely-
controlled  submersibles 
- development  of  techniques  to ease  the diver's work  load,  such  as  vibration monitoring 
and  acoustic emission 
N.B.  The  "Offshore  Steels Research Project·" has  become  the  cornerstone  of  a  European 
Coal  and  Steel  Community  programme  and  receives  ECSC  support. 
, 
STATUS  &  Ir1PLH1ENTA T  ION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  iJUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (X 1  Q6)  (X 1  Q6)  (x1Q6)  Cx106)  c  x 1  o6> 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  <in  EUA) -418-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.8.  REFINING  AND  DERIVATIVES  DATE  :  MARCH  1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  SNG  from different  feedstocks  (see  2.4.1)  (excludine coal gasification,  taken under  2.4) 
R & D by  BRITISH  GAS  CORPORATION  (BGC) 
Including process  studies  on  conversion routes;  feedstock  and  product  gas  data; 
catalytic gasification of heavy distillate feedstocks;  studies  on  the  compatibility of 
SNG  compositions  in appliances. 
Non-catalytic gasification,  gas  recycle  hydrogenator,  fluid  bed hydrogenator,  kinetic 
studies. 
Gas  treatment  and  purification studies,  co2  removal. 
2.  R & D BY  NATIONAL  COAL  BOARD  into coal refining was  supported by  the  European  Coal  and 
Steel  Community  (ECSC).  Expenditure  by  ECSC  on  this work  is  show  below. 
IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATUREs'  ~TATUS & IMPLEMENTATION  . INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  1978 -79  1979 -80  1980-81 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  (x106)  (x106)  <x106)  (x106) 
1  2.25  2.30  2.38  n.a.  n.a. 
2  0.25  (p.m.)  0.19  (p.m.)  0.23  (p.m.)  n.a.  n.a. 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  2.25  2.30  2.38 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  3.62  3.52  3.54 -419-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  I I.  SUB-SECTOR 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
2.10.  TRANSPORT  OF  GAS  DATE  :MARCH  1979 
1.  Maintenance  and  improvement  of  the  standards  and 'methods  used  for  the measurement  of 
quantity  and  quality of  transmitted  and  distributed  gas  (GSB)  : 
- flow  measurements  of  natural  gas  at very high pressures  and  high  flow  rates; 
- analysis  of natural  gas,  using  and  extending modern  and  instrumental  techniques. 
R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  BRITISH  GAS  CORPORATION 
2.  Specification,  testing and  quality assurance  of  Large  diameter  (up  to  42in)  transmission 
pipes  and  fittings  (at  BGC).  R & D Programme  for  transmission of  gas  : 
-effects of external  loading_ 
- automatic welding  techniques 
- new  protective  layers  (epoxy resins) 
- development  of on-line devices  for  internal inspection of high pressure pipelines  under 
operation 
•  magnetic  sensors 
•  elastic waves  defect detectors 
- development  of  new  sealants  and  leak detectors 
- metallurgy of  steel pipelines  in use. 
3.  R & D Programme  by  BGC  into distribution of  gas 
- improve  performance  and  safety of  gas  distribution 
- mains  replacement,  methods  of underground  location 
- leak detection 
- computer-aided  systems  design  and  operation 
1  X 
X  2  X 
3  X 
•••  I . •. 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  197&-77  1977 -78  1978-79  1979-80  1980-81 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6>  (X 1  06)  Cx106) 
1  0.140  0.150 
2  3.89  5.94  8.26  10.21  10.55 
3  1.94  2.38  2.51  2.78  3.19 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  5 .97  ~  6.7  1 ()  77  1n  ""  - -...  -.,..--;77  l.J  •  I  "'t 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  9.60  12.95  16.03  19.33  20.45 -420-
R  +  D& D P  0  L  I C  Y  I.  SECTOR  2.FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY:  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  2.12  STORAGE  OF  GAS  DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Current  activities at  the British Gas  Corp 
- development  of  the  concept  of  reversible  liquefied natural  gas  (LNG) 
- operational  and  safety aspects  of  LNG  peak-shaving plant 
- improvement  of  the  design of  high pressure  installations 
- underground  storage  in salt cavities  (Hornsea) 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  1978-79  1979 -80  1980-81 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6) 
1  0  34  ()  42  ()  ?f)  0  38  ()  !...? 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  0.34  0.42  0.26  0.38  0.42 
TOTAL  (;  n  EUA)  0.55  0.64  0.39  0.57  ()  61 -421-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUEL  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY:  U.K. 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  II.SUB-SECTOR  2•13  OTHERS 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  R & D by  British Gas  Corporation 
Technology  :  Gas  explosion - studies  in the  following  areas  : 
- explosions  in plant  and  premises 
- gas  dispersion and  unconfined  explosions 
- fire hazards 
1  X  x  part 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  1978-79 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1  0.43  0.53  0.84 
DATE  :  ~ARCH 1979 
••.  I .•• 
Estimations  Estimations 
1979-80  1980-81 
<  x  1  o6>  c  x  1  o6> 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  Cin  N.C.)  ------~--0_._4_3  ____  ~  ___  0_._5_3 ____  ~---0~·-8_4  ____  -+-----------+-----------I 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.69  0.81  1.25 -422- COUNTRY  UNITED  KINGDOM 
SECTOR  3  NUCLEAR  POWER 
UK  GOVERNMENT  expenditure  on  R & D in nuclear energy 
United  Kingdom  Atomic  Energy Authority expenditure,  published in the 
Annual  Report  of  UKAEA,  is  as  follows  and  is listed against  the  sub-heads 
given.  Data against other  sub-heads  is not  available.  Under  these 
headings  fuel  cycle  development is included  under  appropriate reactor 
heading.  Expenditure in£ thousands. 
1  Power  Programme 
(a)  Main  Reactor  Systems 
Advanced  Gas-Cooled 
Water Moderated  Systems 
Fast  Systems 
(b)  Nuclear  Safety  and  the 
environment 
(c)  Other work  in support  of 
nuclear  power  programme 
(d)  Grants  to  international 
projects 
2  Other  Nuclear 
(a)  Applied 
(b)  Underlying 
the 































approx  17,000 
approx  58,000 
approx  23,000 
approx  14,000 
approx  8,000 
118.9 
The  estimated  out-turn for  1978-79 is £  118.9 million.  The  detailed 
information under  the  sub-heads  is not  available,  but  the  balance  between 
programmes  is not  expected  to shift in any  gross  sense  and  estimates  for 
that year have  been made  on  that basis.  Forward  estimates  are  not  available. 
These  headings  do  not  correspond  to  the  headings  of  the Commissions 
classification.  The  Advanced  Gas  Cooled  and  Water  Moderated  Systems 
together  constitute  3.1  and  Fast  Systems  corresponds  to 3.3.  However  the 
data include  expenditure  for  development  of  the  appropriate  fuel  cycle,  and 
expenditure equivalent  to 3.4 is not  separately identified.  Item 3.5,  3.6, 
3.7  and  3.8 are  contained  in items  l(b)  and  l(c)  above.  Items  l(d)  2(a)  and 
2(b)  are equivalent  to 3.9. 
The  nuclear  energy date  do  not  include  UK  Government  contributions  to  IAEA 
and  NEA,  nor  Government  contribution for  design  and  development  contracts 
placed with  the  nuclear industry which  amounted  to  some  £  10  million per 
year in 1976-77  and  1977-78. -423-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCL8AR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5.  Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  3.1.  PROVEN  REACTORS  DATE  :MARCH  1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  PROGRAMME  OF  UNITED  KINGDOM  ATOMIC  ENERGY  AUTHORITY 
OBJECTIVES  :  Support  to Central Electricity Generating  Board  and  South  of  Scotland 
Electricity Board  in operation of existing  thermal  reactors  and  in 
development  for  further  stations  to be  installed. 
1.1.  Advanced  Gas  Cooled  Reactor  (AGR) 
Assistance  to  the  generating board with operation of  commissioned  reactors  and 
commissioning  of  further  stations. 
Studies  to further  improve  performance  of  fuel  and  coolant, taking account  of operating 
experience. 
Experimental  studies  to reduce  the  reaction rate of  the  graphic with  the  coolant,  by 
gas  flow  through  the  graphite. 
Operation of  the  prototype l.Vindscale  AGR. 
1.2.  Water  cooled  s:l:stems 
Studies  of  fuel  design for water  cooled  reactors,  including continued  operation of  the 
Steam Generating Heavy  Water  Reactor. 
1.3.  Work  on  Pressurised  Water  Reactors  (PWR)  is considered  in 3.5  - Reactor  Safety. 
2.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNCIL 
2 .1.  MAGNOX  REACTORS.  Work  includes  the  following  : 
- Studies of Magnox  fuel;  post-irradiation examination;  improvements  in reactivity 
limits,.  optimisation of  fuel  management. procedure. 
1  'STATUS  &  If~PLE~1ENTA  TION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  197&79  1979-80  1980-81 
OBJECTIVES  c  x  1  o6)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6)  (X 1  06)  c  x  1  o6) 
1  15.3  16.1  i;lppr.  17  n.a.  n.a. 
2  11.6  14.5  17.8  n.a.  n.a. 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (;  n  N.C.)  26.9  30.6  34.8:.. 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  43.26  46.79  51.79 -424-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
- steel oxidation 
- corrosion of  graphite moderator 
- integrity of reactor pressure  circuit 
- storage  and  transport of irradiated fuels 
2.2.  ADVANCED  GAS-COOLED  REACTORS 
- AGR  fuel behaviour 
- Moderator  and  coolant, graphite monitoring  and  strength,  coolant  composition 
- steel oxidation,  use  of  protective  coating 
- radioactive  contamination,  migration of fission products  and  other  active  species 
- structural integrity and  mechanisms 
- improvement  of operational performance 
2.3.  WATER  REACTORS 
- safety studies related  to  coolant  systems 
- circuit activity and  water  chemistry 
- structural mechanics,  fracture mechanics 
- reactor performance  and  thermohydraulics 
- fuel  studies,  post  irradiation examination of  SGHWR  and  PWR  fuels 
- rotating machinery,  valves,  fuel  handling,  pump  studies 
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OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6> 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  <in  EUA) -425-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY:  U.K. 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  II.SUB-SECTOR  3.2.  HIGH  TEMPERATURE  REACTOR~  DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNCIL 
A low-level  programme,  which  has  been  carried out  in  collaboration  with  French  and  Dutch 
organisations,  comprises  the  following  : 
- physical  studies  of  uranium  and  thorium fuel  cycles 
- fuel  particle  endurance  testing 
- mechanical  properties of metals  in helium 
This  is being wound  up. 
2.  PROGRAMME  OF  UNITED  KINGDOM  ATOMIC  ENERGY  AUTHORITY 
~o HTR  work  since  thermination of  OECD  Dragon Project in March  1976. 
1  X 
•••  I ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976-77  197?-78  1978-79  1979-80  1980-81 
OBJECTIVES  ( x1 06)  Cx106)  <  x  1  o6)  ( x1 06)  <  x  1  o6) 
1  0.6  0.2  0.1 
2  - - -
•••  I  • •• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  --------~~Ou~~6---------~~o~.~?-------+---~n~~,-------+---------------+---------------~t 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.96  0.31  0.15 -426-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY:  U.K. 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3.3.  BREEDERS(FAST  REACTORS)  DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  PROGRAMME  OF  UNITED  KINGDOM  ATOMIC  ENERGY  AUTHORITY 
OBJECTIVES  :  Development  of  liquid metal  cooled  fast  reactor  technology. 
Progrannne  : 
1.1.  Operation of Prototype  Fast Reactor  (PFR)  at Dounreay  :  Operation of  the  250  MW(e)  PFR 
continues  to be  the main  element  in the  fast reactor prograiTlll1.e with  the  emphasis  on 
study of  performance. 
1.2.  Decommissioning  of Dounreay  Fast Reactor  (DFR)  :  This  reactor was  closed  in March  1977. 
The  liquid metal  secondary heat  transfer  fluid  has  been  removed,  the  fuel  has  been 
removed  for  reprocessing.  The  primary coolant will be  removed  next. 
1.3.  Work  in support  of  the design of  a  Connnercial  Demonstration Fast Reactor  (CDFR)  includes 
investigation of  fuel  and  component  performance  and  reactor design  concepts. 
1.4.  Technical  support  progrannne  covering all aspects  of  fast nuclear fuel  cycles  including 
fuel  performance,  material  studies,  construction of  a  pilot plant  for  the manufacture 
of plutonium/uranium oxide  fuel  by  the gel precipitation process.  Engineering  component 
development,  chemical  engineering,  reactor physics  and  plant performance work.  Chemical 
studies  on  coolant,  instrument development. 
2.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNCIL 
Work  includes  the  following  : 
- performance  of fast  reactor fuel  :  irradiation studies,  effects  of  fuel  failure, 
reprocessing studies 
- sodium chemistry,  active mass  transport,  behaviour  of  tritium,  measurement  of  oxygen 
levels,  measurement  of  carbon,  hydrogen,  oxygen  in sodium 
1  1-1  4  X 
2  X 
•••  ! ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  197~79  1979-80  1980 -81 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  Cx106)  (x106)  (x106)  (x106) 
1.1-1.4  53 .. 2  55.8  appr~  58  n.a.  n.a. 
2  2.8  3.2  4.4  n.a.  n.a  • 
• • • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  ----~~--5_6  ______  4-___  5_9 ______  +-____  6_2_._4 __  ~----------~----------l 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  90.03  90.21  92.86 -427-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
-mechanical properties  of materials,  test rig facilities,  behaviour  of  steels 
- fast reactor  safety and  inspection.  Effect  and  detection of blockages,  interactions 
between  fuel  and  coolant 
- mechanical  components  and  structural mechanics,  sodium circuit structure,core structure 
and  mechanisms 
- fast  reactor boiler problems,  tube  bundle  replacement,  leaks  assessment  of  optimum 
boiler  size 
- fast  reactor performance,  power  densities  and  heat  removal  rates 
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(28) R+D&D  POLICY 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
-428-
I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER 
!!.SUB-SECTOR  3.4.  FUEL  CYCLE 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  PROGRAMME  OF  UNITED  KINGDOM  ATOMIC  ENERGY  AUTHORITY 
COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
DATE  :_MARCH  1979 
OBJECTIVE  :  Development  of  efficient and  reliable fuel  cycle  technology. 
Programme  : 
Consideration  of enrichment,  fuel  fabrication,  handling,  storage,  reprocessing  and 
transport of  fuel  for  all reactor systems. 
Work  includes 
- general  studies  on  fuel  processing problems 
- development  of  improved  instrumentation 
·- development  of all aspects  of  the  fast reactor fuel  cycle,  leading  to  an  operational 
closed  cycle 
- improvement  in  fuel  transport  techniques  and  facilities 
2.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNCIL 
Work  included  studies  in the  following  areas  : 
- irradiated fuel  cooling ponds  and  transport flasks,  optimum  pond  storage  conditions, 
protective methods  and  handling devices 
Separate expenditure  figures  not given. 
l  X 
X 
V.  BUDGETS 




Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations 
1976-77  1977-78  1978 -79 
(x106)  Cx106)  (x106) 
expenditures  included  in  3.1  and  3.3 
Estimations 
197'r-80 
c  x 1 o6) 
•..  I ••. 
Estimations 
1980 -81 
c  x 1  o6) 
• • • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  ------~-----------J-------------~-----------+-------------r----------~ 1 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  included  in 3.1.  and  3.3 R+ D& D POLl CY 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
-429-
I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER 
!!.SUB-SECTOR  3.5.  REACTOR  SAFETY 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  PROGRAMME  OF  UNITED  KINGDOM  ATOMIC  ENERGY  AUTHORITY 
COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
DATE  :  MARCH  ~979 
OBJECTIVES  :  To  develop  understanding of potential fault  mechanisms  to  facilitate design 
and  operation of  reactors  at high  standards  of  safety. 
Programme  : 
Studies relate both  to  the  safety of  specific reactor designs  and  to more  general  safety 
problems  applicable  to  several reactor  types. 
Work  covers  - liquid metal  fast  reactors 
- gas-cooled reactors 
- water-cooled  reactors 
Work  includes 
- studies  of  reactor  core  behaviour under  normal  operating conditions  and  under  abnormal 
conditions 
- studies  of  fuel-coolant  interactions 
- component  reliability 
- containment  capability of  specific reactor designs 
- hazard  analysis,  including  assessment  of  the  consequences  of externally induced hazards. 
2.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNCIL 
Work  covers  : 
- radiological safety  and  health physics 
- for  fast breeders  :  radioactivity releases  and  model  studies  of  sodium fires 
- for  AGRs  :  analysis  of  S-35  release 
- detection and  measurement  of high activity particulates 
- use  of nuclear  incineration for  certain ty-pes  of nuclear waste 
- investigation of Magnox  flask  contamination 
1  X 
2  X 
3  X 
V.  BUDGETS 













<  x1 o6> 
not  available;  see  summary  table 
0.7  0.8  1.2 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) 
---+--------+----·------+-----~ 
see  summ~ry table 
Estimations 
1979-80 
<  x 1  o6) 
n.a. 
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III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
3.  UK  Participation in  IEA  Activities 
Nuclear  Reactor  Safety Experiment 
The  UK  participates in  two  tasks  of  this  Implementing  Agreement. 
The  UK  participant is  the  United  Kingdom  Atomic  Energy Authority. 
Work  is carried out  in the  UK  under  two  headings  : 
(i)  Core  debris  tests - to  study  the  behaviour  of  core meltdown  in nuclear  reactors 
and  of  the penetration of  core  debris  into  the  bottom of  reactor vessels. 
(ii)  SGHWR  dryout  tests - to  study  the  onset  of dryout  and  subsequent post-dryout 
behaviour  of  a  dual  zone  enriched  fuel  element  under real operating conditions. 
In addition,  the  UK  is participating in work  being carried  out  in  the  USA  to  assess 
quantitatively heavy  section reactor vessel fracture  potential  and  prevention criteria. 
Participation is  funded  by  UKAEA  and  the  cost is  included  in the  estimates given. 
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v.  IJUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  (x1Q6)  c  x 1  o6>  (x106) 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  <in  EUA) -431-
i  R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR3.6.  WASTE  TREATMENT  AND  DATE  :MARCH  1979  and  budgets 
DTSPOSAT 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  PROGRAMME  OF  UNITED  KINGDOM  ATOMIC  ENERGY  AUTHORITY 
OBJECTIVE  :  To  demonstrate  a  capability to  store  and  eventually dispose  of radioactive 
waste  in  a  safe  manner. 
Progrannne  : 
The  progrannne  aims  to  identify  the  range  of preferred techniques  for  treating  the 
various  types  of waste  that  arises  in nuclear  power  to  include  : 
1.1.  Development  of  a  vitrification process  for  converting high  level waste  to  a  glassy 
solid - development  of  an  active  'Harvest'  vitrification plant jointly with British 
Nuclear  Fuel  Ltd  and  Generating Boards. 
1.2.  Development  of waste  separation,  handling  and  conditioning  techniques  for all levels 
of  activity,  giving minimum  radiation exposure  to operators. 
1.3.  An  assessment  of waste  disposal  into deep  geological  formations,  which  is being 
extended  to  include  clay  and  salt  formations  as  well  as  granite.  Investigation of 
the  physical/chemical/biological properties  of  the  medium  in such potential waste 
disposal sites might  be  found.  Laboratory  studies  of  the behaviour  of  geological 
materials  under  irradiation and  temperature  gradients,  field  and  desk  studies. 
Early  conceptual  designs  of repositories. 
1.4.  Behaviour  of waste  containers under  long  term storage  conditions. 
2.  In  this  area  there  has  been  a  change  in funding  mechanism rather  than  in level  or  content 
of work.  Progrannnes  originally funded  by  the United  Kingdom  Atomic  Energy Authority  from 
the  energy  vote  are  now  funded  directly by  the  Department  of  the Environment,  with 
relevant  contractors. 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3.7.  RADIATION  PROTECTION  AND  DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
and  budgets  DECOMMISSIONING  OF  POWER  PLANTS 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  PROGRAMME  OF  UNITED  KINGDOM  ATOMIC  ENERGY  AUTHORITY 
OBJECTIVE  :  To  assist  the  protection of man  and  the  environment  from  radiological 
hazards,  by  conducting  relevant R & D. 
Programme  :  Covers 
- study of  techniques  to  reduce  levels  of radioactive discharges 
- study of  techniques  to  reduce  levels of exposure  to operators 
- study of  options  for  decommissioning  redundant  plant 
- improvement  of decontamination procedures 
and  includes 
- development  of  improved  detection and  control  techniques 
- inhalation toxicology  studies 
- development  of whole  body  monitoring  techniques 
- studies  of  transport mechanisms  of  radioactive materials via aerosols,  silts, etc. 
2.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNCIL 
Work  includes  : 
- studies  into aspects  of decommissioning,  act1v1ty  levels  in reactor  specimens,  cutting 
and  remote  handling  techniques,  decontamination techniques 
- calibration of radiation dosimeter. 
Separate  expenditure  figures  not  given. 
(see  also  under  6.4) 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5.  Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  MATERIAL  CONTROL  DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
and  budgets  3.8.  FISSILE 
II I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  PROGRAMME  OF  UNITED  KINGDOM  ATOMIC  ENERGY  AUTHORITY 
OBJECTIVES  :  To  improve  the management  and  accounting procedures with regard  to 
fissile materials. 
Progrannne  :  is  concerned  to identify and  develop 
- improved  methods  of  identifying fissile materials 
- improved  methods  of  assaying fissile materials 
- improved  security procedures  in the  handling,  transporting  and  storing of 
fissile materials 
and  includes 
- development  of  improved  instrumentation for all stages 
- analysis  of management  procedures 
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5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
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I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER 
I I.  SUB-SECTOR  3.9.  OTHERS 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  PROGRAMME  OF  UNITED  KINGDOM  ATOMIC  ENERGY  AUTHORITY 
OBJECTIVE  :  - examination of  alternative nuclear  power  systems 
COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
- improving basic knowledge  appropriate  to  the  development  of  nuclear 
power. 
Programme  :  - desk  studies  of  alternative reactor  systems  and  alternative fuel  cycles 
- underlying  studies  covering applied nuclear physics,  chemistry, 
metallurgy,  etc.,  determined  in consultation with  the  nuclear industry 
and  designed  to provide  a  scientific and  technical base  for both present 
and  future  programmes. 
V.  BUDGETS 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  4.1.  THERMONUCLEAR  FUSION  DATE  :  MARCH  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
PROGRAMME  OF  UNITED  KINGDOM  ATOMIC  ENERGY  AUTHORITY 
OBJECTIVES  :  To  develop  the capability of  generating power  from  controlled  thermonuclear 
fusion reactors. 
Programme  : 
1.  The  JET  project is centred  at Culham,  and  the  programme  is as  defined  in  that project. 
2.  Complementary  studies  are  conducted  on both  the nature  of  plasmas  and  their 
impurities  and  their methods  of control  and  confinement 
- work  on  control  of impurities  in plasma  involves  the  use  of  DITE 
- improvements  in confinement  techniques  involve  the  use  of  TOSCA 
3.  In addition there  is work  involving developments  on 
- reverse-field 
- magnetic  traps 
- plasma heating  techniques 
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2  & 3  6.62  7.26  approx.  8  n.a.  n.a • 
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TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  6.62  7.26  8  n.a.  n.a. 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  10.61  11.16  11.90 -436-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERCY  ~OURCES AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :U.K. 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  II.SUB-SECTOR  4.2.  GEOTHE~AL ENERGY  DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Programme  of  technical  and  economic  assessment  (3  years)  started in July  1976 
a)  - collection of date  on heat  flows  and  thermal  gradients  in different parts  of  the 
country 
- evaluation of  geological,  geophysical  and  hydrological characteristics at depth 
- development  of  technologies  for  the  exploitation of hot  dry rocks 
geographical  areas  interested  : 
•  deep  aquifers  in the  Hampshire  basin and  other similar  geological  structures 
.  sources  of warm  springs  in the  Bristol-Bath area 
.  granites of  South West  England  (Cornwall) 
b)  the  programme  was  augmented  in June  1978,  on  the basis  of  the results  obtained,  to 
allow 
- further  geological  geophysical  and  hydrogeological  studies 
- additional work  on  heat  flow 
- market  assessment  on  heat-flow 
- study  of  complete  systems  (extraction,  distribution and  use  of  geothermal  resources) 
- experimental work  on  hot dry  rock  technology 
The  main elements  of  the  programme  have  been  accepted  as  part of  the EEC's  research 
programme  and  receive  substantial  support  from  the  Commission,  within the  total expenditure 
quoted. 
2.  UK  Participation in  lEA  Activities 
v. 
Geothermal  Energy 
The  UK  participates in the Man-made  Geothermal  Energy  Systems  (MAGES)  Project. 
The  UK  participant is  the  Natural Environment  Research Council. 
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III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
Work  is  designed  to  provide  an  assessment  of  the  technical,  economic  and  environment 
aspects  of man-made  geothermal  energy  sys~ems.  Based  on  this  assessment,  recommendations 
are  expected  for  preferred  approaches  to  systems  and  component  design  and  also  further 
R & D,  hardware  and  field  testing. 
Department  of  Energy  provides  100%  support  for  NERC's  participation. 
3.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNCIL 
Theoretical  Studies  of relevance  of  overseas work  on exploitation of hot  dry  rocks  for 
geothermal electricity production  to  UK  conditions. 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  4.3.  SOLAR  ENERGY  DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  UK  GOVERNMENT  DEPARTMENTS 
A four  year  R & D programme  on  solar energy was  announced  in Feb.  1977  with  total 
Government  expenditure  over  that period  of  £  6  million.  The  programme  includes  : 
1.1.  Solar  Heating 
The  aims  of  the  R & D programme  are 
- to  encourage  the  optimisation of  solar water  heating  systems,  to define  their 
performance  and  to demonstrate  their value  in real  life situations 
- to  determine  the  feasibility  and  long  term costs  of  a  selection of  space  heating 
systems,  by design studies,  laboratory trials  (including test houses)  and  within 
the  time  scale  of  the  present  programme,  by  demonstration 
- to  encourage  firms  to develop  individual  components  of  solar heating  systems 
against  system and  cost criteria,  and  to estimate  the  long  term costs  of mass 
production  and  installation of  these  components. 
Major  items  of work  include  a  field  trial of  some  80  identical water heating 
systems  installed in similar  sized houses  (private  and  public  sector)  to  study 
demand  pattern and  system performance. 
1.2  0  Insolation Data 
There  is  a  small  programme  on  the  gathering  and  presentation of  data  in  a  form 
appropriate  for  solar energy users. 
1.3.  Photovoltaic Conversion 
R & D support  for  specialised applications,  including  space  technology. 
Some  basic work  in universities  and  colleges. 
Close  and  regular monitoring  and  reporting oftechnical developments. 
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III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
1.4.  Biomass  Technology 
Assessment  of  the  feasibility of producing  fluid  fuels  in the  UK  from  organic 
wastes  and  from  plants  grown  specially for  energy purposes.  Assessment  studies 
include  the  use  of marginal  land,  cropping  and  yield studies, etc.  Experimental 
work  on  processing is foreseen. 
1.5.  Photochemistry/Photobiology 
There is  some  development  work  in  the  agricultural  sector  on  drying,  greenhouses, 
etc. 
Research  Councils  fund  some  research  of  an essentially fundamental  nature. 
EEC  Programme 
1.6.  UK  participate  in  the  EEC  programmes  on  solar energy.  Up  to July 1977,  the 
Commission  had  placed  (or was  about  to finalise)  16  contracts with  UK  organisations 
for work  in the indirect programme,  covering  solar heating,  photovol taic,  photo-
chemical  and  photobiological  and  helioelectric power  plant work. 
N.B.  The  programme  on  solar heating  includes  R & D conducted  by  industry,  supported  by 
Government  through  shared  cost  contracts.  To  date  the  commitment  from  industrial  sources 
is approx.  £  1 million  :  thus  is additional  to  Government  commitment. 
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TOTAL  (in  EUA) -440-
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  4.3  and  budgets 
SOLAR  ENERGY  (CONT.D)  DATE  :  -MARCH  1979 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
2.  UK  Participation in lEA  Activities 
2 .1.  Solar  Heatin~ and  Cooling  Systems  Performance 
The  UK  participates in 4  tasks  of  the  Implementing Agreement. 
The  UK  participants  are  : 
(i)  University College  of Wales.  Cardiff 
(ii)  United  Kingdom  Atomic  Energy Authority  (assisted by  the Meteorological Office) 
(iii) Faber  Computing  Operations  Ltd. 
Objective  of  the  programme  is  to  improve  the cost-effectiveness of  solar heating  and 
cooling systems. 
~ .2. ·Small  Solar Power  Plant Demonstration 
The  UK  participant is  the  UKAEA. 
The  main  objective is  to demonstrate  the feasibility of  small  solar  thermal electricity 
generation  (500  kW).  Two  designs  are under  consideration. 
c  .3.  Biomass  Technical  Information Service 
The  UK  participant is  the United  Kingdom  Atomic  Energy Authority. 
The  service will be  a  regular  service providing participants with scientific and 
technical data on  areas  including harvesting and  conversion. 
Department  of  Energy  supports participation in these activities. 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :U.K. 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
II.SUB-SECTOR  4.4.  OCEAN  DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  ~ 
R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  UK  GOVERNMENT  DEPARTMENTS 
1.  Wave  power 
v. 
A £  1.01 million R & D programme  announced  in April  '76 was  increased  to  £  2.5 million 
in April  '77,  and  further  increased  in June  '78  by  the  addition of£ 2.6 million,  in  the 
light of  results available.  It is envisaged  that  the  rate of  expenditure might  increase 
to  about  £  4 million per  year. 
a)  Salter's nodding  duck  system 
- preliminary  1/50 scale  experiments  (test-tank) 
- 1/10 scale  (wave)  tests in Loch  Ness  with full  scale  (industrial)  components 
b)  Cockerell's  coupled  rafts 
- small  scale  experiments  (test-tank) 
- 1/10 scale trials in Solent 
c)  National Engineering Lab.  Oscillating Water  Column  Device 
- 1/100  scale  laboratory tests  (test-tank) 
- larger  scale  tests under  consideration 
d)  Vicker's  static submerged  resonance  based  converter 
- assessment  phase 
e)  Supporting  studies  :  in addition  to  the  development  of devices,  technical  advisory 
groups  study  the  following  generic  areas 
- wave  data 
- structures,  fluid  loading,  mooring  and  materials 
- generation  and  transmission 
~TATUS & IMPLEMENTATION 
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III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY.  (continuation) 
- environmental  impact 
- new  devices 
N.B.  Industrial participation through  shared  cost-contracts  to date  adds  a  commitment  of 
£  0.3 million to this programme. 
2.  UK  Participation in  lEA  Activities 
Wave  Power  UK  chairs  the  executive  committee. 
The  participant is  the  United  Kingdom  Government. 
The  work  entails  sea trials of various  air turbine units,  off  the  Japanese  coastline, 
with  the  objective  to  find  out which unit is  the most  efficient, reliable  and 
economical  type  to warrant  further  development.  The  UK  will be  designing and  supplying 
one  of  the  two  turbines  to be  used  in the project. 
3.  Tidal Power 
In  the  Severn Estuary  the  UK  has  potentially the most  favourable  site in Europe  for 
exploitation of  tidal  energy.  In  1978  the  Government  established  the  Severn Barrage 
Committee  with responsibility for  further  work  on  assessing  Severn  Barrage  Schemes  and 
their  feas~bility,  and  the  R  & D  required. 
a)  Preliminary  studies 
- pre-feasibility engineering  study  on  the  problems  of  closing  the  Severn barrage  and 
on  the  geology  of  the  estuary 
- study  on  the  effect  of  the barrage  on  the  tidal range  (environmental  impact) 
b)  Gathering  environmental  data 
- experiments with wave  rider buoys  to measure heights  and  frequencies  of waves  in 
the  Severn estuary 
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v.  IJUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  1978-79  1979-80  198o-81 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  (x1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  c  x 1  o6> 
3c  1.5 
4  0.1  0.2  0.3 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.)  0.65  1.54  3.73 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  1.05  2.35  5.55 (29) 
- 443 
- 443  • 
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  II.SUB-SECTOR  4.4.  OCEAN  (CONT.1D) 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
/continued ... 
DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
c)  Further possible  assessment  studies  (1.5  million provisionally allocated  for work  to 
be  recommended  by  the  Severn Barrage  Committee)  which might  include 
- conceptual  studies  of  single  and  double  basin  schemes 
- improved  predictions  of  the  tidal regime 
- acquisition of  field data  on  the wave  and  wind  climate 
- caisson design  and  turbine demonstration studies 
- long-term geological  and  environmental  studies 
- studies  of novel  barrage  construction methods 
- investigation of  suitable  turbine design 
4 •.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNCIL 
Experimental  and  theoretical  studies  of feasibility of harnessing wave  energy  for 
electricity production.  Theoretical  studies  of  schemes  to harness  tidal energy  in 
the  Severn  Estuary. 
V.  BUDGETS 







c  x 1 o6) 
Estimations 
1978 
<  x  1 o6) 
Estimations 
1979 
( x1 06) 
• ••  I ••• 
Estimations 
1980 
c  x 1  o6> 
• • • I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)------~----------~----------~----------+-----------+-----------! 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -444-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  4.5.  WIND  DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  UK  GOVERNMENT  DEPARTMENTS 
1.  Large horizontal  axis  aero~enerator  (60 m diameter,  3. 7  MW)  for  use  on high wind-speed 
sites. 
Phased  development  programme  consisting of 
a)  Design  study  (completed) 
b)  Detailed design  and  component  testing  (announced  in June  1978) 
c)  Possible  construction,  monitoring  and  operation evaluation of  a  prototype machine 
(3  years)  yet  to be  approved 
2.  Development  work  in  industrx:  on  a  vertical axis  machine  designed  in a  British University. 
3.  Study  of  the  technical  and  economic  problems  associated with offshore siting. 
4.  Advanced  wind  energy  technology 
- medium  size  (100  kW~I aerogenerators 
- environmental  studies 
- turbine development 
- assessment  of  new  concepts 
5.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNCIL 
Assessment  of feasibility and  costs  of electricity generation  from  offshore wind 
generators. 
N.B.  Industrial participation through  shared  cost  contracts  to date  adds  a  commitment  of 
£ 0.075  million to  this  programme. 
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(natl.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  1978 -79  1979 -80  1980-81 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  (x106)  c  x  1  o6)  c  x  1  o6)  c  x  1  o6) 
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TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  - 0.21  0.30 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  - 0.321  0.446 R+D&D  POLICY 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
-445-
I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS 
!!.SUB-SECTOR  4.6.  HYDROGEN  AS  AN  ENERGY 
VECTOR 
COUNTRY  : U.K. 
DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Assessment  studies  of  production,  transmission and  storage  of  hydrogen  (conducted  by 
ETSU  and  covered  in  the  ETSU  expenditure data). 
2.  UK  participates  in  the  EEC  programme  on  hydrogen.  UK  organisations receive  support  from 
the  Commission  for  R  & D studies  conducted  under  the  indirect action programme. 
1  X 
2  X 
..•  I •.. 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  ( x1 Q6)  <x106)  (X 1  06)  (x106)  (X 1  06) 
1+2  p.m.  p.m.  p ••• 
• • .I ••. 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  ------~------------~-------------~---------------+--------------+-----------­
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -446-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  !  CbUNTRY  :  u .K. 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
!!.SUB-SECTOR  5.1.  ELECTRICITY  GENERATING 
EQUIPMENT 
DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNCIL 
Turbo-generators  and  associated  plant 
1.  Turbines  :  work  includes  : 
stress analysis,  studies  of  turbine materials,  turbine  dynamics 
aerodynamics  and  wet  steam,  blade profile  studies 
turbine  site trials 
turbine  instrumentation applications 
2.  Gas  turbines  :  work  includes  : 
.  mechanical  properties  of blading,  blade deposition 
corrosion resistance  of materials  for  blades 
•  performance  analysis  and  fault  diagnosis 
3.  Electrical generators  :  work  includes  : 
studies  of electromagnetic,  thermal,  vibrational  and  mechanical  effects 
.  methods  for monitoring  and  measuring  insulation performance 
advanced  electrical generator design  and  generator materials 
large  power  station motors,  cables  and  conductor  terminations  and  other power  station 
plant 
4.  Cooling  systems  :  work  includes  : 
v. 
investigation of  cooling  tower  forms,  cooling  tower  vibrational stresses 
.  model  studies  of  flow  phenomena  in vicinity of  cooling water  intake  and  outfall 
structures,  studies  of  an  existing power  station circuit and  screen systems 
control of  debris  and  mussell  growth,  phosphate  scaling of  condensers 
recooling  systems  studies  involving alternatives  to  the  natural draught  cooling  tower. 
1-6  X 
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BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  1978 -79  1979 -80  1980-81 
OBJECTIVES  ( x1 o6)  Cx106)  Cx106)  c  x 1  o6)  (x106) 
1-6  14.86  15.75  16.38  n.a.  n.a  . 
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TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
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III.  OBJECTIVES  AN~  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
s.  Associated  eguiEment  :  work  includes  : 
•  studies  on  feed  pumps,  heaters  and  condensers 
.  pressure  surg~s in feed  systems,  mechanical  strength of values 
stability of direct  contact  feed  heaters,  deaerator  systems 
assessment  of  condenser  performance 
studies  of existing power  station condensers 
6.  Boilers  :  work  includes  : 
full-scale plant  to validate mathematical  models  of boiler performance 
oil-burner development,  new  designs,  studies  of oil drop  size distribution and  burner 
air  flow  control 
.  welding  research,  performance  of welded  structures 
•  research  into boiler materials,  corrosion fatigue,  stress  studies 
.  boiler waterside  conditions  studies,  transporting dissolved matter 
.  non-destructive  testing 
, 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  (x106)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  <  x 1  o6) 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -448-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  : u .K. 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
II.SUB-SECTOR5.2.TRANSPORT  OF  ELECTRICITY  DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNCIL 
1.  Transport work  includes  studies  on  : 
- underground  transmission,  investigation of  stopjoint failures,  new  cable  development 
including  SF6  cable,  cable  cooling  studies 
- overhead  lines  and  insulation,  optimisation of  line ratings,  conductor  clashing  and 
vibration,  improvement  of  insulator performance  and  noise  generation  from  energissed 
lines 
- circuit breakers,  transformers  and  substations,  arcing behaviour,  fault diagnosis 
and  insulation problems 
- system control,  protection,  communication  and  instrumentation 
- UHV  transmission,  insulation and  tower  window  performance  (international  co-
operation on  this project) 
2.  Distribution work  includes  studies  on  : 
- overhead  lines,  conductor  creep,  alternative insulators,  corrosion studies 
- underground  cable  development,  uprating  of  11  kV  paper-insulated  cables,  extruded 
v. 
dielectrics materials 
- system failure  studies 
- personal  communications 
- circuit hardware 
- detection and  measurement  devices 
- system design  and  operation 
l  X 
BUDGETS  Expenditures 
(natl.  currency)  19?6-77 
OBJECTIVES  (x106) 
1  3.50 
2  1.31 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
T  0  TAL  ( i n  E  UA ) 
4.81 
7.73 
..•  I ••. 
Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
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6.77  6.50 -449-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  II.SUB-SECTOR  5.3.  CONTROL  AND  INSTRUMENTA- DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
TION 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNCIL 
1.  Current  activities  include  : 
- development  of  improved  control  systems  for  large plant 
trials at  Rugeley  A  (coal-fired)  power  station 
v. 
trials at  Fanley  (oil-fire)  power  station 
- development  of digital control  systems 
.  basic studies 
.  design 
small  scale trials 
·- control  system studies  on nuclear  plant 
- on-line  computer  applications 
- control  system  hardware 
1  X 
\ 
BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures 
(natl.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  <x106) 
1  2.62  2.46 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
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1979-80  1980-81 
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;  R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  5.5.  ELECTROCHEMICAL  STORAGE  DATE  :  MARCH  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Development  work  supported by Department  of  Industr~ 
Development  of  a  Sodium  Sulphur  Battery 
Following  fundamental  studies  on  the  electrochemistry  and  the  properties  of  the 
electrode  and  cell materials,work is now  concentrated  on  the pilot scale manufacture  of 
cells  for  the first stage  of product  proving. 
Development  of  a  Nickel  Zinc  Battery 
Work  is concentrated  on  the  establishment of performance  of battery components  made  by  a 
number  of methods  and  the  development  of  optimum methods. 
In addition to  the  Government  support  indicated below,  there  is considerable  industrial 
interest in and  support  for work  in these  areas. 
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TOTAL  (in N.C.)  0.14  0.20  0.40  0.13  0.13 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.23  0.31  0.60  0.19  0.19 -451-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  5.6.  OTHER  STORAGE  TECHNIQUES  DATE  :MARCH  1979  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNCIL 
1.  Assessment  study of  compressed  air storage  coupled with  packed  bed  heat  store  (CEGB). 
2.  Assessment  study  on  heat  storage  (hot water  under  pressure)  at  generating plants  (CEGB). 
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5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
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I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES 
!!.SUB-SECTOR  6.1.  ANALYTICAL  STUDIES  ON 
ENERGY  SYSTEMS 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
DATE  :MARCH  1979 
1.  The  Department  of  Energy  conducts  modelling  studies in forecasting  energy requirements 
(in total  and  by  individual vectors)  and  energy  costs  (cf  1978  Green Paper  "Energy 
Policy"  a  consultative documents
11  Cmnd  7101). 
2.  Development  ofastrategy  for  energy  R D and  Din the  U.K.  Studies  of  energy R D and  D 
requirements  to match  scenarios  of  future  energy  requirements  are  conducted  by  ETSU. 
Analysis  involves  - how  energy  is used 
- what  forms  are  needed 
- total demand 
- current patterns of  energy use 
- factors matching  each  fuel  to  the  needs  of  users 
- impact  of  new  technological  developments 
(The  costs  of  the work  are  contained  in the  ETSU  operating costs.) 
3.  Various  University  groups  are  engaged  in energy modelling studies,  many  supported by 
SRC  grants  (costs  are  contained  in that  total). 
4.  Departments  of Environment,  Transport  and  Health  and  Social  Security,  and  Ministry of 
Agriculture,  Fisheries  and  Food  conduct  limited  energy modelling  and  analytical  studies 
to meet  policy requirements  e.g.  energy demand  in building  and  transport,  energy  demand 
in hospitals  and  the  influence  of design,  etc. 
5.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  BRITISH  GAS  CORPORATION 
-longer term  studies  relevant  to  the  gas  industry. 
1  X  X 
2  X 
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'  R+D& D POLICY  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  :  U.K. 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  6.2.  SOCIO-ECONOMIC  STUDIES  DATE  :  MARCH  1979 
and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  The  Social  Science  Research Council  has  established  an Executive Panel  on  Energy Research 
with  an  earmarked  budget of£ 0.75  million over  the next  five  years.  The  Panel will 
commission research on  the  social  science  aspects  of  energy. 
The  Panel will be  supporting  research projects,  some  research Fellowships  and  will promote 
at  least  two  existing Centres with  a  record  on  energy  research. 
The  Panel  hopes  to encourage  further  research in five  areas  of priority 
- utilisation studies 
- supply  technologies 
- supply  and  demand  balances 
- potential  science  and  market  structure 
- North  Sea oil 
The  Council  is  also  funding  a  study  of  the  procedures  used  in the  recent Windscale  enquiry 
into  the  fuel  reprocessing proposals  of British Nuclear  Fuels  Ltd. 
2.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  NATIONAL  COAL  BOARD  (NCB) 
Safety  and  Health  (medical  research) 
.  respiratory diseases,  cardiovascular diseases,  occupational  deafness,  back  lesions  and 
ergonomics 
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R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  : U.K. 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
!!.SUB-SECTOR  6.3.  STUDIES  ON  ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFECTS 
DATE  :MARCH  1979 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  UK  GOVERNMENT  DEPARTMENTS 
1.1.  The  Department  of  the  Environment  conducts  studies  of  environmental  problems  related 
to energy  technology,  which  include 
a)  studies  to establish the  fate  of oil  and  other marine  pollutants  and  their 
effects  on  the  environment 
b)  assessments  of  the  threat  to  ground  water  quality from  contaminants  leached  from 
colliary spoil deposits 
1.2.  Department  of  Transport  conducts  studies  to  assess  the  effects  of pollutants  from 
road  traffic on  air, water  and  plant life. 
1.3.  Department  of  Energy  supports  a  small  study  on  the  human  uptake  of  lead  from 
vehicle  exhausts. 
1.4.  Work  of  the  UKAEA  in this  area is included  in 3.5,  3.6  and  3.7. 
1.5.  The  Natural Environment  Research  Council  conducts  studies  in thie  area which  are 
included  in  the  return for  that Council  in the  overall  General  section.  Aproximately 
30  % of  that expenditure relates  to  this  area. 
2.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  BRITISH  GAS  CORPORATION 
Current activities include  : 
- environmental protection,  noise  control,  measurement  of  gaseous  pollutants  from 
gas-fired  equipment 
- outdoor  environment,  pollution studies,  general  consultancy  services 
1.1a  x 
1.1b  X 
1.2  X 
1.3  X 
2  X 
V.  BUDGETS 






TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) 
Expenditures 
1976-77 





Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations 
1977-78  1978-79  1979-8o 
(x1Q6)  (x1Q6)  c  x 1  o6) 
0.27  0.25  ....  0.91 
0.30  0.32  o.~  ... 
0.02  0.02  0.01 
0.17  0.19  n.a. 




n.a  • 
•  •  •  _1 ••• 
"" -455-
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
3.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  ELECTRICITY  COUNCIL 
Work  includes  studies  in the  following  areas  : 
- gaseous  chimney  emissions,  penetration of  plumes  through  the mixing  layer,  effects 
of  so2  on  vegetation,  NO  reactions,  co2  monitoring 
- particulate  chimney  emis~ions;  pulverised  fuel  ash  emission monitoring,  design  and 
high efficiency precipitator,  acid  smuts  from oil firing,  effects of  additives  on 
plume  visibility 
- ash utilisation and  disposal,  testing properties  of  ash  for  plant growth,  studies  of 
quartz particles  as  health risk 
- effect of  air pollution on  soils  and  surface waters,  studies of effects of  acid  rain 
and  the  effects  of  acidity in surface waters  (international  collaboration on  long 
range  pollutant  transport) 
- cooling water  and  the  environment,  effect  of  cooling water  on  aquatic life 
- pumped  storage reservoirs,  improvements  in appearance,  maintenance  of  fish  life 
- noise, within the  plant  (diagnosis  of  noise  source)  externally perceived  noise,  active 
noise  cancellation. 
4.  R & D PROGRAMME  OF  THE  NATIONAL  COAL  BOARD 
Current activities  include  : 
- minimisation of  emissions  from  coke  ovens 
- smokeless  fuel  plants 
- characterisation and  measurement  of  emissions 
- incineration of  colliery tailings by fluidised  combustion. 
-, 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat l.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  1978-79  1979-80  1980-81 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  (x106)  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  c  x 1  o6> 
~  2.19  2.95  3.28  n.a.  n.a. 
4  0.53  0.56  0.64  n.a.  n.a  . 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.)  3.47  4.27  4.70 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  5.58  6.53  6.99 -456-
'  R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SBCTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  : U.K. 
5. Programme  description  I I.  SUB-SECTOR  6.4.  SAFETY  DATE  :  MARCH  1979  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  The  Health  and  Safety Executive  carries out  and  sponsors  research  to assist safety in 
industry  and  to enable it to  carry out its responsibilities under  the  Safety at Work 
Act.  Part of its research  programme  concerns  the energy industries.  It includes work 
on  : 
- safety in mines 
- explosions  (gas,  vapours,  dusts) 
- safety in  the  offshore  industry,  including diving 
- reactor  safety,  nuclear processing,  radiological protection 
Approximately  1/4  of  HSE's  R & D expenditure  is concerned with  these  areas. 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  currency)  1976-77  1977-78  1978-79  1979-80  1980-81 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  (x106)  <  x1 o6)  (x106)  <  x  1  o6) 
1  approx.  1.3  approx.  1.4  approx.  1.5  approx.  1.6  approx .  1.7 
• • • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  1.3  1.4  1  .t)  1  6  1  7 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  2.09  2.14  2.23  2.38  2.53 -457-
SECTION  3 
SUB-SECTION  3.9  E U R 0  P  E A N  C 0  M M U N I  T  I  E S (30) 
ENERGY  R+D&D  POLICY  -459- COUNTRY  :European  Communities 
SUMMARY  OF  RESEARCH,  DEVELOPMENT  AND  DEMONSTRATION  EXPENDITURE 
(in million  E.U.A.) 
SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS 











1.1.  Industry  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~---------------------------
1.2.  Residential  and  commercial  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
1.3.  Transportation  p.m.  P  .• m.  p.m. 
----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
1.4.  Low-grade  energy utilization  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
----------------------------------------------~---------------------------~-------------
1.5.  Others  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  32.347  47.269  42.691 
---------------------------------------------- ---------------------------~-------------
2.1.  Coal  exploration and  extr~ction  14.932  15.019  12.691 
----------------------------------------------~---------------------------~-------------
2.2.  Coal  preparation, valoris.&  transpt.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
------------------------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------
2.3.  Coal  liquefaction  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.4.  Coal  gasification  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.5.  Coal  combustion 
----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
2. 6.  0 i l &  £a s ass  e s sm en t & ex p lor  at i on  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
----------------------------------------------~---------------------------~-------------
2.7.  Oil  & gas  production  17.415  32.250  30.000 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
2.8.  Refining  and  derivatives 
------------------------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------
2.9.  Transport  of  oil  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~---------------------------
2.10.  Transport  of  gas  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
2.11.  Storage  of  oil  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
~----------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
2.12.  Storage  of gas  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
--~-------------------------------------------r-----------------------------------------
2.13.  Others SECTORS  AND  SUBSECTORS 












3.1.  Proven  reactors  2.123  0.191 
------------------------------------------------------------ ------------- --------------
3.2.  High  temperature  reactors  0.389 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.3.  Breeders  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
3.4.  Fuel  cycle  9.131  10.885  14.592 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
3.5.  Nuclear  safety  8.179  18.725 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.6.  Waste  treatment  and  disposal  5.847  9.963  9.955 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
3.7.  Radiation prot.&decommiss.ofpowerpl.  5.746  7.551  8.726 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------~-------------
3.8.  Fissile materials  control  2.017  3.985  4.389 
------------------------------------------------------------ ------------- --------------
3.9.  Others  14.620  9.81  10.470 
4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  34.148  52.683  72.084 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
4.1.  Thermonuclear  fusion  25.355  31.941  45.902 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.2.  Geothermal  energy  1.780  3.671  4.897 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
4.3.  Solar  energy  2.943  9.503  12.092 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.4.  Ocean 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.5.  Wind 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.6.  Hydrogen  as  an  energy  vector  4.070  7.568  9.193 
----------------------------------------------------------------------~-- --------------
4.7.  Others 
5.  ELECTRICITY 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.1.  Electricity generating  equipment 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5 • 2.  Transport  of  e l e c  t r i c i t y 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.3.  Control & instrumentation 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.4.  Fuel  cells  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.5.  Electrochemical  storage  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.6.  Other  storage  techniques  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. -461-






6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  1.860  3.725  4.601 
----------------------------------------------~-------------~--------------~------------
6.1.  Analytical studies on energy systems  0.497  1.431  1. 927 
---------------------------------------------- ------------- --------------~------------
6.2.  Socio-economic  studies 
------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------
6.3.  Studies  on  environmental  effects  1.363  2.294  2.674 
I  T  0  T  A  L  116.927  167.882  193.086 
Qualification  statements 
1.  Expenditures  and  budget  forecasts  indicated  in  this  section  correspond  to the 
total appropriations  earmarked  on  the  budget  of  the  European  Communities;  where 
appropriate  the  forecast  of  the  research  and  development  share,  evaluated  in 
accordance  with  the  Frascati's  convention,  is  indicated  on  each  sheet  pertinent 
to  the  different  subsectors.  Consequently  figures,  pertinent  to  single  subsectors 
or  to  individual  topics  within  subsectors,  can  differ  in  some  cases  from  those 
reported  in  other  statistical  reviews  realized and/or  publis~ed by  other 
Community  bodies  Cin  particular  by  the  Statistical  Office of  the  European  Commu-
nities). 
2.  Although  actually earmarked  on  the  research  budget  of  the  European  Communities, 
the  costs  of  the  operation  of  the.High  Flux  Reactor  CHFR)  of  Petten,  as  they are 
financed  in their totality by  the  two  Member  States participating  in  the  programme, 
namely  the  Netherlands  and  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany,  have  been  included  in 
their  respective  sections. -462-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  1. 1 •  INDUSTRY  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  First  indirect  action Qrosramme  Cmid-1975  •  mid-1979) 
- evaluation of  the  specific  energy  consumption  of  equipment,  processes and 
techniques 
- residual  heat  recovery  and  energy  storage  (see  1.4.1.) 
- materials  recycling  and  production of  energy  from  waste  (see  1.4.1.) 
(expenditures  are  included  in  1.4.1.) 
2.  Second  indirect  action Qrogramme  (mid-1979  ~ mid-1983) 
- industry 
•  development  of  energy  saving  technologies 
+  heat  recovery  from  Liquid  and  gaseous  effluents 
~development of  existing  and  advanced  energy  saving  technologies 
,. improvement  of  the  efficiency  in  the  energy  intensive  industrial  branches 
+  energy analysis  of  the  most  important  industrial  branches 
+  optimisation  of  the  combination  of  components  in  installations 
+ materials  recycling 
•  development  of  energy  saving  components  and  processes 
+  heat  exchangers 
+  development  of  organic  Rankine  cycle  engine  for  power  production  from 
Low  grade  waste  heat  (  1\1 3QQO C) 
+  high  temperature  heat  pumps  and  their  components 
+  improvement  of  the  efficiencies of  industrial  boilers  (combustion  and  heat 
transfer)  and  furnaces  (high  temperature  insulation) 
'  (estimated  expenditures are  included  in 1.4.2.) 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x1Q6)  <x1Q6)  <x1Q6)  (x106)  Cx106) 
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2  - - - p.m.  p.m. 
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• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  *  for  the  whole  energy  conservation 
sector 
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III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
3.  Su~~ort for  demonstration  ~rojects related  to  the  imerovement  in  the  efficienc~ of 
energy  use * 
- Supply  and  use  of  process  heat  and  of  electricity  in  industry 
. improved  efficiency  in  the  production  and  utilization of  process  heat  and  of 
electricity  in  industry,  e.g.  through  enhanced  performance  and  greater  reliability 
of  installations 
. recovery  and  recycling  of  residual  heat,  either  as  heat  or  for  the  combined 
production  of  heat  and  power,  in  the  same  installation or  elsewhere,  e.g. 
by  improving  heat  exchangers,  through  the  use  of  high-power  and/or  high 
temperature  heat  pumps,  through  the  use  of  new  heat  storage  methods 
•  demonstration  of  new  industrial  processes  with  equivalent  functions  but  smaller 
energy  requirements 
•  method  of  using  waste  or  Low-heat  fuels  for  the  supply  of  heat  and/or  power 
to  industry. 
*' 55  MEUA  over  4  y r s  ( 1979-82) ,  0. J • E. C.  L 93  of  12.4.1979 
IV. 
, 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x106)  (x106)  <  x  1  o6>  <  x 1  o6>  (x106) 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  <in  EUA) -464-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  E. c. 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  1. 2.  RESIDENTIAL  AND  COMMERCIA r  DATE  :April  79 
and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  First  indirect  action  programme  (mid-1975  -:  mid-1979)  (expenditures a r e i n  cL ud ed  i n 1 • 4 • 1 • ) 
- improved  insulation of  buiLdings  - h~at pumps 
•  new  transparent  materials  . improvement  of  components  and  systems 
•  new  insulating materials  •  advanced  type  heat  pumps 
- heat  storage 
2.  Second  indirect  action  programme  (mid-1979  -:  mid-1983) 
- residential  and  commercial  applications 
. heating  and  air  conditioning  systems 
+  improvement  of  the  efficiency of  conventional  heating  ,  air  conditioning 
and  ventilation  systems  and  their  Logic  control  systems 
+  recovery  of  waste  heat 
+improvement  of  the  efficiency,  reliability and  Lifetime  of  existing  heat  pumps 
systems,  in  particular of  thermally driven  heat  pumps 
+advanced  heat  pumps;  applications of  mono  and  bivalent  heat  pumps  in  houses  and 
buildings 
+  environmental  and  energy  consumption  impact  of  Large  scale  use  of  heat  pumps 
•  domestic  equipment 
+  improvement  of  efficiency  (Lighting,  electric appliances, ••• ) 
+  recovery  of  waste  heat 
. structure  and  insulation of  buildings 
+  heat  Leak  detection  technique 
+  improved  application techniques  for  insulation materials  in  new  and  existing 
buildings 
!  +  better design  of  buildings and  improved  use  of materials 
, 
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Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  (X 1  Q6)  Cx1Q6)  <x106)  <  x  1  o6> 
1  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  -
2  - - - p.m.  p.m. 
3  - - - p.lfii.  p.m. 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA) -465-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
•  heat  storage 
+ development  of  heat  storage  systems  and  of  their  control  equipment 
+ development  of  the  application  in  domestic  heating  and  hot  water  production 
(estimated  expenditures are  included  in  1.4.2.) 
3.  sueeort  for  demonstration  eroj ects  related  to  the  imerovement  in  the  efficienc~ of 
eneq:~Y uses 
-buildings 
•  new  materials or  new  applications of  existing materials  for  the  thermal  insulation 
of  new  or existing  buildings 
•  methods  of  resolving  problems  Linked  with  efficient  thermal  insulation,  such  as 
ventilation,  condensation,  thermal  inertia,  vapour  formation,  fire  and  safety 
rules,  etc. 
•  more  effective methods  for  the  heating  and  air  conditioning  of  premises  and  for 
the  production  of  domestic  hot  water,  such  as  heat  pumps  having  new  technical 
characteristics  which  can  improve  the  competitiveness and  reliabili~y, the  smalL-
scale  use  of  solar  collectors and  improvements  in  conventional  systems  making 
for  significant  energy  savings. 
•  methods  of  reducing  ventilation needs,  e.g.  in  industry or  hospitals • 
(for appropriations,  see 1.1.3.) 
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v.  IJUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
<natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  (X 1  Q6)  Cx106)  <  x 1  o6> 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  <in  EUA) -466-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR,  1. RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY:  E.C. 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets 
!!.SUB-SECTOR  1.3.  TRANSPORTATION  DATE  :  April  79 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  First  indirect  action programme  (mid-1975  ~ mid-1979) 
- urban  transport 
•  improvement  of  efficiency of  vehicle  motors 
•  development  of  electric and  hybrid  engines 
(expenditures are  included  in  1.4.1.) 
2.  Second  indirect  action  programme  Cmid-1979  ~ mid-1983) 
- transport 
•  improvement  of  internal  combustion  engines 
+  improved  types  of  engines  ,  also  under  part-Load  conditions 
+ advanced  Diesel and Otto-engines  taking  into account  environmental  constraints 
+ alternative  concepts  for  car  traction 
•  electrical and  hybrid  engines 
+ electrical  vehicles  and  high  density batteries for  car  traction 
+  hydrogen  concept  for  car  traction 
+  use  of  CH3oH  and  c2H50H  as alternative  fuels 
+ hybrid  concepts  for  car  traction  ,  including  recovery  of  brake  energy 
•  general  studies  on  transport  systems  (urban  conditions) 
•  improvement  of  vehicle  structure  (streamlining,  Lower  friction,  Lighter  weight, 
automatic  gear  box  and  other  components) 
(estimated  expenditures are  included  in 1.4.2.). 
1  X 
2 
3  X 
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Expenditures  Estimations 
1977  1978 
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T  0  TAL  ( i n  E  UA ) -467-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
3.  sueeort  for  demonstration  erojects  related  to  the  imerovement  in  the  efficienc~ 
o'f:  energ~ use 
- transport 
•  methods  of  increasing  the  energy  yield  of  engio~s and  motor  vehicles  without 
reducing  performance 
•  methods  of  increasing  the  attraction of  public  transport  e.g.  control  systems, 
user  information  systems,  etc. 
(for appropriations,  see  1.1.3.) 
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v.  lWDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  (x106)  (x106)  <  x  1  o6>  c  x  1  o6> 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -468-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  1.4.  DATE  April  79 
and  budgets  LOW-GRADE  ENERGY  : 
UTILISATION 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  First  indirect  action  programme  (mid-1975  ~ mid  1979)  *) 
- improved  insulation  of  buildings  (see  1.2  for  details) 
- use  of  heat  pumps 
. Large  units  for  district  heating  and  residential  buildings 
. small  units  for  heating  individual  houses  and  buildings 
- urban  transport  (see  1.3.1  for  details) 
- res  i d  ua l  heat  recovery 
•  development  of  facilities  for  recovering  normal  heat  losses 
•  development  of  means  of  transporting  the  recovered  calories 
•  development  of  combined  collection/utilization  systems 
•  development  of  high  temperature  gas  filters 
- materials  recycling  (sorting, processing  and  uses) 
- production of  energy  from  waste 
. improvement  of  procedures  for  the  transformation  of  waste  into  energy  and  into 
fuels 
. study  of  the  various  types  of  waste  available  and  processing  methods 
•  determination  of  the  most  efficient  processes 
•  development  of  systems  for  the  automatic  sorting  of  waste 
- evaluation of  the  specific  energy  consumption  of  equipment,  processes and  techniques 
- development  of methods  for  storage  of  secondary  energy  (see  also  5.4,S.S  and  5.6) 
.... 
•  thermal  (phase  changes,  molten  salts) 
*  The  budget  indicated  for  objective  1  may  be  broadly  subdivided  as  follows  : 
1. 1.  Industry  60  %;  1.2.  Residential  3S  %;  1.3.  Transport  S %.  ••.  I •. •  , 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
/~~~e~~/0~:Y 
\  ~  ~  .e,  o  ~"  •  •  ~  o""  (;'  <::- •  ~.....  eo  ~e, 
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e,+  ~~  ~0  ~  e,  .,. 
1  X  100  so  X 
2  X  100  so  I 
3  X  100  so 
4  X  100  n.a. 
. ..  ! ... 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  (x1Q6) 
1  0.520  3.09S  4.123  2.664  5.466 
2  - - -
3  - - - P.m.  p.m. 
4  - - - p.m.  p.m • 
.  .  ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  O.S20  3.09S  4.123  2.664  5.466 -469-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
2.  Second  indirect action  programme  (mid-1979  ~ mid-1983) 
*) 
- residential  and  commercial  applications  (see  1.2.2.  for  details) 
- industry  (see  1.1.2.  for  details) 
- transport  (see  1.3.2.  for  details) 
- energy  transformation 
•  energy  from  waste  and  fluidised  bed  combustion 
+  Large  installations for  industry 
+  small  installations for  domestic  applications 
•  LNG- gasification  (see  5.1.1.  for  details)  . Heat  power  lroduction 
+ seasonal  ow  temperature  C50-100°C)  heat  storage 
+  large  scale  heat  storage  in  aquifers 
•  advanced  engines  for  electricity production  (see  5.1.1.  for  details) 
•  energy  cascading  devices  (see  5.1.1 •  for  details) 
- energy  storage 
•  heat  storage 
+  low  grade  heat  storage  for individual  houses  and  builgings 
+  large  scale  low  grade  heat  storage  (aquifers,  hot  water  Lakes) 
+  low  grade  seasonal  heat  storage 
+  heat  storage  for  industrial  purposes  and  for  peak  levelLing 
•  electrochemical  storage  (see  5.4.2.  and  5.5.2.  for  details) 
•  storage  of mechanical  energy  (see  5.6.2  •  for  details) 
*)  27  MEUA  over  a  4-year  programme,  O.J.E.C.  L 231  of  13.9.1979. 
IV. 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  (X 1  Q6)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6> 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  Cin  EUA) -470-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  1.  RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  1•4•  LOW-GRADE  ENERGY  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets  UTILISATION 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  :  Ccont'd) 
3~  Recycling  of  urban  and  industrial  waste  (I.  A.  1979-82)  *) 
- recovery  of  materials  and  energy  from  soLid  urban  refuse 
. sorting  at  source 
•  mechanicaL  separation 
. recovery  of materials and  energy 
- recovery  of materials  and  energy  by  thermal  treatment  of  waste 
•  pyrolysis and  gasification 
. recovery  of  metals  and  glass  in  thermal  treatment  residues 
4.  SuQport  for  demonstration  Qrojects  related to  the  imQrovement  in  the 
efficienc~ of  energ~ use 
- Energy  industry 
•  more  efficient methods  for  the  combined  production of  heat  and  power  for 
collective  use,  e.g.  improved  performances,  improved  plant  reliability,  demon-
stration of Large scale storage, demonstration of Long-distance heating network 
•  Methods  of  using  waste  materials,  residual  heat  or  Low-heat  fuels  for  collective 
use  e.g.  the  use  of  residual  heat  of  Large  industrial  complexes  or  conventional 
power  stations,  use  of  domestic  or agricultural  waste  as  fuelsp  demonstration 
of  very  Large  heat  pumps  Cin  the  region  of  5  MW  or more). 
(for appropriations  see  1.1.3.) 
*)  9  MEUA  over  a  4-year  programme; 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations- Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  <x1Q6)  <x106>  <x106) 
• • .I  • .. • 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -471-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  E. C. 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR2.1.  COAL  EXPLORATION  AND  -
1 
DATE  :April 79  and  budgets  EXTRACTION 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Medium  term  (1975-80)  research aid  programme  (art.  55  ECSC) 
- operations  underground 
•  development  work  <roadways  driving,  cutting  and  drilling  techniques) 
•  methane  studies,  climatic problems,  rock  pressure and  supports  (presence, 
release,  drainage  and  use  of methane,  ventilation and  mine  climate,  rock 
mechanics,  pressure  and  supports,  roof  and  floor  control,  new  support 
systems) 
•  methods  of  working  and  techniques  of  coalgetting  (winning  techniques,  mechanized 
systems  of  production,  special  seams  working,  new  methods  of  winning) 
•  out  bye  services  underground  (transport  of  materials and  staff, automation  of 
main  haulage,  new  transport  systems,  power  supply  problems) 
•  telecommunications,  monitoring,  remote  control and  automation  (programme  control 
of  individual  methods  of  working  and  their  equipment,  optimisation of  integrated 
processes and  operations,  automation) 
- operational  management  and  planning 
•  planning,  organisation  and  control  of  operations  (reduction of  time  of  working, 
better  use  of machines,  improvement  of  ratio nett/gross output,  underground  and 
surface  structure, assessment  of  coal  reserves,  new  planning  techniques,  inte-
grated  planning  systems,  optimisation of  underground  workings) 
~  - product  benefication 
;  . mechanical  coalpreparation  (properties  of  coals  and  products,  mechanical 
treatment  processes,  conventional  and  new  methods  of  coal  preparation, 
desulphurisation  and  waste  disposal).  • ••  1 ••• 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expt-nditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  curren-cy)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x106)  <  x1 o6>  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
I  13.932  13.158  10.691  14.000  14.000 
2  1.000  1. 861  2.000  2.000  2.000 
• • .I  • .. • 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  14.932  15.019  12.691  16.000  16.000 -472-
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
. coking  and  briquetting  of  coal  (properties of  coking  coals  and  carbonization pro-
ducts,  mechanism  of  pyrolysis,  development  of  conventional  coking  techniques,  pro-
duction  and  benefication of  by-products  and  gas,  new  coking  methods,  new  methods 
of  briquetting,  smokeless  briquetts,  environmental  problems) 
•  new  chemical  and  physical  processes  and  products  from  coal 
+  basic  research  (chemical  constitution of  coal,  petrographic analysis,  physical 
properties  of  coal,  high  intensity  chemical  reactions) 
+  new  products  and  processes  from  coal  (gasification,  Liquefaction,  hydrogenation 
hydrocracking  and  oxidation  of  coal  and  coal  extraction products,  activated 
carbons,  electrode  cokes  and  reducing  agents  from  coal,  improved  combustion 
methods,  by-products as  construction materials,  environmental  problems) 
2.  Research  ~rosramme on  safet~  in  mines  (art.  55  ECSC) 
- fires and  underground  combustion 
- explosions 
- rescue 
- surveillance,  telemetry,  remote  control, automation  and  communication 
- methods  of  working 
- electricity 
- metallurgy 
- accidents and  accident  information 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  <  x 1  o6'  (X 1  Q6)  (X 1  06)  <  x  1  o6> 
.  -
TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -473-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  2.2.  COAL  PREPARATION,  VALOR!- DATE:  April  79  and  budgets  SATION  AND  TRANSPORT 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Product  benefication  (see  under  2.1.1.) 
IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATUREs'  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  c  x1 o6>  Cx1Q6) 
1  p.m.  p.m.  o.m. 
• • • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -474-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY:  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  2.3.  COAL  LIQUEFACTION  DATE  :. ApriL  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Laboratory  research  and  pilot plants  (see  under  2.1.1.) 
2.  Support  for  demonstration  projects  related to  the  Liquefaction  and  gasification 
of  solid fuels  in  the  Community  *J 
- pressurised  dust  gasification 
- underground  gasification 
- super c  r i t i ca l  gases  coal  extraction 
*)  50  MEUA  over  5  years  (1979-83),  O.J.E.C.  L.  93  of  12.4.79. 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  (x106)  Cx106) 
., 
1  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
2  - - - 5.  OO_Q_  ~.473 
•  •  .{  •  a  • 
TOTAL  C in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  5,000  4.473 -475-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR 2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY:  E. C. 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  2.4.  COAL  GASIFICATION  DATE  :  April  79 
and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Laboratory  research and  pilot plants  (see  under  2.1.1.) 
2.  Support  for  demonstration  projects  (see  under  2.3.2.) 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  (x1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  (x106) 
1  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
2  - - -
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA) 
(31) -476-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY:  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  2.6.  OIL  AND  GAS  ASSESSMENT  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets  AND  EXPLORATION 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  sueport  of  technolosical activities  connected  with  the  exeloration, exploitation 
and  storage  of  hydrocarbons  (see  under  2.7.1.) 
2.  Sueport  of  joint erojects  for  the  exeloration of  hydrocarbons 
-geophysical  works 
•  magnetic  methods 
.  gravimetrie and other physicaL  methods 
- stratigraphic drillings 
rocks  characteristics  (depth,  Lithology,  porosity,  permeability,  etc.) 
-exploratory drillings 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  (x106) 
1  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
2  - - - -n.a.  n.a. 
.. ·'-... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  C in  EUA) -477-
R+D& D POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  E. c. 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  2.7.  OIL  AND  GAS  PRODUCTION  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Su~Eort of  technological activities  connected  with  the  ex~loration~ exEloitation 
and  storage of  hydrocarbons 
- geophysics  and  prospecting  (seismic  techniques) 
- drilling 
•  deep  sea  drilling 
•  off-shore  operations 
•  horizontal  drilling  technology 
. remote  €ontrolled drilling 
- production  systems 
•  advanced  production  techniques 
•  well-heads  for  subsea  production 
•  surface  controlled  sub-surface  safety equipment 
•  deep-sea  production  equipment 
. special  equipment  for  of~shore production platforms 
•  submerged  flares  for  off-shore  and  on-shore  use 
•  new  process  for  exploitation of  heavy  oil/viscous oil 
- secondary  recovery 
•  heavy  oil-recovery 
•  polymer  controlled  water  flooding  injection tests 
•  brine  soluble  polymers  and  associated  chemicals 
•  tests of  improved  secondary  recovery  methods 
- ancillary  ships,  submersibles  and  navigation 
' . systems  for  embedding  submarine  pipelines  in  the  seabed 
'  1000  m.  observation  and  manipulation  submersible 
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<:<"  ~<  e<  ~·  .;§  c:....o  '\.  ol(,  e(;:- o 
e,+  ~~  ~0  <c;;  ·\· 
1  X  100  30-:-40 
I 
•••  1 ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (X 1  06)  <x106)  (x106)  <x106)  c  x  1  o6> 
1  17.415  32.25 0  30.000  . 31.000  47.000 
These  are  tot1l  amounts 
ppent; the  R+D  share  is esti-
mated  at  80% 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  C in  EUA)  17.415  32.250  30.000  31  000  47  nnn -478-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
. controls,  drives  and  tools  for  underwater  application 
•  trenching  equipment  for  submarine  pipelines 
- pipe  Laying 
•  pilgrim  pipe  coupLing 
•  pipeline pig 
•  deep  sea  pipelines 
•  automatic  Laser  beams  weLding  systems 
-pipeline transport 
•  cryogenic  flexible  pipes 
•  high-pressure  flexible piping 
. improved  systems  for  transferring  LNG 
. Laying,  Lifting  and  repair  techniques  for  deep  waters 
- gas  transport  by  ship 
- power  production 
•  high  density  subsea  power  source 
•  development  of  fuel  cells as  autonomous  energy  sources 
underwater 
- storage 
•  subsea  storage 
•  underground  storage 
•  unlined  concrete  facilities and  salt  cavities  for  LNG  storage 
- material  testing 
. structural monitoring  system  for  off-shore platforms 
•  diagnostic methods  for  off-shore  structures 
IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES,  STATUS  &  H1PLU1UJTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATIO~ 
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v.  lWDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  c x  1  o6'  (x1Q6)  c x  1  o6>  Cx106) 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -479-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  E. C. 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  2.9.  TRANSPORT  OF  OIL  DATE  :April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  sueeort  of  technolosical activities  connected  with  the  exploration,  exploitation 
and  storage  of  hydrocarbons  (see  under  2.7.1.) 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  ( x1 Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
.  .  ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA) -480-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2. 10.TRANSPORT  OF  GAS  DATE  :  ApriL  79  and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  sueeort  of  technological  activities  connected  with  the  exploration,  exploitation 
and  storage  of  hydrocarbons  (see  under  2. 7.1.) 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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OBJECTIVES  (X 1  Q6)  c  x1 o6)  (x1Q6)  (X 1  Q6)  Cx106) 
1  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
.  .  ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -481-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.11.  STORAGE  OF  OIL  DATE:  April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Support  of  technological  activities  connected  with 
and  storage of  hydrocarbons  (see  under  2.7.1.) 
the  exploration, exploitation 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x106)  <x106)  ( x1 06)  (X 1  06)  <  x  1  o6) 
1  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
···'···  TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -482-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  2.  FOSSIL  FUELS  AND  DERIVATIVES  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  2.12.  STORAGE  OF  GAS  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  sueeort  of  technological  activities  connected  with  the  exploration,  exploitation 
and  storage  of  hydrocarbons  (see  under  2.7.1) 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1  n  .m  n  m  o.m. 
...  I.-. 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA) -483-
R+D& D POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3.1.  PROVEN  REACTORS  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Technical assistance to nuclear Eower  Elant  OEerators  (D.A.  1973-76) 
- water chemistry, 
- in-pile inspection and intervention, 
- post-irradiation examination of fuel  elements, 
-methods  of quality control for materials and  components  in stations,  establishment 
of standard techniques,  training of operators' staff. 
2.  Plutonium fuels  and actinide research  (D.A.  1973-76  and  1977-80) 
(See under  3.4.2) 
3·  Plutonium  rec~clin~ in  li~t water reactors (I.A.  1975-78  and  1978-79) 
(See under  3.4. 3) 
, 
STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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1  X  - 100 
2  X  - 100  t 
3  X  100  :::  50 
* These  re  tota  amount~;  the  R,  D share  is 
est1mat ea  at  ~u 7o  •••  I ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx106)  <x106)  ( x1 Q6)  <x106)  ( x1Q6) 
1  2.123 *  0.191 *  - - -
2  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
3  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
.  .  ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  2.123  0.191  0.00  0.00  onn 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -484-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY:  E.C. 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3.2  HIGH  TEMPERATURE  REACTOR~DATE:  April  79 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
v. 
1.  Past activities  (Dragon  Reactor) 
2.  High-temperature materials  (D.A.  1975-76  and  1977-80) 
( See  under  3.9 .1 ) 
end  of  activit 
2  X 
BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978 
OBJECTIVES  (X 1  06)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
1  0.389  - -
2  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
•• • I ••• 
Estimations  Estimations 
1979  1980 
(X 1  06)  ·cx106) 
- -
p.m.  p.m. 
.  .  ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.)  -------+--------------4------------~----------~------------r-----------t 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.389  0.00  0.00  o on  n  nn -485-
R+D& D POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  3·3·  BREEDERS  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Codes  and standards  (structural integrity of components) (I .A.  1979-83)* 
-manufacturing standards  and quality codes 
•  evaluation and quantification of dissimilarities 
- structural analysis  and  design codes 
•  comparative analysis  of design methods  and criteria 
•  computational  investigations 
•  analysis of experience with the structural behaviour of components 
- materials 
•  evaluation and  quantification of dissimilarities 
•  reference tests 
2.  Plutonium fuels  and actinides research  <see  under  3.4.2.) 
3.  Safety  studies  (see  under  3.5.1.) 
*)  This  programme  will  be  funded  on  annual  basis  with  earmarked  on  the  item  3370  of 
the  research  budget  of  the  European  Communities,  under  the title  :  Implementation 
of  Council's  Resolution  of  July  22nd,  1975  on  the  technological  problems  of  nuclear 
safety  (O.J.E.C.  n°  C 185  of  Aug.  14th,  1975). 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  (X 1  Q6)  ( )( 1  o6)  (x106)  (x1Q6) 
1  - - - - 0.300 
2  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
3  o_.._m__.._  p.m.  _t:>_.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
.  .  ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  0.00  0.00  0.00  - 0.300 -486-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  3·  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  E.G. 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  3·4  FUEL  CYCLE  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1 •  Uranium  e~loration and  extraction (I.A.  1978-80) * 
- Exploration 
•  discovery of uranium provinces 
+ U geology and metallogeny 
+  study of Pb  isotopes 
+  techniques for rapid and routine geochemical  analysis 
+  remote sensing applied  ~o prospecting 
+airborne  geochemistry 
•  discovery of specific targets 
+ migration of gaseous  derivatives  of uranium 
+  transportation and storage of uranium  from  solutions 
+ direct measurement  of uranium in situ 
•  calibration of instruments 
- Extraction 
•  technico-economic feasibility studies 
•  development  of extraction techniques 
+  in situ leaching 
+ bacterial leaching 
*)  Total  funding over  3 years :  3.0 MEUA 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  Cx106) 
1  - - 0.800  0.446  0.755 
2  8.339  9.822  11.890  12.527  15.037 
3  0.792  1. 063  1. 902  1.344  1 :r539 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  9.131  10.885  14.5 92  14.317  17.331 -487-
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuat~on) 
+  leaching at high temperature  and pressure 
+  extraction from  refractory ores  and calcines 
•  processing of low-grade  ores  and wastes 
+ extraction from  phosphatic sediments 
+ extraction from  phosphoric-rock-treatment plants 
•  recovery from  low-grade resources 
+ phosphoric acid liquids 
+ sea water 
2.  Plutonium fuels  and actinide research  (~.A.  1973-76  and  1977-80) 
-utilization limits of plutonium fuels 
•  swelling of advanced fuels  submitted to high line power  and/or high burn-up, 
in particular under power  cycling conditions  and  taking into account mechanical 
fuel/cladding interactions  and also  chemical interactions; 
•  compatibility between mixed uranium-plutonium oxide  fuels  and stainless steel 
cladding material under severe conditions;  study of the  corrosion mechanisms; 
•  thermal behaviour of fuel  rods  under irradiation, utilizing special devices 
for direct in-pile measurements  under stable and cycling conditions; 
•  evaporation of nuclear materials  above  their melting points. 
- plutonium and actinide aspects  of the safety of the nuclear fuel  cycle 
•  measurement  of integral cross-sections  and  fission yields in fast neutron 
fluxes,  especially for higher actinides  and some  important fission products; 
•  formation  and behaviour of actinides in different fuels; 
IV.  PROGRAMME 
, 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  (x106)  (  )( 1  Q6)  Cx106)  c  x 1  o6> 
TOTAL  {;n N.C.) 
TOTAL  {in  EUA) -488-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3·  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  E. C. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  and  budgets  3-4  FUEL  CYCLE  DATE  : A  p r i L 79 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  :  (cent • d.) 
•  development  of safe handling techniques  and methods  of producing well-
characterized plutonium products; 
•  aspects  of the head-end processing of mixed uranium/plutonium carbide fuels 
with sodium bonding and stainless steel cladding; 
- actinide research 
•  preparation of samples  and monocrystals  of metals  and  compounds  and their 
characterization; 
•  structural,  physical,  electronical,  etc.,  properties • 
3- Plutonium  rec~clin~ in  li~ht water reactors  (I.A.  1975-78  and  1978-79) 
-acquisition of data to  ensure  judicious use  of Pu  prior to the operation of fast 
reactor power  stations on  an industrial scale 
•  solution of general problems  attendant upon  the use  of Pu 
.  acquisition of scientific and technical data with regard to Pu  recycling in 
light water reactors. 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6> 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -489-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  3-5  NUCLEAR  SAFETY  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1  •  Reactor Safety (D.A.  1973-76  and  1977-80) 
-reliability and risk assessment 
•  codes for the analysis  of the mechanism  of accidents in liquid metal  cooled 
fast reactors  and light water reactors,  including the  whole  core accident in a 
fast reactor; 
•  probability analysis of accident in light water reactor cores; 
•  European  data bank  of reliability data. 
- out-of-pile and in-pile studies of accidents  involving loss of coolant in light 
water reactors 
•  depressurization studies in a  large simulation  loop 
- liquid metal fast breeder sub-assembly thermohydraulics 
. theoretical analysis of the  consequences  of geometrical  anomalies  in fuel sub-
assemblies under various  coolant  flow conditions; 
•  techniques  for  the early detection of anomalies  by temperature noise analysis, 
comprising experiments both in water and sodium; 
. the experimental  study of boiling phenomena,  in a  sub-channel  and in a  sub-
assembly,  and the influence of channel blockage  on  local boiling. 
- core melt-down  and fuel-coolant interaction 
t 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  (x1Q6) 
1  8.179  18.725  21  .  455  21.058  39.576. 
2  - - - 1.219  1.685 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  8.179  18.725  21.455  22.277  41.261 -490-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
•  concerning core melt-down:  the determination of the physical properties  of the 
core melts,  the study of the behaviour of fuel  pins  during melting,  the study 
of heat transfer and those of the thermal  and mechanical  loads  suffered by core 
catcher structures; 
•  concerning fuel  coolant interactions:  development  of theoretical models  and 
calculation codes  taking into account  the different physical  phenomena  and their 
corresponding experimental studies. 
- dynamic  structure loading and reponse 
•  development  and  experimental  verification  of dynamic  loading and response 
codes  for  the behaviour of the primary containment,  of the  core interior and 
other  primary circuit components; 
•  determination of the elasto-plastic characteristics of materials  and structures • 
- prevention of structural failure in reactors 
•  cr~teria for crack instability and the evaluation of the effects of embrittlement 
in fast reactor structures; 
•  laws  of crack growth  and propagation under fatigue  and creep; 
•  microscopic processes; 
•  development  of a  probability model  for stress  corrosion; 
•  development  of the early detection of faults by acoustic and ultrasonic methods. 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  ( )( 1  Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  c  x  1  o6> 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  <in  EUA) -491-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3·  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3·5  NUCLEAR  SAFETY  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  :  ( cont 'd.) 
2.  Safet;y:  in thermal  water reactors  (I.A.  1979-83 *) 
- Loss  of coolant  accident  (LOCA)  and  the functioning and performance of the 
emergency  core  cooling system  (ECCS) 
•  behaviour of a  single pin with different variations of filling with particular 
observation of the clad behaviour and  the mechanism  of heat transfer at the 
quenching level; 
.  behaviour of a  bundle of pins and the thermal  and hydraulic phenomena  not  only 
at the quenching level but also in the upper part of the vessel with different 
outflow conditions; 
•  hydraulic and thermal  parameters  for a  bundle of deformed pins  thus  disturbing 
the hydraulic characteristics of cooling. 
- protection of nuclear plant against gas  cloud explosions 
•  assessment  of  previous major  incidents 
•  flammable  material  release  characteristics 
•  explosive  gas  cloud  formation  and  dispersion 
. flammability  and  explosivity 
•  estimation of incident pressure waves  generated by unconfined gas  cloud 
explosions 
* 6.3  MEUA  over  a  5-year  programme;  O.J.  L 83  of 3.4.79. 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  (x1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx106) 
. 
.  .  ·'-.  __ _.. 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA) 
(32) -492-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
•  interaction of incident pressure waves  with target structures 
•  structural response to  imposed pressure  loadings • 
- release and distribution of radioactive fission products  in the  atmosphere 
following a  reactor accident 
•  analysis,  experimental verification and  improvement  of mathematical models 
describing the release of fission products  from  nuclear plants  and their 
dispersion in the  atmosphere. 
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v.  LWDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x1Q6)  (X 1  Q6)  (x1Q6)  <  x 1  o6>  <  x  1  o6> 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -493-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  E. C. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3.6.  WASTE  TREATMENT  AND  DIS- DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
PO SAL 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Manaaement  and  storaae of  radioactive waste  (I.  A.  1975-79) 
- technologicaL  problems 
•  processing 
+medium  activity solid waste: coating  with  plastic resins; 
+  high-activity  solid  waste : decontamination  and  conditioning  of  irradiated  fuel 
element  cladding; 
+  high  activity solid  waste  :  immobilization of  calcined  waste  from  fission pro-
ducts  in  a  metal  matrix; 
+ plutonium-contaminated  solid  waste  :  incineration process; 
+  comparative  study  of  the properties  of  various materials  suitable for  the  immo-
bilization of  high-activity waste. 
. storage  and  disposal 
+  storage  of  solidified  radioactive waste  in  engineered  structures; 
+ disposal  of  radioactive  waste  in  suitable geological  formations,  including  those 
formations  currently being  studied; 
+ storage  of  gaseous  waste. 
. study  of  an  advanced  management  model  : 
+  separation and  recycling  of  Long-Life  waste  (actinides). 
-definition of  a  general  framework  <Legal,  administrative,  financial)  f o r  t he  i mp L  e-
mentation  of  radioactive  waste  storage  and  disposal  measures  : 
. review  of  problems  posed  by  the management  of  radioactive  waste  which  could  not  be 
solved  under  existing  international  Legal,  administrative and  fin-ancial  p-rovisions 
and  grooosals  for  solutions;_  I 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
<natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  (X 1  Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  <  x  1  o6> 
1  3.865  4.774  4.199  5.133  1 2. 998 
2  1. 982  5.185  5.756  5.797  5.645 
•••  -7 ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  5.847  9.963  9.955  10.930  18.643 -494-
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
. study  of  principles  which  should  govern  the  management  of  radioactive  waste. 
2.  Management  of  nuclear materials and  radioactive  waste  (D.A.  1973-76  and  1977-80) 
- assessment  of  the  Long-term  hazards  of  radioactive  waste  storage 
•  analysis of  the  dangers  of  waste  storage  and  the  various  options and 
strategies open  in order  to  optimize  the  choice  of  sites; 
.  Long  term  behaviour  for  medium  and  high  activity waste  conditioned  in  gLass 
or  bitumen; 
•  diffusion of actinides  into  the  environment  following  a  fault  in  the  geoLogicaL 
barrier; 
•  methods  of  detection  and  measurement  of  actinides  contained  in  soLid  wastes. 
- chemicaL  separation  and  nuclear  transmutation  of  actinides 
. chemical  separation of actinides; 
. production  and  combustion  of actinides  in  nuclear  reactors; 
•  actinide  nuclear  cross  sections· 
- studies  on  reactor  components  decontamination 
. contamination  mechanisms  in  high  temperature  water  circuits; 
•  nature  of  contaminated  surface  Layers; 
•  mechanism  of  action of  decontaminants  on  surface  Layers; 
•  depth  of  attack  by  decontaminants  on  coupled  alloys  of  different  compositions; 
•  depth  of  surface attack  after  repeated  contamination/decontamination  cycles  • 
, 
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v.  IJUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  (x106)  (X 1  Q6)  <  x  1  o6>  (x1Q6) 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -495-
R+o&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY:  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  II  SUB-SECTOR  3.7.  RADIATION  PROTECTION  AND  DATE  :  April  79 
and  budgets  •  DECOMMISSIONING  OF  POWER  PLANTS 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Reactor  comQonents  decontamination 
( see  under  3. 6. 2.) 
2.  Transfer  of  IsQra-I  activities  (D.A.  1975-76) 
- closing  down  of  the  reactor 
- transfer  of  the  Euracos  converter  to  the  PAVIA  reactor 
- construction  of  a  pneumatic  irradiation plant, the  installation thereof  in  the 
Esser  reactor  and  the  operation  thereof. 
3.  Decommissioning  of  nuclear  QOWer  Qlants  (I.A.  1979-83*) 
- Long  term  integrity of  buildings  and  systems 
- decontamination  for  decommissioning  purposes 
- dism,a'ltling  techniques 
- treatment  of  specific  waste  materials: steel,  concrete  and  graphite 
- Large  transport  containers  for  radioactive  waste  produced  in  the  dismantling 
of  nuclear  power  plants 
*  O.J.  L 83  of  3.4.79  4.7  MEUA  over  a  5-year  programme  : 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x106)  Cx106)  ( x1 o6)  ( x1 o6)  (X 1  06) 
1  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
2  p.m.  p;m.  - - -
3  - - - 0.500  0.978 
4  5.746  7.551  8.726  8.190  B  .• 262 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  5.746  7.551  8.726  8.690  9.240 -496-
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  U.rJES  OF  ACTIVITY  ( continuation) 
- estimation  of  the  quantities  of  radioactive  wastes arising  from  decommissioning  of 
nuclear  power  plants  in  the  Community 
- influence  of  nuclear  power  plant  design  features  on  decommissioning 
- identification of  guiding  principles  in  : 
. the  design  and  operation  of  nuclear  power  plant  with  a  view  to  simpLifying 
their  subsequent  decommissioning 
. the  decommisioning  of  nuclear  power  pLant  which  could  form  the  initial  elements  of 
a  Community  policy  in  this field.  _, 
4.  Radiation erotection erogramme  (I.A.  1976-80) 
- the  aim  of  the  work  is  to  supplement,  broaden  and  deepen  the  scientific and  techni-
cal  knowledge  necessary  for  determining  and  keeping  up  to  date  the  permissible 
radiation  Levels  in  man  and  the  permissible  Level  of  contamination  of  the  various 
components  of  the  environment,  and  for  the  improvement  of  the  practical  organization 
of  radiation protection  by  the  Member  States; 
- this aim  includes  studies  on  the  path  which  radioactive  contaminants  follow  in  man 
and  the  environment,  on  the effects of  radiation on  Living  matter,  and  on  dosimetric 
methods  and  instruments. 
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v.  llUDGETS  El<penditures  Expenditures  Estimations  tstimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  (x1Q6)  (x106)  (x106)  Cx106) 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA) -497-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3.8.  FISSILE  MATERIALS  CONTROL  DATE  :  April  79 
and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Fissile material  control  (D.A.  1973-76  and  1977-80) 
- conception  of  control  systems 
- measuring  methods  and  techniques 
- surveillance  techniques 
- special  problems  of  reprocessing  plants 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  <x1Q6)  (x1Q6)  (x106)  <  x  1  o6> 
1  2.017*  3.9S5*  4.389*  4.  24CJ1r  6  •. 52_()1r 
71'  'hese  are tota  amounts  spen1;  the  R&D 
•hare  1s  est1mc: ted at  )IU  % 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  <in  EUA)  2.017  3.985  4.389  4.240  6.520 -498-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  3.  NUCLEAR  POWER  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  3.9.  OTHERS  DATE  :  ApriL  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1  •  High  temperature materials  ( D  .A.  1975-76  and  1977-80) 
- meeting  point  "Petten" 
•  evaluation of  industrial  needs  for  advanced  refractory materials 
•  publication and  continuous  updating  of  a  "white  book" 
. information  service 
- the  effect  of  the  operational  environment  on  the  mechanical  properties 
of materials  in  high  temperature  applications 
- failure  modes  of  high-temperature materials 
- the  relationship  between  structure  ,  impurities and  properties of  high-temperature 
materials. 
2.  Materials  science  (D.A.  1973-76) 
- lattice defects 
- surface  reactions  (particle/surface  interaction) 
- mechanical  behaviour,  fracture of metals  and  composite  materials  (mechanical 
properties and  structure,  physical  properties, plastic deformation  and  fracture) 
- physical  properties  of materials at  high  temperatures  (solid and  liquid) 
- effects of  structural  changes  and  crystalline  imperfections  on  the properties 
of  materials 
- transport  phenomena  and  structural  behaviour  in  metals,  polymers  and  other 
materials. 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  ~stimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x106)  <x106)  <x1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  Cx106) 
1  2.062  2.330  2.605  3.oBO  4.051 
2  4.933  0.391  - - -
3  7.625  *  7.085  *  7.865  *  7.960  11.564 
4  p.m. **  P.m. **  p.m. ** 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  14.620  9.8D6  10.470  11.840  15.615 -499-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
3.  MEASURH1ENTS,  STANDARDS  AND  REFERENCE  TECHNIQUES  (D.A.  1973-76  and  1977-80) 
- measurement  of  nuclear  data 
. determination  of  neutron  parameters  using  the  two  Geel  accelerators  : 
neutron data  relative  to  certain actinides,  effective  cross  sections of  structural 
materials,  capture  and  resonance  cross  sections of  fission  products; 
•  determination  of  other  nuclear  parameters  :  measurements  and  evaluation of  decay 
schemes  and  atomic  constants  of  radionuclides;  measurement  of  effective  reaction 
cross  sections  for  charged particles. 
- nuclear  reference  materials  and  techniques 
•  preparation  and  characterization of  nuclear  reference  materials  to  support 
analytical measurements 
•  manufacture  and  characterization of  special  nuclear  samples  and  targets 
•  analytical  measurements  in  support  of  safeguards. 
4.  O~eration of  the  HFR  exeerimental  reactor  ( D  .A.  1973-76  and  1977-80) 
- planning,  execution  and  supervision  of  experiments  for  the  benefits  of  the  programmes 
of  the participating  states  (Netherlands,  Federal  Republic  of  Germany) 
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TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) - 500-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  : E  • C  • 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  4.1.  THERMONUCLEAR  FUSION  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Thermonuclear  fusion  technolo~n:  <D.A.  1977-80) 
- conceptual  studies  on  thermonuclear  fusion  reactors 
- research  on  materials  necessary  for  fusion,  in particular  on  their  behaviour 
under  irradiation, and  analysis of  required  testing  methods  and  equipment 
- problems  concerning  safety of  the  environment 
2.  ControL Led  thermonuclear  fusion  programme  <1976-1980) 
a)  f~2i2~-~~Q_Q1~2ffi~Qb~2i£2 
- general  physics  in  the  sector  concerned,  in particular studies  of  a  basic 
character  or  relating  to  confinement  of  plasmas  with  suitable devices 
and  to  methods  for  producing  and  heating  plasmas 
- research  on  the  confinment  in  closed  configurations  of  plasmas  of  widely 
varying  density and  temperature 
- production  of  and  research  on  plasmas  of  high  and  very  high  density 
- improvement  of  diagnostic methods 
- investigation of  technological  problems  connected  with  current  research 
and  of  problems  relating  to  thermonuclear  reactor  technology 
b)  ~§I_E.t:2i~£.! 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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1  X  - 100 
2a  X  100  X  s,  CH 
2b  X  100  80  s,  CH 
3  X  100  f'V  30  s,  CH 
•••  ! ••• 
v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6> 
1  - 2.483  3.685  2.737  7.209 
2a  23.523  21.424  27.217  36.812  39.808 
2b  1.832  8.034  15.000  17.000  38.400 
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  25.355  31.941  45.902  56  .• 549  85_.417 - 501-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
3.  Controlled  thermonuclear  fusion  programme  (1979-1983)  *) 
a.  plasma  physics  in  the  sector  concerned,  in  particular  studies  of  a  basic  character 
relating  to confinement with  suitable devices  and  to methods  for  producing  and 
heating  pLasma 
b.  research  into  the  confinement,  in  closedconfiguration,  of  plasma  of  widely  varying 
density  and  temperature,  if possible  attaining  ignition  conditions 
c.  production  of  and  research  into  plasmas  of  high  and  very  high  density and  in  parti-
cular the  study  of  Laser  fusion 
d.  the  development  and  application  to  confinement  devices  of  sufficient  powerful  plasma 
heating-methods 
e.  improvement  of  diagnostic methods 
f.  investigation  into  technological  problems  connected  with  current  research  and 
problems  relating  to  the  use  of  thermonuclear  reactions 
g.  implementation  of  the  JET  project  (entrusted to  the  JET,  joint  undertaking) 
*)  210  MEUA  proposed  for  items  a)~ f) 
.  131.7  MEUA  proposed  for  JET  C item  g 1 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  (x1Q6)  (x1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  <  x 1  o6> 
TOTAL  C  in N.C.) 
TOTAL  <in  EUA) -502-
R+D& D POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  4.2.  GEOTHERMAL  ENERGY  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND'MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  First  indirect  action Erogramme  (mid-1975  -:  mid-1979) 
- acquisition  and  collation  of  existing  and  new  geothermal  data 
. collation of  existing  geothermal  data 
•  acquisition and  collation of  new  additional  geothermal  data 
- improvement  of  methods  of  exploration 
. improvement  and/or adaptation of  existing  prospecting  methods  to  specific geo-
thermal  requirements  and  development  of  new  methods  of  prospection  and  exploration 
- sources  of  hot  water  (Low  enthalpy) 
. compilation of  geothermal  models  in  regions  concerned 
. full-scale  experimental  verification of  theoretical models  (operation) 
•  utilisation tests on  sources  of  hot  water  for district and  agricultural 
heating 
- steam  sources  (high  enthalpy) 
. construction  of  geothermal  models  inthe  areas  concerned 
. improvement  of  measuring  and  dr i l ling  techniques  for  experimental  work  at  high 
temperatures 
. study  of  new  stimulation  methods 
- hot  dry  rocks 
..  studies and  experiments  on  fracturation 
•  studies and  experiments  on  heat  extraction 
- training  of  specialists. 
, 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx1Q6) 




2  - - -
3  - - - 2.250  2.000 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  1. 780  3.671  4.897  4.935  5.918 - 503-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
2.  Second  indirect  action  programme  (mid-1979  ~  mid-1983)  *) 
- integrated geological,  geophysical  and  geochemical  investigations  in  selected areas 
•  data  concerning  areas  of  possible  geothermal  interest 
. Localisation of  geothermal  anomalies  with  combined  methods  (geological,  geochemical, 
geophysical,  etc.)  involving  surface  work  and  shallow drillings 
•  testing  and  intercomparison of  known  methods  by  applying  them  in  well  known  areas 
•  driLling  of  exploration  boreholes  in areas  of  potential  utilisation 
. interpretation of  data  in  order  to  determine  the  characteristics of  reservoirs 
(geometry,  permeability,  transmissivity, porosity,  water  pressure,  salinity, etc.) 
•  geothermal  atlas of  the  European  Community 
- subsurface  problems  of  natural  hydrothermal  sources 
. drilling at  high  temperatures  (cements,  muds,  packers,  coring,  temperature 
resistance of  bits, etc.) 
•  development  and  improvement  of  Logging  equipment  for  high  temperature  and  pressure 
applications 
•  development  of methods  and  devices  for  decreasing  the  flow  resistance  around  the 
borehole  and  for  connecting  it  to  the  reservoir 
. stability and  destructibility of  rock  in  the  presence  of  hot  fluids 
•  development  of methods  to  control  corrosion,  erosion  and  sealing  in production 
and  reinjection  wells  and  in  the  surrounding  formations 
. control  of  the  phenomena  related  to  reinjection 
. investigation  of  reservoir  rock  and  fluid  properties 
•  development  of  well  and  reservoir  testing  equipment  (pressure  build-up  tests, 
drill  stem  tests,  interference tests, etc  •• ). 
*  18  MEUA  over  a  4-year  programme;  O.J.E.C.  No.  L 231  of  September  13,  1979 
IV. 
, 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  <x1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  <x106)  c  x  1  o6> 
TOTAL  (;n N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA) -504-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  E. C. 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  !!.SUB-SECTOR  4.2.  GEOTHERMAL  ENERGY  DATE  :April 79 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  :  (cont'd) 
•  development  of modelling  techniques  to  forecast  reservoir  behaviour  under 
depletion and/or  reinjection  conditions 
- surface  problems  related to  the  use  of  hydrothermal  resources 
•  control  of  corrosion  and  scaling  in  the  surface  system 
•  appropriate· treatment  of  circulating  fluid  (scrubbing,  steam-water  separation, 
chemical  control) 
•  improvement  of  heat  exchangers,  water  pumps,  etc • 
•  methods  of  power  generation  such  as  binary  cycles and  screw  expanders 
•  mineral  and  gas  extraction 
•  interaction of  different  heat  supplying  systems  to  insure  the optimal  use 
of  the  geothermal  resource 
•  investigation of  induced  seismicity and  surface  movements  (subsidence) 
•  disposal  of  waste  heat  and  fluids 
•  monitoring  of  existing  schemes  and  economic  feasibility  studies  of  particular 
future  projects 
- hot  dry  rocks 
•  initial  experiments at  shallow depth  including  continuation  of projects already 
initiated 
•  methods  of  fracturing  Large  volumes  of  rocks  at  great  depth 
, •• modelling  and  experiments  on  the  heat  exchange  in fractures 
•  evaluation of  natural  stress fields at  depth  and  modelling  of  artificial 
fracturing  of  hot  dry  rocks 
V.  BUDGETS 
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TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
-------+-----------~----------~----------~------------~----------rf 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) - 505-
I I I.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
•  environmental  impact  of  the  hot  dry  rock  technology 
3.  Su~~ort  for  demonstration  erojects  related  to  the exeloitation of  geothermal 
fields  in  the  Communit~ * 
* 22.5  MEUA  over  5  years  (1979-:-83); 
-- -
12,  1979  O.J.E.C.  L 93  of_ ApriL 
~ --- - -
, 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  (x1Q6)  (x1Q6)  <  x, o6>  (X 1  Q6) 
TOTAL  C  in N.C.) 
TOTAL  Cin  EUA) -506-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  4.3.  SOLAR  ENERGY  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Solar  enersy  (D.A.  1973-76  and  1977-80) 
- habitat  and  thermal  conversion 
•  definition of  a  standardized pilot-test facility  for  the  determination 
of  solar  collector performances 
•  high  efficiency collectors and  the  storage  and  cooling  subsystems 
. combined  heating,  cooling  and  storage  systems 
•  appLied  research  on  materials and  in particular on  selective absorption 
surfaces 
•  other  applications of  solar  collectors  :  distillation  (ethanol,  sea  water) 
•  technico economic  studies and  project  for  a  documentation  and  information 
centre 
- European  solar  irradiation facility 
•  accelerated  ageing  tests 
•  measurements  of  system  performance 
. influence of  extreme  ambient  conditions 
•  development  of  standardized test  procedures 
- orientation studies  centred  around  direct  conversion 
•  electrochemical  solar  cells  based  on  semiconductor/electrolyte electrodes 
•  bioconversion  of  solar  energy 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (x1Q6)  Cx106)  Cx1Q6)  <x106)  (  )( 1  Q6) 
1  1.163  3.548  4.136  3.618  6.559 
2  1.780  5.955  7.956 
i  "-3.3os ___  ~2.3:36--~ 
3  - - -
-----
4  - - - 2.250  2.000 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  2.943  9.503  12.092  9.176  20.865 - 507-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
2.  First  indirect action erosramme  (mid-1975  ~ mid-1979) 
- so La r  heat  collectors and  their  application  to  dwellings 
. Low  temperature  use  of  so La r  energy  for  heating  and  cooling  buildings 
. study  of  plane  surface  coL Lectors 
•  pilot  applications  to dwellings  for  domestic  use 
- self-contained generating  sets  for  the  production  of  mechanicaL  and/or 
electricaL  power 
•  the  use  in  medium  and  high  temperature  areas  of  solar  heat  to  produce  mechanical 
and/or  electrical  power 
. improvement  of  Low-power  groups 
•  pilot  installation of  1  MWe 
- photovoltaic  conversion 
•  deveLopment  of  alternative  cells and  improvement  of  existing  cells 
•  feasibility  study  on  new  concepts 
•  new  methods  of  preparing  semiconductor  materials 
. silicon thin  film· 
•  automation  of  panel  production 
•  new  or  improved  encapsulating materials 
•  data  collection 
- photochemical,  photoelectrochemical  and  photobiological  processes 
•  basic  studies  on  photochemical,  photoelectrochemical  and  photobiological  systems 
, 
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(33) - 508-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  4.3.  SOLAR  ENERGY  DATE  :  April  79 
and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  :  (Cent' d  - 1) 
- photosynthetic  production  of  organic matter 
•  choice  and  development  of  the  most  suitable  energy  crops  for  the different 
regions  of  Europe 
- data  network  relating  to  solar  radiation 
•  collection,  standardization and  distribution of  comprehensive  data  on  number 
of  hours  of  sunshine  throughout  the  Community 
•  definition of  the  implications of  the  Large-scale  use  of  so La r  energy 
3.  Second  indirect  action  programme  (mid-1979  ~  mid-1983)  *) 
- solar  energy  applications  to  dwe L  Lings 
•  heat  storage 
. so La r  heating  systems 
•  standard test  procedures  for  solar  collectors 
•  so La r  cooL i ng 
. introduction of  solar  energy  as an  integral  part  of  habitat 
- thermomechanical  solar  power  plants 
•  completion  of  the  construction of  the  1  MWe  pilot plant,  which  has  started 
in  the first  programme;  testing  operation and  optimisation 
•  evaluation  and  development  of  other  technologies/cycles  (gas  cycle)  as 
alternatives  to  the  present  steam  cycle.  Possible  design  and  hardware 
*)  46  MEUA  over  a  4-year  programme;  O.J.E.C.  L 231  of  September  13 1  1979  , 
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TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) -509-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
construction  of  some  components 
•  preliminary  design  of  a  Larger  plant  in  the  10  MW  range 
- photovoltaic  power  generation 
. improvement  of  current  silicon  eel L and  array  technology and  methods  to automate 
the  production  processes 
. development  of  reliable  concentration  systems 
. new  semiconductor  materials  and  cell  structures 
. identification of  autonomous  photovoltaic  systems  in  the  5  to a  few  hundred 
kW  range;  development  of  associate  technologies  (storage,  power  conditioning) 
. set  up  of  a  family  autonomous  photovolta,c  systems  in  various  E.C.climates and 
monitoring  of  their  performances 
. development  of  a  0.5  ~  1  MW  central  power  plant  to  be  connected  to a  national 
network 
-photochemical,  photoelectrochemical  and  photobiological  processes 
. conversion  of  light  into electricity and/or  hydrogen  by  photochemistry  e.g • 
in  semiconductor/electrolyte  cells 
. biological  hydrogen  production  in  algae  and  bacteria,  including  genetic adaptation 
and  selection of  new  types  of  organisms  and  species 
. conversion  of  Light  into  hydrogen,  other  fuels,  or  organic matter  :  study  of 
photosynthetic membranes,  enzymes  and  their  incorporation  into matrices 
. construction of  artificial  systems  by  modelling  of  biological  systems 
- energy  from  biomass 
. further  investigation of  the  use  of  straw and  wood  wastes 
•  production  of  fuels  from  biomass: mixing  with  conventional  fuel  Liquids, 
pyrolysis  and  gasification, fermentation  of  wet  biomass  of  high  water 
content 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  (x106)  (x106)  Cx106)  (x1Q6) 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA) -510-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  E. C. 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  4.3.  SOLAR  ENERGY  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  :  (cont'd  - 2) 
. sylviculture:  experimental  studies  of different  wood  species  for  different  types  of 
soil.  Design  of  a  small  number  of  projects associated  with  certain  European  regions 
and  climates  namely  for  different  broad-Leaf  species 
•  growing  of  algae:  assessment  of  their  potential  for  the  production  of  fuels 
•  general  studies 
- solar  radiation data 
I 
•  organisation of measuring  campaigns  for  the  E.C •  national  weather  services 
. further  development  of  calculation methods  for  radiation data  on  inclined  surfaces 
and  for  data  above  certain  intensity thresholds  and  their duration 
. updating  and  formulating  of  comprehensive  radiation data.  Publication of  an  EC 
radiation  atlas and  data  books.  Preparation  of  reference  years 
. improvement  of  the  radiation  measuring  network  :  including  replacement  of  inadequate 
equipment  and  installation of  additional  equipment 
. investigation of  Local  microclimates 
. specific measurements  for  particular areas,  e.g.  the  production  of  biomass. 
- wind  energy 
. site evaluation 
•  wind  turbines  with  an  increased  power  coefficient  :  development  of  new  concepts 
involving  megawatt-size  machines 
•  9evelopment  of  new  machines  such  as  the Darrieus rotor  and  their test  under  the 
~~onditions of  Europe  and  of  the  developing  countries 
•  mechanical-electric  conversion  systems  and  connection  to  utility grids  :  development 
...  I ... 
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(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  (X 1  Q6)  <x1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  (X 1  06)  (X 1  Q6) 
.. ·'-... 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) - 511  -
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVIlY  (continuation) 
of  ways  to  ensure  high-quality  electricity production  and  to minimise  Losses 
. use  of  autonomous  wind  generators  for  heating  and  electricity production  in  houses 
. storage  systems  for  different  wind  energy applications 
. study  of  wind  generators  combined  with  other  systems  e.g •  photovoltaic generators 
and  biomass  production  plants 
- soLar  energy  in  agriculture  and  industry 
•  agriculture 
+  inventory  of  european  farms  (type,  size,  climatic  region) 
·  ..  +  assessment  of  energy  Load  models 
+  development  of  solar  heating  and  cooling  system-models  for  optimising  the  solar 
equipment 
+ prototype  solar  systems  for  farms 
+  special  aspects  (components,  storage,  etc.) 
. industry 
+  assessment  of  the  use  of  Low-temperature  and  high  temperature  ( > 1QQOC)  heat  in 
industry 
+  study  of  the  viability of  the  use  of  solar  energy  in  selected  branches  of  industry 
+  assessment  of  the  heat  storage  requirements  for  an  economic  viable  solar  energy 
system  for  these  selected branches  of  industry 
+  prototype  studies. 
4.  Support  for  demonstration  projects  related to  the  exploitation of  solar  energy  in  the 
Community 
-domestic and  industrial  heating  and  cooling 
-production of mechanical  and/or  electrical  energy 
- industrial  or  agricultural applications of  heat  or  fuel  production 
22.5  MEUA  over  5  years  <1979-83) 
IV. 
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TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  <in  EUA) - 512-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY: E. C. 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  4.4.  OCEAN  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Su~Qort for  demonstration  Qrojects  related to  the  exgloitation of  wave  and 
tidal  energy  in  the  Community.* 
*  Implementation  regulation  not  yet  adopted 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  C  x1 Q6) 
1  - - - -- -
~· ·~' ... 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) - 513-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  4.5.  WIND  DATE  :  ApriL  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Wind  enera~  research  and  develoEment 
(See  under  4.3.3) 
2.  sueeort  for  demonstration  Erojects  related to  the  exeloitation of  wind  energy 
in  the  Community* 
* Implementation  regulation  not  yet  adopted 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  <x1Q6)  C  x1 Q6)  <x106)  (x1Q6) 
1  - - - p.m.  p.m. 
2  - - - - -
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  <in  EUA) - 514-
R+D& D POLl CY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  E. c. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  4.6.  HYDROGEN  AS  AN  ENERGY  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets  V_ECTOR 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  H~drogen  ( D  .A.  1973-76  and  1977-80) 
- thermochemical  processes  for  the  decomposition  of  water 
•  basic  research 
+theoretical  studies  :  identification of  new  cycles,  engineering  and  cost 
analysis  of  selected  cycles,  cycle  flow-sheets,  evaluation  criteria,  technical 
design  of  a  full-scale plant,  collection of  industrial  data,  problems  of 
interfacing  with  nuclear  reactor 
+  experimental  studies  :  fundamental  research  on  chemistry  and  reaction  kinetics, 
and  material  research 
. realisation of  a  laboratory  test  installation 
- heat  source  coupling 
•  evaluation of  different  interface solutions 
. safety and  risk  analysis 
2.  F  i r s t  i nd i r e c  t  action erosramme  (mid-1975  ~  mid-1979) 
- thermochemical  production  of  hydrogen 
. research  into  chemical  and  electrochemical  reaction  cycles  of  high  potential 
efficiency  in  the  conversion  of  heat  energy  into  hydrogen  energy 
•  practical  experiments  on  promising  cycles 
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Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  <x1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  Cx106) 
1  2.413  3.811  4.189  4.100  ~'1.919 
2  1.657  3.757  5.004 
~-~-- -- - 2.  707  ---826--
3  - -
--- -
•• • I ••• 
TOTAL  (in N.C.)  .. 
TOTAL  (in  EUA)  4.070  7.568  9.193  6.807  6.645 - 515-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
- electrolytic production of  hydrogen 
. improvement  of  existing  electrolytic production  technology 
. study  of  the feasibiLity and  economics  of  high  temperature  and  high  pressure electro-
Lysis 
utilization  of  hydrogen 
•  analysis  of  the  potential applicability  of  hydrogen  and  of  synthetic  hydrogen-based 
fuels 
•  development  of  safety specifications  for  the  handling  of  hydrogen 
. improvement  of  the  small-scale storage of  hydrogen 
. studies  related  to  the  problems  of  industrial  scale  (medi urn-sized)  storage of 
hydrogen 
. studies  on  the possibility of  using  existing  pipelines  for  the distribution of 
hydrogen 
3.  Second  indirect  action  programme  Cmid-1979  ~  mid  1983)  *) 
- thermochemical  production  of  hydrogen  (complementary  contributions  to  the  JCR  actions) 
. further  evaluation  of  new  cycles  Leading  to  potential  improvements  over  existing 
cycles 
. exploitation of  bench-scale  experiments  fortechnological  data  collection 
•  specific  open  or  closed Loop experiments for heat exchange and  corrosion  measurements 
•  data  collection, economic  assessment  and  perspectives  evaluation 
- electrolytic hydrogen  production 
. improvement  of  conventional  electrolytic processes 
+  improved  electrocatalysts 
+  new  materials  in  acid  electrolysis 
~ membranes  and  diaphragms,  organic  and  inorganic  solid polymer  electrolytes 
*  8  MEUA  over  a  4-year  programme;  O.J.E.C.  L 231  of  Sept.  13,  1979 
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v.  UUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
(nat L.  ,currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  (x106)  Cx1Q6)  c  x  1  o6)  c  x  1  o6> 
TOT-AL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) 
(34) - 516-
R+D& D POL! CY  I.  SECTOR  4.  NEW  ENERGY  SOURCES  AND  VECTORS  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  4•6•  HYDROGEN  AS  AN  ENERGY  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets  VECTOR  (CONT 1 D) 
III. OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
+ design  of  Low  cost  and  Low  maintenance  cells 
+  high  efficiency gas  separators 
•  advanced  electrolytic  ceLLs 
+ design,  constr-uction  and  operation of  modules  in  the  100  kW  size 
+data  collection,  elaboration  and  economic  assessment  of  prototypes 
+  system  engineering  optimisation 
•  high  temperature  electrolysis 
+  cell  technology  and  materials 
+  Laboratory  prototypes,  study  of  scaling  up  strategies and  alternatives 
+  design,  construction  and  operation of  a  101  100  kW  Laboratory  prototype 
- transportation,  storage  and  utiLi sat ion 
•  general  studies 
•  safety aspects 
+  data  on  combustion  and  exploration 
+  handbook 
•  transport  and  storage 
+  Large  scale  storage:  auxiliary equipment  and  economic  assessment 
+ other  storage methods;  evaluation of  possible  methods  of  producing 
electrical  energy  from  hydrogen 
+ materials and  components  for  hydrogen  and  transportation 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  ( x1 Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  ( x1 o6>  (x106) 
···'···  TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) - 517-
R+D& D POL! CY  I.  SECTOR 5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY:  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  II.SUB-SECTOR  5.1.  ELECTRICITY  GENERATING  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets  EQUIPMENT 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Second  indirect  action 12rogramme  <mid-1979  +  mid-1983) 
- energy  transformation 
•  energy  from  waste  (see  1.4.2  •  for  detaiLs) 
•  LNG-gasification 
+  recovery  of  a  part  of  the  LNG  Liquefaction  energy  in  a  closed  cycle  turbine 
•  heat  power  production  (see  1.4.2.  for  details) 
•  advanced  engines  for  electricity production 
+  higher  efficiency of  Large  (up  to  40  MW)  diesel  engines  combined  with 
waste  heat  utilization 
+  use  of other  fuels  (coal,  low  BTU  gas) 
• energy  cascading  devices 
+  topping  and  bottoming  devices  for  industrial  processes 
(estimated  expenditures  are  included  in 1.4.2.) 
2.  SUj2j20rt  of  demonstration 12rojects  <see  1.4.4.  for details). 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  C  x106) 
1  - - - o.m.  o.m. 
2  - - - p.m.  p.m!" 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  C  in N.C.) 
TOTAL  (in  EUA) - 518-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY:  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets  5.4.  FUEL  CELLS 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  ~1A IN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  First  indirect  action  ~rogramme  (mid-1975  ~ mid-1979) 
- development  of  methods  for  storage  of  secondary  energy 
•  electrical  (fuel  ceLLs,  batteries) 
........... 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
(expenditures are  included  in  1.4.1.) 
2.  Second  indirect  action  ~rosramme  <mid-1979  ~ mid-1983) 
- electrochemical  storage 
............. 
•  ba s i c  r e sea r c  h 
+  materials  for  fuel  cells 
+  development  of  cheap  catalysts 
............. 
(estimated  expenditures are  included  in  1.4.2.) 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx106)  c  x  1  o6> 
1  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  -
2  - - - p.m.  p.m. 
• • .I  • • • 
TOTAL  C  in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  (;  n  EUA) - 519-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  E. C. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  5.S.  ELECTROCHEMICAL  STORAGE  DATE  :April 79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  First  indirect action  ~rosramme (mid-197S  -:  mid-1979) 
- development  of  methods  for  storage of  secondary  energy 
•  electrical  (fuel  cells,  batteries) 
(expenditures are  included  in  1.4.1.) 
2.  Second  indirect  action  ~rosramme  (m i d-1979  -:  mid-1983) 
- electrochemical  storage 
•  advanced  batteries for  applications  in  car  traction,  load  leveling  and 
alternative energies  (solar,  waves,  wind) 
+  materials  basic  research  on  electrolytes and  electrodes 
+applied  research  (seals,  corrosion ••• ) 
+ pilot  systems,  ............ 
(estimated  expenditures are  included  in 1.4.2.) 
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2  - - - p.m.  p.m. 
.. ·' ... 
TOTAL  <in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  <in  EUA) - 520-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  5.  ELECTRICITY  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  !!.SUB-SECTOR  5.6.  OTHER  STORAGE  TECHNIQUES  DATE  :  April  79  and  budgets 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  First  indirect  action  programme  (mid-1975  -:  mid-1979) 
- development  of methods  for  storage  of  secondary  energy 
........ 
.  .  .  . .  .  .  . 
mechanicaL  (compressed  air, pumping  water,  fly-wheels) 
(expenditures  are  included  in  1.4.1.) 
2.  Second  indirect  action  prosramme  (mid-1979  -:  mid-1983) 
- storage of  mechanical  energy 
•  fly-wheels  for  hybrid traction of  heavy  vehicles 
•  fly-wheels  for  peak  power  Leveling  in  industry 
(estimated  expenditures are  included  in 1.4.2.) 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  (x1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  c  x1 o6>  Cx1Q6) 
1  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  --
2  - - - p.m.  p.m. 
•• • I.--~ 
TOTAL  (in  N.C.) 
TOTAL  <in  EUA) - 521-
R+D&D  POLICY  I.  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  :  E. C. 
5. Programme  description 
and  budgets  !!.SUB-SECTOR  6.1.  ANALYTICAL  STUDIES  ON 
ENERGY  SYSTEMS 
DATE  : -April  79 
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
v. 
1.  First  indirect  action programme  (mid-1975  ~ mid  1979) 
- systems analysis  :  development  of models 
•  collection of  data  and  the  study  of  static  strategic-models  for  short-term 
problems 
•  study  of  dynamic  models  applicable  to medium- and  long-term  problems 
2.  Second  indirect  action programme  (mid-1979  ~  mid-1983)  *) 
- energy  systems  analysis and  strategy  studies 
•  improvement  and  further  development  of  the  medium  and  long-term  E.C. 
energy models 
+ maintenance  and  improvement  of  data  bases  and  of  the  energy  flow  model 
+  implementation  of  the  national  model  systems  in  local  research  organisation 
+  improvement  in  the  estimation of  parameters  used  in  the different  models 
+  complementary  developments  to existing  models 
+  further  developments  of  the  long-term  models  (MEDEE  and  SLT) 
+  dynamic  net  energy  analysis 
* 6  MEUA  on  a  4-year  programme;  O.J.E.C.  L 231  of  September  13,  1979 
1  X  100  50  X 
2  X 
BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  <x1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  <x106) 
I  0.497  1. 431  1. 927 
0.360 
2  - - -
--
·~- --
0.497  1. 431  1. 927  0.360 
•••  1 ••• 
Estimations 
1980 
( x1 o6) 
. _1~1'91_ 
.. ·' ... 
1.707 - 522-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
•  development  of  new  concepts  for  energy  systems'  representation 
+  dynamization  of  the  disaggregated  inter-industry model  including  new  dynamic 
formulations 
+  elaboration of  "condensed  form"  models 
+  application of  new  methods  of  programming 
+  sequential  modelling 
•  development  of  new  means  for  better  communication  between  model  builders and 
model  users 
+  identification and  analysis of  problems  of  interest  to  the  user  necessary  for 
designing  assumption  scenarios  (inputs)  and  resulting  scenarios  (outputs) 
of  potential  interest 
+  in  advance  computation  of  alternative trends,  events  and  policies  related  both 
to  the  socio-economic  and  the  energy  systems  and  measurement  of  their  impact 
+  interactive  system,  written  in  conversational  Language,  for  direct  access  of 
inputs  and  outputs  provided  with  graphic displays and  nard  copy  capability and 
other  appropriate  terminals 
•  world  energy  modelling 
+  development  of  a  "multi-regional"  world  model  in  a  cooperative  effort 
+  further  participation  in  the multiclient  world  energy  modelling  activities 
IV. 
T  STATUS  &  Ir1PLEi·lErJTA T  I ON  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATIO~  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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v.  L'UDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  E.stimations  Estimations 
(natl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  (X 1  Q6)  c  x  1  o6>  c  x  1  o6>  Cx106) 
TOTAL  C  in N.C.) 
TOTAL  <in  EUA) - 523-
R+D&D  POLICY  I~  SECTOR  6.  GENERAL  STUDIES  COUNTRY  :  E.C. 
5. Programme  description  II.  SUB-SECTOR  6.3.  STUDIES  ON  ENVIRONMENTAL  DATE  : April  79  and  budgets  EFFECTS 
I II.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  : 
1.  Environment  and  resources  CD.A.  1977-1980)  Cpa rt  i m) 
- atmosphere 
•  formation  of particles and  transport  of pollutants  cso2,  NOx,  car  exhaust  gases 
natural  emissions) 
+ physical  and  chemical  analysis 
+ field  experiments 
•  pathway  of  automobile  Lead 
- chemicaLs 
•  mobilization  of  heavy  metals  from  fossil-fueled power  plants and  potential 
ecological  and  biochemical  implications 
•  analysis of organic m  i cropo l Lutant s in water and ozone depletion by  ha loca rbons 
and  other  substances 
2.  Environmental  research  Erosramme  CI.A.  1976-80;  Cpartim) 
- heavy  metals  - ............  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
,~  -air quality 
- water  quality 
- waste  heat;  ecological and  microclimatic  effect 
- marine  pollution  (hydrocarbons)  and  decontamination  methods 
............  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
- co2  accumulation  in the  atmosphere 
,  STATUS  & IMPLEMENTATION  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IV.  PROGRAMME  FEATURES 
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*  estim  tes 
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v.  BUDGETS  Expenditures  Expenditures  Estimations  Estimations  Estimations 
Cnatl.  currency)  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
OBJECTIVES  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  Cx1Q6)  <x1Q6) 
1  0.855 *  1.176 *  1. 165  *  1.047 *  1.342* 
2  0.508 *  1.118 *  1.509 *  1. 505 *  1.727* 
•• • I  .... 
TOTAL  (in N.C.) 
TOTAL  C  in  EUA)  1. 363 *  2. 294 *  2  67t.. *  _2.552 *  3.069 * 
.. -524-
III.  OBJECTIVES  AND  MAIN  LINES  OF  ACTIVITY  (continuation) 
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LIST  OF  ABBREVIATIONS  IN  ALPHABETICAL  ORDER 
Agence  pour  Les  Economies  d'Energies 
Azienda  Generale  Italiana Petroli 
Advanced  Gas  cooled  Reactor 
Ansaldo  Meccanica  Nucleare 
Arbeitsgemeinschaft  Versuchsreaktor  GmbH 
British  Gas  Corporation 
Bureau  de  Recherches  Geologiques  et  Minieres 
Charbonnages  De  France 
Commercial  Demonstration  Fast  Reactor 
Commissariat  a l'Energie  Atomique 
Central  Electricity Generating  Board 
Centre  de  Recherche  des  Charbonnages 
Compagnie  Fran9aise  du  Petrole 
Comitate  Nazionale  Energia  Nucleare 
Centre  National  pour  L'Exploitation  des  Oceans 
Centro  Nazionale  delle  Ricerche 
Centre  National  de  La  Recherche  Scientifique 
Commissariat  a l'Energie  Solaire 
Centro  Sperimentale  Metallurgico 
Centre  Scientifique et  Technique  du  Batiment 
Dounreay  Fast  Reactor 
Delegation  Generale a La  Recherche  Scientifique et 
Technique 









Energie  Centrum  Nederland 
Electricite  De  France 
Ente  Nazionale  Energia  Elettrica 
Ente  Nazionale  Idrocarburi 
Energy  Technology  Supporting  Unit 
Fabbrica  Italiana  Automobili  Torino 
Gaz  De  France 


































High  Flux  Reactor 
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Health  and  Safety  Executive 
HTR  High  Temperature  Reactor 
HWR  Heavy  Water  Reactor 











International  Energy  Agency 
Institut  Fran~ais du  Petrole 
Institut  National  de  La  Recherche  Agronomique 
International  Research  and  Development  Co.  Ltd. 
Istituto di  Ricostruzione  Industriale 
Institut  de  Recherche  des  Transports 
Joint  European  Torus 
Joint  Research  Centre 
Kernkraftwerk  Niederaichbach 
Kompakte  Natriumgekuhlte  Kernreaktoranlage 
















Liquid  Metal  Fast  Breeder 
Liquified  Natural  Gas 
Liquified  Propane  Gas 
Light  Water  Reactor 
Man-made  Geothermal  Energy 
Mehrzweckforschungsreaktor 
National  Coal  Board 
Nuclear  Energy  Agency 
Reactor 
System 
centrale  Nucleaire  Europeenne  a neutrons  Rapides,  S.A. 
Office  National  d'Etudes  et  de  Recherches  Aerospatiales 
Reattore  di  Prova  Elementi  di  Combustibile 
Progetto  Finalizzato  Energetica 
Prototype  Fast  Reactor 
Name  of  a  reprocessing  process 




















Rheinisch-Westfalisches  Elektrizitatswerk  A.G. 
Steam  Generating  Heavy  Water  Reactor 
Societe  Nationale  Elf  Aquitaine 









Schneller  Na-gekuhlte  Reaktor 
Scientific  Research  Council 
Separative  Work  Unit 
Thorium  Hoch  Temperatur  Reaktor 
organisatie  voor  Toegepast  Natuurwetschappelijk 
Onderzoek 
Total  Energy  Module-system 
United  Kingdom  Atomic  Energy  Authority 
Vereinigte  Elektrizitatswerke  Westfalen 
*  * 
* 
GER 
UK 
F 
GER 
UK 
GER 
NL 
I 
UK 
GER 